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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Environmental Impact Report (EIR) has been prepared to examine the potential
environmental effects of the proposed Tentative Map 5475 Specific Plan. This section
summarizes the characteristics of the proposed Specific Plan, the environmental impacts,
mitigation measures, and residual impacts associated with the proposed Specific Plan.

PROJECT SYNOPSIS
Project Applicant
Del Investment Fund No. 9
622 Ridgecrest Drive
Santa Paula, CA 93060

Existing Conditions and Setting
The project site includes a 32.5-acre development site, areas adjacent to the development site
that are to be graded, and three “fill sites” to the north and west of the development site that
may receive fill material generated by project grading. The site is located near the intersection of
North Peck Road and Foothill Road in unincorporated Ventura County, immediately west of
the City of Santa Paula and within both the City’s Urban Restriction Boundary (CURB) and the
Adams Canyon Expansion Area. The development site is currently vacant with scattered
vegetation and a few remnants of a former avocado orchard that is no longer in use. Much of
the natural character of the hillside has been degraded by extensive surface disruption.
Vehicular site access is currently on the south end of the property from Foothill Road through
an unpaved access connecting to dirt roads that criss-cross the development site. The City of
Santa Paula General Plan (1998) currently designates the development site as part of the Adams
Canyon Specific Plan Zone (SP-1), which allows development of up to 495 dwelling units. The
development site is also within the Adams Canyon Expansion Area and is zoned Agriculture
Exclusive (AE)-40 acre by the County of Ventura
Two separate single-family dwellings neighbor the development site to the south along Foothill
Road, and are surrounded by portions of the site on the north, east and west sides. These units
are in unincorporated Ventura County and are zoned Agriculture Exclusive – 40 Acres (AE-40),
but they are also part of the Adams Canyon Expansion Area and within the CURB. Across
North Peck Road to the east of the project site, there exists an established hillside residential
neighborhood. Approximately 37 homes are located along this portion of North Peck Road,
including seven that directly abut the project site. The neighboring area is within the Santa
Paula city limits and zoned Hillside Residential 2-PD (HR2-PD). Citrus orchards and farmland
lie directly to the south across Foothill Road and west of the project site. Areas to the north and
west of the site are also included within the 5,413-acre Adams Canyon Expansion Area within
the Santa Paula CURB line.
The project would also involve grading of areas west and north of the development site,
including re-contouring and stabilization of an 11-acre portion of the parcel bordering and to
the north of the site. Deposit of approximately 700,000 cubic yards (cy) of excess fill on the
City of Santa Paula
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adjacent property to the north and west of the development site is also proposed. Three
separate canyons have been identified as possible fill sites, although it is anticipated that only
two of the three canyons would be needed to accommodate excess dirt generated by the
proposed project.

Project Description
The Foothill/Peck Tract (Tentative Tract 5475) Specific Plan was developed as a tool for the
systematic implementation of the City of Santa Paula General Plan. It effectively establishes a
link between implementing policies of the General Plan and the individual development
proposals in the specific area that is proposed for development. The Specific Plan allows the
plan area to be comprehensively designed as a detailed plan providing a broad vision for the
neighborhood as well as specific facets of development from the type, design, location and
intensity of uses to the design and capacity of infrastructure. In addition, the Specific Plan
provides goals and policies unique to the proposed development and plan area.
The Specific Plan would apply to all portions of the TT 5475 Specific Plan Area. In the event
there is a conflict between the Santa Paula Municipal Code and the Specific Plan, the more
specific regulation would take precedence over the more general. The Speciﬁc Plan provides the
entire zoning for TT 5475. The entire property would be zoned “SP-1-TT 5475,” and the
applicable zoning regulations for TT 5475 would be those set forth in the Speciﬁc Plan.
As previously discussed, the proposed project includes a specific plan that would facilitate the
development of a 32.5-acre site with a hillside subdivision. The proposed project would involve
the development of 79 hillside residential lots. A gated entrance to the project may be provided.
If gated, the streets would be private (although constructed to public street standards according
to City of Santa Paula standards), and would be maintained by a homeowners association. If not
gated, the streets would be public roadways, also being constructed to public street standards
according to City of Santa Paula standards. In either scenario, the roadways would also
accommodate the placement of service utilities within the right-of-way. The proposed
arrangement of lots and streets is dictated by the shape of the existing hillside adjacent to the
site. Virtually all of the site would be subject to excavation or fill. Each lot would have a graded
pad of sufficient size for construction of a conventional one- or two-story home. The majority of
the homes would be developer-built detached single-family houses. Some lots may be reserved
for custom home construction.
Proposed grading includes approximately 2.7 million cubic yards of cut and 2.0 million cubic
yards of fill, with 0.7 million cubic yards of excess material to be deposited at three fill receiver
sites located on the parcels to the northwest of the project site. The majority of the grading
would take place on the north end of the project site, which would be almost all cut, removal of
the remnants of an old landslide. This grading is proposed to stabilize and recontour the
development site and an approximately 14-acre area located directly to the north, which are
underlain by landslide slump deposits. Grading of a small area adjacent to the southwest corner
of the development site is also required. The purpose of this grading is to restore the original
ground contours in this area.

City of Santa Paula
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Excess fill would be hauled to and deposited within two of three canyons on the parcel to the
north and west of the development site. The project applicant has an easment for grading of this
area. Fill Site 1, the northernmost of the three sites, is approximately 21.2 acres, fill Site 2, which
is located just south of Site 1, is approximately 11.92 acres, and fill Site 3, the southernmost of
the three sites, is approximately 10.04 acres. Overall, the three fill sites have a cumulative
capacity of approximately 1.8 million cubic yards of fill material. The haul route, totaling
approximately three acres, would be a direct route from the project site to the receiver sites
using existing dirt roads exiting the project site to the northwest. The haul distance would be
approximately a quarter mile each way. The existing roads would be widened to accommodate
hauling and earthmoving equipment. The hauling would be completed using scrapers or offroad trucks, not highway trucks. Haul roads proposed for the transport of fill materials to the
three fill sites north and west of the development site would utilize existing access roads that
serve farming/ranching activities in this area. Minor improvements may be required to
accommodate trucks and other equipment that would be required to haul and stabilize fill
materials. Any changes to the existing access roads would be minimal and where grading
extends beyond the alignments plans would be submitted to Ventura County Public Works
Agency for review and approval.

ALTERNATIVES
Five alternatives to the proposed Specific Plan were selected for consideration and analyzed in
the EIR as follows:


Alternative 1: No Project



Alternative 2: Additional Lots. This alternative assumes that 8 additional lots
would be constructed in addition to the proposed 79 lots, bringing the total to
87. This alternative follows a plan that was presented to the Santa Paula
Planning Commission and the public in a presentation prior to the CURB
vote (June, 2003).



Alternative 3: Reduced Lots. This alternative involves a reduction in the
number of lots across the 32.5-acre site and an increase in each lot size. A
smaller number of homes, 50, will limit some impacts because of the smaller
scale of the residential development.



Alternative 4: Townhome Development. This alternative would involve
grading the eastern portion of the project site for construction of 80
townhomes. This alternative would provide for the clustering of housing on
the eastern porting of the site with the goal of reducing the amount of
grading since a majority of the remedial grading would be required for the
western portion of the project site. This alternative would involve the
relocation of approximately 450,000 cubic yards of earth material to fill sites,
compared to the 750,000 cubic yard of material that would be relocated under
the proposed project. This alternative would also result in a reduction in the
number and size of fill sites. The undeveloped western portion of the project
site would be improved with a parking area along Foothill Road, and a

City of Santa Paula
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perimeter hiking trail leading to a viewing/kiosk area near the northern
property boundary of the project site.


Alternative 5: Alternative Off-Site Fill Location. This alternative assumes
that development of the proposed project with excess fill material to be
exported to construction site(s) located within or outside the City of Santa
Paula. The use of one or more fill sites within the City would be determined
by the amount of fill material needed. The use of construction sites within the
City would eliminate the need to place fill in the three undeveloped canyons
located north of the project site. This alternative assumes the transportation
of 750,000 CY of fill material to fill site(s) within the City, and would involve
approximately 57,700 truck trips (approximately 13 CY per truck). It is
anticipated that these truck trips would utilize Peck Road to access SR 126,
then travel east to the construction site(s).

The No Project alternative would involve no change to the environment and is therefore
considered environmentally superior overall. However, this alternative would not preclude
future development of the site with another project. Additionally, this alternative would not
have the proposed project’s benefits relative to landslide and flooding issues and it fails to
achieve the stated project objectives. Table 6-1 summarizes impacts for each of the alternatives.
Among the development alternatives, the Alternative Off-Site Fill Location alternative would be
superior with respect to biological resources, cultural resources, hydrology and water quality,
but would be inferior with respect temporary air quality, noise and transportation impacts
associated with the transport of fill material to sites located in the City. The Alternative Off-Site
Fill Location alternative would be environmentally superior to the proposed project. In
addition, this alternative would meet the applicant’s objectives of developing 79 single-family
residential lots on the project site.

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Table ES-1 includes a brief description of the environmental issues relative to the proposed
Specific Plan, the identified environmental impacts, proposed mitigation measures, and
residual impacts. Impacts are categorized by classes. Class I impacts are defined as significant,
unavoidable adverse impacts which require a statement of overriding considerations to be
issued per Section 15093 of the State CEQA Guidelines if the Specific Plan is approved. Class II
impacts are significant adverse impacts that can be feasibly mitigated to less than significant
levels and which require findings to be made under Section 15091 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
Class III impacts are considered less than significant impacts.
Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact

Mitigation Measures

Significance
After Mitigation

AESTHETICS
Impact AES-1 The visual character of
the development site would be altered
through grading, the development public

AES-1(a) Plant Screening. Plant materials must
screen at least 50 percent of all architecture. Wall
surfaces facing viewsheds must be screened to the

Less than
significant with
mitigation.
City of Santa Paula
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact
streets, the construction of retaining walls,
detention basins, and up to 79 hillside
residential lots. The impact associated
with the change in visual character from
undeveloped hillside property to
developed hillside residential would be
Class II, less than significant with
mitigation incorporated.

Mitigation Measures

Significance
After Mitigation

maximum extent feasible.
AES-1(b) Informal Tree Masses. Trees must be
arranged in informal masses and shall be placed
selectively to reduce the scale of long, steep slopes.
AES-1(c) Slope Plantings. Slope plantings must
create a gradual transition from developed slope
areas into natural areas. Landscaping shall include
fingers of plantings that extend into existing and
sculptured slopes.
AES-1(d) Random Shrub Placement. Shrubs must
be randomly placed in masses within landscaped
areas.
AES-1(e) Natural Building Colors. All colors,
textures, materials and forms shall be compatible
with the natural setting. Medium to dark colors,
which blend with the surrounding environment, must
be used for building elevations and roof materials.
AES-1(f) Low Reflectivity Glass. Project design
and architectural treatments must incorporate
additional techniques to reduce light and glare, such
as use of low reflectivity glass.
AES-1(g) Driveway and Retaining Wall
Landscaping. Landscaping must be planted so as
to shield retaining walls and driveway in order to
preserve natural appearance of hillside from Foothill
Road, a City-designated Scenic Route.

Impact AES-2 Grading and construction
of the proposed project has the potential
to affect public views of scenic resources
from Foothill Road, Peck Road, West
Telegraph Road, Highway 126, Munger
Drive, and Skyline Drive. Impacts to views
would be Class II, less than significant
with mitigation incorporated.

Mitigation measures AES-1(a) through AES-1(i) (see
Impact AES-1) would provide for the landscaping of
graded slopes and terraces, open space areas,
streets and parkways.

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

AQ-1 Construction Emission Reduction
Measures. All contractors must implement fugitive
dust control measures consistent with Ventura
County Air Pollution Control District Rule 55
throughout all phases of construction. Developers
must include in construction contracts the control
measures required and recommended by the
VCAPCD at the time of development. Examples of
the types of measures currently required and
recommended include the following:

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

AIR QUALITY
Impact AQ-1 Construction activity
associated with the proposed project
would generate temporary air pollutant
emissions, which would result in adverse
temporary impacts to local air quality.
However, with implementation of
standard mitigation, would be Class II,
less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.

•

Minimize the area disturbed on a daily basis by
clearing, grading, earthmoving, and/or
excavation operations.
City of Santa Paula
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact

Mitigation Measures
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Significance
After Mitigation

Pre-grading/excavation activities include water
the area to be graded or excavated before the
commencement of grading or excavation
operations. Application of water should
penetrate sufficiently to minimize fugitive dust
during these activities.
All graded and excavated material, exposed soil
areas, and active portions of the construction
site, including unpaved on-site roadways, must
be treated to prevent fugitive dust. Treatments
must include, without limitation, periodic
watering, application of environmentally-safe
soil stabilization materials, and/or rollcompaction as appropriate. Water must be done
as often as necessary.
Material stockpiles must be enclosed, covered,
stabilized, or otherwise treated, to prevent
blowing fugitive dust offsite.
Graded and/or excavated inactive aeas of the
construction site must be monitored by a Citydesignated monitor at least weekly for dust
stabilization. Soil stabilization methods, such as
water and roll-compaction, must be periodically
applied to portions of the construction site that
are inactive for over four days. If no further
grading or excavation operations are planned
for the area, the area should be seeded and
water until grass growth is evident, or
periodically treated with environmentally-safe
dust suppressants, to prevent excessive fugitive
dust.
Signs must be posted on-site limiting on-site
traffic to 15 miles per hour or less.
During periods of high winds (i.e., wind speed
sufficient to cause fugitive dust to impact
adjacent properties), all clearing, grading, earth
moving, and excavation operations must be
stopped to the degree necessary to prevent
fugitive dust created by on-site activities and
operations from being a nuisance or hazard,
either off-site or on-site. The site
superintendent/supervisor must use his/her
discretion in conjunction with the VCAPCD in
determining when winds are excessive.
Adjacent streets and roads must be swept at
least once per day, preferably at the end of the
day, if visible soil material is carried over to
adjacent streets and roads.
Personnel involved in grading operations,
including contractors and subcontractors,
should be advised to wear respiratory protection
I accordance with California Division of
Occupational Safety and Health regulations.
Signs displaying the APCD Complaint Line
telephone number for public complaints must be
posted in a prominent location visible off-site.
City of Santa Paula
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact

Mitigation Measures

Significance
After Mitigation

Impact AQ-2 Grading associated with
the proposed project would involve
movement of 2.7 million cubic yards of
earth materials, and the operation of
associated heavy equipment. Such
activity would generate emissions of
diesel particulates, but health risks
related to such emissions would not
exceed VCAPCD thresholds. Therefore,
impacts would be Class III, less than
significant.

None required.

Less than
signficant without
mitigation.

Impact AQ-3 Project operation would
generate both stationary and mobile
emissions of ozone precursors, but
emissions would not exceed Ventura
County APCD thresholds. Therefore,
long-term impacts would be Class III,
less than significant.

None required.

Less than
signficant without
mitigation.

Impact AQ-4 Project traffic, together
with other cumulative traffic increases in
the area, could incrementally increase
carbon monoxide concentrations at
some area intersections. However,
implementation of mitigation measures
recommended in the Section 4.10,
Transportation and Circulation, would
improve traffic to acceptable service
levels. Therefore impacts would be
Class II, less than significant with
mitigation incorporated.

Implementation of mitigation measures
recommended in the Section 4.10, Transportation
and Circulation, would improve traffic to acceptable
service levels.

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

Impact AQ-5 The 2012 population of
the City of Santa Paula is approximately
29,882. Full buildout of the proposed
project would accommodate
approximately 279 additional residents.
This growth to 30,161 is within the 2020
population forecast of 35,400 people.
Impacts related to AQMP consistency
would therefore be Class III, less than
significant.

None required.

Less than
significant without
mitigation.

BIO-1(a) Pre-Construction Survey. Not more than
two weeks before initiation of construction or fill
activities, the applicant must retain a qualified
biologist to conduct a nesting bird survey of the
development site, fill site(s), and surrounding area.
Construction plans must be designed to avoid
impacts to mature trees and shrubs that may contain
nests to the greatest extent feasible.

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Impact BIO-1 Construction activity,
including tree removal if required, could
potentially disturb active bird nests,
including federally threatened coastal
California gnatcatcher, which would be a
violation of the Endangered Species Act,
Fish and Game Code and the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act. This impact would be
Class II, less than significant with
mitigation incorporated.

BIO-1(b) Buffers from Active Nests. If an active
nest is located within the vicinity of construction
activities, all work must be conducted at least 5 to
City of Santa Paula
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact

Mitigation Measures

Significance
After Mitigation

500 feet from the nest upon recommendation from
CDFW until the young have fledged and the nest
site is no longer in use as determined by a qualified
biologist.
BIO-1(c) Tree and Shrub Removal Limitations.
Tree and shrub removal is limited to the nonbreeding season (September 16 through February
14). Trees may be removed outside of this period
upon the condition that, before removal, trees and
shrubs must be inspected by a qualified biologist not
more than two weeks prior to any scheduled tree
trimming or removal.
Although significant impacts to the California
gnatcatcher are not anticipated, the following is
recommended as a condition of project approval.
BIO-1(d) California Gnatcatcher Protocol
Surveys. Before tree and shrub removal in any of
the fill sites between February 15 and September
15, protocol surveys for coastal California
gnatcatcher must be completed by a qualified
biologist, selected by the City, in accordance with
Coastal California Gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica
californica) Present/Absence Survey Guidelines
(USFWS 1997). If no coastal California gnatcatcher
nests are located, no further mitigation is required. If
an active coastal California gnatcatcher nest is
located, a minimum avoidance buffer of 250 feet
must be established around the nest. The avoidance
buffer must be demarcated with bright orange
construction fencing installed around the perimeter
between the nest and active construction activities.
The avoidance buffer must be in place until the
qualified biologist has determined that the adults and
offspring are no longer reliant on the nest site. No
construction activities or personnel may enter the
avoidance buffer without specific permission from
the qualified biologist. The qualified biologist must
monitor the avoidance buffers a minimum of once
per week to ensure avoidance is observed and the
nest is not affected by construction.
Impact BIO-2 Placement of earth
materials in the proposed fill sites would
result in the loss of 2.05 acres of
jurisdictional waters of the state and
waters of the U.S. This impact would be
Class II, less than significant with
mitigation incorporated.

BIO-2(a) Agency Permits. The applicant shall
obtain appropriate permits for fill of waters of the
U.S. and state for the fill sites from the regulatory
agencies prior to approval of the final grading plan
by the County. Specific permits needed may include:
•
•
•

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

Clean Water Act Section 404 permit from the
ACOE;
Clean Water Act Section 401 certification from
the Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los
Angeles Region; and
Streambed Alteration Agreement with the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife.
City of Santa Paula
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The applicant shall provide signed copies of such
agreements and permits to the County, or a signed
letter that no permits are required, before the
issuance of a grading permit.
BIO-2(b) Habitat Replacement. All acreage
designated as waters of the United States that is lost
as a result of project implementation must be
replaced at a ratio of habitat created at a minimum
of a 2:1 ratio, or as determined appropriate by
CDFW. Mitigation must occur on-site or in an
approved off-site location within the same watershed
if feasible. The final mitigation acreage must be
determined based on the as-built conditions of the fill
sites following completion of all necessary
deposition of fill. A mitigation plan must be approved
by the Planning Director, or designee. All mitigation
areas shall have a deed restriction, conservation
easement, or some other method, in a form
approved by the City Attorney, of ensuring that the
restoration site is preserved in perpetuity.
Impact BIO-3 Adams Canyon and its
associated tributaries may serve as
important wildlife movement corridors
and use of the proposed fill sites may
affect this function. Development may
have both direct and indirect impacts on
native habitats, including sensitive plant
communities, and wildlife movements
due to vegetation removal and
disturbance. This impact would be Class
II, less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.

BIO-3(a) Daylight Construction. Construction
activities are limited to daylight hours in order to
reduce disturbance to nocturnally active species.

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

BIO-3(b) Native Plants. Upon completion of
construction activities, disturbed soils must be
landscaped using native plant species. A qualified
landscape architect must develop a landscaping
plan that includes plant species native to the Adams
Canyon vicinity. Disturbed areas must be
landscaped with the goal of facilitating wildlife
movement.
All acreage mapped as coast prickly-pear series and
California encelia series that is lost as a result of
project implementation must be replaced in-kind
through habitat creation at a minimum ratio of 1:1
(habitat created to habitat lost). The final calculation
of mitigation acreage must be determined based on
a comparison of pre-construction condition of the
site and as-built conditions of the fill sites and haul
roads following completion of deposition of fill.
Mitigation must occur on-site or at an approved offsite location within an area containing similar
physical, edaphic, and topographic conditions as
those within the impact area. A habitat mitigation
and monitoring plan must be approved by the
Planning Director, or designee, and include, at a
minimum: a description of the habitat impacted, the
location where habitat will be created, a description
of site preparation and maintenance activities (such
as weed control, irrigation, and herbivory control), a
schedule of planting and maintenance activities, a
description and schedule of monitoring activities, a
City of Santa Paula
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description of reporting requirements, and a
definition of success criteria. Mitigation at off-site
locations shall occur concurrent with ground
disturbance activities. Mitigation on-site must
commence immediately upon completion of ground
disturbance activities. The plan must be
implemented for a period of at least five years or
until the success criteria have been met. All
mitigation areas must have a deed restriction,
conservation easement or some other means, in a
form approved by the City Attorney, for protection in
perpetuity, documentation of which must be filed
with the lead agency before implementation of
mitigation.
BIO-3(c) Low-Light Design. The following low-light
design features must be implemented adjacent to
open space and wildlife corridor areas:
•
•
•

Impact BIO-4 The placement of earth
materials in the fill sites may involve the
removal of native oak trees and
disturbance of coast live oak series
habitat. This impact would be Class II,
less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.

Light poles cannot exceed 25 feet to reduce the
glare and pooling of light into open space and
corridor areas;
The number of lights used must be the
minimum necessary for safety; and
Light elements must be recessed or hoods must
be used to reduce glare impacts on open space
and corridor areas.

BIO-4(a) Oak Woodland Avoidance and
Replacement. Redesign the fill sites and
associated access roads to avoid areas containing
oak trees and oak woodlands to the greatest extent
feasible.

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

Mitigation for oak woodland habitat must occur at a
ratio of 2 acres of oak woodland habitat
preserved/planted for every acre of oak woodland
habitat impacted. At least 50% of mitigation acreage
for oak woodland habitat must consist of
preservation of existing habitat at an approved offsite location. The off-site location should be proximal
to the project site to reduce the overall loss of oak
woodland habitat within the project vicinity. The
remaining mitigation acreage may consist of planting
new trees on-site or at an approved off-site location.
Planting mitigation oak trees in the vicinity of existing
oak woodland is encouraged. An oak woodland
mitigation plan must be prepared by a certified
arborist and include the same components as
outlined in BIO-3(b) for the habitat mitigation and
monitoring plan. The plan must be approved by the
County before implementation. The oak woodland
mitigation plan must be designed to replicate to the
greatest extent feasible the overall habitat
characteristics and species composition as the oak
woodland impacted by the proposed project. This
includes planting appropriate understory and
City of Santa Paula
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codominant plant species, and selecting sites with
similar physical, edaphic, and topographic features
as observed at the impact sites. The oak woodland
mitigation plan shall be implemented for a period of
at least seven years, or until the success criteria are
met. A deed restriction or restrictive covenant, in a
form approved by the City Attorney, must be
recorded against all mitigation areas to protect the
mitigation in perpetuity.
Mitigation for individual oak trees not part of oak
woodland habitat as defined in the California Public
Resources Code must occur at a ratio of 2:1 (trees
planted to trees impacted). Individual mitigation oak
trees must be planted on-site or at an approved offsite location in such a manner as to provide similar
habitat functions and values as the impacted tree
currently provides. Individual mitigation oak tree
plantings may be installed in conjunction with
mitigation of oak woodland habitat. Mitigation
requirements for individual oak trees must be
included in the oak woodland mitigation plan
described above. Individual mitigation oak trees
must be subject to the same success criteria,
mitigation timing, and protective restrictions as oak
woodland mitigation acreage.
BIO-4(b) Protected Tree Plan. Within 60 days of
approval of a County grading permit, the applicant
must submit for approval by the Ventura County
Planning Director a Protected Tree Plan in
compliance with Ordinance 3993 Sec. 8107-25 and
the County’s Tree Protection Guidelines regarding
the removal, transplanting, or alteration of protected
trees. Once approved, the Protected Tree Plan must
be submitted to the City before approval of a grading
permit. Tree replacement at the levels prescribed in
the County’s Tree Protection Guidelines (inch by
inch based on the “cross-sectional area of the
affected portions of the affected tree) is required for
removal or alteration of existing trees. A Habitat
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan must be developed
by a qualified biologist for replacement trees and
must include goals, methods, success criteria, and a
minimum five-year monitoring schedule.
Impact BIO-5 Non-native plants
introduced as part of the project
landscaping may invade adjacent native
plant communities. This impact would be
Class II, less than significant with
mitigation incorporated.

BIO-5 Landscape Plan Review. The final
landscape design plan, prepared by a qualified
landscape architect, must be reviewed and
approved by a City approved biologist such that
project landscaping does not introduce invasive nonnative plant species into the vicinity of the project
site. The plan must be approved before installation
of landscaping.

Less than
significant with
mitigation.
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CULTURAL RESOURCES
Impact CR-1 Development of the
project site would not disturb any known
historic or prehistoric archaeological
resources. Impacts to known resources
would therefore be Class IV, no impact.

None required.

Less than
signficant without
mitigation.

Impact CR-2 Development of the
project site could adversely affect
unknown or unrecognized prehistoric or
historic archaeological resources. This
impact would be Class II, less than
significant with mitigation incorporated.

CR-2(a) Procedures for Discovery of Intact
Cultural Resources. If unanticipated cultural
resource remains are encountered during
construction or land modification activities, the
developer must follow the applicable procedures
established by the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation concerning protection and preservation
of Historic and Cultural Properties (36 C.F.R. §§
800.1, et seq.). In this event, the
developer/construction contractor must cease work
until the nature, extent, and possible significance of
any cultural remains can be assessed and, if
necessary, remediated. Such assessment and
remediation must be implemented by the developer
and is subject to review and approval by the
Planning Director before commencement with onsite construction/grading activities. If remediation is
needed, possible techniques include removal,
documentation, or avoidance of the resource,
depending upon the nature of the find.

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

CR-2(b) Human Remains. In the event of a
discovery of human bones, suspected human bones,
or a burial, during ground-disturbing activities, all
excavation in the vicinity must halt immediately and
the area of the find protected until a qualified
archaeologist determines whether the bone is
human. If the qualified archaeologist determines the
bones are human, the Ventura County Coroner must
be notified before additional disturbance occurs. The
construction contractor must ensure that the remains
and vicinity of the find are protected against further
disturbance until the Coroner has made a finding
with regard to Public Resources Code § 5097
procedures, in compliance with Health and Safety
Code § 7050.5(b). If it is determined that the find is
of Native American origin, the City will comply with
the provisions of Public Resources Code § 5097.98
regarding identification and involvement of the
Native American Most Likely Descendant (MLD).

GEOLOGY AND SOILS
Impact GEO-1 Earthquake faulting and
corresponding seismic ground shaking
could damage project structures,
resulting in loss of property and risk to
human health. Impacts would be Class
II, less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.

GEO-1(a) Adherence to Current Building Codes.
All structures and facilities must be designed and
constructed to withstand the expected ground
acceleration that may occur at the project site based
on the California Building Code, as adopted by the
SPMC. The calculated design base ground motion
for the site must consider the soil type, potential for

Less than
significant without
mitigation.
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liquefaction, and the most current and applicable
seismic attenuation methods available. All surface
facilities and equipment must have suitable
foundations and anchoring design, surface
restraints, and moment-limiting supports to
withstand seismically induced groundshaking.
GEO-1(b) Slope Stability. All proposed slope
construction, roadways, and work pads must be
properly engineered and filled in accordance with
the California Building Code, as adopted by the
SPMC, and custom and practice in the industry. This
will include ensuring the following minimum criteria:
•
•
•
•

Impact GEO-2 Soils on the
development site have moderate- to low
potential for settlement. Therefore, the
project has the potential to create soilrelated hazards. This impact would be
Class II, less than significant with
mitigation incorporated.

Slope Stability Factors of Safety for Static
Conditions: 1.5
Slope Stability Factors of Safety for
Pseudostatic Conditions: 1.1
Surficial Factor of Safety for all Proposed
Slopes: 1.5
Slope Stability Factors of Safety for Temporary
Conditions: 1.25 to 1.5 depending on the
importance and sensitivity of the building,
improvements, and utilities. Longer duration
excavations may be required to have a high
bound factor safety due to the increased risks
(e.g. long-term strain response, increased
seismic exposure, etc.).

GEO-2 Adherence to Geotechnical Report and
Requirements. Unless demonstrated by a
registered civil engineer, all existing uncertified fill
and disturbed or compressible soils must be
removed and replaced with compacted engineered
fill to the appropriate elevations in areas where
building pads, proposed location of structures,
pavements, and utilities. All grading and
construction shall be in accordance with California
Building Code, as adopted by the SPMC,
requirements and specifications. This includes,
without limitation, the following:
•

•

•

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

All vegetation, soils containing substantial
levels of organics, trash and construction debris
on the property within the areas of development
must be removed before grading operations.
Any existing utility or subsurface draining
systems must also be removed or abandoned.
All existing fill soils must be removed during
grading. Additionally, upper soils must be
removed to a minimum of three to five feet
below the bottom of proposed footings. Deeper
removals may be necessary where heavy
foundation loads are proposed.
After vegetation and soil removal, exposed soil
must be observed by a City-approved project
geotechnical consultant to evaluate if additional
City of Santa Paula
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removals are needed.
All areas to receive fill must be processed
before placing fill. Processing consists of
surface scarification to a minimum depth of 8
inches, moisture conditioning to slightly above
the optimum moisture content, and recompaction to a minimum of 90% of the
maximum dry density (90% relative
compaction). Optimum moisture content and
maximum dry density must be determined per
ASTM D 1557.
On-site fill soils from must be free of all
deleterious materials including trash, debris,
organic matter, and rocks larger than 12 inches.
Fill soils must be placed in thin uniform lifts,
brought to slightly above the optimum moisture
content, and compacted to a minimum of 90%
relative compaction. If import fill is needed,
sources of import fill must be approved by a
City-approved project geotechnical consultant
before transport of materials to the site.
Temporary shallow excavations made in
properly compacted fill or firm natural soils must
stand with vertical sides. Vertical excavations
deeper than four feet must be shored, or in
place of shoring, temporary excavations less
than ten feet in depth can be sloped at
1:¾(h):1(v) or flatter (Type C soils or per a
Registered Civil Engineer).
Backfill of all utility trenches within building,
parking, and drive areas must be compacted to
a minimum of 90% relative compaction. To the
extent possible, sandier on-site soils must be
used for backfilling trenches.
Positive drainage must be provided away from
structures and retaining walls during and after
construction. Planters near a structure must be
constructed so irrigation water will not saturate
footing and slab subgrade soils.

Impact GEO-3 Site-specific evaluation
of soils indicates a low potential for
liquefaction-induced surface
manifestations, lateral spreading, ground
lurching and seismic settlement in the
project site vicinity. Impacts associated
with these issues would be Class III, less
than significant.

None required.

Less than
significant without
mitigation.

Impact GEO-4 The proposed project
would be prone to slope instability
related to the existing landslide that can
remobilize and adversely affect the site
and surrounding properties. Movement
of the landslide poses a threat to public
health and safety. However, landslide
impacts would be reduced with

GEO-4(a) Adherence to Geotechnical Report
and Requirements for Landslide Mitigation.
The existing landslidemust be removed in
accordance with the requirements and
specifications of the geotechnical report. A
subsequent detailed geotechnical report and
remedial grading plan is required during the rough
grading design stage to address the specific

Beneficial with
mitigation.
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requirements for removal and grading. This report
and plans must be reviewed and approved by the
Public Works Director, or designee. The report
and plans must include, without limitation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temporary excavations and stability;
Protection of offsite property;
Stormwater management;
Stockpiling;
Haul roads;
Benching;
Subdrains; and,
Compaction.

GEO-4(b) Slope Stability Analysis Report. A
Registered Civil Engineer and Certified
Engineering Geologist, experienced in
geotechnical slope stability, must perform a
detailed geotechnical evaluation of all areas of
proposed buildings, structures, and utilities
adjacent to slopes to assess and verify that the
areas onsite and on adjacent offsite properties
have a suitable factor of safety. The report must
present the necessary geologic mapping, aerial
photography review, subsurface exploration, lab
testing, geotechnical analysis, and
recommendations for all mitigation measures.
This report must be submitted to the Public Works
Director, or designee, for review and approval and
conform with City geotechnical requirements and
custom and practice in the industry.
Impact GEO-5 Expansive soils are
located on the project site, which could
result in structural distress for new
development. However, site specific
mitigation, such as grading, foundation
design, drainage and irrigation
maintenance, would reduce impacts.
Therefore, this impact would be Class II,
less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.

GEO-5 Soils/Foundation Report Measures. A
final geotechnical report must be prepared by a
registered civil engineer and approved by the Public
Works Director, or designee. The report must
identify techniques to reduce the adverse effects of
expansive soils effects on foundations, pavement,
retaining walls, and utilities. To reduce the potential
for foundation cracking, one or more of the following
must be implemented as recommended by a Cityapproved geotechnical engineer:
1.

2.
3.

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

Use continuous deep footings (i.e., embedment
depth of 18-27 inches) and concrete slabs on
grade with increased steel reinforcement
together with a pre-wetting and long-term
moisture control program within the active
zone.
Removal of the highly expansive material and
replacement with non-expansive compacted
import fill material.
The use of specifically designed drilled pier and
grade beam system incorporating a structural
concrete slab on grade supported
approximately 6 inches above the expansive
soils.
City of Santa Paula
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Significance
After Mitigation

Chemical treatment with hydrated lime to
reduce the expansion characteristics of the
soils.
Where necessary, construction on transitional
lots shall include over excavation to expose firm
sub-grade, use of post tension slabs in future
structures, or other geologically acceptable
methods.
Soils must be properly compacted as specified
by a registered civil engineer. The registered
civil engineer should also specify the
appropriate soil-water content relative to
optimum, for expansive soil mitigation.
Vapor barriers and capillary break must be
used under slabs to reduce the potential for
moisture transport and pumping that leads to
moisture infiltration as a result of heat and
moisture gradients where buildings are
sensitive to moisture infiltration.
Pipelines trench construction should be
designed to prevent heave and lateral
deflection with appropriate sand bedding,
backfill, and compaction efforts.
Construct retaining walls to resist expansive
pressures, in addition to the lateral loads
associated with the backfill, as well as, proper
drainage.

GREENHOUSE GASES
Impact GHG-1 Development of the
proposed project would generate
additional GHG emissions beyond
existing conditions. However, GHG
emissions would not exceed significance
thresholds. Impacts would therefore be
Class III, less than significant.

None required.

Less than
significant without
mitigation.

Impact GHG-2 The proposed project
would be consistent with the Climate
Action Team GHG reduction strategies,
the 2008 Attorney General Greenhouse
Gas Reduction Measures and the
Regional Council of the Southern
California Association of Governments
(SCAG) adopted 2012-2035 Regional
Transportation Plan/Sustainable
Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS).
Impacts related to consistency with
applicable plans, policies, and
regulations would therefore be Class III,
less than significant.

None required.

Less than
significant without
mitigation.
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HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Impact HAZ-1 Past agricultural uses
onsite and ongoing agricultural activities
in the project vicinity may threaten soil
and groundwater quality at the
development site. However, testing of
the soil did not detect any harmful
contaminants in concentrations
exceeding regulatory standards.
Therefore, the potential risk to human
health and the environment due to
hazardous materials would be a Class
III, less than significant, impact.

None required.

Less than
significant without
mitigation.

Impact HAZ-2 The project area has not
been listed as a hazardous material site
pursuant to Government Code Section
65962.5, and does not contain soil or
groundwater contamination that may
pose a risk to human health or the
environment. This is a Class III, less
than significant impact.

None required.

Less than
significant without
mitigation.

HYD-1 Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan.
Before the City issues a grading permit, the
developer must prepare a Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan for the site for review and approval
by the Public Works Director, or designee. The
SWPPP must fully comply with RWQCB
requirements and contain specific BMPs to be
implemented during project construction to reduce
erosion and sedimentation to the maximum extent
practicable. At a minimum, the following BMPs must
be included within the Plan:

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Impact HYD-1 Project-related
construction activity would subject the
soil surface to erosion and temporary
sedimentation. It could also discharge
various pollutants into the down gradient
watershed and the Santa Clara River.
However, with required implementation
of appropriate best management
practices (BMPs) on all project
development, this impact would be
Class II, less than significant with
mitigation incorporated.

Pollutant Escape: Deterrence
•
Cover all storage areas, including soil piles, fuel
and chemical depots. Protect from rain and
wind with plastic sheets and temporary roofs.
Pollutant Containment Areas
•
Locate all construction related equipment and
related processes that contain or generate
pollutants (i.e., fuel, lubricant and solvents,
cement dust and slurry) in isolated areas with
proper protection from escape.
•
Locate construction-related equipment and
processes that contain or generate pollutants in
secure areas, away from storm drains and
gutters.
•
Place construction-related equipment and
processes that contain or generate pollutants in
bermed, plastic lined depressions to contain all
materials within that site in the event of
City of Santa Paula
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accidental release or spill.
Park, fuel and clean all vehicles and equipment
in one designated, contained area.

Pollutant Detainment Methods
•
Protect downstream drainages from escaping
pollutants by capturing materials carried in
runoff and preventing transport from the site.
Examples of detainment methods that retard
movement of water and separate sediment and
other contaminants are silt fences, hay bales,
sand bags, berms, silt and debris basins.
Erosion Control
•
Schedule project grading into phases that allow
for erosion control of smaller areas rather than a
single, large exposed site. Vegetation should
only be removed when necessary and
immediately before grading.
•
Conduct major excavation during dry months.
These activities may be significantly limited
during wet weather.
•
Utilize slope stabilizer, including natural fiber
erosion control blankets of varying densities
according to specific slope/site conditions.
•
Expedite the restoration of natural vegetative
erosion control and reduce risk of slope failure
by immediately re-vegetating and irrigating until
first one inch of rain.
•
Reduce fugitive dust by wetting graded areas
with adequate, yet conservative amount of
water. Cease grading operations in high winds.
Recycling/Disposal
•
Develop a protocol for maintaining a clean site.
This includes proper recycling of construction
related materials and equipment fluids (i.e.,
concrete dust, cutting slurry, motor oil and
lubricants).
•
Provide disposal facilities. Develop a protocol
for cleanup and disposal of small construction
wastes (i.e., dry concrete).
Hazardous Materials Identification and Response
•
Develop a protocol for identifying risk operations
and materials. Include protocol for identifying
spilled materials source, distribution; fate and
transport of spilled materials.
•
Provide a protocol for proper clean up of
equipment and construction materials, and
disposal of spilled substances and associated
cleanup materials.
•
Provide an emergency response plan that
includes contingencies for assembling response
team and immediately notifying appropriate
agencies.
City of Santa Paula
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Scheduling
•
Grading activities associated with landslide
removal, and rear slope grading may occur only
during dry months (between April and October),
or during winter months with provisions
specified by the City Engineer.
Impact HYD-2 The proposed residential
development would increase peak storm
water flow from the study area during
storm events by approximately 35 cubic
feet per second (cfs) compared to the
current condition, potentially worsening
flooding conditions along Peck Road and
Foothill Road. However, the proposed
detention basins have capacity to store
runoff such that flooding would be
reduced compared to existing conditions.
This is a Class IV, beneficial, effect.

HYD 2(a) Final Drainage Plans. Before the City
issues a grading permit, the developer must prepare
a final drainage plan that includes detailed design
and hydraulic analysis of the drainage facilities that
capture and convey off-site runoff. These drainage
facilities must meet applicable design requirements
and capacities as determined by the Public Works
Director, or designee. The final plans must be
subject to review and approval by the Public Works
Director, or designee.

Beneficial with
mitigation.

HYD-2(b) Onsite Storm Water Detention Facility.
Before the City issues a grading permit, the site
developer must prepare a final hydrology and
hydraulic study for the site as well as a design for an
onsite detention system to atenuate the peak flow to
the pre-existing condition. At a minimum, the
detention basin must include the following within the
design.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attenuation of the Peak Flow to Pre-Existing
Conditions: Detention
Adequately size the detention basin to
attenuate the peak flow equal to or less than
the pre-existing condition.
Provide a low flow outlet to prevent standing
water. Water must be required to drain within
48 hours of the last wet weather event.
An emergency overflow outlet must be provided
should an unexpected storm event occur or the
restricted outlet becomes clogged.
Vehicle access to the basins must be provided
to allow for routine maintenance.
The basins must be designed in accordance
with the County of Ventura requirements.

HYD-2(c) Discharge. Discharge of peak surface
water runoff from the project area must be directed
in a manner that is non-erosive and in conformance
with applicable regulatory agencies such as the
Ventura County Watershed Protection District and
the City of Santa Paula. The proposed outlet should
consist of an engineered rip rap outlet or other
equivalent dissipation method to ensure that outlet
flows do not erode and damage the downstream
properties.
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Impact HYD-3 The proposed
development could adversely affect the
quality of surface runoff because of
increased pollutant loading associated
with urban land uses, including such
pollutants as oil, pesticides, and
herbicides. This impact would be Class
II, less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.

Mitigation Measures
HYD-3 Stormwater Management Plan. Before the
City issues a grading permit, the developer must
demonstrate that a Stormwater Management Plan
satisfying the requirements of the SQUIMP has been
developed and approved by the Public Works
Director, or designee. At a minimum, the plan must
include provisions for addressing the following areas
of concern, as outlined in the SQUIMP.

Significance
After Mitigation
Less than
significant with
mitigation.

Minimization of Storm Water Pollutants of Concern
Source-control and treatment BMPs are needed to
ensure that pollutants are removed to the maximum
extent practicable. At a minimum each Stormwater
Management Plan must include:


A program for the routine cleaning and
maintenance of streets, parking lots, catch
basins and storm drains, especially before the
rainy season, to help reduce the level of gross
pollutants being discharged from the plan area



Other BMPs incorporated in project design so
as to minimize, to the maximum extent
practicable, the introduction of pollutants of
concern to receiving waters. In general, the use
of infiltration-based BMPs are discouraged due
to the presense of the remaining portions of the
landslide that extend offsite. Therefore, BMPs
may include, but are not limited to:
o Directing rooftop runoff to bioswlaes and
other landscpae based BMP;
o Use of biofilters, including vegetated swales
and strips; and
o Storm water treatment wetlands

Informational Materials, including Storm Drain
System Stenciling and Signage
The following informational materials must be
provided:






Educational flyers for each new building unit
regarding toxic chemicals and alternatives for
fertilizers, pesticides, cleaning solutions and
automotive and paint products (the flyers should
also explain the proper disposal of household
hazardous waste);
Stenciling of all storm drains inlets and post
signs along channels to discourage dumping by
informing the public that water flows to the
Santa Clara River; and,
Maintenance of the legibility of stencils and
signs.

Ongoing BMP Maintenance
All permanent BMPs must be on City property or
easements and maintained by a maintenance
City of Santa Paula
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact

Mitigation Measures

Significance
After Mitigation

assessment district.
Proper Design and Treatment of Runoff from Streets
and Parking Areas
Streets and parking areas may accumulate oil,
grease, and water insoluble hydrocarbons from
vehicle drippings and engine system leaks. To
minimize the potential impacts of parking lots, the
following are required:




Oil and petroleum hydrocarbons produced at
plan area parking lot must be removed from
runoff before entering the Santa Clara River. If a
regional treatment facility is developed, then the
runoff needs to enter the drain
The developer must ensure adequate operation
and maintenance of treatment systems,
particularly sludge and oil removal, and system
fouling/plugging prevention control

Per the SQUIMP, structural or treatment control
BMPs must meet the following design standards:


Volume based post-construction structural or
treatment control BMPs must be designed to
mitigate (infiltrate or treat) storm water runoff
from one of the following design standards:
a. The volume of annual runoff to achieve 80
percent volume capture (Ventura County
Land Development Guidelines);
th
b. The 85 percentile 24-hour runoff event;
c. The volume of runoff produced from a 0.75inch storm event; or
d. The volume of runoff produced by a rainfall
criterion that achieves the same reduction in
pollutant loads as b.
e. Based on the current EPA NURP (1983)
studies, studies must be performed to
achieve an 80 percent capture of potential
pollutants (e.g., lead, copper, TSS, TKN,
etc).



Flow-based post-construction structural or
treatment control BMPs must be sized to handle
the flow generated from either:
a. 10% of the 50-year design flow rate;
b. A flow that would result in treatment of the
same portion of runoff as treated using
volumetric standards above;
c. A rain event equal to at least 0.2 inches per
hour intensity; or
d. A rain event equal to at least two times the
th
85 percentile hourly rainfall intensity for
Ventura County.
City of Santa Paula
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact
Impact HYD-4 Development of the
proposed project would not adversely
affect groundwater recharge or
groundwater quality with implementation
of applicable water quality control
requirements. Impacts related to
groundwater would therefore be Class II,
less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.

Mitigation Measures

Significance
After Mitigation

With incorporation of mitigation measure HYD-3,
constituent loads would be reduced.

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

Impact N-1 Construction activity
associated with development of the
proposed project would temporarily
increase noise levels in and adjacent to
the plan area. Assuming that
construction activity is limited to between
the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M., no
violation of the SPMC would occur.
Therefore, construction impacts would
be Class III, less than significant.

N-1(a) Closed Engine Doors and Mufflers.
Construction contractors must operate all diesel
equipment with closed engine doors and be
equipped with factory-recommended mufflers.

Less than
significant without
mitigation.

Impact N-2 Project-generated traffic
would incrementally increase noise
levels on roads in the project vicinity.
However, the increase in noise due to
project traffic would not exceed the
significance threshold for the three
roadways segments that are most
sensitive to this project. Project traffic
noise impacts would be Class III, less
than significant.

None required.

Less than
significant without
mitigation.

Impact T-1 The proposed project would
increase traffic levels on the local
roadways, but traffic increases would not
exceed Ventura County impact criteria.
The impact at study area roadway
segments would therefore be Class III,
less than significant.

None required.

Less than
significant without
mitigation.

Impact T-2 The proposed project would
increase traffic levels at local
intersections and would significantly
impact the delayed movements at the
State Route 126 eastbound ramps/Peck
Road intersection. The impact at study
area intersections would therefore be
Class II, less than significant with
mitigation incorporated.

T-2 Traffic Signals. Install traffic signals at the
State Route 126/Eastbound Ramps/Peck Road
intersection. The City of Santa Paula has enacted a
Traffic Impact Mitigation Ordinance to address the
cumulative traffic and circulation needs. Pursuant to
the requirements of this Ordinance, the project
would be required to pay the prescribed fees to
mitigate its’ incremental cumulative impact.

Less than
significant with
mitigation.

NOISE

N-1(b) Electrical Power. Whenever feasible,
construction contractors must use electrical power to
run air compressors and similar power tools.
N-1(c) Sound Blankets. When feasible,
construction contractors must use sound blankets on
noise-generating equipment.

TRAFFIC and CIRCULATION

City of Santa Paula
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document is a Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the proposed Tentative Map
5475 Specific Plan. The EIR analyzes the proposed tentative map and the ultimate development
of the proposed residences. The Final EIR includes responses to comments on the Draft EIR that
was circulated for public review in February 2013. Additional analysis has been added to some
EIR sections in response to the comments received, but in no case did the additional analysis
identify new significant environmental impacts beyond those identified in the Draft EIR. Minor
editorial changes and corrections have also been made to address typographical errors
contained in the Draft EIR and to improve the clarity of the document.
The project site (which includes a 32.5-acre development site, areas adjacent to the development
site that are to be graded, and three “fill sites” to the north and west of the development site
that may receive fill material generated by project grading) is located near the intersection of
North Peck Road and Foothill Road in an unincorporated area of Ventura County, immediately
west of the City of Santa Paula and within both the City’s Urban Restriction Boundary (CURB)
and the Adams Canyon Expansion Area. The proposed project involves the annexation of the
32.5-acre development site into the City of Santa Paula; subdivision of the site into 79 hillside
residential building lots averaging 9,685 square feet; and subdivision of ten other lots for roads,
accessways, drainage facilities, and open space areas. Virtually all of the development site
would be subject to excavation or fill. The proposed project includes a total of 2.7 million cubic
yards of cut and 2.0 million cubic yards of fill, with 0.7 million cubic yards of excess material to
be deposited at two of the three fill sites north and west of the development site. Depositing
material within these fill sites is part of the applicant’s proposal. Each residential lot would have
a graded pad of sufficient size for construction of a conventional one- or two-story home. The
majority of the detached single-family residences would be developer-built. Some of the
proposed lots may be reserved for custom home construction. A proposed 3-acre public park
would be incorporated into the 4.92 acres of open space along the south, west, and north sides
of the development site. Although much of this recreation area would be landscaped slopes, it
also includes a system of trails and vista points. Roads and other infrastructure facilities would
be built to serve the residences.
This section discusses:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The environmental impact report background;
Lead, responsible, and trustee agencies;
The legal basis for preparing an EIR;
The scope and content of the EIR; and
The environmental review process required under the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA).

The proposed project is described in greater detail in Section 2.0, Project Description.

1.1

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT BACKGROUND

A Notice of Preparation (NOP) for this environmental impact report was prepared for the
proposed project and distributed for agency and public review on July 20, 2007. The City
City of Santa Paula
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received 11 responses to the NOP, including nine responses from interested agencies and two
responses from local residents, and is included in Appendix B. Major issues of concern raised in
the NOP responses included: potential impacts on aesthetics; construction effects on air quality;
increase in traffic and noise; and potential hazards related to geology and soils, drainage, and
circulation. The NOP and responses are included in Appendix A, along with the Initial Study
that was prepared for the project and circulated with the NOP.
On November 10, 2011 a Revised NOP was distributed for agency and public review. The
Revised NOP was prepared and circulated to address minor changes to the proposed project.
The City received eight responses from interested agencies and one response from a local
resident. The Revised NOP and responses are presented in Appendix B. In response to
comments submitted on the Revised NOP, additional information and minor revisions have
incorporated into the Initial Study and DEIR. Table 1-1 below summarizes these environmental
topics of concern. Not all comments received are summarized below, just the ones pertinent to
CEQA. Comments related to the merit of the proposed project are outside the purview of CEQA
analysis, and are therefore excluded from this list.

Table 1-1
Summary of NOP Responses
Issue

1.2

Where Comment is Addressed

Construction and grading effects on air
quality

Section 4.2, Air Quality

Impacts to aesthetics of the hillside

Section 4.1, Aesthetics

Flood hazards and stormwater flow

Section 4.6, Hydrology

Impacts to biological resources

Section 4.3, Biological Resources

Increase in traffic

Section 4.10, Transportation and
Circulation

Consistency with City’s General Plan and
Ventura Local Agency Formation
Commission policies

Land Use and Planning Section of
the Initial Study, Appendix A

Landslide potential

Section 4.5, Geology and Soils

Noise impacts

Section 4.9, Noise

LEAD, RESPONSIBLE, AND TRUSTEE AGENCIES

The CEQA Guidelines define lead, responsible and trustee agencies. The City of Santa Paula is
the lead agency for the project as it holds principal responsibility for approving the project.
A responsible agency refers to a public agency other than the lead agency that has discretionary
approval over the project. The Ventura County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO)
is a responsible agency because it has the authority to approve or deny the proposed
reorganization actions required for annexation of the development site, the adjoining residential
property, and the adjacent segment of Foothill Road to the City of Santa Paula. Ventura County
would also be a responsible agency for the issuance of a grading permit for the proposed off-site
City of Santa Paula
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placement of approximately 0.7 million cubic yards of material and potentially for the issuance
of a tree removal permit for that same component of the proposed project.
A trustee agency refers to a state agency having jurisdiction by law over natural resources
affected by a project. The California Department of Fish and Wildlife would be the trustee
agency for fish and wildlife resources that may be affected by the proposed project. The CDFW
is also a responsible agency as it may need to issue a Streambed Alteration Agreement for
placement of fill material within riparian areas within CDFW jurisdiction.

1.3

PURPOSE AND LEGAL AUTHORITY

The proposed project requires the discretionary approval of the City of Santa Paula Planning
Commission and City Council. Therefore, it is subject to the requirements of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). In accordance with Section 15121 of the State of California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, the purpose of this EIR is to serve as an
informational document that:
...will inform public agency decision-makers and the public generally of the significant
environmental effects of a project, identify possible ways to minimize the significant
effects, and describe reasonable alternatives to the project.
This EIR has been prepared as a Project EIR pursuant to Section 15161 of the CEQA Guidelines. A
Project EIR is appropriate for a specific development project. As stated in the CEQA Guidelines:
This type of EIR should focus primarily on the changes in the environment that would
result from the development project. The EIR shall examine all phases of the project,
including planning, construction, and operation.
One of the purposes of this EIR is to serve as an informational document for the public and City
of Santa Paula decision-makers. The process will culminate with Planning Commission and
City Council hearings to consider certification of a Final EIR and approval of the project
requests.

1.4

SCOPE AND CONTENT

This EIR addresses the issues determined to be potentially significant by the City of Santa Paula.
The issues addressed in this EIR include:









Aesthetics
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural/Historical Resources
Geology and Soils
Greenhouse Gases/Global Climate Change
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Hydrology and Water Quality
City of Santa Paula
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Noise
Transportation and Circulation

This EIR addresses the issue areas referenced above and identifies the potentially significant
environmental impacts, including site-specific and cumulative effects of the project. Note that
while the 2007 Initial Study did not identify Air Quality as a potentially significant issue, this
issue was analyzed after the VCAPCD expressed concerns regarding air quality in an NOP
comment letter dated August 7, 2007. In addition, the EIR recommends feasible mitigation
measures, where possible, that would eliminate or reduce adverse environmental effects.
The EIR references pertinent City policies and guidelines, certified EIRs, adopted CEQA
documents, and background documents prepared by the City in preparing this CEQA analysis.
A full reference list is contained in Section 7.0, References and Report Preparers.
The Alternatives section of the EIR (Section 6.0) was prepared in accordance with Section
15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines. The alternatives discussion evaluates the CEQA-required “no
project” alternative and three alternative development scenarios for the site. It also identifies the
environmentally superior alternative among the alternatives assessed.
The level of detail contained throughout this EIR is consistent with the requirements of CEQA
and applicable court decisions. The CEQA Guidelines provide the standard of adequacy on
which this document is based. The Guidelines state:
An EIR should be prepared with a sufficient degree of analysis to provide decision-makers
with information which enables them to make a decision which intelligently takes account
of environmental consequences. An evaluation of the environmental effects of the
proposed project need not be exhaustive, but the sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in
light of what is reasonably feasible. Disagreement among experts does not make an EIR
inadequate, but the EIR should summarize the main points of disagreement among the
experts. The courts have looked not for perfection, but for adequacy, completeness, and a
good faith effort at full disclosure. (Section 15151)

1.5

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS

The major steps in the environmental review process, as required under CEQA, are outlined
below and illustrated on Figure 1-1. The steps are presented in sequential order.
1. Notice of Preparation (NOP). After deciding that an EIR is required, the lead agency must
file an NOP soliciting input on the EIR scope to the State Clearinghouse, other concerned
agencies, and parties previously requesting notice in writing (CEQA Guidelines Section
15082; Public Resources Code Section 21092.2). The NOP must be posted in the County
Clerk’s office for 30 days. The NOP may be accompanied by an Initial Study that identifies
the issue areas for which the proposed project could create significant environmental
impacts.

City of Santa Paula
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2. Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR). The DEIR must contain:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Table of contents or index
Summary
Project description
Environmental setting
Discussion of significant impacts (direct, indirect, cumulative, growth-inducing and
unavoidable impacts)
f) Discussion of alternatives
g) Mitigation measures
h) Discussion of irreversible changes
3. Notice of Completion/Notice of Availability of Draft EIR. A lead agency must file a Notice
of Completion with the State Clearinghouse when it completes a Draft EIR and prepare a
public Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR. The lead agency must place the Notice in the
County Clerk’s office for 30 days (Public Resources Code Section 21092) and send a copy of
the Notice to anyone requesting it (CEQA Guidelines Section 15087). Additionally, public
notice of DEIR availability must be given through at least one of the following procedures:
a) publication in a newspaper of general circulation; b) posting on and off the project site;
and c) direct mailing to owners and occupants of contiguous properties. The lead agency
must solicit input from other agencies and the public, and respond in writing to all
comments received (Public Resources Code Sections 21104 and 21253). The minimum public
review period for a DEIR is 30 days. When a Draft EIR is sent to the State Clearinghouse for
review, the public review period must be 45 days unless the Clearinghouse (Public
Resources Code 21091) approves a shorter period.
4. Final EIR. A Final EIR (FEIR) must include: a) the Draft EIR; b) copies of comments received
during public review; c) list of persons and entities commenting; and d) responses to
comments.
5. Certification of FEIR. Prior to making a decision on a proposed project, the lead agency
must certify that: a) the FEIR has been completed in compliance with CEQA; b) the Final EIR
was presented to the decision-making body of the lead agency; and c) the decision-making
body reviewed and considered the information in the FEIR prior to approving a project
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15090).
6. Lead Agency Project Decision. A lead agency may: a) disapprove a project because of its
significant environmental effects; b) require changes to a project to reduce or avoid
significant environmental effects; or c) approve a project despite its significant
environmental effects, if the proper findings and statement of overriding considerations are
adopted (CEQA Guidelines Sections 15042 and 15043).
7. Findings/Statement of Overriding Considerations. For each significant impact of the
project identified in the EIR, the lead or responsible agency must find, based on substantial
evidence, that either: a) the project has been changed to avoid or substantially reduce the
magnitude of the impact; b) changes to the project are within another agency's jurisdiction
and such changes have or should be adopted; or c) specific economic, social, or other
City of Santa Paula
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considerations make the mitigation measures or project alternatives infeasible (CEQA
Guidelines Section 15091). If an agency approves a project with unavoidable significant
environmental effects, it must prepare a written Statement of Overriding Considerations
that sets forth the specific social, economic, or other reasons supporting the agency's
decision.
8. Mitigation Monitoring Reporting Program. When an agency makes findings on significant
effects identified in the EIR, it must adopt a reporting or monitoring program for mitigation
measures that were adopted or made conditions of project approval to mitigate significant
effects.
9. Notice of Determination. An agency must file a Notice of Determination after deciding to
approve a project for which an EIR is prepared (CEQA Guidelines Section 15094). A local
agency must file the Notice with the County Clerk. The Notice must be posted for 30 days
and sent to anyone previously requesting notice. Posting of the Notice starts a 30-day statute
of limitations on CEQA legal challenges (Public Resources Code Section 21167[c]).

City of Santa Paula
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Lead agency (City of Santa Paula)
prepares Initial Study

City sends Notice of Preparation
(NOP) to responsible agencies
City solicits input from agencies & public
on the content of the Draft EIR
City prepares Draft EIR

City files Notice of Completion and gives
public notice of availability of Draft EIR

Public Review Period
(45 day minimum)

City solicits comment from agencies &
public on the adequacy of the Draft EIR

City prepares Final EIR, including
responses to comments on the Draft EIR
Responsible agency decision-making bodies
consider the Final EIR
City prepares findings on the
feasibility of reducing significant
environmental effects

City makes a decision
on the project

City files Notice of Determination
with County Clerk

CEQA Environmental Review Process

Figure 1-1
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This section provides a description of the proposed project, including information about the
project applicant, project location, major project characteristics, construction schedule, project
objectives, and discretionary approvals needed for project approval.

2.1

PROJECT APPLICANT

Del Investment Fund No. 9
622 Ridgecrest Drive
Santa Paula, CA 93060

2.2

PROJECT LOCATION

The project site is located in unincorporated Ventura County, California, immediately
northwest of the City of Santa Paula corporate limits. It is situated within both the Santa Paula’s
City Urban Restriction Boundary (CURB) and the Adams Canyon Expansion Area. The project
site includes a 32.5-acre site where a residential development is proposed (development site) as
well as adjacent offsite areas that are to be graded in conjunction with the residential
development and three fill sites located in canyons north and west of the development site in
which excess material generated by site grading may be deposited. The development site is on
an undeveloped hillside at the northwest corner of the intersection of North Peck Road and
Foothill Road. Figure 2-1 illustrates the location of the development site in its regional context.
Figure 2-2 illustrates the immediate site vicinity. Figures 2-5 and 2-6 on pages 2-11 and 2-13
show the possible fill site locations.

2.3

EXISTING SITE CHARACTERISTICS

Table 2-1 summarizes the current characteristics of the development site and surrounding area.
A detailed discussion of the entire project site and surroundings follows.
Table 2-1
Current Development Site Characteristics
Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN)

097-0-020-085

Lot Size

32.5 acres

Existing Use

Vacant land, abandoned avocado orchard

Surrounding Uses

Agriculture land to the south and west;
Single family residential neighborhood to the east;
Single-family residential to the southwest;
Undeveloped hillsides to the north.

City of Santa Paula General Plan
Land Use Designation

Adams Canyon Expansion Area

Current Zoning Designation

Agriculture Exclusive-40 acre (County of Ventura)

City of Santa Paula
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Local Vicinity

Figure 2-2
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The development site is currently vacant with scattered vegetation and a few remnants of a
former avocado orchard that is no longer in use. Much of the natural character of the hillside
has been degraded by extensive surface disruption as the site is subject to annual brush
clearance for fire protection. Vehicular site access is currently on the south end of the property
from Foothill Road through an unpaved access connecting to dirt roads that criss-cross the
property. Per LAFCO requirements, the adjacent residential property would be included as part
of the site reorganization for annexation to the City of Santa Paula. Two separate single-family
dwellings neighbor the site to the south along Foothill Road, and are surrounded by portions of
the site on the north, east and west sides. These two residential units are in the unincorporated
area of Ventura County. These properties are zoned Agriculture Exclusive – 40 Acres (AE-40),
but they are also part of the Adams Canyon Expansion Area and within the CURB line. Across
North Peck Road to the east of the development site is an established hillside residential
neighborhood. Approximately 37 homes are located along this portion of North Peck Road,
including seven that directly abut the development site. The neighboring area is within the
Santa Paula city limits and zoned Hillside Residential 2-PD (HR2-PD). Citrus orchards and
farmland lie directly to the south across Foothill Road and west of the development site. Areas
to the north and west of the site are also included within the 5,413-acre Adams Canyon
Expansion Area within the Santa Paula CURB.
As noted above, the development site is not currently within the City of Santa Paula
incorporated limits, but is within the CURB line. Once annexed into the City’s jurisdiction,
property located within the CURB may be developed in accordance with the General Plan and
Santa Paula Municipal Code (SPMC); any proposed extension of urban services or urbanized
use to property located outside of the CURB generally requires voter approval (Santa Paula
General Plan, Land Use Element, at Section 3(b-c)). The project site is also located within the
Adams Canyon Expansion Area, which allows development of up to 495 dwelling units.
The project would involve offsite grading activities, including re-contouring and stabilization of
an 11-acre portion of the parcel bordering and to the northwest of the site as well as deposit of
approximately 700,000 cubic yards (cy) of excess fill on the adjacent property to the northwest of
the development site. The 32.5-acre development site and fill sites are also within the Adams
Canyon Expansion Area and is zoned Agriculture Exclusive (AE)-40 acre by the County of
Ventura
The AE zone is intended for the promotion and preservation of agricultural activities on lands
capable of procuring and supporting such activities and excluding those activities which, by
their development and association, would have detrimental effects upon the use of such areas
designated for agricultural purposes. There are remnants of orchards on the site, but the site is
no longer utilized for agricultural purposes. Although zoned for agriculture, the site is also
within the Urban Reserve overlay. The Urban Reserve overlay is applied in the Ventura County
General Plan to all unincorporated land within a city’s sphere of influence as adopted by
LAFCO.

City of Santa Paula
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2.4

PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

2.4.1 Specific Plan
The Foothill/Peck Tentative Map (TM 5475) Specific Plan was developed as a tool for the
systematic implementation of the Santa Paula General Plan. It establishes a link between
implementing policies of the General Plan and the individual development proposals in the
specific area that is proposed for development. The Specific Plan allows the plan area to be
designed and developed in accordance with a detailed neighborhood vision that regulates the
type, design, location and intensity of uses to the design and capacity of infrastructure. In
addition, the Specific Plan provides goals and policies unique to the proposed development and
plan area. The Specific Plan was developed by analyzing various components of the SPMC, and
various other policies and regulations.
The Specific Plan would apply to all portions of the TM 5475 Specific Plan Area. In the event
there is a conflict between the Santa Paula Municipal Code and the Specific Plan, the more
restrictive specific regulation would take precedence over the more general. The Speciﬁc Plan
provides the entire zoning for TM 5475. The development site would be zoned “SP-1-TM 5475,”
and the applicable zoning regulations for TM 5475 are those set forth in the Speciﬁc Plan. Until
LAFCo reorganizes jurisdictional boundaries and allows the project site to be annexed into the
City’s jurisdiction, the Specific Plan would constitute pre-zoning for the project.
The Specific Plan includes sections that identify goals and policies, infrastructure and public
services to be provided, implementation methodology, development standards, and land use
regulations and codes. The Specific Plan was prepared to be consistent with the General Plan,
and to provide “for continued responsible growth at a rate commensurate with the
community’s conservative growth.”

2.4.2 Residential Development
As illustrated in Figure 2-3, the proposed project would involve the development of 79 hillside
residential lots averaging 9,685 square feet. Pending final site plans, up to 80 residential lots
could be developed. A gated entrance to the project may be provided. If gated, the streets
would be private (although constructed to public street standards according to City of Santa
Paula standards), and would be maintained by a homeowners association. If not gated, the
streets would be offered to the City as public roadways, also being constructed to public street
standards according to City of Santa Paula standards. In either scenario, the roadways would
also accommodate the placement of service utilities within the right-of-way. The proposed
arrangement of lots and streets is dictated by the shape of the existing hillside adjacent to the
site. Virtually all of the site would be subject to excavation or fill. Each lot would have a graded
pad of sufficient size for construction of a conventional one- or two-story home. The majority of
the homes would be developer-built detached single-family houses. Some lots may be reserved
for custom home construction.
A proposed 3-acre public park would be incorporated into the 4.92 acres of open space along
the south and west sides of the development site. Although much of this passive recreation area
would be landscaped slopes, it also includes a system of trails and vista points. An aerobic trail
City of Santa Paula
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would be located along the southern, western, and northern boundary of the development site.
An 8- to 12-car parking lot would be provided at the southern terminus of the trail, off of
Foothill Road. A seating area would be located at the northern terminus of the trail.

2.4.3 Site Grading
Proposed grading includes approximately 2.7 million cubic yards of cut and 2.0 million cubic
yards of fill, with 0.7 million cubic yards of excess material to be deposited at three fill sites
located on the parcel to the northwest of the development site. The majority of the grading
would take place on the north end of the development site, which would be almost all cut,
removal of the remnants of an old landslide. This grading is proposed to stabilize and recontour
the development site and an approximately 14-acre area located directly north and west of the
development site, both of which are underlain by landslide slump deposits (refer to Figure 2-4).
The project applicant has an easement for grading of this area. A small portion of off-site
grading is also required adjacent to the southwest corner of the lot and the applicant also has a
grading easement for this area. The purpose of this grading is to restore the original ground
contours in this area.
Excess fill would be stockpiled on the development site and/or the excavation area to the north,
then hauled to and deposited within one or more of three canyons north of the development
site (refer to Figure 2-5). Fill Site 1, the northernmost of the three sites, encompasses
approximately 21.2 acres with an elevation that ranges from 430 feet above mean sea level
(MSL) to 660 feet MSL. Fill Site 2, which is located just south of Site 1, encompasses
approximately 11.92 acres with elevations that range from 386 feet above MSL to 626 feet above
MSL. Fill Site 3, the southernmost of the three sites, encompasses approximately 10.04 acres
with elevations that range from 390 feet above MSL to 460 feet above MSL. Overall, the three
potential fill sites have a cumulative capacity of approximately 1.8 million cubic yards of fill
material. Less than half of this overall capacity would be used.
Because the three potential fill sites have more capacity than is needed to accommodate the 0.7
million cubic yards of material to be exported, the County of Ventura requested development of
a refined plan for the most likely fill sites. This plan, shown on Figure 2-6, would involve
placement of about 375,000 cy of material in Fill Site 1 and 325,000 cy of material in Fill Site 3.
These areas were selected as priority areas because they were determined to have fewer
biological resource constraints than Fill Site 2.
The haul route for the fill sites, totaling approximately three acres, would be a direct route from
the development site to the receiver sites using existing dirt roads exiting the development site
to the northwest. The haul distance would be approximately a quarter mile each way. The
existing roads would be widened as necessary to accommodate hauling and earthmoving
equipment. The hauling would be completed using scrapers or off-road trucks, not highway
trucks. Haul roads proposed for the transport of fill materials to the three fill sites located offsite to the north of the development site would utilize existing access roads that serve
farming/ranching activities in this area. Minor improvements may be required to accommodate
trucks and other equipment that would be required to haul and stabilize fill materials. Any
changes to the existing access roads are expected to be minimal, and where grading extends
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Tentative Tract Map 5475
Figure 2-3

Source: Jensen Design & Survey, Inc., November 17, 2010.
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beyond the alignments, plans would be submitted to the Ventura County Public Works Agency
for review and approval since these areas are located outside of the City limits.
A number of approved and pending development projects in the area that may needing dirt. If
any of these projects have environmental documentation that allows them to take dirt from
generated by grading associated with the proposed project, some or all of the dirt proposed to
go to fill sites may be diverted to area construction sites. Section 6.0, Alternatives, considers an
alternative that involves sending excess dirt to area construction sites.

2.4.4 Site Access
Site access would be from an entrance on Foothill Road. This access point may be a gated
entrance depending on the preference of the homebuilder. Other accesses to the development
site would include a secondary or emergency access road from North Peck Road, and a
connection provided near the western corner of the plan area for the use of the property to the
north. The main access-point on Foothill Road would serve as the entrance into the
development and be approximately 500 feet west of Peck Road. The entry would be constructed
to approximately 70-feet wide to allow for three travel lanes: one in-bound and two out-bound.
The exit will have a left and right turning lane for eastbound or westbound travel along Foothill
Road.
The Foothill Road frontage would also be widened and improved along the portion of the
southern boundary of the development site. The western portion of the frontage is interrupted
by an existing lot developed with a single-family residence, and the frontage along this lot,
which is not part of the project, is not proposed to be improved. The development site includes
a portion of Foothill Road frontage west of this existing residential lot, but this 63-foot length of
frontage is not proposed for widening, as the existing residential lot frontage is not proposed
for improvements. However, an irrevocable offer of dedication would be made to the City so
that the land would be available for widening of this 63-foot frontage at a future date.
The widening and improvements along Foothill Road would be designed to conform to the
roadway designs for the future Peck Road and Foothill Road described in the Santa Paula
General Plan.
The circulation pattern within the proposed development would utilize a modified grid pattern,
with connectivity throughout and without dead ends or cul-de-sacs. Interior streets are
proposed to be 36 feet wide, curb to curb. Rights-of-way would be approximately 50 feet wide
with some variation. Sidewalks are proposed to be an average of four feet in width. Near deep
lots, sidewalks will be separated from streets by parkways. Parkways would include street trees
and would be maintained by the home owners association. The landscaped parkways are
intended to improve the streetscape and help to separate pedestrian and vehicular circulation.
Where sidewalks and streets are not separated by parkways, street trees would be behind the
sidewalks in tree easements.
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2.4.5 Drainage/Utilities
A drainage system is proposed, along with on- and off-site grading and recontouring to provide
for effective drainage control and treatment. The proposed drainage system has two purposes:
to protect the proposed project from water flowing off of the hillside above; and to control the
water flowing off of the development site itself. The proposed project includes the construction
of two stormwater detention basins to capture high intensity, short-duration rainfall. The
development site’s internal drainage would be collected by the streets and by a system of
concrete channels on the major slopes. The water would be directed to a detention basin located
in the southeast corner of the site (North Peck Road and Foothill Road intersection), before
release into the storm drain along North Peck Road (refer to Figure 2-3). The proposed
detention basins would be designed to prevent overloading of downstream facilities and reduce
downstream erosion caused by high flows. A full complement of utility systems is proposed,
including water, sewer, gas, electricity, telephone and television. As a condition of approval, the
project applicant would be required to improve a section of sewer line generally located east of
Blanchard School from the current 6-inch diameter 10 inches or pay a pro-rated fee toward this
improvement upon City confirmation that the improvement is needed.

2.4.6 Development Schedule
The proposed grading would take approximately 12 to 18 months and is proposed to start in the
spring after the rains end and conclude in the fall before the next rainy season commences.
Depending upon the timing of grading activities, if other fill sites within the City require fill
materials and have obtained the appropriate environmental clearance, they may be used as fill
receiver sites in-lieu of the above identified fill locations.

2.5

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The Foothill/Peck Tentative Map (TM 5475) Specific Plan is a comprehensive Specific Plan to
guide the development of the project site. The primary objectives of the Specific Plan are to:








Contribute to the City of Santa Paula housing stock by developing the current site
into a hillside residential neighborhood with 79 residential lots;
Provide road and infrastructure improvements to Foothill Road;
Provide retention facilities would be constructed to reduce flood threats, and the
retained storm water could be used for irrigation and fire protection;
Provide upper income housing opportunities as a means to improve community
resources;
Provide for amenities to enrich the lives of citizens, such as open space;
Provide for the development of high quality estate subdivisions, incorporating
consistent fencing and signage, and pedestrian trails; and
Provide for the annexation of land within the City’s Sphere of Influence and CURB,
and that is contiguous to the existing City boundaries.
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2.6

REQUIRED APPROVALS AND PERMITS

The proposed project would require review and recommendations to the City Council by the
Planning Commission and discretionary approvals by the Santa Paula City Council. The
Planning Commission holds approval authority with respect to EIR certification, approval of
the tentative map, and related permits. The Planning Commission decision could be appealed to
the City Council. City Council approval would be required for the proposed Specific Plan,
General Plan Amendment, reorganization (annexation) request, and Final Map.
The following specific City approvals would be required:










Certification of the Final EIR (City Council)
Pre-zoning by adopting a Specific Plan (City Council)
Approval of a General Plan Amendment to redesignate the site as “Tentative Map
5475 Specific Plan” (City Council)
Pre-zoning by adopting a Zone Map Amendment (City Council)
Approval of the Tentative Map (City Council)
Application for Approval of the Reorganization (Annexation) Request with LAFCo
(City Council)
Approval of the Final Map (City Council)
Approval of Development Agreement (City Council)
Any other incidental discretionary approvals needed for the construction and
operation of the proposed project

The applicant is requesting annexation of the project site, the adjacent two-acre residential
property southwest of the development site, and the adjacent segment of Foothill Road to the
City of Santa Paula. This reorganization (annexation) action must be approved by LAFCO,
which would need to simultaneously approve detachment of the same area from the Ventura
County Resource Conservation District and County Service Areas Nos. 32 and 33. Ventura
County would also need to issue a grading permit and potentially a tree removal permit in
order to approve the proposed grading activities within areas to remain in unincorporated
Ventura County (including both the areas to be graded to facilitate the proposed residential
development and the proposed fill sites). Depending upon which of the fill sites are actually
used, grading associated with the fill sites may also require the approval of a Section 404 ACOE
permit, Section 401 RWQCB certification and a CDFW Streambed Alteration Agreement.
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
This section provides a general overview of the environmental setting for the project. More
detailed descriptions of the environmental setting germane to each environmental issue area
can be found in Section 4.0, Environmental Impact Analysis.

3.1

REGIONAL SETTING

The 32.5-acre site is located northwest of the City of Santa Paula in southern Ventura County. The
City encompasses approximately 4.6 square miles and has a 2012 estimated population of 29,882
residents (California Department of Finance , 2012). Santa Paula is 65 miles northwest of Los
Angeles and 14 miles east of Ventura. Santa Paula is the geographical center of Ventura County,
situated in the rich agricultural Santa Clara River Valley. The City is surrounded by rolling hills
and rugged mountain peaks in addition to orange, lemon and avocado groves. The City of
Fillmore is located to the northeast and the City of Camarillo is to the south below South
Mountain.
The Santa Paula area has a diverse topography that ranges from the relatively flat lands within
the City’s urban area to rolling hills and rugged mountain peaks to the north at Adams and
Fagan Canyon and to the south at South Mountain. Drainage is generally to the southwest
towards the Santa Clara River. Similar to much of Southern California, Santa Paula is located
within a seismically active region.
Located 14 miles from the Pacific Ocean, Santa Paula enjoys a mild climate characterized by cool
winters and moderate summers. Ocean breezes cool the region in the summer and warm it in the
winter. Average daytime summer temperatures in the area are usually in the high 70s to 80s
(Fahrenheit). Nighttime low temperatures during the summer are typically in the high 50s to low
60s, while the winter high temperature tends to be in the 70s. Temperatures regularly plummet to
the 30s during the night in the winter, but snow is uncommon and found only in the surrounding
mountains. Summers are usually cloud free and rain falls mostly during the winter months.
Annual average rainfall in Santa Paula is about 18 inches.
The Santa Paula Freeway (California State Highway 126) provides primary regional access to
the City. Within the City limits, Telegraph Road-East Harvard Boulevard, Main Street, Santa
Paula Street, Peck Road and Ojai Road act as the main local transportation routes for residents.

3.2

PROJECT SETTING

The development site is located northwest of the city limits of Santa Paula at the Peck RoadFoothill Road intersection. The 32.5-acre site is situated along a south facing hillside with
elevations ranging from 296 feet at the southeastern corner of on Foothill Road, to 580 feet at the
northern site boundary. A city water tank is located along the eastern boundary of the
development site on a 0.3-acre parcel. Currently, this water tank is not being used and will be
cleared from the site prior to proposed grading activities. The development site is currently
vacant with scattered vegetation and few remnants of an old avocado orchard that is no longer
in use. There is no active economic use of the site. Dirt roads criss-cross the hillside through
City of Santa Paula
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remnants of avocado stumps and unused farm equipment owned by the former tenant. Much of
the natural character of the hillside has been degraded by this extensive surface disruption. Two
relatively flat “mesa” areas dominate the central and eastern portion of the site. A deep ravine
and small rounded knoll dominate the west side of the site.
Two separate single-family dwellings neighbor the site to the southwest along Foothill Road;
these units are in the unincorporated area of Ventura County, and are zoned Agriculture
Exclusive – 40 Acres (AE-40). Across Peck Road to the east of the development site is an
established hillside residential neighborhood. Approximately 37 homes are located along this
portion of Peck Road, including seven homes that directly abut the development site. The
neighboring area is within the Santa Paula city limits and zoned Hillside Residential 2-PD
(HR2-PD). Citrus orchards and farmland lie directly to the south across Foothill Road and west
of the development site.

3.3

CUMULATIVE PROJECTS SETTING

CEQA defines cumulative impacts as two or more individual actions that, when considered
together, are considerable or will compound other environmental impacts. Cumulative impacts
are the changes in the environment that result from the incremental impact of development of
the proposed project and other nearby projects. For example, traffic impacts of two nearby
projects may be insignificant when analyzed separately, but could have a significant impact
when analyzed together. Cumulative impact analysis allows the EIR to provide a reasonable
forecast of future environmental conditions and can more accurately gauge the effects of a series
of projects.
A list of current planned and pending projects in the City is contained in Table 3-1 and Table 32. These projects are considered in the cumulative analyses in Section 4.0, Environmental Impact
Analysis.
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Table 3-1
Planned and Pending Residential Projects in Santa Paula
Address

Status

Description

Cliff Drive/Forrest Drive

Plan Check

Residential Subdivision – 19 Lots

630 Acacia Road (632)

Under
Construction

Second Dwelling Unit

N. 10 Street

Under
Construction

Single Family Dwellings - 75 units

615 E. Harvard Blvd.

Approved

Apartments – 6 units

East Area One

Approved

Up to 1,500 dwelling units

109 S. Montebello St.

Proposed

Residential Condos/Hanger - 37 units

1483 Ojai Road

Proposed

Single-Family Dwelling, Pre-Manufactured - 1
unit

838 Montclair Dr.

Under
Construction

Single-Family Dwelling - 1 unit

th

Source: City of Santa Paula Planning Department, October 2012.
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Table 3-2
Planned and Pending Commercial / Industrial Development
File #

Project Name/Description

Location/ APN

Square
Footage

Status

09-CPD-01

Four Lot Industrial Subdivision

97-0-040-155

19,687

Built

Restaurant w/2 Commercial
Units

101-0-214-105

N/A

Built

Storage Building

97-0-040-155

9,800

Built

N/A

Const.

3,960

Built

N/A

Approved

07-DR-16

09-CUP-04

Steckel Dr./
Anaccapa Ter.
038-0-090-170

09-CI-08

4 MG Water Storage Tank

10-PD-01

Industrial Storage Building

05-TM-02

Aspen Industrial 10 lot
subdivision.
(only lots- 6 lots with buildable
area of approx. 1 acre & 4 lots
with buildable area of approx.
1.5 to 2 acres)

Santa Maria St.
1040170415

06-CUP-07

Outdoor Truck Storage
Equipment Yard

12 St.
1010183355, 415,
425, 345

84,000

Const.

10-ANX-01

Annexation

18200 Old Hallock
St.
107-0-210-095

N/A

Proposed

11-CDP-03

Hotel, Restaurant, Nine
Live/Work Studios

1445 E. Main St.
010-0-254-040

N/A

Proposed

1275 Quail St.
107-0-210-95

th

Source: City of Santa Paula Planning Department, October 2012
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
This section discusses the possible environmental effects of the proposed project for the
specific issue areas that were identified as having the potential to experience significant
impacts. “Significant effect” is defined by the State CEQA Guidelines §15382 as “a substantial,
or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the physical conditions within the area
affected by the project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and
objects of historic or aesthetic significance. An economic or social change by itself shall not be
considered a significant effect on the environment, but may be considered in determining
whether the physical change is significant.”
The assessment of each issue area begins with an italicized introduction that summarizes the
environmental effects considered for that issue area. This is followed by the setting and
impact analysis. Within the impact analysis, the first subsection identifies the methodologies
used and the “significance thresholds,” which are those criteria adopted by the City, other
agencies, universally recognized, or developed specifically for this analysis to determine
whether potential effects are significant. The next subsection describes each impact of the
proposed project, mitigation measures for significant impacts, and the level of significance
after mitigation. Each effect under consideration for an issue area is separately listed in bold
text, with the discussion of the effect and its significance following. Each bolded effect listing
also contains a statement of the significance determination for the environmental effect as
follows:
Class I, Significant and Unavoidable: An impact that cannot be reduced to below the
threshold level given reasonably available and feasible mitigation measures. Such an impact
requires a Statement of Overriding Considerations to be issued if the project is approved per
§15093 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
Class II, Significant but Mitigable: An impact that can be reduced to below the threshold
level given reasonably available and feasible mitigation measures. Such an impact requires
findings to be made under §15091 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
Class III, Not Significant: An impact that may be adverse, but does not exceed the threshold
levels and does not require mitigation measures. However, mitigation measures that could
further lessen the environmental effect may be suggested if readily available and easily
achievable.
Class IV, Beneficial: An effect that would reduce existing environmental problems or hazards.
Following each environmental effect discussion is a listing of recommended mitigation
measures (if required) and the residual effects or level of significance remaining after
implementation of the measures. In those cases where the mitigation measure for an impact
could have a significant environmental impact in another issue area, this impact is discussed
as a residual effect. The impact analysis concludes with a discussion of cumulative effects,
which evaluates the impacts associated with the proposed project in conjunction with other
future development in the area.
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4.1 AESTHETICS
This section addresses impacts related to aesthetics, including changes to visual character,
scenic resource, and views.

4.1.1 Setting
a. Existing Visual Characteristics. The 32.5-acre project site is currently vacant and
located on an undeveloped hillside with scattered vegetation and a few remnants of a former
avocado orchard. The avocado trees have been cut down and the property lays fallow, covered
with weeds and unused farm equipment owned by the former tenant. The hillside ranges in
elevation from 296 feet above mean sea level (MSL) in the southeast corner near the Peck RoadFoothill Road intersection to 600 feet above MSL along the northern boundary. Two relatively
flat “mesa” areas dominate the central and eastern portion of the site. A deep ravine and small
rounded knoll dominate the west side of the site. Along Foothill Road, the site is planted with a
hedge of bougainvillea vines that presents an attractive and colorful view to passing motorists.
Across Peck Road, to the east, there exists an established hillside single-family residential
neighborhood. Approximately 37 homes are located along this portion of Peck Road, including
seven that abut the project site. The neighboring area is within the Santa Paula city limits, and is
zoned Hillside Residential 2-PD (HR2-PD). North of the site exists undeveloped hillsides that
are part of Adams Canyon. Two single-family dwellings are located adjacent to the project site
to the southwest along Foothill Road. These dwelling units are located in the unincorporated
area of Ventura County and are zoned Agriculture Exclusive – 40 Acres (AE-40). Citrus
orchards and farmland lie directly to the south across Foothill Road and west of the project site.
Given its physical location and mix of urban and prominent natural visual features in the
vicinity, the project area can be visually characterized as an urban/rural transitional area.
The project site lies just northwest of the City of Santa Paula corporate limit. Portions of the
elevated hillside site are visible from locations within Santa Paula, including along Peck Road,
Foothill Road, Middle Road, West Main Street, Telegraph Road, Skyline Drive, Munger Drive
and State Route 126 (see figures 4.1-1 through 4.1-3). From these locations, the most prominent
visual features on-site are the cut trees and vegetation among the hillside, the water tank in the
northeast corner, and the dirt roads that criss-cross through the eastern and northern portions of
the site.
b. Regulatory Setting. The City of Santa Paula has adopted various policies within
separate policy documents that are designed to ensure a high quality visual environment. The
various policy documents that apply to the proposed project are described below.
Scenic Resources. The Santa Paula General Plan discusses the City’s most prominent
visual resources within the Conservation and Open Space Element. The aesthetic qualities of
Santa Paula vary as widely as the topography and the built environment. It is the City’s goal to
conserve both natural and developed land areas that are high in scenic value. The following are
resources identified in the Conservation and Open Space Element that are relevant to the
proposed project:

City of Santa Paula
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View of Development Site from North Peck Road

Figure 4.1-1
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Looking North from Foothill Road at Development Site

Figure 4.1-3
City of Santa Paula
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Adams Canyon: A “natural scenic resource” with qualities that include excellent
views of the surrounding hillsides, rock formations, and native oaks, in a pastoral
setting. As development occurs, it should be sensitive to the natural amenities of the
canyon, and should preserve views of the surrounding hillsides and natural
vegetation. Clustering techniques, as described in the Land Use Element, can help in
preserving scenic areas. (page CO-39)



State Route 126: Eligible State Scenic Highway (page CO-28)



Foothill Road and State Route 126: City Scenic Routes (page CO-28)



Views of the town from the hillsides surrounding Santa Paula (page CO-28)

Hillside Development. The Land Use Element to the General Plan stresses that the City
continue to protect those hillside areas with a natural slope of 10% or greater. The City's
primary objective regarding hillside development is to preserve the natural terrain, the quality
environment, and the aesthetic features of the City while encouraging creative, innovative,
diverse, and safe development. Because of the geologic and topographic constraints in the
hillsides, the Land Use Element (Table LU-7) identifies a density range of 0 to 3 dwellings per
gross acre within hillside areas. Land area per dwelling would range from one dwelling per 10
acres to one dwelling per 14,500 square feet. The Land Use Element allows traditional singlefamily housing. However, planned developments providing clustered single-family housing are
allowed in accordance with a slope-density program that would minimize grading, preserve
open space, and blend new development with the topography.
To implement the objectives for hillside development in the General Plan, SPMC Chapter 16.98,
Hillside Grading Practices, requires good hillside design that will coordinate the housing with
the topography, using the slope of the land as the basis for design of the structure. For
aesthetics, the ordinance requires:
1. Encourage only minimal gradingwhich relates to the natural contour of the land, and
which will round off, in a natural manner, sharp angles at the top and ends of cut
and fill slopes so as to avoid a “staircase” or “padding” effect.
2. Require the retention of trees and other vegetation which stabilize steep hillsides,
retain moisture, prevent erosion, and enhance the natural scenic beauty and, where
necessary, require additional landscaping to enhance the scenic qualities of the
hillsides.
3. Encourage a variety of building types and design, when appropriate, to materially
reduce grading and disturbance of the natural character of the area.
4. Require immediate planting wherever appropriate to maintain necessary cut and fill
slopes, to stabilize slopes with plant roots, and to conceal bare soil from view.
5. Require the retention of natural landmarks and prominent natural features which
enhance the character of a specific area.
6. Impose appropriate conditions on the development of all slopes to obtain conformity
with approved development policies of the City's General Plan.
Design Review . SPMC Chapter 16.226, Design Review, provides regulatory standards,
design guidelines and procedures for the review of all development projects in the City. The
design review process is established to: (1) promote orderly, attractive, and harmonious
development throughout Santa Paula; (2) recognize neighborhood character and environmental
City of Santa Paula
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limitations in development; (3) ensure that the design and exterior architectural treatment of
proposed structures complement the design or exterior architectural treatment of existing
structures in the immediate neighborhood and do not conflict with existing development in any
manner that would cause a substantial depreciation of property values in the neighborhood; (4)
promote the general welfare by preventing establishment of uses or erection of structures
having qualities which would not meet the specific intent clauses or performance standards of
this Title 16, or which are not properly related to their sites, surroundings, traffic circulation, or
environmental setting; and (5) assure conformance with applicable design, land use regulations
and development standards.

4.1.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Different viewers react to viewsheds and
aesthetic conditions differently. Consequently, the assessment of aesthetic impacts is inherently
subjective in nature. This evaluation measures the existing visual resource against the proposed
action, analyzing the nature of the anticipated change. The entire Specific Plan area was
observed and photographically documented on several occasions, as was the surrounding area.
The design guidelines of the Specific Plan and the SPMC were reviewed for policy instruction
relative to visual resources and community design to determine compatibility with adjacent
land uses.
Based upon CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, an aesthetic impact is considered significant if the
project would:





Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista
Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway
Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site or its
surroundings
Create a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area

The Initial Study concluded that light and glare impacts would not be significant;
therefore, the analysis focuses on the other three significance criteria.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact AES-1

The visual character of the development site would be altered
through grading, the development public streets, the
construction of retaining walls, detention basins, and up to 79
hillside residential lots. The impact associated with the
change in visual character from undeveloped hillside
property to developed hillside residential would be Class II,
less than significant with mitigation incorporated.

The project site is located in an area of transition from agricultural uses and open space to
urbanized, single-family neighborhoods to the east across Peck Road. The neighboring area is
City of Santa Paula
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within the Santa Paula city limits and zoned Hillside Residential 2-PD (HR2-PD). North of the
site are undeveloped hillsides that are part of Adams Canyon. Two single-family dwellings
neighbor the site to the south along Foothill Road; these units are in the unincorporated area of
Ventura County and are zoned Agriculture Exclusive – 40 Acres (AE-40). Citrus orchards and
farmland lie directly to the south across Foothill Road and west of the project site. Given its
physical location and mix of urban and prominent natural visual features in the vicinity, the
project area can be visually characterized as a rural/urban transitional area.
Buildout of the proposed single-family residential lots would involve the following physical
changes:


Grading of several acres, on- and off-site for haul roads, fill sites, slope uniformity
and activity areas, and construction of retaining walls of up to six feet in height



Construction of a drainage system, including two detention basins and an internal
drainage system of pipes and channels

Grading for site preparation, slope stabilization and the construction of public roads would
change the visual character of the site from one of fallow former agricultural land similar to
surrounding and adjacent slopes to one of developed residential lots. The maximum pregrading elevation of the site is approximately 600 feet above sea level, and occurs at the
northern edge of the site. Maximum post-grading elevations would remain at approximately
600 feet above sea level. Residential development within the project site would occur between
330 feet MSL and 534 feet MSL. Each residential lot within the project site would have a graded
pad of sufficient size for construction of a conventional one- or two-story home. As proposed,
the maximum rooftop elevations would be 569 feet above sea level. Off-site grading of 14 acres
of land north of the project site would change the visual character of the hillside. The existing
natural slopes would be excavated and recontoured with benched terraces and drainage
channels (refer to Figure 2-4, Off-Site Grading, in Section 2.0, Project Description). These grading
activities would occur between 540 feet MSL and 820 feet MSL.
An aerobic trail would be located along the southern, western, and northern boundary of the
project site. An 8- to 12-car parking lot would be provided at the southern terminus of the trail,
off of Foothill Road. A seating area would be located at the northern terminus of the trail. A
proposed 2.96-acre public park area would be incorporated as open space along the south and
west sides of the project site. Although much of this passive recreation area would be
landscaped slopes, it also includes a system of trails and vista points.
A stormwater detention basin is proposed for the southeastern portion of the project site.
Travelers headed north on Peck Road, past Foothill Road, would not be able to see the detention
basin as it is well below the line of sight afforded to motorists. A second stormwater detention
basin would be located in the northwestern portion of the project site. This facility would be
located approximately 900 feet north and 270 feet above Foothill Road. Due to the distance from
the roadway and the difference in elevation, this facility would not be visible from Foothill
Road.
Residential development associated with the proposed project would be larger in size and
would occur at higher elevations than adjacent development, but would not block existing
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views of the ridgelines to the north. The adjacent 37 dwelling residential development to the
east, across North Peck Road, ranges in elevation from 300 to 485 feet. To the west, the two
separate single family housing dwellings range in elevation from 335 to 370 feet. The proposed
project would increase the number of houses in the area, as well as the maximum elevation at
which residential development is located.
The proposed project would appear dense, although it would be compatible with the adjacent
residential development intensity of 0-3 dwelling units per acre as set by the SPMC for Hillside
Residential 2 (HR2-PD). SPMC § 16.13.110 establishes a Slope Density Formula that allows for a
density of 2.0 dwelling units per acre for slopes of 20 to 24.9%. Slopes on the project site fall
within this range. Residential development within the project site would be visually compatible
with the adjacent hillside residential development to the east, across Peck Road. However,
residential development within the project site would represent an abrupt transition between
residential uses to the east and the open space, agricultural and rural residential land use to the
north, south and west. The proposed project’s visual compatibility with surrounding uses could
be improved through design techniques that blend the proposed project in with the
surrounding environment.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures would provide a visual
transition between the adjacent rural areas and residential development, thereby reducing the
potential impacts of development on the site’s visual character to a less than significant level.
AES-1(a) Plant Screening. Plant materials must screen at least 50 percent of all
architecture. Wall surfaces facing viewsheds must be screened to the
maximum extent feasible.
AES-1(b) Informal Tree Masses. Trees must be arranged in informal masses
and be placed selectively to reduce the scale of long, steep slopes.
AES-1(c) Slope Plantings. Slope plantings must create a gradual transition
from developed slope areas into natural areas. Landscaping must
include fingers of plantings that extend into existing and sculptured
slopes.
AES-1(d) Random Shrub Placement. Shrubs must be randomly placed in
masses within landscaped areas.
AES-1(e) Natural Building Colors. All colors, textures, materials and forms
must be compatible with the natural setting. Medium to dark colors,
which blend with the surrounding environment, must be used for
building elevations and roof materials.
AES-1(f)

Low Reflectivity Glass. Project design and architectural treatments
must incorporate additional techniques to reduce light and glare, such
as use of low reflectivity glass.
AES-1(g) Driveway and Retaining Wall Landscaping. Landscaping must be
planted to shield retaining walls and driveway in order to preserve
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natural appearance of hillside from Foothill Road, a City-designated
Scenic Route.
Significance after Mitigation. With incorporation of Mitigation Measures AES 1(a) –
AES-1(g), impacts would be less than significant.
Impact AES-2

Grading and construction of the proposed project has the
potential to affect public views of scenic resources from
Foothill Road, Peck Road, West Telegraph Road, Highway
126, Munger Drive, and Skyline Drive. Impacts to views
would be Class II, less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.

Public roads with views to the vicinity of the project site include Foothill Road, Peck Road, West
Telegraph Road, Highway 126, Munger Drive, and Skyline Drive. Figure 4.1-1 through 4.1-3
depicts views from a few of these areas. From West Telegraph Road and Highway 126 views of
the project site are relatively unobstructed, as the project site is located in the hillsides above
Santa Paula. The project site is located on a hillside that rises to approximately 840 feet above
sea level. The approximate maximum elevation where development would occur would be
approximately 590 feet. As shown in Figure 4.1-4, Line-Of Sight Simulation, the southern portion
of the project site (nearest Foothill Road), would have a final grade elevation of approximately
40 feet above the existing grade, while the northern portion of the project site would have a final
grade of approximately 60 feet below the existing grade. A majority of the off-site grading to the
north would have a final grade approximately 30 to 60 feet below the existing grade. Overall,
the final grade of the project site and off-site graded area would not interrupt views of the
ridgelines to the north from roadways in the local vicinity.
For the most part, the hillsides to the west of the project site remain undeveloped. Hillside
residential development in Santa Paula is present east of the project site. The proposed project
would expand hillside development to the west in the area. These hillsides can be viewed from SR
126. Along Foothill Road and Peck Road, however, the project site is the prominent hillside feature.
The proposed project would convert the currently vacant project site to a developed residential
hillside, similar to the adjacent uses to the east. For a brief period, motorists passing near the
intersection of Foothill Road and Peck Road would experience a change in views as a result of the
proposed project. Some viewers could object to such change. However, the conversion of the land
from abandoned agricultural use to hillside development could also be considered an aesthetic
improvement. Development of the proposed project would remove the remnants of avocado
stumps and unused farm equipment left by the former tenant. Furthermore, onsite development
would be viewed only briefly as vacant hillsides would reemerge as motorists continue west on
Foothill Road or south on Peck Road. For roadways east of the project site along Foothill Road,
Munger Drive, and Skyline Drive the view of the project site would be substantially altered. The
existing view of the project site is of vacant land. The proposed project, as mentioned above,
could be considered an improvement. Nevertheless, impacts associated with converting an
undeveloped hillside to residential use could represent a significant impact to views from Peck
Road to the southeast of the project site.
The grading associated with the proposed project could be seen as in conflict with the City’s
hillside grading regulations as set forth in SPMC Chapter 16.98insofar as it would involve mass
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grading of the site and surrounding areas. However, as discussed above, the abandoned
orchard that currently occupies the site is of relatively low visual quality. In addition, the
proposed mass grading of the site would address existing slope stability issues that create a
hazard for both the project site and adjacent properties. Finally, the graded site would simulate
the natural contour of the property and the site would be landscaped in such a manner as to
stabilize slopes and conceal bare soil from view.
Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures AES-1(a) through AES-1(g) (see Impact AES1) would provide for the landscaping of graded slopes and terraces, open space area, streets and
parkways. These landscaping measures would provide a visual transition from the rural
character to the north, west and south of the project site, to the single-family residential
development to the east and southeast of the project site. Overall, these mitigation measures
would reduce impacts to public views to a less than significant level.
Significance after Mitigation. With incorporation of measures AES-1(a) through AES1(g), including the use of trees, shrubs, and other vegetation in the landscape, the proposed
project could be considered an improvement to the area.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Development throughout Santa Paula will continue to alter the
aesthetic character of the City to an increasingly urbanized area. The City of Santa Paula values
its scenic resources and takes measures to ensure their preservation. The visual effects of
individual projects would need to be addressed on a case-by-case basis since impacts are
dependent upon building height, massing, and location, as well as the immediately
surrounding uses. Furthermore, development projects within the City are subject to individual
review of aesthetic impacts, and projects within the vicinity of scenic corridors or scenic
resources would be required to comply with the development guidelines, requirements, and
recommendations contained within the Santa Paula General Plan and SPMC. Proposed projects
would incrementally alter visual character of the City and affect views from scenic corridors.
However, case-by-case review and implementation of appropriate conditions of approval for
individual projects, consistent with City policies, would reduce cumulative impacts to a less
than significant level.
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4.2 AIR QUALITY
This section addresses the proposed project’s impact upon local and regional air quality. Both
temporary impacts relating to construction activity and long-term impacts associated with
project operation are discussed.

4.2.1 Setting
The physical and regulatory air quality setting of the area is described in detail in the Ventura
County Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) and the Ventura County Air Quality Assessment
Guidelines (October 2003). These documents are incorporated by reference and are available for
review at the Ventura County Air Pollution Control District (VCAPCD) at 669 County Square
Drive, Ventura, California 93003 and at the City of Santa Paula Planning Department at 200 S.
Tenth Street, Santa Paula. Information regarding air quality is also available online at the
VCAPCD’s web site (www.vcapcd.org). The following summarizes information from the
AQMP and other pertinent materials.
a. Climate and Meteorology. The semi-permanent high-pressure system west of the
Pacific coast strongly influences California’s weather. It creates sunny skies throughout the
summer and influences the pathway and occurrence of low-pressure weather systems that
bring rainfall to the area during October through April. As a result, wintertime temperatures in
Santa Paula are generally mild, while summers are warm and dry. During the day, the
predominant wind direction is from the west and southwest, and at night, wind direction is
from the north. These predominant wind patterns are occasionally broken during the winter by
storms coming from the north and northwest and by episodic Santa Ana winds. Santa Ana
winds are strong northerly to northeasterly winds that originate from high-pressure areas
centered over the desert of the Great Basin. These winds are usually warm, very dry, and often
full of dust. They are particularly strong in the mountain passes and at the mouths of canyons.
Daytime summer temperatures in the area average from the high 70s to mid-90s. Nighttime low
temperatures during the summer are typically in the high 50s to low 60s, while the winter high
temperatures tends to be in the 60s. Winter low temperatures are in the 30s. Annual rainfall
typically ranges from about 18 inches, with nearly all precipitation occurring between October
and April.
Two types of temperature inversions (warmer air on top of colder air) are created in the area:
subsidence and radiational (surface). The subsidence inversion is a regional effect created by the
Pacific high in which air is heated as it is compressed when it flows from a high pressure area to
the low pressure areas inland. This type of inversion generally forms at about 1,000 to 2,000 feet
and can occur throughout the year, but is most evident during the summer months. Surface
inversions are formed by the more rapid cooling of air near the ground at night, especially
during winter. This type of inversion is typically lower and is generally accompanied by stable
air. Both types of inversions limit the dispersal of air pollutants within the regional airshed.
Ozone (O3) is the primary air pollutant of concern during the subsidence inversions, while
carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) are of greatest concern during winter
inversions.
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b. Regulatory Jurisdiction. The federal and state governments have been empowered by
the federal and state Clean Air Acts (CAA) to regulate the emission of airborne pollutants and
have established ambient air quality standards for the protection of public health. The United
States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) is the federal agency designated to
administer air quality regulation, while the Air Resources Board (ARB) is the state equivalent in
the California Environmental Protection Agency. Local air quality management is provided by
the ARB through county-level Air Pollution Control Districts (APCDs). The ARB has
established state air quality standards and is responsible for control of mobile emission sources,
while the local APCDs are responsible for enforcing standards and regulating stationary
sources. The ARB has established 14 air basins statewide. The project area is located in the
South Central Coast Air Basin and is within the jurisdiction of the Ventura County APCD
(VCAPCD).
c. Air Quality Standards. Federal and state standards have been established for ozone
(O3), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), particulates less than
10 and 2.5 microns in diameter (PM10 and PM2.5), and lead (Pb). California has also set standards
for sulfates, hydrogen sulfide, vinyl chloride, and visibility reducing particles. Table 4.2-1
summarizes applicable federal and state air quality standards.
Table 4.2-1
Current Federal and State Ambient Air Quality Standards
Averaging
Time

National Standards/
County Attainment Status

California Standards/
County Attainment Status

Ozone

8-Hour
1-Hour

0.075 ppm / Nonattainment
-- / --

0.07 ppm / Nonattainment
0.09 ppm / Nonattainment

Carbon Monoxide

8-Hour
1-Hour

9.0 ppm / Attainment
35.0 ppm / Attainment

9.0 ppm / Attainment
20.0 ppm / Attainment

Nitrogen Dioxide

Annual
1-Hour

0.053 ppm / Attainment
-- / --

0.03 ppm / Attainment
0.10 ppm / Attainment

Sulfur Dioxide

Annual
24-Hour
1-Hour

0.03 ppm / Attainment
0.14 ppm / Attainment
0.08 ppm / --

-- /-0.04 ppm / Attainment
0.25 ppm / Attainment

Particulate Matter (PM10)

Annual
24-Hour

-- / -3
150 g/m / Attainment

Particulate Matter (PM2.5)

Annual
24-Hour

15 g/m / Attainment
3
35 g/m / Attainment

3-Month
Calendar 1/4
30-Day

0.15 g/m / Attainment
3 (2)
1.5 g/m / Attainment
-- / --

Pollutant

Lead

(1)

3

3

3

20 g/m / Nonattainment
3
50 g/m / Nonattainment
3

12 g/m / Nonattainment
-- / --- / --- / -3
1.5 g/m / Attainment

ppm = parts per million
g/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter
Source: ARB, 2012, http://www.arb.ca.gov/desig/desig.htm
(1) Due to a lack of evidence linking health problems to long-term exposure to coarse particle pollution, ARB repealed the annual
PM10 standard, effective December 17, 2006).
(2) The national standard for lead was revised on October 15, 2008 to a rolling 3-month average. The 1978 lead standard (1.5
μg/m3 as a quarterly average) remains in effect until one year after an area is designated for the 2008 standard, except that in
areas designated nonattainment for the 1978 standard, the 1978 standard remains in effect until implementation plans to attain
or maintain the 2008 standard are approved.
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The VCAPCD is required to monitor air pollutant levels to assure that the above air quality
standards are met and, in the event that they are not, to develop strategies to meet these
standards. Depending on whether the standards are met or exceeded, the local air basin is
classified as being in “attainment” or “non-attainment.” The Ventura County portion of the
South Central Coast Air Basin is a state and federal non-attainment area for ozone and a state
non-attainment area for suspended particulates (PM10 and PM2.5). In addition, although the
Ventura County portion of the South Central Coast Air Basin is in attainment for the state and
federal carbon monoxide standards, carbon monoxide can potentially be a problem at heavily
congested intersections. Each of these pollutants, as well as the potential for San Joaquin Valley
Fever, is described below.
d. Effects of Air Pollution. Air pollution is potentially hazardous to health and can
diminish the production and quality of many agricultural crops, reduce visibility, degrade soils
materials, and damage vegetation. Human health effects are the key determinant in the
establishment of the above listed primary air quality standards. The health and safety effects of
air pollutants are described in detail in the VCAPCD AQMP. The following provides a
summary of key pollutants of concern in the South Central Coast Air Basin.
Carbon Monoxide. Carbon monoxide, a colorless, odorless, poisonous gas, is a local
pollutant that in high concentrations is found only very near the source. Carbon monoxide is a
by-product of fuel combustion, but is generally not a concern with typical residential stationary
sources (gas water and space heaters, gas dryers) since these are required by law to be properly
vented. Automobile traffic is a major source of carbon monoxide with elevated concentrations
usually found only near areas of high traffic volumes. Carbon monoxide’s health effects are
related to its affinity for hemoglobin in the blood. At high concentrations, carbon monoxide
reduces the amount of oxygen in the blood, causing heart difficulties in people with chronic
diseases, reduced lung capacity and impaired mental abilities.
Nitrogen Dioxide. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is a by-product of fuel combustion, with the
primary source being motor vehicles and industrial boilers and furnaces. The principal form of
nitrogen oxide produced by combustion is nitric oxide (NO), but NO reacts rapidly to form
NO2, creating the mixture of NO and NO2 commonly called NOX. Nitrogen dioxide is an acute
irritant, but at typical atmospheric concentrations, it is only potentially irritating. A relationship
between NO2 and chronic pulmonary fibrosis may exist, and an increase in bronchitis in young
children at concentrations below 0.3 parts per million (ppm) may occur. Nitrogen dioxide
absorbs blue light and causes a reddish brown cast to the atmosphere and reduced visibility. It
can also contribute to the formation of PM10 and acid rain.
Ozone. Ozone is produced by a photochemical reaction (triggered by sunlight) between
nitrogen oxides (NOx) and reactive organic compounds (ROC). Nitrogen oxides are formed
during the combustion of fuels, while reactive organic gases are formed during combustion and
evaporation of organic solvents. Because ozone requires sunlight to form, concentrations
exceeding state and federal standards occur primarily between the months of May and October.
Ozone is a pungent, colorless toxic gas with potential health effects on humans, including
respiratory and eye irritation and possible changes in lung functions. Groups most sensitive to
ozone include children, the elderly, persons with respiratory disorders, and people who
exercise strenuously outdoors.
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Suspended Particulates. Particulate matter refers to small, airborne particles that can be
inhaled by humans and other animals. The two categories of particulate matter of greatest
concern are PM10 and PM2.5. PM10 is small particulate matter measuring no more than 10
microns in diameter, while PM2.5 is fine particulate matter measuring no more than 2.5 microns
in diameter. Suspended particulates are mostly dust particles, nitrates, and sulfates, and are a
by-product of fuel combustion and wind erosion of soil and unpaved roads. Suspended
particulates are also created in the atmosphere through chemical reactions. The characteristics,
sources, and potential health effects associated with PM10 and PM2.5 can be very different. PM10
generally comes from windblown dust, dust kicked up from mobile sources, and dust created
by crushing, grinding, or abrading surfaces during grading operations or other means by which
large particles are broken into smaller ones. PM2.5 is generally associated with combustion
processes and motor vehicle exhaust, especially from diesel engines. It can also be formed in the
atmosphere as a secondary pollutant through chemical reactions.
According to recent community epidemiological studies, adverse health effects associated with
both short-term and long-term exposure to fine particles include increased premature deaths,
primarily in the elderly and those with heart or lung disease; aggravation of respiratory and
cardiovascular illness, leading to increased hospital visits; lung function problems and
symptoms similar to chronic bronchitis especially in children and asthmatics; increased work
and school absences; and alteration in lung tissue structure and respiratory tract defense
mechanisms.
An important fraction of the particulate matter emission inventory is that formed by diesel
engine fuel combustion. Particulates in diesel emissions are very small and readily respirable.
The particles have hundreds of chemicals adsorbed onto their surfaces, including many known
or suspected mutagens and carcinogens. The OEHHA reviewed and evaluated the potential for
diesel exhaust to affect human health, and the associated scientific uncertainties. Based on the
available scientific evidence, it was determined that a level of diesel PM exposure below which
no carcinogenic effects are anticipated has not been identified. The Scientific Review Panel that
approved the OEHHA report determined based on studies to date that 3 x 10-4 (g/m3)-1 is a
reasonable estimate of the unit risk for diesel PM. This means that a person exposed to a diesel
PM concentration of 1 g/m3 continuously over the course of a lifetime has a 3 per 10,000
chance (or 300 in one million chance) of contracting cancer due to this exposure. Based on an
estimated Year 2000 statewide average concentration of 1.26 g/m3 for indoor and outdoor
ambient air, about 380 excess cancers per one million population could be expected if diesel PM
concentrations remained the same (Rincon, 2006).
San Joaquin Valley Fever. San Joaquin Valley Fever (Coccidioidomycosis) is a disease
caused by the inhalation of spores of the fungus Coccidioides immitis. The disease is endemic to
the semiarid regions of the southwestern United States and occurs in the Santa Clarita Valley
area at a relatively low level of risk. Transmission of Valley Fever is primarily caused by
naturally occurring winds, dust storms, and earthquakes, and secondarily by dust-creating
activities on undeveloped soils, including earth moving (land development) and other manmade dust raising activities.
The rate of infection in Ventura County is low compared to other areas of the southwest.
Nevertheless, a small percentage of Valley Fever cases may prove fatal. Residents of areas in
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which Valley Fever occurs often acquire a lifelong immunity to the disease. However, field and
construction workers are commonly at risk because of their exposure to soil dust containing
spores. Where symptoms occur after exposure, an initial influenza-like respiration condition is
evident. The majority of such cases recover with bed rest. Less than 0.2 percent of all cases
progress to a stage including other areas of the body, including meningitis and other serious
disorders. At that stage, however, mortality rates of infected individuals increase to 50-90
percent over a period of years.
e. Toxic Air Contaminants. In 1998 the California Air Resources Board (ARB) identified
particulate matter from diesel fueled engines as a toxic air contaminant (TAC). The ARB has
completed a risk management process that identified potential cancer risks for a range of
activities using diesel-fueled engines. High volume freeways, stationary diesel engines and
facilities attracting heavy and constant diesel vehicle traffic (distribution centers, truck stops)
were identified as having the highest associated risk. Heavy-duty vehicle operations and
construction equipment operation during the excess material removal and remedial grading
activities would result in the emission of diesel particulate materials. Impacts from TACs may
be estimated by conducting a health risk assessment (HRA). The HRA procedure involves the
use of an air quality model and a protocol approved by the APCD. Following are the
recommended significance thresholds:
(a) Lifetime probability of contracting cancer is greater than 10 in one million (as
identified in an HRA).
(b) Ground level concentrations of non-carcinogenic toxic air pollutants would result in
a Hazard Index of greater than 1 (as identified in an HRA).
f. Local Air Quality. The VCAPCD monitors air quality throughout the county.
Monitoring stations are located approximately 7 miles to the southwest at the El Rio Mesa
School and approximately 16 miles east at the Piru Monitoring Station. The El Rio Mesa station
is upwind of the project site, and the Piru station is downwind of the project area. Both stations
monitor ozone, NO2, PM10, and PM2.5. Table 4.2-2 lists air quality data for the El Rio and Piru
monitoring stations for pollutants for which the area is in nonattainment.
As shown in Table 4.2-2, hourly ozone concentrations at the El Rio monitoring station exceeded
state standards once during 2009. The 8-hour average ozone concentrations at this station
exceeded state standards once during 2009 and 2010, and exceeded federal standards once
during 2009. The 24-hour PM10 concentrations at this station exceeded the state standard twice
during 2009 and once each year during 2010-2011, but did not exceed the federal standard
during 2009-2011. Also, as shown in Table 4.2-2, hourly ozone concentrations at the Piru
monitoring station exceeded the state standard five times in 2009 and once in 2011. The 8-hour
average concentrations at this station exceeded the state standard 16 times during 2009, four
times during 2010, and six times during 2011. The federal standard was exceeded 11 times
during 2009, once during 2010, and twice during 2011. At the El Rio Mesa station, where data
was available for the years studied, emissions of PM10 exceeded state standards twice during
2009 and once each year in 2010 and 2011. Emissions of PM2.5 did not exceed state or federal
standard between 2009 and 2011 at either station.
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Table 4.2-2
Ambient Air Quality Data
Pollutant

2009

2010

2011

a

0.099

0.083

0.081

1

0

0

--

--

--

0.109

0.087

0.100

5

0

1

--

--

--

0.077

0.073

0.069

Number of days of state exceedances (>0.07 ppm)

1

1

0

Number of days of federal exceedances (>0.075 ppm)

1

0

0

Ozone, ppm - maximum 8 hour average concentration (ppm)

0.093

0.082

0.084

16

4

6

11

1

2

99.9

61.5

51.7

2

1

1

0

0

0

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

19.7

21.4

18.3

0

0

0

20.5

18.4

17.3

0

0

0

Ozone, ppm - maximum hourly concentration (ppm)
Number of days of state exceedances (>0.09 ppm)
Number of days of federal exceedances

b

1

Ozone, ppm - maximum hourly concentration (ppm)
Number of days of state exceedances (>0.09 ppm)
Number of days of federal exceedances

a

b

1

Ozone, ppm - maximum 8 hour average concentration (ppm)

Number of days of state exceedances (>0.07 ppm)
Number of days of federal exceedances (>0.075 ppm)
a

Particulate Matter <10 microns, maximum 24 hour concentration in g/m

3

3

Number of samples of state exceedances (>50 g/m )
3

Number of samples of federal exceedances (>150 g/m )
b

Particulate Matter <10 microns, maximum 24 hour concentration in g/m

3

3

Number of samples of state exceedances (>50 g/m )
3

Number of samples of federal exceedances (>150 g/m )
a

Particulate Matter <2.5 microns, maximum 24 hour concentration in g/m

3

3

Number of samples of federal exceedances (>35 g/m )
b

Particulate Matter <2.5 microns, maximum 24 hour concentration in g/m

3

3

Number of samples of federal exceedances (>35 g/m )

Source: CARB, Annual Air Quality Data Summaries available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/adam/. Accessed September 4, 2012.
a
El Rio Monitoring Station.
b

Piru Monitoring Station.
n/a = not available (this pollutant is not measured at this station).
1
The national 1-hour ozone standard was revoked in June 2005 and is no longer in effect.

The major sources of ozone precursors in Ventura County are motor vehicles and other mobile
equipment, solvent use, pesticide application, the petroleum industry, and electric utilities. The
major sources of PM10 are road dust, construction, mobile sources, and farming operations.
Locally, Santa Ana winds are responsible for entraining dust and occasionally causing elevated
PM10 levels.
g. Air Quality Management Plan. The Federal Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA)
mandate that states submit and implement a State Implementation Plan (SIP) for areas not
meeting air quality standards. The SIP includes pollution control measures to demonstrate how
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the standards will be met through those measures. The SIP is established by incorporating
measures established during the preparation of AQMPs and adopted rules and regulations by
each local APCD and AQMD, which are submitted for approval to the ARB and the USEPA.
The goal of an AQMP is to reduce pollutant concentrations below the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS) through implementation of air pollutant emissions controls.
In 2008, the USEPA classified Ventura County as a serious 8-hour ozone nonattainment area.
This means that Ventura County must meet the federal 8-hour ozone standard by June 15, 2013.
VCAPCD released a Final 2007 AQMP in May 2008, which presents new control measures
intended to bring the County into compliance by that date. The 2007 AQMP emission factors
based its population forecasts on the 2008 South Coast Association of Governments (SCAG)
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). The 2007 AQMP also presents the 2003 – 2005 Triennial
Assessment and Plan Update required by the California Clean Air Act (CCAA). The goal of the
CCAA is to achieve more stringent health-based state air quality standards at the earliest
practicable date. Ventura County is designated a severe nonattainment area under the CCAA
and must meet many of the most stringent requirements under this act.
While the Final Draft 2007 AQMP contains some additional local control measures, most of the
emissions reductions that Ventura County needs to attain the federal 8-hour ozone standard
and continued progress to the state ozone standard will come from the ARB’s 2007 SIP. This SIP
contains comprehensive emission reduction programs that focus on reducing emissions from
mobile sources, consumer products, and pesticides to substantially improve air quality. Based
on photochemical modeling and the use of the local and state control measures, Ventura
County is projected to attain the federal ozone standard by the required 2013 date.
h. Sensitive Receptors. Ambient air quality standards have been established to
represent the levels of air quality considered sufficient, with an adequate margin of safety, to
protect public health and welfare. They are designed to protect that segment of the public most
susceptible to respiratory distress, such as children under 14; the elderly over 65; persons
engaged in strenuous work or exercise; and people with cardiovascular and chronic respiratory
diseases. The majority of sensitive receptor locations are therefore schools and hospitals.
Three schools are located within one mile of the project site: Westside Baptist Preschool,
Blanchard Elementary School and Glen City Elementary School. Santa Paula High School is
located approximately 1.2 miles northeast of the project site and Renaissance High School is
located approximately 1.4 miles to the east. Immediately east of the site, across North Peck
Road, is residential development. Two separate single family dwellings neighbor the site to the
southwest along Foothill Road. The closest hospital is Santa Paula Hospital, located
approximately two miles to the northeast of the site.

4.2.2 Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Based on Appendix G of the CEQA
Guidelines, air quality impacts would be significant if the project would:



Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan.
Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation.
City of Santa Paula
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Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which
the Project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air
quality standard (including releasing emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds
for ozone precursors).
Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations.
Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people.

The threshold guidelines used to analyze air quality impacts are derived from those of the
VCAPCD. The most recent VCAPCD comprehensive publication regarding air quality
assessment is the Ventura County Air Quality Assessment Guidelines (October 2003), which
recommends significance thresholds for projects proposed in Ventura County. Under these
guidelines, projects that generate more than 25 lbs per day of ROG or NOX are considered to
jeopardize attainment of the federal ozone standard and thus have a significant adverse impact
on air quality.
The VCAPCD has not established quantitative thresholds for particulate matter. However, a
project that may generate fugitive dust emissions in such quantities as to cause injury,
detriment, nuisance, or annoyance to any considerable number of persons, or which may
endanger the comfort, repose, health, or safety of any such person, or which may cause or have
a natural tendency to cause injury or damage to business or property is considered to have a
significant air quality impact by the VCAPCD. This threshold is particularly applicable to the
generation of fugitive dust during construction grading operations. The VCAPCD’s Rule 55 –
Fugitive Dust, contains measures to reduce fugitive dust emissions, both from construction and
operation of projects. Rule 55 applies to any operation, disturbed surface area, or man-made
condition capable of generating fugitive dust, including bulk material handling, earth-moving,
construction, demolition, storage piles, unpaved roads, track-out, or off-field agricultural
operations.
As outlined in the VCAPCD’s Air Quality Assessment Guidelines, the proposed project’s impact
would be significant if it would:







Generate daily emissions exceeding 25 lbs. of reactive organic compounds (ROG)
or nitrogen oxides (NOX);
Cause an exceedance or making a substantial contribution to an exceedance of an
ambient air quality standard; 1
Directly or indirectly cause the existing population to exceed the population
forecasts in the most recently adopted AQMP;
Be inconsistent with goals and policies of the Ventura County AQMP and emit
greater than two lbs. of ROG or NOX per day;
Create a human health hazard by exposing sensitive receptors to toxic air
emissions; or
Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people.

1

“Substantial” is defined as making measurably worse an existing exceedance. Since the VCAPCD does not provide a numerical
value for “substantial contribution,” changes in carbon monoxide concentrations were determined to be significant and substantial
for this analysis if concentrations including project traffic caused an exceedance of the California one-hour standard of 20 parts per
million (ppm) carbon monoxide or the federal and state eight-hour standard of 9.0 (ppm) is exceeded. This latter standard follows
the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) definition of significance for CO impacts (SCAQMD, CEQA Air Quality
Handbook,1993).
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The VCAPCD’s 25 lbs per day thresholds for ROG and NOX are not intended to be applied to
construction emissions since such emissions are temporary. For construction impacts, the
VCAPCD recommends minimizing fugitive dust through various dust control measures.
Construction and Operational Emissions Estimates. The California Emissions Estimator
Model (CalEEMod, v. 2011.1.1) software was used to calculate emissions estimates. When
project specific information was not available, default assumptions were used to calculate area,
energy, and mobile source emissions associated with the project. The estimated number of
vehicle trips used to estimate air pollutant emissions impacts is from the EIR traffic study
(Appendix J).
Carbon Monoxide “Hot Spot” Analysis. According to the Ventura County Air Quality
Assessment Guidelines, a CO screening analysis should be conducted for intersections that would
be significantly affected by a proposed project and that experience, or are anticipated to
experience, level of service (LOS) E or F. Such intersections have the potential to create CO “hot
spots”, locations where local ambient CO concentrations exceed the State or Federal ambient air
quality standards. However, implementation of mitigation measures recommended in the
Section 4.10, Transportation and Circulation, would improve traffic to acceptable service levels,
and a CO screening analysis is therefore not required.
Health Risk Assessment. The VCAPCD has indicated that due to the large amount of
grading activity and the presence of sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the project site, a health
risk assessment should be conducted for grading and construction emissions (see Appendix B).
A health risk assessment is prepared to determine the potential risk during each phase of site
preparation. Heavy-duty vehicle operations and construction equipment operation during the
excess material removal and remedial grading phases of project construction would emit diesel
particulate matter, which have been identified by California Air Resources Board (CARB) as a
toxic air contaminant (TAC). The diesel particulate matter emissions that would be associated
with all excess material removal and remedial grading activities were quantified using the
current estimate of numbers and types of construction equipment expected to be used during
these phases The maximum one-hour concentrations are annualized per EPA recommendations
and the risk of developing an excess cancer calculated on a 70-year lifetime basis. The chronic
and carcinogenic health risk calculations are based on the standardized equations contained in
the 1991 USEPA Human Health Evaluation Manual. Also, an additional chronic health risk
value was calculated using the California Environmental Protection Agency, Office of
Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) method. The chronic health risk is
separate from the carcinogenic risk in that it considers impacts to the respiratory system, such
as the buildup of material in the lungs and inflammation of lung tissue. Chronic health risk
would occur sequentially, and the calculation indicates the total amount of risk during an
individual phase as the chronic health risk is associated with only the time period of the phase
activity. The modeling approach and assumptions used are described in detail under Impact
AQ-2.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures. Project impacts and mitigation measures
are grouped by topic based on the potential to exceed a threshold of significance. The
potentially adverse effect is identified and classified (impact classes are defined in Section 4.0,
Environmental Impact Analysis) followed by an explanation. If the impact exceeds a threshold,
City of Santa Paula
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mitigation is recommended, followed by a discussion of any residual impacts following
implementation of applicable mitigation.
Impact AQ-1

Construction activity associated with the proposed project
would generate temporary air pollutant emissions, which
would result in adverse temporary impacts to local air
quality. However, with implementation of standard
mitigation, would be Class II, less than significant with
mitigation incorporated.

Onsite construction activity would generate temporary air pollutant emissions due to the use of
heavy construction equipment and the generation of fugitive dust during site grading.
Pollutants of concern during grading include ozone precursors ROG and NOx, and fine
particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), both of which are components of fugitive dust.
Project buildout would entail grading of the entire 32.5-acre property and construction of streets
and up to 79 residential buildings. Emissions associated with each phase of construction – site
grading, paving, building construction, and architectural coating - were estimated using
CalEEMod. The numbers and types of equipment to be used during construction were based on
CalEEMod’s default settings. The CalEEMod output sheets for the project, which include these
assumptions, are included in Appendix C. Maximum daily emissions estimated during
construction of the project are shown in Table 4.2-3.
Table 4.2-3
Estimated Maximum Daily Construction Emissions
Maximum Emissions (lbs/day) with Standard
Dust and Emission Control Measures

Construction Phase
ROG

NOX

CO

PM10

PM2.5

Site Preparation

9.90

79.99

45.35

12.06

8.40

Grading

11.85

97.47

52.85

51.46

6.11

Building Construction

4.74

32.06

23.20

2.02

2.02

Paving

4.58

28.21

20.38

2.35

2.35

127.37

2.37

1.88

0.20

0.20

127.37

97.47

52.85

51.46

8.40

Architectural Coating
1

Maximum lbs/day

Source: CalEEMod, Version 2011.1.1, see Appendix C for modeling results.
Notes: lbs = pounds
1
Maximum daily emissions are based on the highest emissions during any construction period, which are shown in bold in the
table above.

Because the development site is characterized by steep slopes and landslide activity, site
grading would require cut and fill. The greatest PM10 emissions would occur during the grading
phase due to earth movement, while the highest emissions of NOx are expected to occur during
building construction and would primarily result from the operation of heavy equipment. The
highest ROG emissions would occur during the application of architectural coatings.
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Grading of the development site involves approximately 2.7 million cubic yards of cut, 2.0
million cubic yards of fill and would yield 0.7 million yards of excess. The majority of the
grading would take place on the north end of the site, though the entire site would require
grading. The excess would be hauled to offsite fill sites, which are located in a canyon
immediately north of the site owned by Calvary Chapel. The haul route would be a direct route
from the development site to the fill sites using existing dirt roads. As discussed in Section 2.0,
Project Description, three potential sites were originally identified and, in response to a request
from Ventura County, a refined plan involving two of the three potential sites was also
developed (see figures 2-5 and 2-6 in Section 2.0).
The Ventura County APCD has not adopted numeric thresholds of significance for construction
emissions. However, standard dust and emission control measures (contained in VCAPCD Rule
55) are recommended when daily emissions of ROG or NOx exceed 25 pounds. Because peak
daily emissions of both ROG and NOX exceed 25 pounds, these standard control measures
would apply to the project, and impacts related to construction emissions would be potentially
significant.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measure would be required to reduce
construction-related air quality emissions.
AQ-1

Construction Emission Reduction Measures. All contractors must
implement fugitive dust control measures consistent with Ventura
County Air Pollution Control District Rule 55 throughout all phases of
construction. Developers must include in construction contracts the
control measures required and recommended by the VCAPCD at the
time of development. Examples of the types of measures currently
required and recommended include the following:








Minimize the area disturbed on a daily basis by clearing, grading,
earthmoving, and/or excavation operations.
Pre-grading/excavation activities include water the area to be graded or
excavated before the commencement of grading or excavation operations.
Application of water should penetrate sufficiently to minimize fugitive dust
during these activities.
All graded and excavated material, exposed soil areas, and active portions of
the construction site, including unpaved on-site roadways, must be treated
to prevent fugitive dust. Treatments must include, without limitation,
periodic watering, application of environmentally-safe soil stabilization
materials, and/or roll-compaction as appropriate. Water must be done as
often as necessary.
Material stockpiles must be enclosed, covered, stabilized, or otherwise
treated, to prevent blowing fugitive dust offsite.
Graded and/or excavated inactive aeas of the construction site must be
monitored by a City-designated monitor at least weekly for dust
stabilization. Soil stabilization methods, such as water and roll-compaction,
must be periodically applied to portions of the construction site that are
inactive for over four days. If no further grading or excavation operations
are planned for the area, the area should be seeded and water until grass
City of Santa Paula
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growth is evident, or periodically treated with environmentally-safe dust
suppressants, to prevent excessive fugitive dust.
Signs must be posted on-site limiting on-site traffic to 15 miles per hour or
less.
During periods of high winds (i.e., wind speed sufficient to cause fugitive
dust to impact adjacent properties), all clearing, grading, earth moving, and
excavation operations must be stopped to the degree necessary to prevent
fugitive dust created by on-site activities and operations from being a
nuisance or hazard, either off-site or on-site. The site
superintendent/supervisor must use his/her discretion in conjunction with
the VCAPCD in determining when winds are excessive.
Adjacent streets and roads must be swept at least once per day, preferably at
the end of the day, if visible soil material is carried over to adjacent streets
and roads.
Personnel involved in grading operations, including contractors and
subcontractors, should be advised to wear respiratory protection I
accordance with California Division of Occupational Safety and Health
regulations.
Signs displaying the APCD Complaint Line telephone number for public
complaints must be posted in a prominent location visible off-site.

Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant with
implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ-1.
Impact AQ-2 Grading associated with the proposed project would involve
movement of 2.7 million cubic yards of earth materials, and the
operation of associated heavy equipment. Such activity would
generate emissions of diesel particulates, but health risks
related to such emissions would not exceed VCAPCD
thresholds. Therefore, impacts would be Class III, less than
significant.
The diesel particulate matter emissions that would be associated with all material removal and
remedial grading activities were quantified using the current estimate of numbers and types of
construction equipment expected to be used during these phases (see Appendix C).
Exhaust emissions of diesel particulates from the construction equipment are in the below 10
and 2.5 micron range (PM10 and PM2.5, respectively). As a conservative approach, the emissions
of PM2.5 analysis are estimated to constitute 92% of exhaust emissions, and are more harmful
than the larger particulates. The PM2.5 diesel particulate emission rate for each site preparation
phase (excess material removal phase = 0.0562 grams/second; remedial grading phase = 0.1235
grams/second) was input into the AERSCREEN model to determine a concentration level in
micrograms/cubic meter [g/m3] at residential receptors immediately northeast of the
development site, across Peck Road during each phase of site preparation. The maximum, worst
case one-hour concentration during the excess material removal phase was 21.88 g/m3 at 247
meters (810 feet) from the development site boundary (“fenceline”), and 48.09 g/m3 during the
remedial grading phase. Note that this concentration estimate is conservative, and is not a
specific prediction of the actual long term concentrations that would occur at any one point over
City of Santa Paula
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the course of the construction period. Actual average concentrations are dependent on many
variables, particularly the number and type of equipment working at specific distances during
time periods of adverse meteorology. The AERSCREEN dispersal estimates are intended to be a
conservative average estimate of actual time-varying concentrations for use in the health risk
computation as they are unlikely to be exceeded.
Based on the maximum one hour concentration, a health risk computation was prepared to
determine the potential risk during each phase of site preparation. The maximum one-hour
concentrations were annualized per EPA recommendations and the risk of developing an excess
cancer calculated on a 70-year lifetime basis. The chronic and carcinogenic health risk
calculations were based on the standardized equations contained in the 1991 USEPA Human
Health Evaluation Manual. Also, an additional chronic health risk value was calculated using
the California Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment (OEHHA) method. The chronic health risk is separate from the carcinogenic risk in
that it considers impacts to the respiratory system, such as the buildup of material in the lungs
and inflammation of lung tissue. Chronic health risk would occur sequentially, and the
calculation indicates the total amount of risk during an individual phase as the chronic health
risk is associated with only the time period of the phase activity. However, cancer risk is
cumulative as it is computed over the lifetime of the individual. The “worst case” carcinogenic
and non-carcinogenic health risks at the nearest sensitive receptor are shown in Table 4.2-4.
Table 4.2-4
“Worst Case” Health Risk Computations
Scenario

Excess Cancer Risk

Chronic Health Risk

1 E-06
3 E-06

0.06
0.13

>1.0E-05

1

No

No

5 E-06
1 E-05

0.23
0.53

>1.0E-05

1

No

No

1 E-05
1 E-05

n/a
n/a

>1.0E-05

1

Excess Material Removal Phase
adult
child
Significance Threshold
Exceeds Threshold?
Remedial Grading Phase
adult
child
Significance Threshold
Exceeds Threshold?
Cumulative Cancer Risk (Both Phases)
adult
child
Significance Threshold

Exceeds Threshold?
No
n/a
Scientific notation can be expressed as E (for exponent) as in 1.12E-4 (meaning 1.12 x 10
raised to the negative 4). Per direction from Ventura County APCD, values are to be
rounded to the nearest integer of E-5.

As indicated in the table, children are more affected by diesel particulate matter emissions
because of the relatively greater amount of air that they breathe on a daily basis as compared to
their body weight. Based on the methodologies and analysis described above, the health risks
associated with on-site excess material removal and remedial grading activities would be at, but
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not exceed the 10 in one million Ventura County Air Pollution Control District (VCAPCD)
threshold for carcinogenic health risks. As discussed above, the concentration estimates are
conservative and likely overstate the actual health risk associated with diesel particulate
emissions during construction. Therefore, the proposed project’s impact would be less than
significant.
Mitigation Measures. None required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts related health risks associated with the on-site
operation of heavy equipment would not exceed VCAPCD thresholds; therefore, impacts
would be less than significant.
Impact AQ-3

Project operation would generate both stationary and mobile
emissions of ozone precursors, but emissions would not
exceed Ventura County APCD thresholds. Therefore, longterm impacts would be Class III, less than significant.

Long-term emissions associated with the proposed project are the result of motor vehicle use
(mobile emissions); sources such as architectural coatings, consumer products, fireplaces
(hearths), and landscaping equipment (area source emissions); and, to a lesser degree, electricity
and natural gas consumption (energy source emissions). Mobile emissions are based on the
estimated number of project-generated vehicle trips and vehicle miles traveled. Assumptions
used in the mobile emissions analysis include the standard fleet mix used in CalEEMod. It was
assumed that all project-generated trips are new trips to the region.
Table 4.2-5 illustrates mobile and stationary emissions caused by operation of the proposed
project. Neither ROG emissions nor NOX emissions would exceed the VCAPCD’s 25-poundsper day thresholds. Because emissions associated with operation of the proposed project would
not exceed thresholds the impact would be less than significant.
Table 4.2-5
Estimated Maximum Daily Operational Emissions
Unmitigated Emissions (lbs/day)
Source
Area Source
Emissions
Energy Source
Emissions
Mobile Source
Emissions
(Vehicle)
Total
VCAPCD
Threshold
Exceeds
Threshold?

ROG

NOX

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

4.47

0.08

6366

0.00

7.75

0.47

0.10

0.84

0.36

0.01

0.07

0.06

3.75

6.03

30.15

0.06

7.64

0.36

8.32

6.95

37.17

0.07

7.75

0.47

25

25

No

No

Source: CalEEMod, Version 2011.1.1, see Appendix C for modeling results.
Notes: lbs = pounds
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Mitigation Measures. The proposed project would not generate operational emissions
exceeding VCAPCD thresholds; therefore, mitigation is not required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant without
mitigation.
Impact AQ-4

Project traffic, together with other cumulative traffic increases
in the area, could incrementally increase carbon monoxide
concentrations at some area intersections. However,
implementation of mitigation measures recommended in the
Section 4.10, Transportation and Circulation, would improve
traffic to acceptable service levels. Therefore impacts would
be Class II, less than significant with mitigation incorporated.

All of Ventura County is in attainment of state and federal CO standards and has been for
several years. At the El Rio monitoring station, the maximum 8-hour CO level recorded during
2004 (the last year for which CO data was available) was 1.52 parts per million (ppm),
substantially less than the state and federal 8-hour standard of 9.0 ppm. Carbon monoxide
concentrations are no longer monitored at the El Rio station.
A project’s localized air quality impact would be significant if the additional CO emissions
resulting from the project create a “hot spot” where the California 1-hour standard of 20.0 ppm
or the 8-hour standard of 9.0 ppm is exceeded. This typically occurs at severely congested
intersections. The VCAPCD’s Air Quality Assessment Guidelines indicate that screening for
possible elevated CO levels should be conducted for any project with indirect emissions greater
than the applicable ozone project significance thresholds that may significantly impact roadway
intersections currently operating at, or are expected to operate at, Levels of Service (LOS) E or F.
A CO hotspot screening analysis should also be conducted for any project-impacted roadway
intersection at which a CO hotspot might occur.
As discussed above in Impact AQ-3, operational emissions associated with the proposed project
would not exceed thresholds.
Existing LOS for all of the study-area intersections are in the LOS “A”-“C” range. Under
existing plus project (peak P.M. hour) conditions the intersection of the State Route 126
Eastbound Ramps and Peck Road would operate at LOS D (see Traffic Study, Appendix J). The
remaining intersections would continue to operate in the LOS “A”-“B” range. Under
cumulative plus project (peak P.M. hour) conditions two intersections would operate at LOS
“F”: the State Route 126 Westbound Ramps and Faulkner Road, and the State Route 126
Eastbound Ramps and Peck Road. Such levels of congestion could potentially create elevated
CO concentrations.
Despite the poor LOS at study intersections, the potential for significant concentrations of CO is
unlikely. All of Ventura County is in attainment of state and federal CO standards and has been
for several years. As noted above, the maximum 8-hour CO level recorded at the El Rio
monitoring station in recent years was 1.52 parts per million (ppm), or about 23% of the state
and federal 8-hour standard of 9.0 ppm. In addition, Section 4.10, Transportation and Circulation,
City of Santa Paula
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includes circulation system improvements that would achieve LOS “C” or better under
cumulative and cumulative plus project conditions. These include the following:




State Route 126 Westbound Ramps and Faulkner Road
o Install traffic signals
State Route 126 Eastbound Ramps and Peck Road
o Install traffic signals
Peck Road, Telegraph Road and Main Street
o Provide an additional through lane on the northbound and southbound
approaches.

Mitigation measures regarding traffic and circulation are discussed further in Section 4.10,
Transportation and Circulation. The City of Santa Paula has enacted a Traffic Mitigation
Ordinance to address cumulative traffic and circulation needs. Pursuant to the requirements of
this Ordinance, the project applicant would be required to pay the prescribed fees to mitigate
its’ incremental cumulative impact. Monies from the fee would be put towards the above
improvements. With implementation of recommended mitigation, all study intersections would
operate at LOS “C” or better. Therefore, impacts associated with CO concentrations would be
less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. None required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant.
Impact AQ-5 The 2012 population of the City of Santa Paula is approximately
29,882. Full buildout of the proposed project would
accommodate approximately 279 additional residents. This
growth to 30,161 is within the 2020 population forecast of 35,400
people. Impacts related to AQMP consistency would therefore
be Class III, less than significant.
According to the VCAPCD Guidelines, to be consistent with the AQMP, a project must conform
to the local general plan and must not result in or contribute to an exceedance of the City’s
projected population growth forecast. Project implementation would result in a net increase of
79 residential units. Based on the current average household size in Santa Paula of 3.524 persons
per unit (California Department of Finance, May 2012), this would generate a net population
increase of about 279 persons. When added to the 2012 citywide population of 29,882 (California
Department of Finance, May 2012), this would bring the population to 30,161.
The APCD’s AQMP considers regional population forecasts developed by the Southern
California Association of Governments (SCAG). SCAG’s most recent population forecast was
adopted in 2012 as part of the 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities
Strategy. The 2012 SCAG growth forecast projects a 2020 Santa Paula population of 35,400 and a
2035 population of 38,800. Because the population growth associated with the proposed project
(279 people) plus existing population is within this growth forecast, it is also within the
population growth parameters considered in the AQMP. Project implementation would not
obstruct implementation of the AQMP or attainment of state or federal air quality standards.
Therefore, the proposed project’s impact to applicable air quality plans is less than significant.
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Mitigation Measures. None required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts related to attainment of Air Quality
Management Plan goals would be less than significant.
c. Cumulative Impacts. The Ventura County portion of the South Central Coast Air
Basin is a state and federal non-attainment area for ozone and a state non-attainment area for
suspended particulates (PM10 and PM2.5). Exceedance of air quality standards is the result of
past and ongoing urban and rural development that has caused emissions to exceed the air
basin’s capacity for dispersal and removal of the air pollutants. However, the Ventura County
AQMP predicts attainment of state and federal standards through imposition of various control
mechanisms and, as discussed under Impact AQ-5, the proposed project is consistent with the
AQMP. Cumulative residential growth in Santa Paula, based on the planned and pending
projects listed in Table 3-1 in Section 3.0, Environmental Setting, would add an estimated 1,719
units (1,640 units from the projects listed in Table 3-1 plus the 79 units associated with the
proposed project). Based on the current average household size for the City, this number of
units would add 6,058 residents. When added to the current population, this would result in a
population of 35,940. This exceeds the 2020 SCAG forecast for the City by 540. However, it is not
anticipated that all of the development listed in Table 3-1 will be completed by that time.
Notably, it is unlikely that the largest development in the community (the 1,500 unit East Area
One development) will be built out within that timeframe. Population growth associated with
planned and pending development would be well within the 2035 population forecast of 38,800.
Based on the above, although the project and other planned and pending development would
generate increased emissions associated with its construction and operation, this increase in
emissions is not expected to delay attainment of air quality standards. Cumulative impacts are
therefore considered less than significant and the project’s contribution to cumulative air
quality impacts is not considered cumulatively considerable. Discussion of the project’s
cumulative effect with respect to Global Climate Change and the emission of greenhouse gases
is contained in Section 5.2 of this EIR.
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4.3 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
This section analyzes the proposed project’s impacts to biological resources. Both direct impacts
associated with site development and indirect impacts to off-site biological resources are
addressed.

4.3.1 Setting
The study area is located north of the city limits of Santa Paula northwest of the intersection of
Peck and Foothill Roads and includes Tentative Map 5475 for a residential development (the
development site), an offsite excavation area, and three offsite fill areas inclusive of associated
haul roads located offsite to the north in Adams Canyon. The 32.5-acre development site is
situated along a south facing hillside with elevations ranging from approximately 296 feet
above mean sea level (MSL) at the southeastern corner to 580 feet MSL at the northern site
boundary. The site is currently vacant with scattered vegetation and remnants of an abandoned
avocado orchard with dirt roads traversing the hillside. Much of the natural character of the
hillside is absent as a result of the previous agricultural use of the site. Two single-family
dwellings are located adjacent to southwest portion of the site along Foothill Road, and an
established hillside residential neighborhood is located east of the site across Peck Road. Citrus
orchards and farmland lie directly to the south across Foothill Road. A mosaic of active
orchards, abandoned orchards, and open space occurs west of the development site.
An offsite area totaling approximately 14 acres is proposed for excavation due to the presence of
unstable soils. The offsite grading activity would join grades with the northern border of the
development site. This area is located immediately adjacent to the northern site boundary and
along a small portion of the western site boundary. The northern excavation area is dominated
by native vegetation with dirt roads interspersed. The western excavation area is dominated by
non-native vegetation and remnants of an abandoned avocado orchard.
An approximately 50-acre proposed fill site is divided among three locations north of the
development site within Adams Canyon (Figure 2-5). The fill sites encompass three separate
canyons, two of which contain potentially jurisdictional drainages. Fill Site 1 is approximately
21.2 acres and is the northern-most fill site. This site ranges in elevation from approximately 430
feet MSL to approximately 660 feet MSL and includes one main drainage channel with a
connecting small tributary drainage channel. The northern portion of this canyon is vegetated
by senescent avocado orchard dominated by non-native vegetation. Native coastal scrub habitat
occurs along the south-facing slope of the eastern portion of this canyon. The small tributary
within the southern portion of Fill Site 1 is dominated by mixed oak woodland. Fill Site 2 is
approximately 11.92 acres and ranges from approximately 386 feet MSL to approximately 626
feet MSL. Fill Site 2 includes a mix of native and non-native plant communities on both slopes,
including native coastal scrub and coast live oak habitats. Fill Site 3 is the southern-most fill site
ranging in elevation from approximately 390 feet MSL to approximately 460 feet MSL and is
dominated by native coastal sage scrub vegetation.
Haul roads proposed for the transport of fill materials to the three fill sites located off-site to the
north of the development site will utilize existing access roads that serve farming/ranching
activities in this area. Minor improvements may be required to accommodate trucks and other
equipment that will be required to haul and stabilize fill materials.
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Rincon Consultants biologists Julie Broughton, Carie Wingert and Steve Hongola conducted a site
visit on April 1, 2008 to assess the biological resources within and adjacent to the project area
(including off-site grading area and fill sites) and to complete a focused rare plant survey of these
areas (Appendix D). A second site visit was conducted by Julie Broughton on May 7, 2008 to
further characterize the vegetation on-site. An additional habitat assessment was conducted for the
San Fernando Valley spineflower (June 2012), as requested by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) in its December 16, 2011, response to the Notice of Preparation of the Draft EIR. Finally,
Rincon conducted another reconnaissance level survey on January 22, 2014 to confirm that project
area conditions had not changed from what had been identified in earlier surveys.
a. Regulatory Setting. Regulatory authority over biological resources is shared by
Federal, State, and local authorities under a variety of statutes and guidelines. Primary
authority for general biological resources lies within the land use control and planning
authority of local jurisdictions (in this instance, the City of Santa Paula and the County of
Ventura). The City of Santa Paula (City) maintains jurisdiction of biological resources which fall
within the city limits through regulations outlined in the City’s General Plan. The County of
Ventura (County) maintains jurisdiction over locally sensitive biological resources that occur in
unincorporated portions of the County. The County maintains a list of “locally important” plant
and animal species as well as plant communities. These lists include species that are not
necessarily considered endangered, threatened, or rare by the state or federal governments, but
are considered unique to the County and region. Furthermore, the County has established
regulations regarding tree protection (ordinance sec.) and wetlands (General Plan Policies
1.5.2.3 and 1.5.3.4).
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW, formerly the California Department of
Fish and Game) is a trustee agency for biological resources through the state under CEQA and
also has direct jurisdiction under the Fish and Game Code of California. Under the State and
Federal Endangered Species Act, the CDFW and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
also have direct regulatory authority over species formally listed as Threatened or Endangered.
In addition, Fish and Game Code § 3503.5 prohibits the take, possession, or needless destruction
of all birds, their nests, or eggs. Potential nesting and roosting sites for birds-of-prey and other
migratory birds are also protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or MBTA16 USC §§ 703, et
seq.). Abiding by the Fish and Game Code and the MBTA usually means avoiding removal of
trees with active nests or disturbance of the nests until such time as the adults and young are no
longer reliant on the nest site. This provision also includes any disturbance that causes a nest to
fail and/or a loss of reproductive effort.
Pursuant to the Federal Endangered Species Act or FESA (16 USC §§ 1531, et seq. and 50 CFR §§
17.1, et seq.), a permit from USFWS is required for “take” of a federally listed species through
either the Section 7 or Section 10 process. Species “take” can be authorized under Section 7 of the
FESA if a Federal agency is involved in the project (e.g., a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [ACOE]
permit pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and/or Federal funding) and agrees to be
the lead agency requesting Section 7 consultation. This consultation process takes 135 days from
the official request, and includes a Biological Assessment of the predicted impacts of the project on
the species with measures to minimize and mitigate for such impacts. The result is a Biological
Opinion rendered by the USFWS that includes a specified incidental take allowance as well as
terms and conditions to minimize and offset such take. Take may or may not be issued for
operation of the project. The Section 10 process is used to authorize incidental take when no
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Federal agency is involved. This process typically takes several (at least 2) years and includes
development of a Habitat Conservation Plan for protecting and enhancing the federally-listed
species at a specific location in perpetuity. If “take” were only issued for construction activities, or
limited only to those specific areas where a ACOE Section 404 permit is required, a Section 10
permit may be needed for the long-term life of the project. If no Federal nexus can be invoked
through the Section 404 permitting process, a Section 10 permit may be needed for both
construction and long term development of the Specific Plan area.
The California Endangered Species Act and implementing regulations in Fish and Game Code §§
2050, et seq., include provisions for the protection and management of plant and animal species
listed as endangered or threatened, or designated as candidates for such listing. This Act requires
approvals similar to Section 7 consultation of the federal ESA, and requires providing CDFW with
information on the project and its potential impacts. CDFW then prepares a written finding on
whether the proposed action would jeopardize the listed species or destroy essential habitat.
Wetland and riparian habitats are protected on a Federal, state, and local level. Wetland and
riparian habitat may be subject to ACOE jurisdiction as waters of the United States pursuant to
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act orCWA (codified at 33 USC §§ 1251, et seq.). Protection for
wetland and riparian habitat is also afforded through the CDFW, and California Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB). ACOE permits for discharges of dredged or fill material into
wetlands and waters also requires a CWA Section 401 water quality certification from the RWQCB.
Any activity that would remove or otherwise alter wetland and riparian habitats is closely
scrutinized by the regulatory agencies through the CEQA review process and then later through
the CDFW and ACOE permitting processes.
In response to legislative mandates, regulatory authorities have defined sensitive biological
resources as those specific organisms that have regionally declining populations such that they
may become extinct if declining population trends continue. Habitats are also considered
sensitive biological resources if they have limited distributions, have high wildlife value,
include sensitive species, or are particularly susceptible to disturbance. Sensitive species are
classified in a variety of ways, both formally (e.g. state or federally threatened and endangered
species) and informally (“Special Animals”). Species may be formally listed and protected as
Threatened or Endangered by the CDFW or USFWS or as California Fully Protected (CFP).
Informal listings by agencies include California Species of Special Concern (CSC) (a broad
database category applied to species, roost sites, or nests); or as USFWS Candidate taxa. CDFW
and local governmental agencies may also recognize special listings developed by focal groups
(Audubon Society Blue List; California Native Plant Society [CNPS] Rare and Endangered
Plants; U.S. Forest Service regional lists).
b. Vegetation. Vegetation in California is accorded sensitivity ranking by the CDFW using
the community classification system of Holland (1986, 1990), and the more recently accepted series
concepts of Sawyer and Keeler-Wolf (1995). Coastal sage scrub is the most common general habitat
type present in the study area and is considered a collection of scrub associations (Figure 4.3-1). For
the purposes of this discussion, coastal sage scrub associations and other habitat types are
described based on their dominant species in accordance with Sawyer and Keeler-Wolf. Nine
habitat types were identified within the study area. These are summarized by location in Table 4.31 and are described below.
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Table 4.3-1
On-Site Habitat Types Found in the Study Area by Location
Habitat Types

Development
Site

Excavation
Area*

Fill Site 1

Fill Site 2

Fill Site 3

Total

Sumac series

--

--

--

0.38

--

0.38

Open sumac
series

--

--

3.59

--

--

3.59

Mixed sage series

--

--

--

3.70

--

3.70

0.01

8.55

--

3.40

10.04

22.00

--

--

5.66

1.40

--

7.06

6.06

0.48

--

--

--

6.54

0.75

--

--

--

--

0.75

25.55

1.92

11.91

3.04

--

42.42

32.37

10.95

21.16

11.92

10.04

86.44

Californica encelia
series
Coast live oak
series
Coast prickly-pear
series
Non-native annual
herb/grassland
Senescent
avocado orchard
Total

* Excludes the development site.
Source: See Figure 4.3-1

Sumac Series. This series corresponds with Southern Mixed Chaparral from Holland (1986)
and often occurs on steep slopes with shallow, coarse soils. This habitat type includes a total of 0.38
acre in two locations along the south-facing slopes of the northern-most boundary of Fill Site 2.
This habitat type is dominated by laurel sumac (Malosma laurina), California encelia (Encelia
californica), California sage (Artemisia californica), and purple sage (Salvia leucophylla). Other
common species include coyote brush (Baccharis pilularis), black sage (Salvia mellifera), black
mustard (Brassica nigra), blue-eyed grass (Sisyrinchium bellum), poison oak (Toxicodendron
diversilobum), and bromes (Bromus sp.).
An area similar in composition to sumac series, but less dense, was identified on the southeastfacing slope of the eastern portion of the northern canyon of Fill Site 1. This area has been mapped
as Open Sumac Series on Figure 4.3-1. This area is dominated by the same species as the sumac
series described above, but contains a lower density of shrubby vegetation and a higher density of
herbaceous species such as bromes, wild radish (Raphanus sativus) and black mustard.
Mixed Sage Series. This series most closely corresponds with Venturan Coastal Sage Scrub
from Holland (1986) and typically occurs on slopes in shallow soils. This habitat type includes 3.70
acres located along the south-facing slope of the canyon of Fill Site 2. This habitat type is
dominated by California encelia, coast prickly pear (Opuntia littoralis), purple sage, and California
sagebrush. Other common species present include coyote brush, blue elderberry (Sambucus nigra
ssp. caerulea), deerweed (Lotus scoparius), and bromes.
California Encelia Series. This series corresponds to Venturan Coastal Sage Scrub from
Holland (1986) and is typically found on steep, south-facing slopes with colluvial derived soils.
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Within the study area, this habitat type totals 22 acres with 0.01 acres found on the development
site, 8.55 acres found in the excavation area, 3.40 acres found in Fill Site 2, and 10.04 acres found in
Fill Site 3. This habitat type was dominated by California encelia and includes other common
species such as purple sage, deerweed, coyote brush, black mustard, and California sage brush.
This habitat type is relatively intact on the development site, the excavation area, and Fill Site 2.
Coast Live Oak Series. This series most closely corresponds to both Southern Coast Live
Oak Forest and Coast Live Oak Woodland from Holland (1986) and is typically found on very
steep slopes, raised stream beds and terraces, usually on sandstone or shale-derived soils. This
habitat type includes a total of 7.06 acres, with 1.40 acres occupying a riparian corridor in Fill Site 2
and 5.66 acres along the southern canyon of Fill Site 1. This habitat type is dominated by coast live
oak (Quercus agrifolia) with an understory that includes poison oak, milk thistle (Silybum
marianum), stinging nettle (Urtica dioica) and fennel (Foeniculum vulgare). In the southern canyon of
Fill Site 1, this habitat type includes a mix of other tree species including blue elderberry, black
walnut (Juglans californica), and occasional avocados. In Fill Site 2, this habitat type corresponds
with the Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest plant community of special concern to the
CDFW.
Coast Prickly-Pear Series. This series most closely corresponds to both Southern Coastal
Scrub and Venturan Coastal Sage Scrub from Holland (1986) and is typically found on steep slopes
in shallow soils. This series totals 6.54 acres within the study area. The majority of this habitat type,
6.06 acres, was found within the development site, with the remaining 0.48 acre in the adjacent
excavation area. This habitat types was dominated by coast prickly pear and includes other species
such as deerweed, Brazilian pepper tree (Schinus terebinthifolius), red stem filaree (Erodium
cicutarium), California encelia, and bromes.
Non-native herb/grassland. This habitat type is not described by either Holland (1986) or
Sawyer and Keeler-Wolf (1995). It totals 0.75 acres on the east side of the development site. This
area was characterized by the presence of a water tank surrounded by non-native grasses such as
red-stem filaree, bromes, and black mustard, as well as eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus) and coast
live oak trees.
Orchard. This habitat type is not defined by Holland (1986) or Sawyer & Keeler-Wolf
(1995). This habitat type is the dominant habitat type within the study area. Much of the orchard is
senescent avocado orchard and is noted on Figure 4.3-1 as such. Senescent avocado orchard covers
a total of 42.42 acres. The development site contained the majority of senescent avocado orchard at
25.55 acres, with 1.92 acres in the excavation area, 11.91 acres in Fill Site 1, and 3.04 acres in Fill Site
2. Senescent avocado orchard on-site was characterized by abandoned avocado orchards in various
states of succession. Common species occurring in the understory included black mustard, bromes,
blue elderberry, lemonade berry, laurel sumac, milk thistle and fennel.
c. Wildlife. Several birds species were observed throughout the study area, including
northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos), turkey vulture (Cathartes aura), Anna’s hummingbird
(Calypte anna), California towhee (Pipilo crissalis), and western meadowlark (Sturnella neglecta).
Other birds that are likely to be common on-site include red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis),
mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), acorn woodpecker (Melanerpes formicivorus), black phoebe
(Sayornis nigricans), California thrasher (Toxostoma redivivum), and house finch (Carpodacus
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mexicanus). Sixty-seven bird species were observed in and around the study area during a
comprehensive bird survey conducted by Rincon Consultants as part of a previous (2006)
biological study of Adams Canyon (Appendix D).
No mammal species were observed during the site visits. A previously conducted biological study
of Adams Canyon identified thirteen species as occurring in the Adams Canyon area (Appendix
D). These species mostly occurred at the northern end of the Canyon and include Audubon’s
cottontail (Sylvilagus audubonii), California ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi), Botta’s pocket
gopher (Thomomys bottae), deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus), big-eared woodrat (Neotoma
macrotis), coyote (Canis latrans), red fox (Vulpes vulpes), gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus), black
bear (Euarctos americanus), American badger (Taxidea taxus), striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis),
bobcat (Lynx rufus), and mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus). Several other species are expected to
occur, including, without limitation, Virginia opossum (Dedelphis virginiana), California myotis
(Myotis californicus), western gray squirrel (Sciurus griseus), Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus), raccoon
(Procyon lotor), and long-tailed weasel (Mustela frenata).
Western fence lizards were observed on-site during the April 1, 2008 site survey. Eight other reptile
and amphibian species were observed and fourteen species were identified as expecting to occur in
the Adams Canyon area in previous studies (Appendix D). These include, without limitation,
western toad (Bufo boreas), treefrog (Hyla regilla), coast horned lizard (Phrynosoma coronatum),
gopher snake (Pituophis catenifer), two-striped garter snake (Thamnophis hammondii), and western
rattlesnake (Crotalus viridis).
d. Wildlife Movement Corridors. Natural movement corridors and habitat linkages have
been the focus of numerous studies intended to better understand relationships between large
animal populations, open space reserves, and natural movement patterns. In general, it has been
demonstrated that fragmentation of large habitat areas into small, isolated segments reduces
biological diversity, eliminates disturbance-sensitive species, restricts genetic flow between
populations of organisms, and may eventually lead to local extinctions of entire floral or faunal
assemblages. Most land use planning guidelines now recognize the importance of protecting
wildlife movement corridors, and seek to retain major linkages intact wherever possible. However,
defining precise or comprehensively useful corridor alignments or specific spatial and resources
requirements is still conjectural.
Wildlife movement corridors can vary from narrow specific paths a few feet wide used by certain
species to move from breeding areas to forage areas, to major corridors for population dispersal
and migration with spans of hundreds of miles and at the scale of mountain ranges and valleys.
Depending on the organism and its needs, movement corridors can either be continuous or
discontinuous patches of suitable habitat. For a fish migrating upstream, the habitat needs to be
relatively continuous, whereas highly mobile species such as birds and large mammals can
adequately move through discontinuous habitat.
The study area includes three potential canyons that may be used as fill sites for excavated material
from the development site. These canyons may serve as movement corridors for a variety of
animal species traveling to and from the Adams Canyon drainage, such as mule deer, bobcat,
coyote, and gray fox. Due to the lack of regular flows, these canyons may not be suitable for
aquatic or terrestrial wildlife needing water.
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Adams Canyon and its associated drainages provide valuable movement corridors for migratory
wildlife as well. Many wildlife species travel through the study area for breeding purposes and
during winter migration. Many more species may use the study area temporarily as they migrate
east-west or north-south between breeding and wintering habitats. Bird species that potentially use
the site for breeding in the spring include Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperii), Bewick’s wren
(Thryomanes bewickii), and black phoebe.
When habitat linkages are too small or narrow, they may collapse ecologically due to
encroachment or edge effects. An example is a corridor intended for deer movement that is so
narrow that adjacent residential lighting is too bright for deer to tolerate crossing open pools of
light. For small animals, such as rodents and reptiles, habitat linkages need to be sufficiently wide
to decrease the predatory effects of domestic dogs and cats associated with suburban development.
In general, the larger and wider a link is, the better it functions for the movement of animals and
genetic exchange between major areas of open space. Preserving expanses of open space that are
connected may enable the persistence of species utilizing this site as a thoroughfare or a residence.
Throughout the main canyon and the associated side drainages, Adams Canyon includes native
habitat that appears to have been minimally disturbed, senescent avocado orchards that are at
various successional stages, and active agriculture. Evidence of use by wildlife of Adams Canyon
has been previously documented and includes such species as mule deer, coyote, bobcat, and black
bear (Appendix D).
e. Drainages. Rincon Consultants conducted a jurisdictional delineation of drainages
within the project area to determine the extent, where applicable, of ACOE, RWQCB, CDFW, and
County jurisdiction. The results of this delineation may be found in Appendix D. Two ephemeral,
unnamed drainage features, not identified as ephemeral tributaries on U.S.G.S. topographic maps,
were identified within the study area: one in Fill Site 1 and the other in Fill Site 2. Fill Site 3 does
not contain a drainage feature. Both drainage features originate in steep hills to the east of the
project area and direct flows in an east to west direction towards Adams Canyon. Hydrologic
flows are supplied by precipitation and surface runoff from the surrounding upland areas.
The main channel of the drainage in Fill Site 1 is vegetated with a mix of riparian, upland, and nonnative species. Common plant species observed included mule fat (Baccharis salicifolia), California
sagebrush, coyote brush, milk thistle, black mustard, and bromes. A small tributary to this
drainage runs alongside a dirt road and contained non-native species and a coast live oak
woodland. The upland slopes surrounding this drainage are vegetated with various associations of
coastal scrub.
The drainage in Fill Site 2 is dominated primarily in the western portion by Southern Coast Live
Oak Riparian Forest, a natural community designated as special status by CDFW. Dominant plant
species include coast live oak, blue elderberry, poison oak, and giant wild-rye (Leymus condensatus).
The upper reaches of this channel are dominated by stands of non-native weedy species such as
bromes and milk thistle.
f. Special Status Species. Special status species are those plants and animals listed,
proposed for listing, or candidates for listing as threatened or endangered by USFWS under the
FESA; those considered “species of concern” by the USFWS; those listed or proposed for listing as
City of Santa Paula
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rare, threatened, or endangered by CDFW under the California Endangered Species Act (CESA);
animals designated as “Species of Special Concern” by the CDFW; and CDFW Special Plants,
specifically those occurring on lists 1B and 2 of the CNPS’s Inventory of Rare and Endangered
Vascular Plants of California, Sixth Edition (CNPS On-line 2008). A number of special status wildlife
species are also considered to be of “local concern” to the County. Animals in this category are of
concern because they have limited distributions, are experiencing local or regional population
declines, are vulnerable to current or future threats to their preferred habitat, and/or are of
unusual scientific, recreational, or educational value.
A target list of special status plant and animal species that could potentially occur on-site was
developed based on review of the California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB), previous
studies conducted within the vicinity of the study area, and general knowledge of the regional
area. Rare plant surveys were conducted on April 1, 2008 and May 7, 2008 to identify habitat types
on-site and evaluate the on-site soils to focus the assessment on the actual or potential for
occurrence of special status species in the project area. An additional habitat assessment was
conducted for the San Fernando Valley spineflower (June 2012) and one additional survey was
conducted on January 22, 2014 to confirm that project area conditions had not changed
substantively since the time of the earlier surveys.
Special Status Plants. The CNDDB identified eight plants of special concern within a 10mile radius of the study area (Figure 4.3-2). Based on knowledge of the area and previous studies
of the Adams Canyon Ranch, an additional 16 species were identified as potentially occurring in
the project area, bringing the total number of target species to 24. Table 4.3-2 examines the potential
presence or absence of each of these species within the study area.
No special status plant species were observed within the project boundaries during the April 1,
2008 or May 7, 2008 focused rare plant survey site visits (Appendix D). An additional habitat
assessment was conducted for the San Fernando Valley spineflower (June 2012) and one additional
survey was conducted on January 22, 2014 to confirm that project area conditions had not changed
substantively since the time of the earlier surveys. No special status plant species are anticipated
given the level of disturbance and/or lack of suitable habitat on-site.
Sensitive Habitat Communities. The CNDDB identified four plant communities of special
concern within a 10-mile radius of the study area. These are Southern California Steelhead Stream,
Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest, Southern Riparian Scrub, and California Walnut Woodland .
Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest was observed along the western end of the drainage in
Fill Site #2.
Special Status Wildlife. The CNDDB identified 13 special status animal species as
potentially occurring in the vicinity of the study area. Based on knowledge of the area and
previous studies, an additional 34 species were identified as potentially occurring on-site, bring the
total to 47. The basic characteristics and likelihood of special status wildlife species with the
potential to occur within the study area are discussed below and in Table 4.3-2. No special status
wildlife species were observed during the field reconnaissance.
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Table 4.3-2
Special Status Plant Species in the
Project Site Vicinity
Scientific Name

Common
Name

Status
Habitat Requirements

Fed/State/CNPS/
Local

Project Area
Suitability

Acanthoscyphus
parishii var.
abramsii

Abrams’
oxytheca

None/None/1B.2

Annual herb; blooms June
through August; ranges from
1700 to 2000 meters in
elevation; occurs on shale or
sand in chaparral communities.

Soil conditions are not
suitable and study
area well outside of
elevational range. Not
observed during site
visits. Not expected to
occur.

Astragalus
brauntonii

Braunton’s
milk-vetch

E/None/1B.1

Perennial herb; blooms from
March to July; commonly found
in recently burned or disturbed
areas in closed-cone coniferous
forest, chaparral, coastal scrub,
and valley and foothill grassland
habitats, only on carbonate
soils; ranges from 4 to 640
meters in elevation.

Suitable soil
conditions are absent.
Not observed during
site visits. Not
expected to occur.

Astragalus
didymocarpus
var. milesianus

Mile’s milkvetch

None/None/1B.2

Annual herb; blooms March to
June; found in coastal scrub
habitats, typically occurring on
clay soils; ranges in elevation
20 to 90 meters.

Potential habitat
exists in the scrub
habitat on-site, but
site is. Not observed
during recent focused
rare plant survey of
the study area, so not
expected to occur..

Astragalus
pycnostachyus
var.
lanosissimus

Ventura
Marsh milkvetch

E/E/1B.1

Coastal salt marsh. Historically
in coastal Southern California;
now known at one site in
Ventura County. Within reach
of high tide or protected by
barrier beaches, more rarely
near seeps on sandy bluffs.
Blooms June-October.
Perennial herb. 1-115 feet.

Only one known
population. Suitable
salt marsh habitat not
present on-site. Not
observed during site
visits. Not expected to
occur.

Atriplex coulteri

Coulter’s
saltbush

None/None/1B.2

Perennial herb; blooms March
to October; ranges from 3 to
460 meters in elevation and
occurs in coastal bluff scrub,
coastal dunes, coastal scrub,
and valley and foothill
grassland; usually occurs in
alkaline clay soils where open
sites within habitat are found.

Previous reports
identified this species
in a saltgrass
community in upper
Adams Canyon
(Harmsworth, 2002).
Not observed during
recent site visits and
suitable habitat
conditions absent
within current study
area. Not expected to
occur in project area.

Atriplex
serenana var.
davidsonii

Davidson’s
saltscale

None/None/1B.2

Annual herb; blooms from April
to October; occurs throughout
coastal areas from Santa
Barbara County to Baja
California, ranging in elevation
from 10 to 200 meters; occurs in

Not observed during
site visits. Study area
not alkaline. Not
expected to occur.
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coastal bluff scrub and coastal
scrub habitats, typically in more
alkaline conditions; often found
in wasted areas.
Calochortus
palmeri var.
palmeri

Palmer’s
mariposa lily

None/None/1B.2

Bulbiferous, perennial herb;
blooms May to July; ranges
from 1000 to 2200 meters in
elevation and occurs in
chaparral, lower montane
coniferous forest, and meadows
and seeps.

Suitable habitat is
absent and the study
area is well outside of
the known elevational
range of this species.
Not observed during
site visits. Not
expected to occur.

Calochortus
plummerae

Plummer’s
mariposa lily

None/None/1B.2

Bulbiferous, perennial herb;
blooms May to July; occurs on
granitic, rocky soils from 100 to
1700 meters in elevation in
chaparral, cismontane
woodland, coastal scrub, lower
montane coniferous forest, and
valley and foothill grassland
habitats.

Not observed during
site visits. Could
potentially occur in
coastal scrub habitats
on-site.

Calochortus
weedii var.
vestus

Late-flowered
mariposa-lily

None/None/1B.2

Coastal scrub, chaparral, valley
and foothill grassland,
cismontane woodland, lower
montane coniferous forest.
Occurs on rocky and sandy
sites, usually of granite or
alluvial material. Fire follower.
Blooms May-July. Perennial
herb. 300-5280 feet.

Suitable habitat not
present on-site.
Suitable soils absent.
Not observed during
recent focused rare
plant survey site
visits. Unlikely to
occur.

Chorizanthe
parryi var.
Fernandina

San Fernando
Valley
spineflower

None/E/1B.1

Annual herb; blooms from April
to June; occurs from 150 to
1220 meters in elevation on
sandy soils in coastal scrub.

Delphinium
umbraculorum

umbrella
larkspur

None/None/1B.3

Not observed during
site visits. Suitable
soils absent. Nearest
known occurrence is
more than 20 miles to
the east. Unlikely to
occur.
Not observed during
site visits. Suitable
habitat not present
on-site. Suitable soils
absent. Not expected
to occur.

Dichondra
occidentalis

western
dichondra

None/None/4.2/VC

Dudleya
abramsii ssp.

Conejo
dudleya

T/None/1B.2

Coastal scrub, valley and foothill
grassland. Clayey or volcanic
soils on rocky slopes and
grassy hillsides. Blooms MayJune. Perennial herb. 200-1500
feet.
Rhizomatous, perennial herb;
blooms March through July;
ranges in elevation from 50 to
500 meters and occurs in
chaparral, cismontane
woodland, coastal scrub, and
valley and foothill woodland.

Not observed during
rare plant survey and
not expected to occur.

Perennial herb; blooms May
through June; ranges from 60 to

No dudleyas were
observed during the
City of Santa Paula
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parva

Project Area
Suitability

450 meters in elevation; found
in coastal scrub and valley and
foothill grassland communities,
usually on rocky, gravelly, or
clay soils.

site visit. This species
is only known to occur
more than 20 miles
from the site. Not
observed during site
visits. Unlikely to
occur.

Fritillaria
ojaiensis

Ojai fritillary

None/None/1B.2

Chaparral, coastal scrub, valley
foothill grassland. Conejo
volcanic outcrops; rocky sites.
Blooms April-July. Perennial
herb. 200-1900 feet.

Suitable rock outcrop
and rocky habitat not
present on-site.
Suitable soils absent.
Additionally, no
Eriogonum sp.
observed on-site.
Unlikely to occur.

Hordeum
intercedens

vernal Barley

None/None/3.2/VC

Mesic grasslands, vernal pools,
dry saline stream beds and
alkaline flats. Ranges from 5 to
1000 meters and blooms from
March to Jun.

Suitable habitat
absent. Not observed
during rare plant
surveys and not
expected to occur.

Horkelia cuneata
ssp. Puberula

mesa horkelia

None/None/1B.1

Broadleaved upland forest
(mesic), chaparral, lower
montane coniferous forest.
Rocky sites. Blooms MarchMay. Perennial herb. 950-2200
feet.

Not observed on-site.
Suitable habitat not
present on-site. Not
likely to occur.

Juncus acutus
ssp. Leopoldii

Southwestern
spiny rush

None/None/4.2/VC

Rhizomatous, perennial herb;
blooms May through June;
ranges 3 to 900 meters in
elevation; found in coastal
dunes, meadows, seeps, and
coastal salt marshes and
swamps, usually in more mesic
and alkaline conditions.

Suitable habitat
conditions absent.
Not observed during
rare plant surveys
and not expected to
occur.

Lasthenia
glabrata ssp.
coulteri

Coulter’s
goldfields

None/None/1B.1

Annual herb; blooms in April;
ranges in elevation from 60 to
1065 meters and occurs in
marshes and swamps, coastal
salt marshes, playas, and vernal
pools.

Suitable habitat
absent. Lasthenia
californica was
observed on-site, but
L. glabrata was not
observed. Unlikely to
occur.

Mucronea
californica var.
californica

California
spineflower

None/None/4.2/VC

Annual herb; blooms March
through August; ranges from 0
to 1400 meters in elevation and
occurs on sandy soils in
chaparral, cismontane
woodland, coastal dunes,
coastal scrub, and valley and
foothill grassland.

Soil conditions on-site
are not suitable. Not
observed during rare
plant surveys, so not
expected to occur.
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Orcuttia
californica

Status
Fed/State/CNPS/
Local

Habitat Requirements

Project Area
Suitability

California
Orcutt grass

F/E/1B.1

Annual herb; blooms April
through August; found in vernal
pool habitat at elevations
ranging from 15 to 660 meters.

Not observed on-site.
Suitable habitat
absent. Unlikely to
occur.

Pentachaeta
lyonii

Lyon’s
pentachaeta

E/E/1B.1

Annual herb; blooms March
through August; ranges from 30
to 630 meters in elevation and
is found in chaparral, coastal
scrub, and valley and foothill
grassland. Closely associated
with Conejo volcanic soils.

Suitable soils absent
from site and this
species is only known
from eastern Ventura
County. Not observed
during site visits. Not
likely to occur.

Senecio
aphanactis

Rayless
ragwort

None/None/2.2

Annual herb; blooms January
through April; ranges from 15 to
800 meters in elevation;
typically found on drying
alkaline flats, serpentine soils
and barren gravelly or sandy
slopes in chaparral, cismontane
woodland, and coastal scrub
habitats.

Suitable soil
conditions absent.
Not observed on-site.
Not likely to occur.

Sidalcea
neomexicana

Salt Spring
checkerbloom

None/None/2.2

Perennial herb; blooms March
through June; ranges from 15 to
1530 meters in elevation;
occurs in moist alkaline and
mesic conditions in chaparral,
coastal scrub, lower montane
coniferous forest, Mojavean
desert scrub, and playas.

Suitable moist
alkaline areas absent.
Not observed during
site visits. Unlikely to
occur.

Suada taxifolia

Woolly
seablite

None/None/4.2/VC

Evergreen shrub; blooms
January through December;
ranges from 0 to 50 meters and
occurs in coastal bluff scrub,
coastal dunes and the margins
of coastal salt marshes and
swamps.

Suitable habitat
absent. Not observed
during site visits. Not
expected to occur.

Source: CDFW Special Vascular Plants, Bryophytes, and Lichens List; CNDDB Rarefind (Saticoy, Ojai, Santa Paula, Santa Paula
Peak, Fillmore, Moorpark); List of California Terrestrial Natural Communities Recognized by the California Natural Diversity
Database; California Native Plant Society, Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants of California, Online Version; Ventura
County Locally Important Plant Species.
E = Endangered
CNPS List 1B = rare or endangered in California and elsewhere
T = Threatened
CNPS List 2 = rare or endangered in California, but more common elsewhere
VC = Ventura County Locally
CNPS List 3 = watch list
Important
CNPS List 4 = lack information to make a determination
None = no status
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AMPHIBIANS
Aneides
lugubris

Arboreal
salamander

Anniella
pulchra pulchra

Silvery legless
lizard

Rana aurora
draytonii

Rana muscosa

Scaphiopus
hammondii

California redlegged frog

Mountain yellowlegged frog

Western spadefoot
toad

Chiefly oak woodland, but
ranges into forests of black
oak and pine in the Sierra
Nevada.

Possible within large
oak tree crevices and
litter, particularly on
north-facing slopes.

Inhabits coastal sage scrub
and chaparral in arid and
semi-arid climate conditions.
Prefers friable, rocky, or
shallow sandy soils.

None observed onsite.
Expected in small
numbers in oak
woodland areas where
duff has gathered.

FT/CSC

Lowlands and foothills in or
near permanent water
sources of deep water with
dense, shrubby or emergent
vegetation. Requires 11-20
weeks of permanent water for
larval development. Must
have access to aestivation
habitat.

None observed and no
potential for occurrence
given lack of suitable
habitat and high velocity
flows.

None observed onsite,
nor are any expected
given the habitats
present.

None/CSC

Federal endangered listing
refers to those populations in
the San Gabriel, San Jacinto,
and San Bernardino
Mountains only; inhabits
ponds, tams, lakes, and
streams; generally found
above an elevation of 4,000
feet.

FSC/CSC

Occurs primarily in grassland
habitats, but can be found in
valley-foothill hardwood
woodlands; vernal pools are
essential for breeding and
egg-laying.

Suitable vernal pool
habitat not present onsite. Not expected to
occur on-site.

None/None
FSC/CSC

BIRDS
Accipter
cooperii

Cooper’s hawk

None/CSC
(nesting)

Dense stands of trees,
including oaks, conifers, and
riparian woodland.

Observed during
previous site visits
(Rincon 2006). Potential
foraging on-site, but no
suitable nesting habitat
present.

Agelaius
tricolor

Tricolored blackbird

FSC (nesting
colony)/
CSC(nesting
colony)

Requires open water,
protected nesting substrate
and foraging area with insect
prey.

None observed onsite.
No suitable nesting
habitat in detail survey
area, but could
occasionally occur as a
non-breeder.
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Aimophila
ruficeps
canescens

Southern California
rufous crowned
sparrow

None/CSC

Coastal sage scrub and
sparse mixed chaparral.
Frequents relatively steep,
often rocky hillsides with
grass and forb patches.

Recorded in Adams
Canyon by Harmsworth
(2002); known to be
present in Fagan
Canyon to east. Could
potentially nest in
coastal sage scrub.

Ammodramus
savannarum

Grasshopper
sparrow

*

Dense annual and perennial
grasslands.

Not observed during
site visits. Project area
does not include
suitable grassland
habitat. Not expected to
occur.

Amphispiza
belli belli

Bell’s sage sparrow

FSC/CSC

Coastal sage scrub and
chaparral.

Observed during
previous site visit
(Rincon 2006). Potential
breeding habitat in sage
scrub habitat on-site.

Aquila
chrysaetos

Golden eagle

None/CSC,
CDFW FP

Rolling foothills, mountain
areas, sage-juniper flats,
desert. Frequents relatively
step, often rocky hillsides with
grass and forb patches.

One individual observed
during previous site
visits (Rincon 2006).
Potential foraging onsite, but no suitable
nesting habitat present.

Athene
cunicularia

Burrowing owl

FSC (burrow
site)/
CSC (burrow
site)

Open, dry annual or perennial
grasslands, deserts and
scrublands characterized by
low growing vegetation.

Not observed during
site visits. Habitats
within the canyons are
dense unsuitable for
this species. Not
expected to occur.

Buteo regalis

Ferruginous hawk

FSC
(wintering)/
CSC
(wintering)

Open grasslands, sagebrush
flats, desert scrub, low
foothills and fringes of pinyonjuniper habitats. Prey includes
ground squirrels and mice.

Not observed during
site visits. Suitable
habitat absent. Unlikely
as a winter visitor to the
study area. Not
expected to occur.

Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift

FSC (nesting)/
CSC (nesting)

Nests in old growth conifers or
mixed woods.

Observed foraging in
neighboring Fagan
Canyon in 2003 (Rincon
2006) and likely to
forage in woodland onsite.

Circus cyaneus

Northern harrier

None/CSC
(nesting)

Open areas, particularly
grasslands, wet meadows,
and marshes.

Not observed on-site.
No suitable nesting
habitat on-site. Possible
as a local transient
during winter.

Fed/State/Local
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Coccyzus
americanus
occidentalis

Western yellowbilled cuckoo

FC (nesting)/
SE (nesting)/

Nests in riparian forests,
along the broad lower floodbottoms of larger river
systems. Nests in riparian
jungles of willow, often mixed
with cottonwoods with lower
story of blackberry, nettles or
wild grape.

Not observed during
site visits. No suitable
habitat present on-site.
Formerly occurred
along Santa Clara River
several decades ago
and no longer known to
occur in this region. Not
expected to occur.

Dendroica
occidentalis

Yellow warbler

None/CSC
(nesting)

Riparian plant associations.
Prefers willows, cottonwoods,
aspens, sycamores, and
alders for nesting and
foraging. Also nests in
montane shrubbery in open
conifer forests.

Not observed during
site visits. No suitable
habitat in study area.
Not expected to occur.

Elanus
leucurus

White-tailed kite

FSC (nesting)/
CDFW FP
(nesting)

Riparian woodlands near
agricultural fields, forages
over open grasslands and
scrub.

Observed foraging and
possible nesting on-site
during previous site
visits (Rincon 2006).
Make a determination
on occurrence

Empidonax
traillii extimus

Southwestern
willow flycatcher

FE (nesting)/
SE (CDFW
lists all
subspecies)

Dense riparian growths of
willows and mulefat with an
herbaceous understory.

None observed onsite.
Suitable habitat absent
in study area. Not
expected to occur.

Eremophila
alpestris actia

California horned
lark

None/CSC

Open, short, very sparse
grassland and forb areas

Suitable breeding
habitat not present and
none seen. Not
expected to occur.

Falco
mexicanus

Prairie falcon

None/CSC
(nesting)

Inhabits dry, open terrain,
either level or hilly. Breeding
sites located on cliffs.

No suitable breeding
habitat in detail survey
area. Possible
occasional visitor to
cliffs on the site.

Gymnogyps
californianus

California condor

FE/SE, CDFW
FP

Requires vast expanses of
open savannah, grasslands,
and foothill chaparral in
mountain ranges of moderate
altitude. Nests in deep
canyons containing clefts in
the rocky walls.

Highly unlikely, but
these birds have the
ability to range over a
vast area and they
could occasionally fly
over the site from their
hack sites in northern
Ventura Co.

Icteria virens

Yellow-breasted
chat

None/CSC
(nesting)

Summer resident; inhabits
riparian thickets of willow and
other brushy tangles near
watercourses. Forages and
nests within 10 feet of ground.

None observed onsite.
Suitable habitat absent
in study area. Not
expected to occur.

Fed/State/Local
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Lanius
ludovicianus

Loggerhead shrike

FSC (nesting)/
CSC (nesting)

Valley and foothill woodland,
valley and foothill riparian,
juniper, desert riparian, and
Joshua tree habitats. Occurs
rarely in urbanized areas but
will occur near croplands.
Nests in dense foliage in
shrubs or trees.

Bird observed during
previous site visit as a
winter transient (Rincon
2006). No longer
considered to be
nesting on the coast of
southern California.
Limited to foraging
onsite?

Polioptila
californica
californica

Coastal California
gnatcatcher

FT/CSC

Obligate, permanent resident
of coastal sage scrub. Low
coastal sage scrub in arid
washes, on mesas and
slopes. Below 2,500 feet in
southern California.

Former historic egg
record in Adam’s
Canyon dates from
1924. Unlikely onsite,
as none were observed
and protocol survey in
adjacent Fagan Canyon
in 2003 to east resulted
in no observations.

Vireo bellii
pusillus

Least Bell’s vireo

FE/SE

Summer resident of Southern
California in low riparian
habitat in the vicinity of water
or in dry river bottoms; below
2000 feet. Nests placed along
margins of bushes or on twigs
projecting into pathways,
usually in willow, baccharis,
and mesquite.

None observed onsite.
Suitable habitat absent
in study area. Not
expected to occur.

Fed/State/Local

MAMMALS
Antrozous
pallidus

Pallid bat

None/CSC

Mostly found in deserts, but
also grasslands, shrublands,
woodlands & forests. Most
common in open, dry habitats
with rocky areas for roosting;
roosts must protect bats from
high temperatures.

None observed on-site.
Previous reports found
none present but found
potential for foraging
on-site (Rincon 2006).
Could potentially occur
in oak woodland and
scrub habitat on-site.

Chaetodipus
californicus
femoralis

Dulzura pocket
mouse

None/CSC

Occurs in woodlands,
grasslands, sagebrush,
chaparral and coastal scrub
habitats. Most common in
grasslands where they abut
chaparral.

Nearest record in Ojai
Valley 12 miles
northwest of the study
area. No grassland
habitat within or
adjacent to study area.
Not expected to occur.

Eumops perotis
californicus

California (western)
mastiff bat

FSC/CSC

Forages in woodlands; roosts
in crevices in cliff faces, trees,
& tunnels 30-80’ above
ground; breeds March-June;
found 1,000-8,500 feet

None observed on-site
during this or previous
site visits (Rincon
2006). Potential
foraging opportunity in
woodlands on-site.
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Felis concolor

Mountain lion

*

Habitat generalists. Common
in habitat types preferred by
their primary prey, mule deer

Mountain lion scat was
observed in Fagan
Canyon to east (Rincon
2006). Could potentially
occur.

Lasiurus
cinereus

Hoary Bat

None/DFG SA
VC

Most widespread bat in North
America, occurring in forests
from Canada to the tropics.
Solitary, roosting alone in
trees.

None observed on-site
during current or
previous site visits
(Rincon 2006). Possibly
forages and roosts in
trees.

Neotoma lepida
intermdeia

San Diego desert
woodrat

None/CSC

Coastal Southern California
from San Diego county to San
Luis Obispo county. Moderate
to dense canopies preferred.
They are particularly
abundant in rock outcrops &
rocky cliffs & slopes.

None observed onsite,
but potential habitat
exists in scrub habitat
within the study area.

Taxidea taxus

American badger

None/CSC

Drier open shrub, forest, and
herbaceous habitats, friable
soils

None observed onsite,
but previously reported
in at south end of
Adams Canyon (Rincon
2006). Not likely to
occur in dense, steep
habitat that characterize
the study area.

Fed/State/Local

REPTILES
Actinemys
(Emys=
Clemmys)
marmorata
pallida

Southern Pacific
pond turtle

FSC/CSC

Inhabits permanent or nearly
permanent bodies of water in
many habitat types; below
6,000 feet. Require basking
sites such as partially
submerged logs, vegetation
mats, or open mud banks.
Needs suitable nesting sites.

No suitable habitat
present. Not observed
and note expected to
occur.

Arizona
elegans

Glossy snake

None/None/
VC

Occurs in a wide variety of
habitats, desert, sagebrush
flats, grassland, chaparral and
woodland. Prefers open areas
with sandy or loamy soils;
excellent burrower.

None observed onsite.
Likely to occur primarily
in open areas near
riparian areas.
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Cnemidophorus
tigris stejnegeri

Coastal whiptail

None/CDFW
SA

Prefers sparsely vegetated
areas and sandy areas along
gravelly arroyos or washes.

Western whiptail was
observed on-site during
previous studies, but
not identified to
subspecies (both C.t.
stejnegeri and C.t.
mundas could occur in
this area of overlap;
Rincon 2006). Potential
habitat occurs within the
open scrub areas.

Diadophis
punctatus
modestus

San Bernardino
ring-necked snake

None/CSC
VC

Open, relatively rocky areas
within valley foothill woodland,
mixed chaparral, and annual
grassland in primarily moist
areas.

None observed.
Marginal habitat present
in rocky outcroppings
among scrub.

Leptotyphlops
humilis

Western blind
snake

None/None
VC

Ranges from desert to brushcovered mountain slopes
where soil is suitable for
burrowing. Frequents rocky
hillslopes with patches of
loose soil, canyon bottoms or
washes near permanent or
intermittent streams and on
beaches above the high tide
line.

None observed onsite.
Potential habitat occurs
in loose soils in and
adjacent to riparian
areas.

Masticophis
flagellum

Coachwhip

None/None
VC

Found in a variety of habitats
including desert, prairie,
scrubland, juniper-grassland,
woodland, thornforest, and
farmland.

Known to occur in
riparian areas in
Ventura County (Rincon
2006). Possible in most
habitats of Adams
Canyon.

Phrynosoma
coronatum
frontale and P.
c. blainvillei

Coast horned lizard

FSC/CSC

Inhabits coastal sage scrub
and chaparral in arid and
semi-arid climate conditions.
Prefers friable, rocky, or
shallow sandy soils.

Observed during
previous studies
(Rincon 2006).
Expected in small
numbers in alluvial
scrub areas in the
drainages and in open
areas along ridges with
friable soils.

Salvadora
hexalepis
virgultea

Coast patch-nosed
snake

None/CSC

Prefers coastal sage scrub
and chaparral; primary prey is
whiptail lizards. (USDA, 1999)

None observed onsite.
Likely to occur in same
habitat as whiptail
lizards.

Tantilla
planiceps

Black-headed
snake

None/None
VC

Fed/State/Local

None observed.
Potential habitat
present along riparian
areas on-site.
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Coastal California from vicinity
of Salinas to northwest Baja
California. From mean sea
level to about 7,000 feet.
Highly aquatic, found in or
near permanent fresh water.
Often along streams with
rocky beds and riparian
growth.

Observed during
previous studies
(Rincon 2006) and
known to occur in
Fagan Canyon to the
east. May be found
uncommonly along the
more vegetated
drainages.

Current

Species

Common Name

Thamnophis
hammondi

Two-striped garter
snake

None/CSC

Danaus
plexippus

Monarch butterfly

None/None

Fed/State/Local

INVERTEBRATES
Wind-protected tree groves of
eucalyptus, Monterey pine
and cypress with nectar and
water sources nearby.

Suitable habitat absent.
Not observed nor
expected to occur.

FISH
Catostomus
santaanae

Santa Ana sucker

Gila orcutti

Arroyo chub

Oncorhynchus
mykiss irideus

Southern
SteelheadSouthern California
ESU

FT/CSC

Endemic to Los Angeles basin
south coastal streams. Habitat
generalists, but prefer sandrubble-boulder bottoms, cool,
clear water, and algae.

Suitable habitat not
present on-site. Not
expected to occur.

None/CSC

Los Angeles basin south
coastal streams. Slow water
stream sections with mud or
sand bottoms. Feed heavily
on aquatic vegetation &
associated invertebrates.

Suitable habitat not
present on-site. Not
expected to occur.

FE/CSC

Small stream with high
elevation headwaters and
ocean outlets that have no
impassible barriers; spawning
in high elevation headwaters

Suitable habitat not
present on-site. Not
expected to occur.

Source: CDFW Special Animals; CNDDB Rarefind (Saticoy, Ojai, Santa Paula, Santa Paula Peak, Fillmore, Moorpark); List;
Ventura County Locally Important Animal Species.
CSC = California Species of Special Concern
FSC = Federal Species of Special Concern
SE = State Endangered
FE = Federally Endangered
ST = State Threatened
FT = Federally Threatened

FP = Fully Protected
FC = Federal Candidate Species
SR = State Rare
VC = Ventura County Locally Important

CFP = CDFW Fully Protected
CDFW SA = Special Animal
None = no status

Fully Protected Animals. The classification of Fully Protected was the State's initial
effort in the 1960s to identify and provide additional protection to those animals that
were rare or faced possible extinction. Lists were created for fish, amphibians and
reptiles, birds, andmammals, and these lists are still contained in the Fish and Game
Code. Many fully protected species were later listed as threatened or endangered species
under the more recent endangered species laws and regulations. Fully Protected species
may not be taken or possessed at any time and no licenses or permits may be issued for
their take except for collecting these species for necessary scientific research and
relocation of the bird species for the protection of livestock. This prohibition does not
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apply to general habitat alteration, but does apply to specific acts, such as the removal of
a tree containing an active nest. The golden eagle and the white-tailed kite, previously
discussed above, are examples of Fully Protected species that are not listed under the
endangered species acts and are known to occur at the site or in the near vicinity.

4.3.2 Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Data used for this analysis included aerial
photographs, topographic maps, CNDDB database, accepted scientific texts to identify species,
previously conducted biological reports, and field surveys conducted on April 1, 2008 and May 7,
2008. An additional habitat assessment was conducted for the San Fernando Valley spineflower
(June 2012) and an additional survey was conducted on January 22, 2014 to confirm that project
area conditions had not changed substantively since the time of the earlier surveys. The purpose of
the field visits was to generally characterize habitats and to assess the potential for special status
species to be located in the study area.
CEQA§ 21001 (c) states that it is the policy of the state of California to: “Prevent the elimination
of fish and wildlife species due to man’s activities, ensure that fish and wildlife populations do
not drop below self-perpetuating levels, and preserve for future generations representations of
all plant and animal communities.” Environmental impacts relative to biological resources may
be assessed using impact significance criteria encompassing the CEQA Guidelines and federal,
state, and local plans, regulations, and ordinances. Project impacts to flora and fauna may be
determined to be significant even if they do not directly affect rare, threatened, or endangered
species. Based on CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, the project would have a significant impact if it
were found to:









Have a substantial adverse impact, either directly or through habitat modifications,
on any species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or
regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and
Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service;
Have a substantial adverse impact on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, and regulations or by the
California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service;
Have a substantial adverse impact on federally protected wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal
pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling hydrological interruption, or other
means;
Interfere substantially with the movement of any resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede
the use of wildlife nursery sites;
Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as
a tree preservation policy or ordinance; or
Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Conservation Community Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan.

For the purposes of this analysis, City of Santa Paula regulations, guidelines, and
ordinances are applied to project impacts and mitigation measures that fall within the
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development site. All project impacts that fall outside of the development site (including
the excavation area and fill sites) are evaluated and mitigated for in accordance with the
County of Ventura regulations, guidelines, and ordinances since these areas are not
proposed for annexation to the City of Santa Paula and would, therefore, remain part of
unincorporated Ventura County.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact BIO-1

Construction activity, including tree removal if required,
could potentially disturb active bird nests, including federally
threatened coastal California gnatcatcher, which would be a
violation of the Endangered Species Act, Fish and Game Code
and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. This impact would be
Class II, less than significant with mitigation incorporated.

Each of the species listed in Table 4.3-3 was evaluated for potential occurrence in the project
area. Suitable habitat for many of these species was determined to be present on-site, including:








Arboreal salamander
Slivery legless lizard
Glossy snake
Coastal western whiptail
Coast horned lizard
Coast patch nosed snake
Two-striped garter snake









Southern California rufous-crowned sparrow
Bell’s sage sparrow
White-tailed kite
Pallid bat
Western mastiff bat
San Diego desert woodrat
American badger

Direct impacts to amphibians, reptiles, and mammals would include loss of habitat and injury
or death to individuals. Indirect impacts could include the spread of non-native invasive plant
species into adjacent intact native habitat, thus degrading habitat quality.
Native habitat for these species is ubiquitous in the open hills that surround the project area to
the north as well as in other areas throughout the region. As such, the project would not
threaten the overall viability of suitable habitat or cause a species’ population to drop below
self-sustaining levels. Furthermore, habitat impacts will be fully mitigated under Impacts BIO-2,
BIO-3, and BIO-4 through habitat restoration and preservation. The spread of non-native
invasive plants would also be restricted through establishment of a landscaping plan as
discussed under Impact BIO-5. Therefore, impacts to amphibian, reptile, and mammal species
of special concern would not be significant.
Several special status raptor species were identified as potentially occurring in the study area
and could potentially be affected by project development. Trees and shrubs found throughout
the project site offer potential nesting habitat for raptors such as red-tailed hawk and Cooper’s
hawk, as well as other common bird species. Raptors and their nests are protected under Fish
and Game Code §3503.5, and all other bird nests are protected under Fish and Game Code §
3503. It is unlikely that the loss of nesting habitat potentially associated with project
development would adversely affect raptor populations in the area as similar nesting and
foraging habitat is available outside the study area. Nevertheless, construction activity,
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including tree and shrub removal, could potentially disturb active nests, which would be a
violation of Fish and Game Code and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. This would be a
significant, but mitigable impact.
Suitable habitat may also be present for federally threatened coastal California gnatcatcher
within the project area, including the fill sites and excavation area. However, the former historic
egg record in Adam’s Canyon for the coastal California gnatcatcher dates from 1924. In
addition, protocol surveys conducted in adjacent Fagan Canyon in 2003 to the east resulted in
no observations. Given the lack of observations in the area, the presence of this species in the
area is unlikely. Thus, significant impacts are not anticipated. Nevertheless, in response to
concerns raised by the County of Ventura, protocol surveys of the fill site vicinity are
recommended as a condition of project approval. In addition, potential habitat loss is addressed
through the habitat mitigation requirements discussed under Impact BIO-3.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures would provide for compliance
with applicable Fish and Game Code requirements.
BIO-1(a)

Pre-Construction Survey. Not more than two weeks before
initiation of construction or fill activities, the applicant must retain a
qualified biologist to conduct a nesting bird survey of the
development site, fill site(s), and surrounding area. Construction
plans must be designed to avoid impacts to mature trees and shrubs
that may contain nests to the greatest extent feasible.

BIO-1(b)

Buffers from Active Nests. If an active nest is located within the
vicinity of construction activities, all work must be conducted at
least 5 to 500 feet from the nest upon recommendation from CDFW
until the young have fledged and the nest site is no longer in use as
determined by a qualified biologist.

BIO-1(c)

Tree and Shrub Removal Limitations. Tree and shrub removal is
limited to the non-breeding season (September 16 through February
14). Trees may be removed outside of this period upon the
condition that, before removal, trees and shrubs must be inspected
by a qualified biologist not more than two weeks prior to any
scheduled tree trimming or removal.

Although significant impacts to the California gnatcatcher are not anticipated, the following is
recommended as a condition of approval.
BIO-1(d)

California Gnatcatcher Protocol Surveys. Before tree and shrub
removal in any of the fill sites between February 15 and September
15, protocol surveys for coastal California gnatcatcher must be
completed by a qualified biologist, selected by the City, in
accordance with Coastal California Gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica
californica) Present/Absence Survey Guidelines (USFWS 1997). If no
coastal California gnatcatcher nests are located, no further
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mitigation is required. If an active coastal California gnatcatcher
nest is located, a minimum avoidance buffer of 250 feet must be
established around the nest. The avoidance buffer must be
demarcated with bright orange construction fencing installed
around the perimeter between the nest and active construction
activities. The avoidance buffer must be in place until the qualified
biologist has determined that the adults and offspring are no longer
reliant on the nest site. No construction activities or personnel may
enter the avoidance buffer without specific permission from the
qualified biologist. The qualified biologist must monitor the
avoidance buffers a minimum of once per week to ensure avoidance
is observed and the nest is not affected by construction.
Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the above measures would reduce the
impacts to nesting birds to a less than significant level. In addition, special status wildlife
species within the study area would benefit from the habitat restoration and avoidance/
minimization actions required by Mitigation Measures BIO-2(b), BIO-3(a), BIO-3(b), BIO-3(c),
BIO-4(a), BIO-4(b), and BIO-5.
Impact BIO-2

Placement of earth materials in the proposed off-site fill areas
would result in the loss of 2.05 acres of jurisdictional waters of
the state and waters of the U.S. This impact would be Class II,
less than significant with mitigation incorporated.

Fill Site 1 contains approximately 0.27 acre classified as non-wetland waters and waters of the
State, and approximately 0.60 acre of streambed/ riparian habitat. Fill Site 2 contains
approximately 0.11 acre of non-wetland waters/waters of the state and approximately 1.07
acres of streambed/ riparian habitat. Jurisdictional areas are shown on Figure 4.3-3. Placement
of fill materials in these areas would require a Section 404 ACOE permit, Section 401 RWQCB
certification, a CDFW Streambed Alteration Agreement, and written approval from the County.
Any loss of these habitats would be a significant impact and would require mitigation.
As requested by Ventura County, the applicant has developed a refined plan for the fill sites
and haul roads that, if feasible, would result in the elimination of Fill Site 2 and a reduction in
the size of fill sites 1 and 3 (see Figure 4.3-4). This would reduce the impact to jurisdictional
waters of the state and waters of the U.S. to approximately 0.38 acre total.
The project has the potential to affect watercourses downstream, including potential erosion
and sedimentation. The fill site canyons drain storm water runoff into Adams Canyon Barranca,
and eventually into the Santa Clara River. The streams that flow through the canyons are first
order streams that carry shallow flows. These canyons contribute only a small portion of the
total water to the overall Santa Clara River Watershed, which drains an approximately 1,600
square mile area. Deposition of material in the fill sites would not restrict storm water flows, but
would simply redirect flows. Accordingly, the amount of water flowing into the Adams Canyon
Barranca should not be affected. Erosion and sedimentation of the material deposited into the
canyon into Adams Canyon Barranca could occur, and this impact could be potentially
significant. Erosion control is addressed in Section 4.8, Hydrology and Water Quality.
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Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures would address impacts to
waters of the state and waters of the U.S. The Section 404 ACOE permit process and CDFW
through its Streambed Alteration Agreement program may require further compensatory
mitigation for these impacts.
BIO-2(a)

Agency Permits. The applicant shall obtain appropriate permits for
fill of waters of the U.S. and state for the fill sites from the regulatory
agencies prior to approval of the final grading plan by the County.
Specific permits needed may include:




Clean Water Act Section 404 permit from the ACOE;
Clean Water Act Section 401 certification from the Regional Water
Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region; and
Streambed Alteration Agreement with the California Department of Fish
and Wildlife.

The applicant shall provide signed copies of such agreements and
permits to the County, or a signed letter that no permits are required,
before the issuance of a grading permit.
BIO-2(b) Habitat Replacement. All acreage designated as waters of the United
States that is lost as a result of project implementation must be
replaced at a ratio of habitat created at a minimum of a 2:1 ratio, or as
determined appropriate by CDFW. Mitigation must occur on-site or
in an approved off-site location within the same watershed if feasible.
The final mitigation acreage must be determined based on the as-built
conditions of the fill sites following completion of all necessary
deposition of fill. A mitigation plan must be approved by the
Planning Director, or designee. All mitigation areas shall have a deed
restriction, conservation easement, or some other method, in a form
approved by the City Attorney, of ensuring that the restoration site is
preserved in perpetuity.
Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the above mitigation measure, as well
as implementation of HYD-1, HYD-2(a), HYD-2(b), and HYD-2(c), would reduce the net loss of
waters of the U.S. and State to a less than significant level through appropriate compensation.
Impact BIO-3

Adams Canyon and its associated tributaries may serve as
important wildlife movement corridors and use of the
proposed fill sites may affect this function. Development may
have both direct and indirect impacts on native habitats,
including sensitive plant communities, and wildlife
movements due to vegetation removal and disturbance. This
impact would be Class II, less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.
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Implementation of the proposed project through excavation of the hillside adjacent to the projec
site and deposition of fill material into fill sites 1, 2, and 3 in unincorporated Ventura County
would remove up to about 50 acres of habitat, including 13.44 acres of California encelia series that
could be potentially used as corridors leading to and from Adams Canyon. The fill sites are located
within canyons that drain into Adams Canyon Barranca. The fill sites are surrounded by a complex
of native vegetation and altered vegetation (senescent avocado orchards, active orchards) and
sparse anthropogenic development (a residence, farm equipment storage piles, etc.). The native
vegetation is of good quality and the altered vegetation ranges in quality from good to marginal.
The fill sites occur in areas that may serve as wildlife movement corridors. Both direct and indirect
impacts to wildlife movement may occur through vegetation disturbance. Additionally, many
species are nocturnally active and construction activities performed after sunset may disrupt
normal activities of wildlife. Such impacts would be significant.
The project applicant would utilize existing haul roads to transport material between the
excavation areas and the fill sites. However, the existing haul roads may need to be widened to
accommodate construction traffic. The area and location of widening activities is unknown at
this time and cannot be quantitatively evaluated. It is expected that the habitat adjacent to the
existing haul roads is affected by the presence of non-native plant species, and therefore is of
diminished quality compared to more distant patches of native habitat. Despite this, the loss of
sensitive plant communities due to widening, in conjunction with the loss of same plant
communities due to deposition of fill, would be a significant impact.
To address Ventura County concerns about impacts to sensitive plant communities, the
applicant has developed a refined fill site plan to be implemented if feasible (Figure 4.3-4). This
refined fill site plan would reduce the acreage of impacted California encelia series in the fill
sites to approximately 8.92 acres by altering the configuration of Fill Site 1 and eliminating Fill
Site 2. Despite this reduction of impact area, California encelia series habitat would still be lost,
and this loss would be significant.
The excavation area in unincorporated Ventura County contains predominately native
vegetation of good quality, including 8.55 acres of sensitive California encelia series and 0.48
acres of sensitive coast prickly-pear series. The development site is dominated by altered
vegetation of marginal quality, but also contains 6.06 acres of sensitive coast prickly-pear series
within the area proposed to be annexed to the City of Santa Paula. The excavation area and
development site are bordered to the south and the east by paved roads, residential
developments, and active agriculture, and to the north and west by open space. Development of
these areas outside of Adams Canyon would not directly impact wildlife movement, but may
indirectly impact wildlife movement across the area through increased noise and the
introduction of night lighting. Lighting can result in disruptions of normal activities of wildlife,
including a reduction in foraging opportunities for nocturnal species and a decline in
reproductive rates and dispersal patterns of wildlife in general. Development would also result
in permanent impacts to sensitive plant communities. These impacts would also be significant.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures would address impacts to
wildlife movement corridors.
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BIO-3(a)

Daylight Construction. Construction activities are limited to
daylight hours in order to reduce disturbance to nocturnally active
species.

BIO-3(b)

Native Plants. Upon completion of construction activities, disturbed
soils must be landscaped using native plant species. A qualified
landscape architect must develop a landscaping plan that includes
plant species native to the Adams Canyon vicinity. Disturbed areas
must be landscaped with the goal of facilitating wildlife movement.
All acreage mapped as coast prickly-pear series and California
encelia series that is lost as a result of project implementation must
be replaced in-kind through habitat creation at a minimum ratio of
1:1 (habitat created to habitat lost). The final calculation of
mitigation acreage must be determined based on a comparison of
pre-construction condition of the site and as-built conditions of the
fill sites and haul roads following completion of deposition of fill.
Mitigation must occur on-site or at an approved off-site location
within an area containing similar physical, edaphic, and
topographic conditions as those within the impact area. A habitat
mitigation and monitoring plan must be approved by the Planning
Director, or designee, and include, at a minimum: a description of
the habitat impacted, the location where habitat will be created, a
description of site preparation and maintenance activities (such as
weed control, irrigation, and herbivory control), a schedule of
planting and maintenance activities, a description and schedule of
monitoring activities, a description of reporting requirements, and a
definition of success criteria. Mitigation at off-site locations shall
occur concurrent with ground disturbance activities. Mitigation onsite must commence immediately upon completion of ground
disturbance activities. The plan must be implemented for a period
of at least five years or until the success criteria have been met. All
mitigation areas must have a deed restriction, conservation
easement or some other means, in a form approved by the City
Attorney, for protection in perpetuity, documentation of which
must be filed with the lead agency before implementation of
mitigation.

BIO-3(c)

Low-Light Design. The following low-light design features must be
implemented adjacent to open space and wildlife corridor areas:




Light poles cannot exceed 25 feet to reduce the glare and pooling of
light into open space and corridor areas;
The number of lights used must be the minimum necessary for safety;
and
Light elements must be recessed or hoods must be used to reduce glare
impacts on open space and corridor areas.
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Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the above mitigation measures would
reduce impairment to native vegetation and wildlife movement corridors to a less than
significant level by minimizing habitat disturbance and light pollution, and revegetated
disturbed areas.
Impact BIO-4

The placement of earth materials in the off-site fill areas may
involve the removal of native oak trees and disturbance of
coast live oak series habitat. This impact would be Class II,
less than significant with mitigation incorporated.

In response to Ventura County concerns, the applicant has developed a refined fill site plan to
be implemented if feasible (as shown on figures 2-6 and 4.3-4). Under this refined fill site plan,
the impact area of Fill Site 1 would be reduced and Fill Site 2 would be eliminated, thereby
avoiding all oak trees and oak woodland habitat. However, the original fill site plan has been
retained as part of the project description in the event that the refined fill site plan is determined
to be infeasible. Therefore, oak trees and oak woodland habitat could potentially be affected by
project implementation.
The majority of oak trees that could be impacted by the proposed project are located within
proposed fill sites 1 and 2, which would remain within unincorporated Ventura County and
under County jurisdiction. The trees occur in patches of coast live oak woodland/southern
coast live oak forest habitats. As indicated in Table 4.3-1, Fill Site 1 includes 5.66 acres of coast
live oak series habitat and Fill Site 2 includes 1.4 acres of coast live oak series habitat. A few
scattered oak trees are present in proposed Fill Site 3, and none were observed on the
development site or associated excavation area. The County protects oak trees under Ordinance
No. 3993 Section 8107-25 (adopted 1992) of the Ventura County Non-Coastal Zoning Ordinance
(12-06-05 edition). Under this ordinance, native oak, sycamore and heritage/historic trees on
public and private property are protected. Table 4.3-4 summarizes the County’s standards for
determining the eligibility of trees for protection under Ordinance No. 3993.
Oak woodlands are further protected under Public Resources Code § 2083.4, requiring an
evaluation of significance of potential impacts to oak woodlands and requiring mitigation to
reduce these impacts to a less than significant level. The Public Resources Code definition for
oak woodland includes “an oak stand with greater than 10 percent canopy cover or that may
have historically supported greater than 10 percent canopy cover.”
Table 4.3-4
Trees Eligible for Protection
Type of Tree

Size of Tree (circumference)

Oak tree

> 9.5” (single trunk) > 6.5” (multi-trunk*)

Sycamore species

> 9.5”

Historical Tree

Any

Heritage Tree

90”

* The size of multi-trunk trees is determined by the sum of the two largest trunks
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It is expected that several of the oak trees in fill sites 1, 2, and 3 meet the County’s size
requirements for protection. Placement of dirt within these fill sites would result in the removal
of protected native oak trees and oak woodland habitat. This would be a significant impact.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures would address
impacts to oak trees.
BIO-4(a)

Oak Woodland Avoidance and Replacement. Redesign the off-site
fill areas and associated access roads to avoid areas containing oak
trees and oak woodlands to the greatest extent feasible. If avoidance
is not feasible, mitigation for impacts shall be required.
Mitigation for oak woodland habitat must occur at a ratio of 2 acres
of oak woodland habitat preserved/planted for every acre of oak
woodland habitat impacted. At least 50% of mitigation acreage for
oak woodland habitat must consist of preservation of existing
habitat at an approved off-site location. The off-site location should
be proximal to the project site to reduce the overall loss of oak
woodland habitat within the project vicinity. The remaining
mitigation acreage may consist of planting new trees on-site or at an
approved off-site location. Planting mitigation oak trees in the
vicinity of existing oak woodland is encouraged. An oak woodland
mitigation plan must be prepared by a certified arborist and include
the same components as outlined in BIO-3(b) for the habitat
mitigation and monitoring plan. The plan must be approved by the
County before implementation. The oak woodland mitigation plan
must be designed to replicate to the greatest extent feasible the
overall habitat characteristics and species composition as the oak
woodland impacted by the proposed project. This includes planting
appropriate understory and codominant plant species, and selecting
sites with similar physical, edaphic, and topographic features as
observed at the impact sites. The oak woodland mitigation plan
shall be implemented for a period of at least seven years, or until the
success criteria are met. A deed restriction or restrictive covenant, in
a form approved by the City Attorney, must be recorded against all
mitigation areas to protect the mitigation in perpetuity.
Mitigation for individual oak trees not part of oak woodland habitat
as defined in the California Public Resources Code must occur at a
ratio of 2:1 (trees planted to trees impacted). Individual mitigation
oak trees must be planted on-site or at an approved off-site location
in such a manner as to provide similar habitat functions and values
as the impacted tree currently provides. Individual mitigation oak
tree plantings may be installed in conjunction with mitigation of oak
woodland habitat. Mitigation requirements for individual oak trees
must be included in the oak woodland mitigation plan described
above. Individual mitigation oak trees must be subject to the same
City of Santa Paula
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success criteria, mitigation timing, and protective restrictions as oak
woodland mitigation acreage.
BIO-4(b)

Protected Tree Plan. Within 60 days of approval of a County
grading permit, the applicant must submit for approval by the
Ventura County Planning Director a Protected Tree Plan in
compliance with Ordinance 3993 Sec. 8107-25 and the County’s Tree
Protection Guidelines regarding the removal, transplanting, or
alteration of protected trees. Once approved, the Protected Tree
Plan must be submitted to the City before approval of a grading
permit. Tree replacement at the levels prescribed in the County’s
Tree Protection Guidelines (inch by inch based on the “crosssectional area of the affected portions of the affected tree) is
required for removal or alteration of existing trees. A Habitat
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan must be developed by a qualified
biologist for replacement trees and must include goals, methods,
success criteria, and a minimum five-year monitoring schedule.

Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the above mitigation measures would
reduce the potential for direct or indirect impacts to protected trees to a less than significant
level.
Impact BIO-5

Non-native plants introduced as part of the project
landscaping may invade adjacent native plant communities.
This impact would be Class II, less than significant with
mitigation incorporated.

Although non-native plants already occur on-site, further introduction of non-native species
may occur through the use of non-native ornamentals for landscaping purposes. Non-native
plants can displace native species, result in the loss of suitable foraging or nesting habitat for
wildlife, and change the overall floral composition of the area. Of particular importance is that
certain horticultural species readily release seeds and other reproductive agents that are carried
by storm flows into the neighboring Adams Canyon riparian system, where such plants crowd
out and replace native vegetation. Examples of such plants include giant cane (Arundo), various
ivies and other trailing vines, and tamarisk. This would be a significant impact. Use of such
plants would also conflict with the Santa Paula General Plan Conservation and Open Space
Elements (Implementation Measure 26b), which require use of native plant landscaping in areas
adjacent to open space/natural areas.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures would address impacts
related to use of nonnative landscape species.
BIO-5

Landscape Plan Review. The final landscape design plan, prepared by a
qualified landscape architect, must be reviewed and approved by a City
approved biologist such that project landscaping does not introduce
invasive non-native plant species into the vicinity of the project site. The
plan must be approved before installation of landscaping.
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Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the above mitigation measure would
assure that invasive plants would not be introduced to the site and impacts would be less than
significant.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Significance of impacts for cumulative impacts to biological
resources is based upon:




The cumulative contribution of the Santa Paula General Plan buildout to
fragmentation of open space in the project vicinity;
The loss of sensitive habitats and wildlife movement corridors; and
Contribution of the project to urban expansion into natural areas.

Cumulative development under the Santa Paula General Plan, including the proposed project,
would cumulatively alter natural habitats to man-made conditions. Cumulative impacts to
biological resources throughout the region due to this conversion are potentially significant.
However, the development site has already been developed for agricultural uses. Development
of the proposed project may contribute to cumulative biological impacts in the surrounding
area due to the loss of sensitive habitats, open space, and a reduction in wildlife movement
corridors. The off-site fill sites contain waters of the state and U.S. and one habitat type
designated as sensitive by CDFW. No special status plant or animals species were detected onsite. However, the project site vicinity contains important native vegetation communities and
possible nesting habitat for several special status bird species. Buildout of the City of Santa
Paula would have an unavoidable, significant cumulative impact on biological resources in the
region, as discussed in the City’s General Plan EIR (1998). As with development of the project
site (including off-site fill areas), all cumulative development would be subject regulation by the
City, Ventura County, the state of California, and the federal government. Compliance with
these regulations on all new development proposals would be expected to reduce impacts from
individual projects to a less than significant level for impacts to wetlands, riparian habitats, and
special status species potentially in the project area, though it should be recognized that the
continued gradual urbanization of the region would substantially alter biological conditions.
With the proposed mitigation measures identified herein, biological resources impacts
associated with development of the proposed project would not be cumulatively considerable.
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4.4 CULTURAL AND HISTORIC RESOURCES
This section contains information that has been summarized from a cultural resources report
prepared for the proposed project by the Historic, Environmental, Archaeological, Research
Team (HEART) in June 2007. This report is included in its entirety in Appendix E.

4.4.1 Setting
Cultural resources include: (1) prehistoric resources, which represent the remains of human
occupation before European settlement; (2) historic resources, which generally represent
remains after European settlement and may be part of a “built environment,” including manmade structures used for habitation, work, recreation, education and religious worship, and
may also be represented by houses, factories, office buildings, schools, churches, museums,
hospitals, bridges and other structural remains; and, (3) Native American concerns, which
include ethnographic elements pertaining to Native American issues and values.
a. Historical and Prehistoric Background. The Santa Paula region is located within the
historic territory of the Chumash Native American group. The Chumash occupied the region from
San Luis Obispo County to Malibu Canyon on the coast and inland as far as the western edge of
the San Joaquin Valley, and the four northern Channel Islands. They were credited with an
extensive and elaborate material culture, trade networks, and social and religious systems.
Chumash culture underwent dramatic changes following European contact. Diseases quickly
decimated the Native Americans and most Chumash villages were abandoned by 1810. Most
Chumash who survived helped build the Spanish Missions and worked the Mexican and
American ranchos that followed.
The Santa Paula townsite, which was surveyed in 1873, and recorded by Blanchard and Bradley
in 1875, was bounded on the north by Santa Paula Street, on the south by Ventura Street, on the
east by Twelfth Street, and on the west by Mill Street. Blanchard planted seedling orange trees
in 1874, and, in the late 1880’s, constructed the first packinghouse next to the railroad. In
addition to the development of agriculture, oil exploration occurred in portions of the Santa
Clara Valley as early as the 1860’s. Some of the first oil exploration in the Santa Paula area took
place in Adams Canyon, where tunnels were drilled into the hillsides. Despite these pioneering
efforts, the growth of Santa Paula’s agriculture and oil industries was restricted by
transportation, until the Southern Pacific railroad arrived in the Santa Clara Valley in 1887.
Shortly thereafter, citrus cooperatives were established to provide the ranchers with efficient
methods of shipping and marketing. Agriculture as an industry began in 1893 with the
founding of the Limoneira Company west of Santa Paula, and the Teague-McKevett Ranch east
of the City. Rapid growth followed the establishment of viable oil and agriculture industries,
culminating in the incorporation during 1902.
The early 1900s were marked by a maturing citrus industry and the opening of the productive
South Mountain Oil Fields. The profitability of these industries contributed to Santa Paula
growth during the 1920s. New schools, banks, offices and commercial buildings were built or
remodeled. The development of new residential tracts transformed Santa Paula’s previously
rough appearance to one of modernity and respectability. Despite local economic strength, the
Santa Paula Airport was one of the few developments during the 1930s. Gradual economic
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recovery during the late 1930s was cut short by World War II, but was soon followed by a new
surge of residential development, particularly during the 1950s and 1960s. During this period,
the Blanchard orchards west of Palm Avenue were turned over to residential development.
The construction of the Santa Paula Freeway during the early 1960s linked the city to the west
county, bringing its relative isolation to an end. Since 1900, the Santa Paula area has continued
to grow in short bursts.
A records search and on-foot field inspection was conducted by HEART in June 2007. The onsite investigation involved an inspection of all accessible ground surfaces in the project area that
were not paved and did not contain structures or introduced soils that obscured the visibility of
the ground surface. The records search and field inspection revealed no evidence of prehistoric
or historic archaeological resources within the project boundaries. The entire area shows signs
of prior man-made disturbances in the form of numerous dirt roads, trails, and graded area
within the parcel.
The Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) was contacted to perform a search of the
Sacred Lands Files (SLF) for the project area. Katy Sanchez, Program Analyst for the NAHC
responded via letter on June 14, 2006, indicating that there is no specific site information in the
SLF for the proposed project site or in the local vicinity.
b. Plan Area Historic and Archaeological Resources. The project area has not been
systematically surveyed in the past, thus mandating study by the Historic Environmental
Archaeological Research Team (HEART). A records search performed by HEART in June 2007
at the South Central Coastal Information Center at California State University Fullerton
indicated that no previously recorded prehistoric or historic archaeological sites or isolates are
present in the project area. The following results apply within a one-mile radius of the parcel:








Twenty-four previously recorded prehistoric archaeological sites and two isolates lie to
the north and east of the project area in Adams and Fagan Canyons and along the Santa
Paula Creek drainage.
Six historic archaeological resources (The Santa Paula Cemetery; The Michael Fagan
House and Trash Deposit; and structural remains) lie to the east and north of the project
area within Adams and Fagan Canyons.
Forty-four prior studies have been conducted.
Two prior studies (Lopez 1977 and Maki 2003) encompass portions of the project area
with negative results.
The area to the south, east and southeast contains the following local historic resources:
The Southern Pacific Railroad Depot (1887); Isbell Middle School (1926); Santa Paula
Union High School (1936); Ebell Club House (1917); Baker House (1990); Unitarian
Universalist Church (1892); Oddfellows Hall (1905); Union Oil Building (1891);
Teague Mansion (1924); Logan House (1885); Glen Tavern Hotel (1910); Southern
Pacific Milling Company (1890); Balcom House (1885); McKevett School (1910); First
Christian Church (1900); Santa Paula Citrus Fruit Association (1923); Sheldon House
(1903); Underwood House (1895); Teague House (1900); Mill Park; Hardison House
(1884); Barbara Webster School (1925); Rice House (1890); and Tanner House (1873).
Nearby State historic resources include the Union Oil Building (1891) and Portola
Expedition Campsite (1769).
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4.4.2

Current National Register of Historic Places eligible properties located nearby include:
The Ebell Club House (1917); Union Oil Building (1891); Glen Tavern Hotel (1910),
and the Southern Pacific Milling Company (1890).
There are numerous potentially significant historic resources located outside the record
search radius.
The Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) was contacted to perform a
search of the Sacred Lands Files (SLF) for the project area. Katy Sanchez, Program
Analyst for the NAHC responded via letter on June 14, 2006, indicating that there is
no specific site information in the SLF for the proposed project site or in the local
vicinity.

Impact Analysis

a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. This assessment is based on the
information gathered and analyzed in a Phase 1 Archaeological Study conducted by Robert J.
Wlodarski of HEART and dated June 2007. The study included an archival records search and
an on-foot reconnaissance of the project area. As described in the Setting, a records search was
conducted at SCCIC located on the CSU Fullerton campus. Field survey methodology consisted
of an inspection of all accessible ground surfaces within the project area that were not paved,
and did not contain structures or introduced soils that obscured the visibility of the natural
ground surface. All exposed surface terrain, such as rodent burrows, cuts, excavated holes, and
landscaped or cleared areas were inspected for signs of cultural resource remains. The Study
Area includes the 32-acre project site, 14-acre adjacent slope remediation parcel, and off-site fill
sites.
Evaluation of significance under CEQA is based on guidelines established by the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The NRHP is an effective planning tool for both long-term
and short-term cultural resource management considerations. An evaluation of significance in
prehistoric and historic sites is usually measured by a number of variables that reflect their
applicability to present and future research questions posed by scientists in describing and
explaining culture change.
As a means of evaluating a resource’s potential to yield significant data, criteria for eligibility
have been established from which general research goals can be proposed to address the
specifics of a site or feature. These goals are aimed at examining and documenting such broad
behavioral patterns as: ethnicity, acculturation, and interaction; the organization and utilization
of space by individuals or groups; changing land use patterns; the length and duration of
occupation; technological advances and contributions; and, specialized activities and
occurrences.
Archaeological materials are fragile and non-renewable; thus, any activity that alters the surface
of the land can affect resource remains. Consequently, all cultural resources can be considered
significant to some extent because they are finite in number, unique, and non-renewable.
Appendix G(j) of the CEQA Guidelines states that significant effects from a development project
include those which “disrupt or adversely affect a prehistoric or historic site or a property of
historical or cultural significance to a community or ethnic or social group.”
Cultural resource impacts are considered significant if the proposed project would:
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Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historic or archaeological
resource, as defined in Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines;
Directly or indirectly destroy a unique historical resource or site or unique geologic
feature; or,
Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries.

b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact CR-1 Development of the project site would not disturb any known
historic or prehistoric archaeological resources. Impacts to
known resources would therefore be Class IV, no impact.
As discussed in the Setting, there are no known historic or prehistoric resources on or in the
vicinity of the project site. As such, project implementation would not have the potential to
disturb known cultural resources and no impact would occur.
Mitigation Measures. None required.
Significance After Mitigation. No impacts to known archaeological resources would
occur.
Impact CR-2 Development of the project site could adversely affect unknown
or unrecognized prehistoric or historic archaeological resources.
This impact would be Class II, less than significant with
mitigation incorporated.
By its nature, an archaeological reconnaissance can only confidently assess the potential for
encountering surface cultural resource remains. Subsurface construction activities (e.g., grading
and trenching for utilities) have the potential to disturb previously unknown or unrecognized
prehistoric or historic archaeological resources.
The proposed project would require grading activities, both onsite and offsite, in order to
construct building pads for single family dwellings. Although no archaeological resources are
known to be present in the Study Area, grading activity could potentially disturb as yet
undetected archaeological resources. Impacts to as yet undetected archaeological resources
would be potentially significant.
Mitigation Measures. The following measures are recommended to mitigate potentially
significant impacts relating to the possible discovery of intact cultural resources during grading.
CR-2(a)

Procedures for Discovery of Intact Cultural Resources. If
unanticipated cultural resource remains are encountered during
construction or land modification activities, the developer must
follow the applicable procedures established by the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation concerning protection and preservation of
Historic and Cultural Properties (36 C.F.R. §§ 800.1, et seq.). In this
event, the developer/construction contractor must cease work until
the nature, extent, and possible significance of any cultural remains
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can be assessed and, if necessary, remediated. Such assessment and
remediation must be implemented by the developer and is subject to
review and approval by the Planning Director before commencement
with on-site construction/grading activities. If remediation is needed,
possible techniques include removal, documentation, or avoidance of
the resource, depending upon the nature of the find.
CR-2(b)

Human Remains. In the event of a discovery of human bones,
suspected human bones, or a burial, during ground-disturbing
activities, all excavation in the vicinity must halt immediately and the
area of the find protected until a qualified archaeologist determines
whether the bone is human. If the qualified archaeologist determines
the bones are human, the Ventura County Coroner must be notified
before additional disturbance occurs. The construction contractor
must ensure that the remains and vicinity of the find are protected
against further disturbance until the Coroner has made a finding with
regard to Public Resources Code § 5097 procedures, in compliance
with Health and Safety Code § 7050.5(b). If it is determined that the
find is of Native American origin, the City will comply with the
provisions of Public Resources Code § 5097.98 regarding
identification and involvement of the Native American Most Likely
Descendant (MLD).

Significance After Mitigation. With implementation of the above measures, potential
impacts to as yet unknown archaeological resources would be reduced to a less than significant
level.
c. Cumulative Impacts. The proposed project, in conjunction with other development in
the Santa Paula area, would continue to disturb areas with the potential to contain as yet
undiscovered cultural resources, including archaeological resources. Thus, cumulative cultural
resource impacts would be potentially significant. However, because the potential to affect such
resources depends upon the specific site and nature of an individual development, cultural
resource issues must be addressed on a case-by-case basis. Compliance with policies specified in
the General Plan (Policies 6.a.a. and 6.b.b.) CEQA requirements, including any recommendations
in site-specific cultural and historic resource studies, on all new development would reduce
cumulative impacts to a less than significant level.
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4.5 GEOLOGY AND SOILS
This section evaluates geologic and soil impacts associated with implementation of the
proposed project, including geologic hazards and soil erosion. The analysis is based largely on
Earth Systems, Geotechnical Feasibility Report (2006) and three addendums, which may be found
in its entirety in Appendix F.
4.5.1

Setting

a. Regional Geologic and Hydrogeologic Conditions. The project site is located along
the northern foothills of the City of Santa Paula. This area lies within the Ventura Basin in the
western portion of the Transverse Ranges geomorphic province of California. The Transverse
Ranges consist of generally east-west trending mountains and valleys, which contrast with the
overall north-northwest structural trend elsewhere in the state. The valleys and mountains of
the Transverse Ranges are typically bounded by a series of east-west trending, generally north
dipping reverse faults with left-lateral, oblique movement. The project site is situated on the
northern flank of the Santa Clara Syncline, one of these east-west trending folds. Bedrock
beneath this area consists of Miocene-aged, volcanic, and marine sedimentary rocks.
b. Seismic Setting. Similar to much of California, the project area is located within a
seismically active region. The Transverse Ranges are characterized by east-west trending
structural features in contrast to the dominant northwest-southeast structural trend of California.
The faults and folds throughout the area are considered active. Figure 4.5-1 shows regional
faults.
The faulting and seismicity of this area is dominated by the intersection of the San Andreas
Fault and the Transverse Ranges fault systems. Seismic activity along the San Andreas Fault is
in response to differential movement between the Pacific geologic plate (west of the fault) and
the North American geologic plate (east of the fault). The Transverse Ranges faults generally
reflect crustal shortening (reverse) faulting patterns. The Ventura Basin and Santa Barbara
Channel are the result of the interplay of these two fault regimes. The highest rates of tectonic
uplift within the Transverse Ranges have been measured along the coast west of Ventura, in an
area of intense seismicity, active folding, and reverse faulting.
There are five (Malibu/Santa Monica/Raymond Fault System, Simi/Santa Rosa Fault
and Camarillo Fault, Bailey Fault, Red Mountain/San Cayetano/Santa Susana/San
Fernando Fault System, Ventura Fault, and the San Andreas Fault) active and potentially
active faults are located within 50 miles of the study area. The range of maximum
probable magnitudes for earthquakes emanating from these faults ranges from 6.0 to 8.0
(Southern California Earthquake Data Center [SCEC], 2011). Ground shaking has
affected and will continue to affect the Santa Paula area. The regional fault most likely to
affect the project area includes the Oak Ridge fault, which is depicted on Figure 4.5-1. A
more detailed description of faults in the vicinity is provided below.
c. Seismic Hazards. Faults generally produce damage in two ways: ground shaking and
surface rupture. Seismically induced ground shaking covers a wide area and is greatly
influenced by the distance of a site to the seismic source, soil conditions, and depth to
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groundwater. Surface rupture is limited to very near the fault. Other hazards associated with
seismically induced ground shaking include earthquake-triggered landslides, liquefaction, and
settlement. The California Building Code (CBC) identifies the project site as being in Seismic
Zone 4, which is characterized as having the highest earthquake risk.
Faulting. In general terms, an earthquake is created when strain energy in rocks is
suddenly released by movement along a plane of weakness. In some cases, fault movement
propagates upward through the subsurface materials and causes displacement at the ground
surface as a result of differential movement. Surface rupture usually occurs along traces of
known or potentially active faults, although many historic events have occurred on faults not
previously known to be active. Reverse slip-type faulting dominates seismicity affecting the
project site.
The California Geologic Survey (CGS) has established criteria to categorize faults as active,
potentially active, or inactive. Active faults show evidence of surface displacement within the
last 11,000 years (Holocene age). Potentially active faults demonstrate displacement within the
past 1.6 million years (Quaternary age). Faults showing no evidence of displacement within the
last 1.6 million years may be considered inactive, except for critical or certain life structures. In
1972 the California legislature passed the Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone Act (now APEHA
1994), which requires studies within 500 feet of active or potentially active faults. The APEHA
designates active and potentially active faults utilizing the same age criteria as the CGS.
However, the established policy is to zone active faults and only those potentially active faults
with a relatively high potential for ground rupture.
Ground rupture caused by movement along a fault could result in catastrophic structural
damage to buildings constructed along the fault trace. Consequently, the State of California via
the APEHA prohibits the construction of occupied habitable structures within the designated
fault zone and must demonstrate that the structure does not encroach on a 50-foot setback from
the fault trace. Per the APEHA, no structure for human occupancy is permitted on the trace of
an active fault. A “structure for human occupancy” is any structure used or intended for
supporting or sheltering any use or occupancy, which is expected to have a human occupancy
rate of more than 2,000 person-hours per year. Unless proven otherwise, an area within 50 feet
of an active fault is presumed to be underlain by active branches of the fault. In addition to
those faults mandated by the State, local government agencies may identify additional faults
that require minimum construction setbacks.
The following is a list of active and potentially active faults in the project area, followed by
detailed descriptions:








Oak Ridge Fault
Malibu/Santa Monica/Raymond Fault System
Simi/Santa Rosa Fault and Camarillo Fault
Bailey Fault
Red Mountain/San Cayetano/Santa Susana/San Fernando Fault System
Ventura Fault
San Andreas Fault
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Oak Ridge Fault. The Oak Ridge Fault is located along the northern flank of the Santa
Clara River and is approximately two miles south of the project site (Earth Systems, 2006). The
fault is a steep south-dipping reverse fault that forms the boundary between Oak Ridge to the
south and the Santa Clara River to the north. The fault extends approximately 65 miles from
offshore in the Santa Barbara Channel eastward to the Santa Susana Mountains. The eastern
part of the fault is overridden by the Santa Susana Fault. The Santa Susana Fault is concealed
with Holocene and Pleistocene deposits of the Oxnard Plain, and its surface project is located
approximately six miles north of project site. Portions of the fault are considered active by the
State with the nearest active portion located about 3.8 miles southeast of the site. The fault has
an estimated slip rate of approximately 4 millimeters (mm) per year, and a calculated maximum
moment magnitude of 6.9 for both the eastern and western parts of this fault (California
Department of Conservation, 1988). Analysis of the current seismic data indicates the
magnitude 6.7 Northridge earthquake in 1994 is thought to have occurred along the eastern end
of the Oak Ridge fault.
Malibu/Santa Monica/Raymond Fault System. This fault system consists of north-dipping
thrust faults, which extend along the coast and onshore for a total of over 23 miles. This fault
system begins in the San Bernardino area and extends along the southern base of the Santa
Monica Mountains and passes offshore a few miles west of Point Dume. Faults within this
system are considered active.
Simi/Santa Rosa Fault. The Simi/Santa Rosa fault zone trends westward from the Santa
Susana Mountains along the northerly margin of the Simi and Tierra Rejada Valleys, along the
southern slopes of the Las Posas and Camarillo Hills, to their easterly termination at the
western edge of Camarillo and is approximately 19 miles from the site. The western terminus of
the fault zone is believed to occur at a northwest-trending near-vertical “tear fault” called the
Wright Road fault. The Simi/Santa Rosa Fault consists of a north dipping reverse fault with leftlateral oblique movement. The fault has a general northeast-southwest strike and northern dip.
The fault has an estimated displacement of 5,300 feet with the northern block uplifted relative to
the southern block and an estimated slip rate of 1 mm per year. In Camarillo, the Simi/Santa
Rosa fault zone consists of three named faults: the Springville, Camarillo, and Santa Rosa Valley
faults. The faults are considered active and pose a potential seismic shaking hazard at the
project site. This fault system is capable of generating an earthquake with a magnitude ranging
between 6.5 and 7.0
Red Mountain/San Cayetano/Santa Susana/San Fernando Fault System. This fault system
consists of a major series of north-dipping thrust faults, which extend over 150 miles from Santa
Barbara County into Los Angeles County. The system is associated with an intense zone of
folded and faulted bedrock. This fault system is considered active and is approximately 12 miles
from the project site.
Ventura Fault. The Ventura fault is located within an Alquist-Priolo Special Study Zone
and is approximately 3.4 miles west of the project site. The fault is approximately 6.2 miles long
and consists of a north-dipping reverse fault that extends eastward along the south flank of the
Ventura Avenue Anticline (Yerkes, R.F., et al 1987). The fault has an estimated slip rate of 1 mm
per year, and a maximum moment magnitude of 6.8 (California Department of Conservation,
1988).
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San Andreas Fault Zone. The San Andreas Fault Zone is the dominant active fault in
California. It is located approximately 33 miles north of the project site. It is the primary surface
boundary between the Pacific and the North American tectonic plate. There have been
numerous historic earthquakes along the San Andreas Fault. This fault is capable of producing a
magnitude 8.0 earthquake (SCEC, 2011).
Blind Thrust Faults. In addition to these faults, there is the potential for ground shaking
from blind thrust faults. Blind thrust faults are low angle detachment faults that do not reach
the ground surface. Recent examples of blind thrust fault earthquakes include the 1994
Northridge (Magnitude 6.7), 1983 Coalinga (Magnitude 6.5), and 1987 Whittier Narrows
(Magnitude 5.9) events. As described in Dolan et al (1995), much of the Los Angeles area is
underlain by blind thrust faults. In their seismic model for Los Angeles, blind thrust faults are
found at a depth of about 6 to 10 miles below ground surface and have the ability to produce
magnitude 7.5 earthquakes.
Onsite Faulting. The State regional geologic map (CDMG, 1975) shows a conjectured fault
trending parallel to Foothill road just to the north of the project’s southern property boundary
Other regional geologic maps including the California Division of Mines and Geology 1973 and
Diblee, 1992 do not show faults within or directly adjacent to the project site.
Site exploration efforts, including fault trenches and borings revealed a potentially active fault
within the project site. The fault shows evidence of surface displacement during Quaternary
time (last 1.6 million years). The faulting is limited to the lower section of alluvium. The
northwest to northeast striking faults exhibit apparent north side up displacement on north
dipping faults and south side down displacements on south dipping faults. Additionally, there
is juxtaposition of units with different thicknesses across fault splays. This is likely the result of
oblique slip faulting where there is a significant component of strike-slip motion on the faults.
EarthSystems Geotechnical Addendum (2009) concluded that given the limited offset, location
and depth of fill, no building offset is required.
Ground Shaking. Earthquakes are characterized by a moment magnitude, which is a
quantitative measure of the strength of the earthquake based on strain energy released during a
seismic event. The magnitude of an earthquake is constant for any given site and is independent
of the site in question. The intensity of an earthquake at a given site, however, is not constant
and is subject to variations. The intensity is an indirect measurement of ground motion at a
particular site and is affected by the earthquake magnitude, the distance between the site and
the hypocenter (the location on the fault at depth where the energy is released), and the
geologic conditions between the site and the hypocenter. Intensity, which is often measured by
the Mercalli scale, generally increases with increasing magnitude and decreases with increasing
distance from the hypocenter.
Topography may also affect the intensity of an earthquake from one site to another.
Topographic effects such as steep sided ridges or slopes may result in a higher intensity than
sites located in relatively flat-lying areas.
The proximity of active faults is such that the project area has experienced moderate strong
seismically induced ground motion, and it is likely will experience moderate to severe
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seismically induced ground motion in the future which may case structural damage to the
onsite improvements.
Seismically induced ground acceleration is the shaking motion that is produced by an
earthquake. Probabilistic modeling is done to predict future ground accelerations. Probabilistic
modeling generally considers two scenarios, design basis earthquake ground motion or upperbound earthquake ground motion. Design basis earthquake ground motion calculations are
typically applied for residential and commercial sites. This ground motion is defined as a
ground motion that has a 10% chance of exceedance in 50 years. Upper-bound earthquake
ground motion calculations are applied to public schools, hospitals, skilled nursing facilities,
and essential services buildings, such as police stations, fire stations, city hall, and emergency
communication centers. Upper-bound earthquake ground motion is defined as the ground
motion that has a 10% chance of exceedance in 100 years.
Deterministic Seismic Analysis. The deterministic seismic analysis was generated using the
computer program EQFAULT. This program utilizes the most recent fault geometry, location,
estimated slip rates, magnitudes, and other important fault-related measurements that have
been provided by the California Division of Mines and Geology (CDMG). EQFAULT is
considered a “standard of practice” method for performing a seismic analysis in Southern
California. The results of the EQFAULT analysis for several of the nearby faults are presented in
Table 4-5.1, which presents peak ground accelerations anticipated for eight faults. Seismic
analysis for the purposes of this study is based on a “Design Basis Earthquake Ground Motion”
that would have a 10% probability of exceedance in a particular 50-year period (return interval
of 475 years).
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Evaluation. The probabilistic approach attempts to model the
probability that seismically induced ground shaking would affect a specified area. In this
approach, the models predict the possibility of a specified ground acceleration affecting a site
within a specified timeframe. This is done by identifying faults that are active, determining the
frequency of earthquake activity along modeled faults, the strength of the earthquakes, and
attenuation relationships as described above. A quantitative estimation of the hazard of
earthquake ground shaking possible in the Plan Area was evaluated using deterministic
analysis.
The CDMG has also published a Seismic Hazard Map (Santa Paula 7.5 minute quadrangle) for
peak horizontal accelerations on alluvial sites with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years
for sites within the Santa Paula area (see Figure 4.5-2, Peak Ground Acceleration Map). The
accelerations are expressed in units of gravity. The Seismic Hazard Map indicated an expected
peak acceleration up to 0.77g (2% probability in 50 years) or higher to occur in the project area,
and a predominant moment magnitude (MW) 6.9.
The level of ground shaking to which an area is subject is primarily a function of the distance
between the area and the seismic source, the type of material underlying a property, and the
motion of fault displacement. In addition, the Northridge (1994) earthquake showed how
peculiarities in basin effects can play a substantial role in ground accelerations at particular
areas. For instance, ground accelerations exceeding 1g were recorded at areas far from the
epicenter of the Northridge earthquake. It is possible that accelerations near or over the upper
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Table 4.5-1
Partial List of Nearby Regional Faults

Fault Name

Source
Type

Distance
Between Site
and Surface
Projection of
Earthquake
Rupture (Miles)

Estimated
Maximum
Peak Ground
Accelerations
(g)

Estimated
Maximum
Earthqua
ke (MW)

Slip
Rate
(mm/yr)

Fault
Type

Ventura – Pitas Point

B

3.4

0.588

6.8

1.00

DS

Oakridge (Onshore)

B

3.8

0.579

6.9

4.00

DS

San Cayetano

B

6.3

0.419

6.8

6.0

DS

Simi- Santa Rosa

B

8.1

0.329

6.7

1.00

DS

M. Ridge-Arroyo Parida-Santa
Ana

B

9.4

0.291

6.7

0.40

DS

Santa Ynez (East)

B

11.3

0.208

7.0

2.00

SS

Red Mountain

B

11.7

0.252

6.8

2.00

DS

Anacapa-Dume

B

18.8

0.222

7.3

3.00

DS

Reference: EQFAULT & UBCSEIS

bound earthquake ground motion could occur anywhere within or adjacent to the City’s limits,
including the project site.
d. Secondary Hazards Related to Groundshaking. Additional soil hazards potentially
related to seismic activity are discussed below.
Earthquake-Induced Landsliding. Earthquake-induced landslides are slope failures that
occur where the horizontal seismic forces act to induce soil and/or bedrock failures, and
include rock topple, rock fall, flows and slumps. These features have become so prevalent, that
the State of California has initiated a program to identify and map these areas. The most
common effect is reactivation or movement on a pre-existing landslide. Existing slides that are
stable under static conditions (i.e., factor-of-safety above one) become unstable and move
during strong ground shaking. See Figure 4.5-3 for a map of areas prone to earthquake-induced
landslides near the project site.
A large landslide complex that encompasses most of the surface area of the project site was
determined to be present during the course of the geologic study conducted by Earth Systems.
The slide’s head is located near the top of the ridge located above the property and the toe area
appears to be located south of the project site. The eastern limit of the slide is located
approximately 250 feet west of the eastern project site boundary. The western slide limits are
located approximately 900 feet west of the western site boundary. The landslide complex is of
variable thickness; however, it tends to be deeper on the western portion of the site at a depth of
City of Santa Paula
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approximately 65 to 90 feet deep. Therefore, there is a potential for earthquake induced
landslide-type failures, including reactivation of the large mass, and mudflows. Such events
may pose a hazard to public health and safety and may cause damage to buildings, structures,
and associated improvements.
Earthquake Induced Slope Deformations. Earthquake groundshaking can result in
permanent slope deformations. Such occurrences can adversely affect adjacent structures and
improvements. An evaluation of seismic displacement gives an order-of-magnitude estimate to
the amount of displacement that could be expected in response to a range of median peak
horizontal ground accelerations. Newmark's method treats a landslide or sliding block as a
rigid-plastic body (i.e., the mass does not deform internally) that experiences no permanent
displacement at accelerations below the critical or yield level and deforms plastically along a
discrete basal shear surface when the critical acceleration is exceeded. Other assumptions in the
analysis include:






The static and dynamic shearing resistance of the soil is taken to be the same;
The effects of dynamic pore pressure are neglected;
The critical acceleration is not strain dependent and thus remains constant
throughout the analysis; and
The upslope resistance to sliding is taken to be infinitely large such that
displacement is prohibited.

Newmark’s sliding block analysis for estimating seismic displacements requires an initial
estimate of the yield acceleration for a selected cross section. The yield acceleration is the
horizontal seismic force required to produce a factor of safety of 1.0. The orientation of the
bedrock, height of slopes, and steep slope inclinations are factors that would indicate that
permanent slope deformation may be a hazard at the site.
Pre-existing landslides, such as the condition underlying the site, may be prone to permanent
displacements ranging up to several feet in the event of a strong to severe earthquake. Such
displacements may pose a hazard to buildings, structures, and associated improvements.
Liquefaction. Liquefaction is a condition where soil undergoes continued deformation at
constant low residual stress or with low residual resistance, due to the buildup and
maintenance of high pore water pressures, which reduce the effective confining pressure to a
very low value (Seed 1979). Pore pressure buildup leading to liquefaction may either be due to
static or cyclic stress applications and the possibility of its occurrence will depend on the void
ratio or relative density of sand and the confining pressure. It may also be caused by a critical
hydraulic gradient during an upward flow of water in a sand deposit. Other factors include:








Magnitude and proximity of the earthquake;
Duration of shaking;
Soil types;
Grain size distribution;
Clay fraction content;
Density;
Angularity;
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Effective overburden;
Cyclic loading; and,
Soil stress history.

Liquefaction is more likely in poorly graded, saturated, low-density sands. The likelihood of
liquefaction decreases with increasing overburden, density, and increasing clay-content. With
regard to clay content, studies over the past 10 years have demonstrated that clays with certain
properties can be prone to liquefaction.
The semi-empirical field-based methods, which evolved from a simplified procedure, are the
most widely used methods to assess the cyclic liquefaction potential of sand (Idriss and
Boulanger 2006, Seed and Idriss 1971). The simplified procedure has two essential components:



An analytical framework to organize past case history experiences; and
A suitable in situ index to represent soil liquefaction characteristics (Idriss and
Boulanger 2006).

In situ penetration tests have proven useful for representing soil liquefaction characteristics
because they not only indicate denseness, but they also reflect other important characteristics
such as fabric, gradation, cementation, age, and stress history (Seed 1979).
The simplified procedure provides a boundary curve that separates cases of observed
liquefaction from those with no notable liquefaction in a two-dimensional plot of seismic
loading, in terms of Cyclic Stress Ratio (CSR) versus a normalized in situ index test value. The
boundary curve also serves as a correlation between the in situ index test value and the Cyclic
Resistance Ratio (CRR). The CRR may be considered the maximum CSR that a soil can resist
before liquefying. Traditionally, the result of the liquefaction potential analysis using the
simplified procedure is presented in terms of a factor of safety (Fs), defined as the ratio of CRR
to CSR. If Fs is greater than one, no soil liquefaction is predicted. The assessment of liquefaction
potential in terms of Fs is generally known as the deterministic approach.
Figure 4.5-3 shows potential liquefaction within the project site. The map indicates that the
project site is outside any seismic hazard zones for liquefaction potential.
The various borings drilled on site showed groundwater or pockets of water to be in excess of
65 feet. The earth materials encountered at the site consists of sand and gravel with variable clay
and silt. These materials had a high relative density or hardness that reduces or eliminates the
potential for liquefaction. Therefore, given the consistency of the soils and the depth to
groundwater, the potential for liquefaction at the site is deemed to be negligible.
Lateral Spread. Lateral spread is the finite, lateral displacement of sloping ground (0.1 to
less than 6%), a result of pore pressure buildup or liquefaction in a shallow, underlying soil
deposit during an earthquake. Lateral spreading, because of liquefaction occurs when a soil
mass slides laterally on a liquefied layer, and gravitational and inertial forces cause the layer,
and the overlying non-liquefied material, to move in a downslope direction. The magnitude of
lateral spreading movements depends on earthquake magnitude, distance between the site and
the seismic event, thickness of the liquefied layer, ground slope or ratio of free-face height to
City of Santa Paula
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distance between the free face and structure, fines content, average particle size of the materials
comprising the liquefied layer, and the standard penetration rates of the materials.
Widespread lateral spreading is generally not applicable to fine-grained soils or sandy soils
where:


Standard penetration values [(N1)60] are greater than 15;



Where the standard penetration rates are less than 15 and the potentially vulnerable layer is
less than 1 meter thick; and



Liquefied layer has no free face or is inclined at a slope of less than 0.1%.

A potentially significant phenomenon in a lateral spread is the upward flow of pore water
within the liquefied-soil deposits without a change in the overall volume. In a liquefied state,
individual grains tend to sink under the influence of gravity. The net result is for the liquefied
soil in a layer to progressively densify near the bottom and loosen or soften near the top.
Therefore, the tendency is an upward migration of pore water and void space.
Lateral spread may occur over looser, weaker soil near the top of the liquefied deposit. If the
liquefied soil is overlain with a relatively impervious layer, upward slowing pore water will be
trapped and will contribute to the formation of a weaker soil zone in the top portion of the
liquefied deposit. Since the movement of water and soil grains takes time, this phenomenon
might develop in relatively thin layers but not throughout the depth of thick liquefied deposits
(Castro 1987). However, even in thick, uniform soil deposits, the tendency for soil grains to
settle would result in formation of a progressively, slightly weaker soil toward the top of the
liquefied deposit. However, it is important to note that the general analysis assumes
conservatively undrained conditions (Seed 1979). Nonetheless, the migration of pore water in a
partially drained condition has a substantial impact on the magnitude of displacements in the
lateral spread. One study found that partial drainage of excess pore
pressures can produce an increase in shear resistance as sliding progresses (Stark and Mesri
1992). Rapid drainage of excess pore pressures from the liquefied soil zone may be sufficient to
stabilize the slide before large deformations.
Numerous researchers have consistently observed a correlation between horizontal surface
displacements in a lateral spread and the thickness of the underlying liquefied soil deposit
(Yasuda et. al. 1992a, Tokida et. al. 1993, Hamada et. al 1986, Bartlett and Youd 1992a, 1992b,
1995, O’Rourke and Pease 1997). The influences of the liquefied thickness are:


Since shear deformations occur across the full depth of the liquefied deposits, the net
surface displacement will increase the greater liquefied thickness. If the shear strain
was constant with depth, the lateral displacement profile would be linear and, for a
given shear strain, the net surface displacement would increase with liquefied
thickness.



As the thickness of the liquefied soil deposit increases, a greater upward migration of
pore water might occur. Then, the significance of the resulting soft zone near the top
of the deposits would increase with increasing liquefied thickness.
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The drainage path for excess pore pressure s increases with the thickness of the
liquefied soil. As a result, portions of a thicker liquefied deposit will remain liquefied
for a longer period of time and cause greater surface displacements.

Horizontal displacements in a lateral spread can range up to several feet. Characteristic patterns
or ground deformations include ground fissures or tension cracks at the head of the slide.
Subsidence typically occurs at the head of a lateral spread with heaving at the toe. Sand boils, a
common indication of soil liquefaction, are frequently observed in the lower portions of a lateral
spread. Lateral spread is defined here to include only lateral sliding of gently sloping ground
due to soil liquefaction at relatively shallow depths and does not include the large horizontal
flows associated with deep-seated liquefaction failures. This definition of lateral spread also
specifically excludes two types of liquefaction-induced ground failure that can produce similar
patterns of surface movements. These types of slumping or embankments and tilting of
retaining walls have a genetic failure mechanism involving rotational slide or slumping
(Varnes, 1978).
The high relative density or hardness of earth materials at the site in conjunction with the deep
groundwater levels would render the potential for lateral spreading at the site to be nil.
Seismic Settlement/Consolidation. Seismic settlement occurs when cohesionless
materials (sands) densify or consolidate as a result of ground shaking. Settlement of mediumdense sands could result from a strong earthquake even if groundwater does not rise and
groundshaking does not induce liquefaction.
The analysis divides the soil deposit into very thin layers and calculates the settlement for each
layer. The calculations are divided into two parts, dry soil settlement and saturated soil
settlement. The soil above the groundwater table is dry soil and soil below the groundwater
table is saturated soil. The total settlement at a certain depth is the sum of the settlements of the
saturated and dry soil.
The earth materials encountered at the site consist of sand and gravel with variable clay and silt.
These materials had a high relative density or hardness and high gravel content, thus reducing
the potential for seismic settlement. Therefore, given the consistency of the soils, the magnitude
of seismic settlement is low to negligible.
Ground Lurching. Ground lurching occurs as a result of rolling seismic ground wave
front striking stream banks, artificial embankments, bluffs and other geomorphic features at
right angles resulting yielding of the materials in the unsupported direction. Soil lurching is
likely to be most severe where the thickness of soft sediments varies to a noticeable degree
under structures. The initial effect is to produce a series of more or less parallel cracks
separating the ground into blocks. With increasing intensity lurch cracking develops ground
fractures, cracks, and fissures, as well as, settlement, compaction, and sliding.
The relatively high relative density or hardness of the earth materials at the project site render
the potential for ground lurching to be negligible to nil.
Seiches. Seiches are an oscillation of the surface of an inland body of water that varies in
period from a few minutes to several hours. The key requirement for formation of a seiche is
City of Santa Paula
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that the body of water be at least partially bounded, allowing the formation of the standing
wave.
Seiches are often imperceptible to the naked eye, and observers in boats on the surface may not
notice that a seiche is occurring due to the extremely long wavelengths. The effect is caused by
resonances in a body of water that has been disturbed by one or more of a number of factors,
most often meteorological effects (wind and atmospheric pressure variations), seismic activity
or by tsunamis. Gravity always seeks to restore the horizontal surface of a body of liquid water,
as this represents the configuration in which the water is in hydrostatic equilibrium. Vertical
harmonic motion results, producing an impulse that travels the length of the basin at a velocity
that depends on the depth of the water. The impulse is reflected back from the end of the basin,
generating interference. Repeated reflections produce standing waves with one or more nodes,
or points, that experience no vertical motion. The frequency of the oscillation is determined by
the size of the basin, its depth and contours, and the water temperature.
The only ponds or water bodies associated with the project would be the detention pond. In the
remote event of seismic event occurring while the ponds were partially or totally full, the result
is judged to be nuisance water and mud in the area. Given the distance of the ponds from the
structures, the potential seiche hazard at the project site is negligible.
e. Other Geotechnical Hazards.
Expansive Soils. Expansive soils are typically associated with fine-grained clayey soils
that have the potential to shrink and swell with repeated changes in the moisture content.
Expansive soils swell or heave with increases in moisture content and shrink with decreases in
moisture content. Montmorillontic clays are most susceptible to expansion. Structure
foundations and slabs constructed on expansive soils require special design considerations
based on the current codes or engineering design.
The upper soils encountered at the site consisted of sand and gravel that are granular in nature
and non-expansive. However, the fine grained layers and matrix are typically low to
moderately expansive.
Hydroconsolidation. Hydroconsolidation occurs when soil layers collapse (settle) when
water is added under loads. Natural deposits susceptible to hydroconsolidation are typically
aeolian, alluvial, or colluvial granular materials, with high apparent strength when dry. The dry
strength of the materials may be attributed to the clay and silt constituents in the soil and the
presence of cementing agents (i.e. salts). Capillary tension may tend to act to bond soil grains.
Once these soils are subjected to excessive moisture and foundation loads, the constituency,
including soluble salts or bonding agents is weakened or dissolved, capillary tensions are
reduced, and collapse occurs, resulting in settlement.
The upper soils encountered at the project site consist of alluvial granular soils. No testing was
performed to assess whether the sand layers are prone to hydroconsolidation. Given the high
gravel contents with the clay and silt matrix, the potential hazard associated with
hydroconsolidation is negligible.
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Subsidence. Subsidence involves deep-seated settlement due to the withdrawal of fluid
(oil, natural gas, or water). When fluids are removed from the subsurface, the overburden
weight, which the water had previously helped support through buoyant forces, is transferred
to the soil structure. Subsidence typically occurs over a long period of time and can result in a
number of structural impacts. Facilities most affected by subsidence are long, surface
infrastructure, such as canals, sewers, and pipelines.
No activities involving the removal of oil or water within the immediate area were identified.
Therefore, the potential for subsidence is nil.
Existing or Uncontrolled Fill. Uncontrolled artificial fills are considered unsuitable for
supporting structures and other improvements for many reasons, including: high voids that
may collapse or consolidate upon loading; decayed high organics that leave additional voids or
high moisture soils that compress; inconsistent fill mixtures that may perform differently;
changes in consistency over short spans that lead to differential settlement; uneven expansion
potential that may result in differential movement of foundation elements; and lack of proper
benching that may lead to fill creep. In general two conditions can typically be encountered that
involve the inadequate/improper placement of fill over existing slopes
a) Differential thicknesses of fill below structures can result in unacceptable levels of
differential settlement, if the variation in thickness occurs over relatively short
distances.
b) The placement of fill on inclined surfaces and/or without adequate benching or
keyways may result in unacceptable levels of movement or settlement related to creep
or the development of landsliding or slumping.
Older controlled fills tend to be prone to hydroconsolidation, excessive settlements, or creep.
This is due to the change of compaction methods and efforts (i.e., three-layer method versus
five-layer method for maximum density determinations), experience in keyways, subdrains,
benching, and many other factors. In addition, older fills may lose integrity due to several
factors, including bioturbation, organic material decay, shrink swell cycles, and other
mechanisms that adversely affect the fills. Therefore, custom and practice in the industry
typically dictates that these types of fills not be relied on for structural support of foundations
or slabs. Typical mitigations range from total removal to specially designed structural elements
or in situ treatments.
Areas of uncontrolled fill were identified scattered across the site that appear to be related to
past agricultural and other uses. In general, the materials appear to be surficial deposits that are
restricted to the upper couple of feet.
Compressible Soils. Compressible soils consist of low density clays and silts that are
prone to high strain rates resulting in consolidation of the layers with reduced groundwater
levels, increased fill, or foundation loading. Consolidation, when soils decrease in volume,
occurs when stress applied to a soil causes the soil particles to pack together more tightly,
therefore reducing its bulk volume. When this occurs in a soil saturated with water, water and
air will be squeezed out of the soil.
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To assess the magnitude of consolidation, the Classical Method, developed by Karl von
Terzaghi, test soils with an oedometer test to determine their compression index, which is used
to predict the amount of consolidation. When stress is removed from a consolidated soil, the soil
will rebound, regaining some of the volume it lost in the consolidation process. If the stress is
reapplied, the soil will consolidate again along a recompression curve, defined by the
recompression index. The soil with the load removed is considered overconsolidated. Soils that
previously had thicker sediment overburdern or were more commonly subjected to expansion
pressures are also overconsolidated. The highest stress to which a soil has been subjected is
termed the preconsolidation stress. The overconsolidation ratio (OCR) is defined as the highest
stress experienced divided by the current stress. A soil that is currently experiencing its highest
stress is normally consolidated and has an OCR of one. A soil is underconsolidated immediately
after a new load is applied but before the excess pore water pressure dissipates.
In addition to the magnitude or primary and secondary consolidation, the time rate for
consolidation can be estimated. Time rates can range from short temporal periods (almost
instantaneous) to years. This is especially true in saturated clays because their hydraulic
conductivity is extremely low, and the water takes an exceptionally long time to drain out of the
soil. While draining, the pore water pressure is greater than normal because it carries part of the
applied stress (as opposed to the soil particles).
The upper soils and areas of uncontrolled fill across the site have relative low relative densities.
In general, these materials are prone to higher rates of compression and corresponding
settlement if no mitigation measures are implemented.
Slope Stability and Landslides. Landslides are a broad subject and cannot be fully
addressed in a summary; however, briefly, landslides are downslope motions of
conglomerations of earth materials, bedrock, or combinations of both. Landslides as a more
defined unit are similar to slumps, but on a larger scale. They can move in a translational
movement or rotational settlement, or motion. They occur because earth materials’ loss of
ability to maintain integrity at a specific gradient and settle or into lesser gradient or position of
greater equilibrium. The internal strength of the material is lost and the material settles into a
form where the mass is centralized on the downhill side of motion. The material is a cohesively
connected unit that settles or moves together. Landslides are usually associated with water
because water increases the unit weight and decreases the internal strength of the materials.
Several factors increase the likelihood of landslides including: increases in slope gradient;
looseness of materials; unfavorable bedding (out of slope); clay content of the bedrock;
underground springs; unfavorable slope orientation with existing fault boundaries; human
disturbance of the landslide or its boundaries; increases in groundwater; earthquake forces
helping the mass mobilize; looseness of materials in situ; increases in water content; and
disturbance of the lateral confining forces or the toe of a slope.
Three conditions exist at the site:
1. Existing landslide Complex. As previously discussed, a large landslide complex
that encompasses most of the surface area of the project site was determined to be
present during the course of the geologic study conducted by Earth Systems. The
slide’s head is located near the top of the ridge located above the property and the toe
area appears to be located south of the project site. The eastern limits of the slide are
located approximately 250 feet west of the eastern property boundary. The western
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slide limits are located approximately 900 feet west of the western property boundary.
The landslide complex is of variable thickness however, it tends to be deeper on the
western portion of the site at a depth of approximately 65 to 90 feet deep. Such
conditions are prone to reactivation and corresponding hazard that may pose a
hazard to public health and safety, including to building, structures, and associated
improvements.
2. Existing and Required Slope Stability. The existing and proposed site conditions
are composed of a series of slopes. The overall landslide complex must be
demonstrated to have a factor of safety of 1.5 for static conditions, 1.1 for
pseudostatic conditions, and all proposed slopes must possess a surficial factor of
safety of 1.5.
3. Temporary Excavations. Extensive temporary excavations will be required during
construction that is located adjacent to the existing roads and off-site residences. The
temporary excavations will be required to have factors of safety of 1.25 to 1.5
depending on the temporal periods and specific conditions. For instance, lower factors
of safety (FS = 1.25 or greater) may be applicable for general construction conditions.
Higher factors may be mandated for adjacent structures that are sensitive to ground
movements, prolonged periods of exposure, or other public lifelines such as first
responder routes or regional waterlines. The site remediation will require temporary
excavations that may be in excess of 90 feet that may be at or below groundwater, in
areas adjacent to the existing property lines. Excavations of this type and magnitude
may pose a threat to public health and safety.
Groundwater. Groundwater can affect all phases of site development and require special
provisions. Groundwater encountered during site grading or development can result in special
subgrade stabilization, dewatering efforts or delays for soil spreading and drying. Concrete
placed below water requires special placing techniques and additives. Water in concrete
structures or buildings can result in a wide range of effects, including nuisance moisture and
water inundation.
The subsurface exploration at the site encountered groundwater at depths in excess of 65 feet,
with static levels on the order of 100 feet below the site. While groundwater may be
encountered during remedial grading, groundwater is not anticipated to impact the proposed
development.
Soil Erosion. Soil erosion is the removal of soil by water and wind. The rate of erosion is
estimated from four soil properties: texture, organic matter content, soil structure, and
permeability. Other factors that influence erosion potential include the amount of rainfall and
wind, the length and steepness of the slope, and the amount and type of vegetative cover. The
Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) Web Soil Survey indicates that the predominant
soils in the Project Area include Soper gravelly loam, Rincon silty clay, Castaic-Balcom complex
and Zamora loam (NRCS, 2012).
As mapped by the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS), five soil types are located in
the study area (Natural Resources Conservation Service, Web Soil Survey), 2011). The soil types
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within the project site vicinity are summarized in Table 4.5-2. Accordingly, these soils have a
moderate to high potential for water erosion as well as wind erosion.
Table 4.5-2
Area Soil Parameters
Percentage in
Plan Area

Shrink-Swell
Potential

Drainage
Class

Castaic-Balcom complex

3.2

Low to
Moderate

Rincon silty clay loam

20.3

Soper gravelly loam

Name

Erosion Hazard
Water

Wind

Well Drained

Moderate
to High

Moderate
to High

Low to
Moderate

Well Drained

Moderate
to High

Moderate
to High

62.1

Low to
Moderate

Well Drained

Moderate
to High

Moderate
to High

Sorrento silty clay loam

2.5

Low to
Moderate

Well Drained

Moderate
to High

Moderate
to High

Zamora Loam

11.8

Low to
Moderate

Well Drained

Moderate
to High

Moderate
to High

Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service. Soil Survey Staff, Web Soil
Survey. Available at http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/. Accessed November, 2012.

f. Regulatory Setting. The City of Santa Paula requires adherence the following
regulations and codes. This ensures that every building or structure is designed and constructed
in conformance with the the California Building Code, as adopted by the SPMC. These building
codes set procedures and limitations for design of structures based on seismic risk. The City of
Santa Paula, along with all of Southern California, is within Seismic Zone 4, the area of greatest
risk and subject to the strictest building standards.
California Building Standards Code. The California Building Standards Commission
provides a minimum standard for building design with the California Building Code, which is
based on the International Code Council but has been modified for California conditions. The
California Building Code includes, without limitation, specific requirements regarding seismic
safety; grading activities, including drainage and erosion control; and excavation, retaining
walls, and construction to protect people and property from hazards associated with excavation
cave-ins and falling debris or construction materials.
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone Act of 1994. The criteria most commonly used to
estimate fault activity in California are described in the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone
Act, which addresses only surface fault-rupture hazards. These legislative guidelines determine
fault activity status and are based on the age of the youngest geologic unit offset by the fault. As
previously discussed, an active fault is described by the California Geological Survey as a fault
that has “had surface displacement within Holocene time.” A potentially active fault is defined
as “any fault that showed evidence of surface displacement during Quaternary time (within the
last 1.6 million years).” This legislation prohibits the construction of buildings used for human
occupancy on active and potentially active surface faults. However, only those potentially
active faults that have a relatively high potential for ground rupture are identified as fault
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zones. Therefore, not all active or potentially active faults are zoned under the Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zone, as designated by the State of California.
Seismic Hazards Mapping Act. The Seismic Hazards Mapping Act was created to map
and address non-surface fault rupture hazards of liquefaction and earthquake-induced
landslides, pursuant to the Seismic Hazards Mapping Act (Public Resources Code §§ 2690, et
seq.). The purpose of the Seismic Hazards Mapping Act is to reduce the threat of seismic
hazards to public safety and minimize the loss of life and property by identifying and
mitigating these seismic hazards.
Once Official Seismic Hazard Zones Maps are released, cities and counties affected by the
Official Seismic Hazard Zone Maps must require a site-specific geotechnical investigation be
conducted within the Zones of Required Investigation, to identify and evaluate seismic hazards
and formulate mitigation measures prior to permitting most developments designed for human
occupancy.
A copy of each approved geotechnical investigation, including mitigation measures, is required
to be submitted to the California Geological Survey within 30 days of approval of the
investigation. Additional guidance regarding the responsibilities of local agencies, guidelines
for evaluating and mitigating seismic hazards, as well as the text of the Seismic Hazards
Mapping Act are contained within Special Publication 117 - Guidelines for Evaluating and
Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California (California Division of Mines and Geology 1997). In
addition, local agencies are to incorporate the Seismic Hazard Zone Maps into their Safety
Element and the Natural Hazard Disclosure Statement. The Seismic Hazards Mapping Act also
requires sellers of real property to disclose to buyers if property is within a Zone of Required
Investigation.

4.5.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The assessment of geologic impacts is
based on a review of study area information and conditions, and information contained in the
Santa Paula General Plan. Project implementation would create a significant impact relative to
geologic resources if it would:






Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk
of loss, injury, or death involving rupture of a known earthquake fault, strong
seismic ground shaking, seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction, or
landslides;
Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil;
Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable
as a result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse; or
Be located on expansive soil, creating substantial risks to life or property.

Earth Systems (2006 thru 2012) completed a geotechnical evaluation of the project site. In this
evaluation, Earth Systems performed subsurface exploration to analyze soil, bedrock, and
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groundwater conditions in the project Area. A complete description of the geotechnical
investigation and the data obtained can be found in Appendix F.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact GEO-1 Earthquake faulting and corresponding seismic ground
shaking could damage project structures, resulting in loss of
property and risk to human health. Impacts would be Class II,
less than significant with mitigation incorporated.
Nearby active and potentially active faults can generate groundshaking that could adversely
affect the project site. The proximity of active faults is such that the area has experienced strong
seismically induced ground motion and will likely experience strong seismically induced
ground motion in the future. The project site is located approximately 2 miles from the active
Oakridge Fault.
Southern California is a seismically active region with the potential for significant ground
shaking. Earthquakes of a size large enough to cause structural damage are relatively common
in the region. For residential projects the latest adopted version of the California Building Code
(CBC), requires the consideration of the design basis earthquake magnitudes when determining
the maximum horizontal accelerations in a probabilistic analysis. The design basis earthquake is
defined as having a 10% chance of exceedance in a 50-year period. This translates to a 475-year
return period. The California Division of Mines and Geology has issued a seismic hazard
evaluation report covering the Santa Paula 7.5 minute quadrangle. As part of this report, a
design basis probabilistic analysis of seismic shaking potential was performed. Results indicate
the site to have a maximum horizontal acceleration potential of about 0.77 g. For the study area,
the predominant earthquake magnitude (Mw) considered in the analysis was 6.9.
In regard to the fault observed during the project site investigation, Earth Systems determined
that there is no reason to consider constraints on development. The observations and
interpretations of the Geotechnical Feasibility Report indicate that the terrace is of Pleistocene in
age, and based on the strength of the soil development, is a minimum of 40 - 50 thousand years.
Based on the degree of erosion from the terrace surface, the actual terrace age is likely
considerably older than the minim age suggested by soil development. The local and regional
uplift rate suggests an age between 90 and 180 thousand years. If, however, the terrace is
correctly interpreted as fill that correlates with a period of sea level rise, the most likely
correlation period is between 150 and 130 thousand years. Considering that the fault only cuts
the lower portion of the Santa Paula Creek alluvium and is overlain by unfaulted alluvium from
Santa Paula Creek and the nearby tributary drainage, it is likely that the timing of the last fault
motion is a minimum of 130,000 years ago. Based on this finding, the fault is not considered
active as defined by the State of California; therefore, no setbacks would be required.
The proposed project would also be subject to the requirements of the CBC, which would
ensure that the design and construction of new structures are engineered to withstand the
expected ground acceleration that may occur in the area. The geotechnical study (Earth
Systems, 2006) indicated that compliance with standard Building Code construction methods
would be sufficient to minimize potential groundshaking hazards. Potential impacts relating to
seismic groundshaking would therefore be less than significant with mitigation.
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Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measure is required to reduce potential
soil settlement impacts.
GEO-1(a) Adherence to Current Building Codes. All structures and facilities
must be designed and constructed to withstand the expected ground
acceleration that may occur at the project site based on the California
Building Code, as adopted by the SPMC. The calculated design base
ground motion for the site must consider the soil type, potential for
liquefaction, and the most current and applicable seismic attenuation
methods available. All surface facilities and equipment must have
suitable foundations and anchoring design, surface restraints, and
moment-limiting supports to withstand seismically induced
groundshaking.
GEO-1(b) Slope Stability. All proposed slope construction, roadways, and
work pads must be properly engineered and filled in accordance with
the California Building Code, as adopted by the SPMC, and custom
and practice in the industry. This will include ensuring the following
minimum criteria:





Slope Stability Factors of Safety for Static Conditions: 1.5
Slope Stability Factors of Safety for Pseudostatic Conditions: 1.1
Surficial Factor of Safety for all Proposed Slopes: 1.5
Slope Stability Factors of Safety for Temporary Conditions: 1.25 to 1.5
depending on the importance and sensitivity of the building,
improvements, and utilities. Longer duration excavations may be
required to have a high bound factor safety due to the increased risks (e.g.
long-term strain response, increased seismic exposure, etc.).

Significance After Mitigation. The risk of sustaining an earthquake with higher ground
accelerations can never be completely eliminated. Any structure built in California is
susceptible to failure due to seismic activity. However, the potential for structural failure due to
seismic ground shaking would be less than significant through implementation of the most
recent industry standards for structural design, as required in the CBC.
Impact GEO-2

Soils on the development site have moderate- to low
potential for settlement. Therefore, the project has the
potential to create soil-related hazards. This impact would
be Class II, less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.

A site-specific evaluation of performed by Earth Systems, 2006 (and addenda), indicates there
are soils that are prone to settlement related to hydroconsolidation or consolidation. Settlement
occurs in alluvial soils, as well as, in areas where soils have been disturbed due to agricultural
activities or for access. Soils across the site were mapped as alluvial soils as well as evidence of
various activities and uses that appear to have altered the natural grades. The presence of
artificial fill and the risk of settlement indicate that the project site is located on soils that may be
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or may become unstable, creating a substantial risk to life or property. This is a potentially
significant impact.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measure is required to reduce potential
soil settlement impacts.
GEO-2 Adherence to Geotechnical Report and Requirements. Unless
demonstrated by a registered civil engineer, all existing uncertified fill
and disturbed or compressible soils must be removed and replaced
with compacted engineered fill to the appropriate elevations in areas
where building pads, proposed location of structures, pavements, and
utilities. All grading and construction shall be in accordance with
California Building Code, as adopted by the SPMC, requirements and
specifications. This includes, without limitation, the following:













All vegetation, soils containing substantial levels of organics, trash and
construction debris on the property within the areas of development must
be removed before grading operations. Any existing utility or subsurface
draining systems must also be removed or abandoned.
All existing fill soils must be removed during grading. Additionally, upper
soils must be removed to a minimum of three to five feet below the bottom
of proposed footings. Deeper removals may be necessary where heavy
foundation loads are proposed.
After vegetation and soil removal, exposed soil must be observed by a Cityapproved project geotechnical consultant to evaluate if additional removals
are needed.
All areas to receive fill must be processed before placing fill. Processing
consists of surface scarification to a minimum depth of 8 inches, moisture
conditioning to slightly above the optimum moisture content, and recompaction to a minimum of 90% of the maximum dry density (90%
relative compaction). Optimum moisture content and maximum dry
density must be determined per ASTM D 1557.
On-site fill soils from must be free of all deleterious materials including
trash, debris, organic matter, and rocks larger than 12 inches. Fill soils
must be placed in thin uniform lifts, brought to slightly above the optimum
moisture content, and compacted to a minimum of 90% relative
compaction. If import fill is needed, sources of import fill must be approved
by a City-approved project geotechnical consultant before transport of
materials to the site.
Temporary shallow excavations made in properly compacted fill or firm
natural soils must stand with vertical sides. Vertical excavations deeper
than four feet must be shored, or in place of shoring, temporary excavations
less than ten feet in depth can be sloped at 1:¾(h):1(v) or flatter (Type C
soils or per a Registered Civil Engineer).
Backfill of all utility trenches within building, parking, and drive areas
must be compacted to a minimum of 90% relative compaction. To the
extent possible, sandier on-site soils must be used for backfilling trenches.
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Positive drainage must be provided away from structures and retaining
walls during and after construction. Planters near a structure must be
constructed so irrigation water will not saturate footing and slab subgrade
soils.

Significance After Mitigation. Proper treatment of soils with settlement potential and
properly designed and constructed structures, foundations, and utilities, as well as preparation
of site-specific geotechnical investigations as required by applicable building regulations would
adequately mitigate the potential for problems caused by soil-related hazards associated with
settlement, thereby reducing impacts to less than significant levels.
Impact GEO-3

Site-specific evaluation of soils indicates a low potential for
liquefaction-induced surface manifestations, lateral
spreading, ground lurching and seismic settlement in the
project site vicinity. Impacts associated with these issues
would be Class III, less than significant.

The geotechnical evaluation for the site demonstrated that the depth to groundwater was in
excess of 65 feet and static groundwater levels are expected to be greater than 100 feet. Based on
preliminary screening, the existing earth materials at the site have a high relative density, which
reduces or eliminates the potential for secondary hazards associated with groundshaking. The
high density soils in conjunction with deep groundwater render the potential for these hazards
(i.e., liquefaction-induced surface manifestations, lateral spreading, ground lurching and
seismic settlement) to be low to nil. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. This impact would be less than significant without
mitigation.
Impact GEO-4

The proposed project would be prone to slope instability
related to the existing landslide that can remobilize and
adversely affect the site and surrounding properties.
Movement of the landslide poses a threat to public health
and safety. However, landslide impacts would be reduced
with implementation of mitigation measures and the
resulting effects would be Class IV, beneficial, for
surrounding properties.

The project site is within a zone identified on the border of areas identified by the State of
California as prone to earthquake-induced landslides. A large landslide complex that
encompasses most of the surface area of the project site was also determined to be present
during the course of the geologic study conducted by Earth Systems. The slide’s head is located
near the top of the ridge located above the property and the toe area appears to be located south
of the project site. The eastern limits of the slide are located approximately 250 feet west of the
eastern project site boundary. The western slide limits are located approximately 900 feet west
of the western site boundary. The landslide complex is of variable thickness. However, it tends
to be deeper on the western portion of the site at a depth of approximately 65 to 90 feet deep.
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Such conditions are prone to reactivation and the corresponding hazard that may pose a hazard
to public health and safety, and could also result in damage to proposed buildings, structures,
and associated improvements as well as existing buildings adjacent to the project site and
Foothill Road. Therefore, the existing landslide would need to be mitigated and all existing and
proposed slopes within the project site would need to have a suitable factor of safety.
The existing and proposed site conditions are composed of a series of slopes. The overall
landslide complex must be demonstrated to have a factor of safety of 1.5 for static conditions,
1.1 for pseudostatic conditions, and all proposed slopes must possess a surficial factor of safety
of 1.5.
Extensive temporary excavations would be required during construction located adjacent to the
existing roads and off-site residences. The temporary excavations would be required to have
factors of safety of 1.25 to 1.5 depending on the temporal periods and specific conditions. For
instance, lower factors of safety (FS = 1.25 or greater) may be applicable for general construction
conditions. Higher factors may be mandated for adjacent structures that are sensitive to ground
movements, prolonged periods of exposure, or other public lifelines such as first responder
routes or regional waterlines. The site remediation would require temporary excavations that
may be in excess of 90 feet that may be at or below groundwater, in areas adjacent to the
existing property lines. Excavations of this type and magnitude may pose a threat to public
health and safety. This is a potentially significant impact, though implementation of the
proposed grading plan would reduce the potential for landslides on the development site.
Ventura County has stated concerns about possible landslide issues associated with the three fill
sites for which the County would need to issue a grading permit. Presumably, this permit
would not be issued unless the applicant can demonstrate that placement of the fill material
would not create significant geologic hazards or hydrological impacts and the County Grading
Ordinance includes 25 standard conditions for issuance of a permit with which any fill activity
would need to comply, including:









Grading shall be in accordance with Ventura County Building Code, which adopts
by reference Uniform Building Code Chapter 33, Excavation and Grading, and the
Ventura County Standard Land Development Specifications and the Land
Development Manual.
All recommendations made by the soils engineer (and engineering geologist, where
employed) contained in the reports referenced hereon as approved or conditioned by
the County shall be a part of this grading plan.
All graded surfaces subject to erosion shall be protected as approved by the building
official. Protection shall be provided and fully functional prior to final approval of
grading as completed, issuance of a certificate of occupancy, or utility clearance for
any building on the site, whichever occurs first.
All areas to receive compacted fill shall be inspected and approved by the soils
engineer (and engineering geologist, where employed) after removal of suitable
material and excavation of keyways and benches, and prior to placement of
subsurface drainage systems for any fill.
All soils or rock materials deemed unsuitable for placement in compacted fill shall be
removed from the site. Any material such as concrete or imported materials shall be
approved by the soils engineer prior to use in compacted fill. Where excavated
material is blocky it will be broken into suitable particle sizes, none larger than 12
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inches in largest dimension, before being used as fill in conformance with Sec. 3313
of the UBC.
Storm damage prevention measures or preventative devices required by the building
official shall be installed by November 1 or as grading progresses and maintained
until April 15 of the succeeding year or unless early removal is agreed to by the
building official.
The soils engineer shall submit recommendations for corrective work to insure slope
stability where unstable material is exposed at the top of cuts.
Materials for interceptor drains, terrace drains and downdrains shall meet standard
land development specifications, subsection 201-1 and 400 except that the concrete
lined swales, V-ditches, paved terrace drains, downdrains, berms, velocity reducers
and other erosion protection devices shall be of Class 470-C-2000 unless otherwise
specified.

Implementation of standard County conditions would be expected to address any geologic or
hydrologic impact with the fill sites. Nevertheless, in response to County concerns, Earth
Systems Southern California performed an engineering geologic and geotechnical engineering
feasibility study of all three fill placement sites (although it is anticipated that only two of the
sites will be used). The feasibility study, included in Appendix F, included reviewing regional
geology maps, reviewing historical stereographic aerial photographs, and performing geologic
field reconnaissance.
According to the Earth Systems study, placement of agricultural fill in the sites is feasible from
an engineering geologic and geotechnical engineering perspective. The proposed fill to be
placed within the canyon should be placed to 90% relative compaction to minimize erosion and
should be keyed/benched into firm native materials. Subdrains and backdrains should be
placed as determined necessary during fill placement. Fill placement adjacent to existing
landslides should provide additional support at the toe of the landslides and should not
increase hazards or create a nuisance or hazardous condition to the fill sites or to any off-site
properties, nor would it require constant maintenance. Based on this analysis, placement of
earth material in the fill sites would not create any significant geologic hazards.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures are required to reduce
potential landslide impacts.
GEO-4(a)

Adherence to Geotechnical Report and Requirements for
Landslide Mitigation. The existing landslidemust be removed in
accordance with the requirements and specifications of the
geotechnical report. A subsequent detailed geotechnical report and
remedial grading plan is required during the rough grading design
stage to address the specific requirements for removal and grading.
This report and plans must be reviewed and approved by the Public
Works Director, or designee. The report and plans must include,
without limitation:




Temporary excavations and stability;
Protection of offsite property;
Stormwater management;
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GEO-4(b)

Stockpiling;
Haul roads;
Benching;
Subdrains; and,
Compaction.

Slope Stability Analysis Report. A Registered Civil Engineer and
Certified Engineering Geologist, experienced in geotechnical slope
stability, must perform a detailed geotechnical evaluation of all
areas of proposed buildings, structures, and utilities adjacent to
slopes to assess and verify that the areas onsite and on adjacent
offsite properties have a suitable factor of safety. The report must
present the necessary geologic mapping, aerial photography review,
subsurface exploration, lab testing, geotechnical analysis, and
recommendations for all mitigation measures. This report must be
submitted to the Public Works Director, or designee, for review and
approval and conform with City geotechnical requirements and
custom and practice in the industry.

Significance after Mitigation. Proper geotechnical measures to repair the landslide, as
well as, proper design and construction of slopes would adequately mitigate the potential
hazards associated with slope instability. Mitigation would provide stability to the proposed
site and also to adjacent properties such as the existing residence located south of the southwest
corner of the project site. Portions of Foothill Road would also be protected from potential
landslides. Therefore, the effects would be beneficial compared to existing conditions.
Impact GEO-5

Expansive soils are located on the project site, which could
result in structural distress for new development. However,
site specific mitigation, such as grading, foundation design,
drainage and irrigation maintenance, would reduce impacts.
Therefore, this impact would be Class II, less than
significant with mitigation incorporated.

The onsite soils consist of interlayers of sand and gravel with varying amount of silt and clay.
The clay layers present a potential for low to moderate expansivity. Expansive soils can have
foundations and slabs and adversely deflect pipelines. These adverse effects could damage or
cause catastrophic failure to project structures, which could result in a significant impact.
Foundations for structures and slabs constructed on expansive soils require special design
considerations to mitigate the hazard.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measure is required to reduce
potential for expansive soil impacts.
GEO-5

Soils/Foundation Report Measures. A final geotechnical report must
be prepared by a registered civil engineer and approved by the Public
Works Director, or designee. The report must identify techniques to
reduce the adverse effects of expansive soils effects on foundations,
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pavement, retaining walls, and utilities. To reduce the potential for
foundation cracking, one or more of the following must be
implemented as recommended by a City-approved geotechnical
engineer:
1. Use continuous deep footings (i.e., embedment depth of 18-27 inches)
and concrete slabs on grade with increased steel reinforcement together
with a pre-wetting and long-term moisture control program within the
active zone.
2. Removal of the highly expansive material and replacement with nonexpansive compacted import fill material.
3. The use of specifically designed drilled pier and grade beam system
incorporating a structural concrete slab on grade supported
approximately 6 inches above the expansive soils.
4. Chemical treatment with hydrated lime to reduce the expansion
characteristics of the soils.
5. Where necessary, construction on transitional lots shall include over
excavation to expose firm sub-grade, use of post tension slabs in future
structures, or other geologically acceptable methods.
6. Soils must be properly compacted as specified by a registered civil
engineer. The registered civil engineer should also specify the appropriate
soil-water content relative to optimum, for expansive soil mitigation.
7. Vapor barriers and capillary break must be used under slabs to reduce
the potential for moisture transport and pumping that leads to moisture
infiltration as a result of heat and moisture gradients where buildings are
sensitive to moisture infiltration.
8. Pipelines trench construction should be designed to prevent heave and
lateral deflection with appropriate sand bedding, backfill, and compaction
efforts.
9. Construct retaining walls to resist expansive pressures, in addition to
the lateral loads associated with the backfill, as well as, proper drainage.
Significance after Mitigation. Implementation of soils/foundation report measures
would adequately mitigate the potential for structural problems caused by expansive soils
hazards, thereby reducing impacts to a less than significant level.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative impacts related to seismically related ground
shaking, liquefaction, and soil settlement, as well as landslides and other impacts would be
similar to the project-specific impacts. Such impacts would be addressed on a project-by-project
basis through compliance with existing building codes and any site-specific mitigation
measures for individual projects. Compliance with applicable code requirements and the
recommendations of site-specific geotechnical evaluations on a case-by-case basis would reduce
cumulative impacts related to geotechnical hazards to a less than significant level.
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4.6 HAZARDS and HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
This section analyzes potential impacts associated with the use of hazardous materials. Impacts
relating to both past andongoing agriculture activities in the site vicinity and possible soil and
groundwater contamination onsite are addressed. The analysis relies in part on a Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) and a Phase II ESA, prepared by Rincon Consultants, Inc.
in September 2007 and included in Appendix G.

4.6.1 Setting
a. Regulatory Setting. The federal government defines a hazardous material as a
substance that is toxic, flammable/ignitable, reactive, or corrosive. Extremely hazardous
materials are substances that show high or chronic toxicity, carcinogenic, bioaccumulative
properties, persistence in the environment, or that are water reactive.
Soil Contamination. Regulatory agencies such as the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) set forth guidelines that list at what point concentrations of certain
contaminants pose a risk to human health. The EPA combines current toxicity values of
contaminants with exposure factors to estimate what the maximum concentration of a
contaminant can be in environmental media before it is a risk to human health. These
concentrations set forth by the EPA are termed Preliminary Remediation Goals (PRGs) for
various pollutants in soil, air, and tap water (USEPA Region IX, Preliminary Remediation Goals
Tables, 2002). PRG concentrations can be used to screen pollutants in environmental media,
trigger further investigation, and provide an initial cleanup goal. PRGs for soil contamination
have been developed for both industrial sites and residential sites. Residential PRGs are more
conservative and take into account the possibility of the contaminated environmental media
coming into contact with sensitive receptor sites such as nurseries and schools. PRGs consider
exposure to pollutants by means of ingestion, dermal contact, and inhalation, but do not
consider impacts to groundwater.
Recognized Environmental Conditions. A “Recognized Environmental Condition”
(REC) is defined pursuant to the American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) as the
presence or likely presence of any hazardous substances or petroleum products on a property
under conditions that indicate an existing release, a past release, or a material threat of a release
of any hazardous substances or petroleum products into structures on the property or into the
ground, groundwater, or surface water of the property. The term includes hazardous
substances or petroleum products even under conditions in compliance with laws. The term is
not intended to include de minimis conditions that generally do not present a material risk of
harm to public health or the environment and that generally would not be the subject of an
enforcement action if brought to the attention of appropriate governmental agencies.
b. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment. Environmental site assessments were
conducted in September 2007. The Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA), prepared by
Rincon Consultants, Inc., covered the entire study area (32-acre development site, 14-acre slope
remediation parcel, and fill sites). The Phase II ESA further analyzed RECs on the site that were
identified in the Phase I ESA. The two reports are incorporated by reference and are available
for review in Appendix G. The findings of these reports are summarized below.
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Historic Land Use. Rincon reviewed aerial photographs, historic topographic maps,
files, and other reports to determine past uses of the project area. The photos and maps
reviewed indicate that the development site has been in agricultural use from at least 1938-2002.
From 1938 to 1970, the agricultural use was focused in the southeastern portion of the site.
Field Reconnaissance Findings. The development site is currently vacant land. There are
a few unimproved dirt roadways that traverse the site. Some debris and former agricultural
equipment is located in a clearing in the middle of the site. A water tank is located on the
eastern edge of the site near Peck Road. The tank is identified as 200 Zone Reservoir #2
“Anderson Tank” and is owned by the City of Santa Paula.
The adjacent property to the north and northwest of the development site consists of
undeveloped land with a network of unimproved dirt roadways. A water tank is also located to
the north of the site. A residence (15709 Foothill Road) and an orchard are located southwest of
the site. Foothill Road, then agriculture land is located on the adjacent property to the south.
Peck Road, then residential development is located east of the site.
The development site was previously used for an avocado orchard. Many of the tree stumps are
still located throughout the site and are beginning to grow again. The tree stumps observed did
not appear to be in any rows or focused in any one area. Rather, they appeared to be randomly
dispersed throughout the site.
The current topography of the development site matches the most recent topographic map. No
likely areas of fill material were observed on the site. There are no structures located on the site
with the exception of the water tank on the eastern edge of the site. The periphery of the site
was observed from adjacent public thoroughfares. In addition, paths and dirt roads present
onsite were traversed to determine their purpose. It does not appear that onsite roads or paths
were utilized as an avenue for disposal of hazardous substances or petroleum products.
No hazardous substances or petroleum products were identified at the development site.
Unidentified substance containers or unidentified containers that might contain hazardous
substances were not observed during the site reconnaissance. Rincon did not identify any
strong, pungent, or noxious odors. Rincon did not identify any pools of liquid including
standing surface water. In addition, sumps containing liquids likely to be hazardous substances
or petroleum products were not observed. Rincon did not observe evidence of drums onsite.
During the site reconnaissance, Rincon observed an area with some solid waste and debris in a
clearing in the southern portion of the site. The waste and debris consisted of old agricultural
equipment, trailers, empty bins and crates, and a small boat.
Environmental Records Review. Track Info Services, LLC (TIS) was contracted to provide
a database search of public lists of sites that generate, store, treat or dispose of hazardous materials
or sites for which a release or incident has occurred. The TIS search was conducted for the project
area and included data from surrounding sites within a specified radius of the property. A copy of
the TIS report, which specifies the ASTM 05 search distance for each public list, is included in the
full report in the Appendix. Federal, State and County lists were reviewed as part of the research
effort. Neither the development site, the offsite excavation areas, nor the fill sites were listed in the
databases searched by TIS.
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Sites that were identified within the ½ mile of the project site are listed in Table 4.6-1, EDR Listing
Summary of Sites Within ½ Mile of the Project Site (see Appendix G for a complete listing of sites
reported by EDR) and include sites that appear in the following databases:


FINDS: Facility Index System – The index of identification numbers associated with
a property of facility which the EPA has investigated or has been made aware of in
conjunction with various regulatory programs. Each record indicates the EPA office
that may have files on the site or facility.



STATE Other: The California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) has
developed an electronic database system with the information about sites that are
known to be contaminated with hazardous substances as well as information on
uncharacterized properties where further studies may reveal problems.



OIL GAS WELLS: Listing of completions, pluggings and permits. Data is obtained
only from digital data provided by the California Department of Conversation.



RELEASES: Air and surfaces water releases. A subset of the ERNS National
Response System database which have impacted only the air or water.
Table 4.6-1
TIS Listing Summary of Sites Within ½ Mile of the Project Site

Site Name

Site Address

Distance from
Project Area
(miles)

Database
Reference

0.13

OIL GAS WELLS

Not Reported

Not Reported

Tosco
Distribution Co.

Santa Paula Pump Station

Not Reported

FINDS

Olivelands
Elementary
School

12465 Foothill Road

Not Reported

STATE-OTHER

Santa Paula
Creek and
Highway 150

Intersection of Santa Paula Creek
Highway 150

Not Reported

RELEASES

12720 Santa
Paula / Ojai
Road

12720 Santa Paula / Ojai Road

Not Reported

RELEASES

Unocal

Santa Paula Field Salt Marsh Canyon

Not Reported

RELEASES

Unknown

Santa Paula Creek near Highway 150

Not Reported

RELEASES

Seven sites were listed in the databases searched by TIS as located in the vicinity of the project
area. Six of the sites were non-geocoded and therefore do not appear on the site map in the TIS
report. After further research, with the exception of the oil gas well that is listed as being located
0.13 miles to the northwest of the project area, all of the sites listed in the TIS database report
were determined to be located over a mile away from the project area. The oil gas well listed as
being located 0.13 miles away is reported to be well number X-14 in the TIS Site Detail Report.
This former oil well is discussed in further detail below.
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Review of State of California Division of Oil and Gas Records. A review of the Division
of Oil and Gas Munger Map Book (2003) indicates that one former oil well was located in the
vicinity of the project area. This well is identified as Union Oil Co of California ‘Ex-Mission’ X14. This well was reportedly drilled in 1967 to a depth of 12,390 feet. Records indicate that the
well was a dry hole and was abandoned and plugged. According to Fred Pineta of the State of
California, Division of Oil and Gas, this well was located approximately 5,090 feet North and
4,183 feet East of the intersection of Foothill Road and Briggs Road. This corresponds to a
distance of approximately ½ mile to the northwest of the project area. A Well Abandonment
Report from the State of California Division of Oil and Gas is included in the full report within
Appendix G.
Other Environmental Records Sources. State of California Geotracker Database (checked
on September 10, 2007) was checked to locate listings for hazardous material release site located
in the vicinity of the project area. No sites were listed within the project area or within ½ mile.
The closest site to the project area was a Chevron site located ¾ mile southeast. No public wells
were listed in the Geotracker database in the vicinity of the project area.
c. Phase II Environmental Site Assessment. To evaluate the significance of the potential
recognized environmental condition (the historic agricultural use of the development site)
identified during the Phase I ESA, a Phase II ESA was conducted at the site on September 18,
2007. It included the advancement of 36 soil borings using a hand auger. The soil samples were
collected and analyzed in compliance with the State of California Department of Toxic
Substances Control (DTSC) protocol for agricultural sampling used at school sites (DTSC,
Interim Guidance for Sampling Agricultural Fields for School Sites, Second Revision, August 26,
2002). Although this land is being considered for residential development and not as a school,
the DTSC protocol was applied here as a reasonable approach to assessing the site for pesticide
and metals contamination.
The 36 borings (HA1 through HA36) were advanced to an approximate depth of 2.5 feet below
ground surface. Two soil samples were collected from each boring. A near surface soil sample
was collected from 0 to 0.5 feet below ground surface and a deeper sample was collected at
approximately 2 to 2.5 feet below ground surface. A total of 72 soil samples were collected
during this assessment. The soil samples were transported to American Scientific Laboratories
of Los Angeles, California under chain-of-custody documentation. The shallow soil samples
from boring HA1 through HA32 were composited on a 2:1 basis pursuant to the DTSC protocol
for sampling agricultural areas. Sixteen soil samples were analyzed for pesticides by EPA
method 8081A and for CCR Title 22 Metals by EPA Method 6010B/7471A. One sample for each
composite sample (16 soil samples) was also analyzed discretely for arsenic by EPA Method
6010B. Pursuant to DTSC protocol, four shallow soil samples (HA33 through HA36) were also
analyzed for CCR Title 22 Metals by EPA Method 6010B to determine the background
concentrations of metals in soil. The two-foot samples were held pending the results of the 0.5foot samples.
Results. No soil discoloration was noted for the soil samples collected. Soil was
comprised primarily of light brown, dry, loose silty sand with cobblestones. A summary of the
soil analytical testing program as well as the laboratory analytical reports are included in
Appendix G. Pesticides were detected in three of the composite soil samples collected from 0.5
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feet below grade. Varying concentrations of metals were detected in the composite soil samples
collected from 0.5 feet below grade. Soil samples were collected from borings HA33 – HA36 to
determine the average background concentrations of metals in the area. The levels of metals
detected in the composite soil samples from 0.5 feet below grade did not exceed their respective
total threshold limit concentretations established by the California Code of Regulations (Title
22, Chapter 11).
Pesticides in Soil. The pesticide DDE was detected in the composite soil samples
HA(5,6), HA(27,28) and HA(31,32) at 6.94 µg/kg, 4.10 µg/kg and 4.39 µg/kg, respectively. The
pesticide DDT was detected in the composite soil sample HA(5,6) at 7.74 mg/kg. Pesticides
were compared to one-half of United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
residential and industrial Preliminary Remediation Goals (PRGs) for pesticides. The detected
levels of pesticides were all well below one-half of their respective PRGs. The levels of
pesticides were also compared to total threshold limit concentration (TTLC) levels established
by the California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Chapter 11. The TTLC levels are used to
determine whether soil would be classified as a hazardous or non-hazardous waste for disposal
purposes. Detected metal concentrations did not exceed their respective TTLC levels and were
not high enough to warrant soluble (STLC) analysis.
Metals in Soil. Metals were detected in varying concentrations in the composite soil
samples collected and analyzed for metals and arsenic was detected at varying concentrations
in the soil samples collected and analyzed for arsenic. Metals in soil were compared to
residential and industrial PRGs for metals. With the exception of arsenic, the detected
concentrations of metals were all below their respective PRGs for residential and industrial
properties. For arsenic, normal background concentrations found in California soils are
typically above the USEPA PRGs for both residential and industrial settings. Background
concentrations of arsenic found in California soils (non-contaminated sites) range from 0.59 to
11.0 mg/kg and the arithmetic mean for arsenic in California soils (non-contaminated sites) is
3.54 mg/kg (Bradford et al., March 1996). The PRGs for residential and industrial settings for
arsenic are 0.062 and 0.25 mg/kg, respectively. The USEPA states that generally they do not
require cleanup below natural background levels. In light of this fact, regulatory agencies
typically consider the use of local or regional background concentrations as the threshold
concentration. The detected concentrations of arsenic in soil samples collected from beneath the
development site ranged from 2.97 mg/kg to 9.89 mg/kg. The concentrations of arsenic
detected fall within the range of normal background concentrations of arsenic found in
California soils (0.59 to 11.0 mg/kg).
The levels of metals detected were also compared to total threshold limit concentration TTLC
levels established by the California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Chapter 11. The TTLC levels
are used to determine whether soil would be classified as a hazardous or non-hazardous waste
for disposal purposes. Detected metal concentrations did not exceed their respective TTLC
levels and were not high enough to warrant soluble (STLC) analysis.
Conclusion. Based on the results of the soil sampling and analysis conducted at the site,
samples obtained from the project site have not been impacted with pesticides at a
concentration that exceeds the PRG-residential. Similarly, with the exception of arsenic, the
metal concentrations were below the PRG-residential. The soil samples that contained arsenic
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concentrations were within the range of naturally occurring background concentrations for
arsenic in western United States soils. No additional assessment has been recommended for the
development site.

4.6.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Thresholds of Significance. The findings of this analysis are based
upon the Phase I and Phase II ESA prepared for the site by Rincon Consultants (September
2007). These reports included review of relevant agency databases and files, review of historic
site photographs, site reconnaissance, and soil analysis. For the purpose of this analysis, a
significant impact would occur if the project would:






Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials;
Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials
into the environment;
Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school;
Be located on a site included on a list of hazardous material sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would create a significant hazard to
the public or the environment; or
Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response
plan or emergency evacuation plan.

Section VIII (Hazards and Hazardous Materials) of the Initial Study determined that the proposed
project would not involve the transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials. There would
be no risk of accidental release of hazardous materials. There would be no hazardous emissions
and no handling of hazardous or acutely hazardous materials on site. Also, The proposed
project would facilitate the development of 74 new residences within an established residential
area. The proposed Specific Plan and tract map have been reviewed by the Fire Department for
conformance with access standards. The proposed project would not impair or interfere with an
adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan. Therefore, no further impact
analyses of these issues is warranted.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact HAZ-1

Past agricultural uses onsite and ongoing agricultural
activities in the project vicinity may threaten soil and
groundwater quality at the development site. However,
testing of the soil did not detect any harmful contaminants
in concentrations exceeding regulatory standards. Therefore,
the potential risk to human health and the environment due
to hazardous materials would be a Class III, less than
significant, impact.

As discussed in the Setting, the findings of the Phase I ESA prepared by Rincon Consultants,
Inc. identified a potential REC related to the historical agriculture use at the proposed site. Due
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to these conditions, the soil was tested to determine the extent, if any, of possible contamination
onsite. The Phase II ESA conducted procured several soil samples at 36 different boring
locations on site. Samples were collected, sent to a California DHS certified laboratory, and
tested for possible contamination from pesticided use. All samples procured from the
development site were below TTLC levels.and further testing was determined not to be
necessary. Thus, impacts related to exposure to soil and groundwater contamination would not
be significant.
Mitigation Measures. Mitigation is not required.
Significance after Mitigation. Impacts associated with soil and groundwater
contamination would be less than significant without mitigation.
Impact HAZ-2

The project area has not been listed as a hazardous material
site pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5, and does
not contain soil or groundwater contamination that may
pose a risk to human health or the environment. This is a
Class III, less than significant impact.

CEQA Guidelines specify that the presence of a project site on any of the lists enumerated
under Section 65962.5 of the Government Code, including, but not limited to lists of sites that
generate, store, treat, or dispose of hazardous materials or sites for which a release or incident
has occurred, may result in a significant impact if the site continues to pose a threat to human
health or the environment. The Phase I ESA prepared by Rincon Consultants showed that the
project site is not included in any databases searched by TIS.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative development in Santa Paula will have the potential
to expose future area residents, employees, and visitors to hazardous areas by developing and
redeveloping areas that may have previously been contaminated. Planned and pending
development in the City would add more than 226 residences and nearly 87,100 square feet of
non-residential development. The magnitude of hazards for individual projects would depend
upon the location, type, and size of development and the specific hazards associated with
individual sites. Therefore, hazard evaluations would need to be completed on a case-by-case
basis. If soil or groundwater contamination were found to be present on sites of planned and
future development, mitigation for these conditions would be required. The presence of
contamination on individual properties would not add to a cumulative increase in hazards
related to the use, transport, or storage of hazardous materials and the project area itself has no
known hazardous conditions. Implementation of appropriate remedial action on individual
contaminated sites would avoid significant hazard impacts associated with cumulative
development in the City.
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4.7 GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS/CLIMATE CHANGE
This section analyzes the proposed project’s impacts related to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
and global climate change.

4.7.1 Setting
a. Climate Change and Greenhouse Gases. Climate change is the observed increase in
the average temperature of the Earth’s atmosphere and oceans along with other substantial
changes in climate (such as wind patterns, precipitation, and storms) over an extended period of
time. The term “climate change” is often used interchangeably with the term “global warming,”
but “climate change” is preferred to “global warming” because it helps convey that there are other
changes in addition to rising temperatures. The baseline against which these changes are measured
originates in historical records identifying temperature changes that have occurred in the past,
such as during previous ice ages. The global climate is continuously changing, as evidenced by
repeated episodes of substantial warming and cooling documented in the geologic record. The rate
of change has typically been incremental, with warming or cooling trends occurring over the
course of thousands of years. The past 10,000 years have been marked by a period of incremental
warming, as glaciers have steadily retreated across the globe. However, scientists have observed
acceleration in the rate of warming during the past 150 years. Per the United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007), the understanding of anthropogenic
warming and cooling influences on climate has led to a high confidence (90% or greater chance)
that the global average net effect of human activities since 1750 has been one of warming. The
prevailing scientific opinion on climate change is that most of the observed increase in global
average temperatures, since the mid-20th century, is likely due to the observed increase in
anthropogenic GHG concentrations (IPCC, 2007).
Gases that absorb and re-emit infrared radiation in the atmosphere are called greenhouse gases
(GHGs). GHGs are present in the atmosphere naturally, are released by natural sources, or are
formed from secondary reactions taking place in the atmosphere. The gases that are widely seen as
the principal contributors to human-induced climate change include carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH4), nitrous oxides (N2O), fluorinated gases such as hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and
perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). Water vapor is excluded from the list of
GHGs because it is short-lived in the atmosphere and its atmospheric concentrations are largely
determined by natural processes, such as oceanic evaporation.
GHGs are emitted by both natural processes and human activities. Of these gases, CO2 and CH4
are emitted in the greatest quantities from human activities. Emissions of CO2 are largely byproducts of fossil fuel combustion, whereas CH4 results from off-gassing associated with
agricultural practices and landfills. Man-made GHGs, many of which have greater heat-absorption
potential than CO2, include fluorinated gases and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) (California
Environmental Protection Agency [CalEPA], 2006). Different types of GHGs have varying global
warming potentials (GWPs). The GWP of a GHG is the potential of a gas or aerosol to trap heat in
the atmosphere over a specified timescale (generally, 100 years). Because GHGs absorb different
amounts of heat, a common reference gas (CO2) is used to relate the amount of heat absorbed to the
amount of the gas emissions, referred to as “carbon dioxide equivalent” (CO2E), and is the amount
of a GHG emitted multiplied by its GWP. Carbon dioxide has a GWP of one. By contrast, methane
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(CH4) has a GWP of 21, meaning its global warming effect is 21 times greater than carbon dioxide
on a molecule per molecule basis (IPCC, 1997).
The accumulation of GHGs in the atmosphere regulates the earth’s temperature. Without the
natural heat trapping effect of GHG, Earth’s surface would be about 34° C cooler (CalEPA, 2006).
However, it is believed that emissions from human activities, particularly the consumption of fossil
fuels for electricity production and transportation, have elevated the concentration of these gases in
the atmosphere beyond the level of naturally occurring concentrations. The following discusses the
primary GHGs of concern.
Carbon Dioxide. The global carbon cycle is made up of large carbon flows and reservoirs.
Billions of tons of carbon in the form of CO2 are absorbed by oceans and living biomass (i.e., sinks)
and are emitted to the atmosphere annually through natural processes (i.e., sources). When in
equilibrium, carbon fluxes among these various reservoirs are roughly balanced (United States
Environmental Protection Agency [USEPA], April 2011). CO2 was the first GHG demonstrated to
be increasing in atmospheric concentration, with the first conclusive measurements being made in
the last half of the 20th Century. Concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere have risen approximately
40% since the start of the industrial revolution. The global atmospheric concentration of CO2 has
increased from a pre-industrial value of about 280 parts per million (ppm) to 391 ppm in 2011
(IPCC, 2007; Oceanic and Atmospheric Association [NOAA], 2010). The average annual CO2
concentration growth rate was larger during the last 10 years (1995–2005 average of 1.9 ppm per
year) than it has been since the beginning of continuous direct atmospheric measurements (1960–
2005 average of 1.4 ppm per year), although there is year-to-year variability in growth rates
(NOAA, 2010). Currently, CO2 represents an estimated 82.7% of total GHG emissions (Department
of Energy [DOE] Energy Information Administration [EIA], December 2008). The largest source of
CO2, and of overall GHG emissions, is fossil fuel combustion.
Methane. CH4 is an effective absorber of radiation, though its atmospheric concentration is
less than that of CO2 and its lifetime in the atmosphere is limited to 10 to 12 years. It has a global
warming potential (GWP) approximately 21 times that of CO2. Over the last 250 years, the
concentration of CH4 in the atmosphere has increased by 148% (IPCC, 2007), although emissions
have declined from 1990 levels. Anthropogenic sources of CH4 include enteric fermentation
associated with domestic livestock, landfills, natural gas and petroleum systems, agricultural
activities, coal mining, wastewater treatment, stationary and mobile combustion, and certain
industrial processes (USEPA, April 2011).
Nitrous Oxide. Concentrations of nitrous oxide (N2O) began to rise at the beginning of the
industrial revolution and continue to increase at a relatively uniform growth rate (NOAA, 2010).
N2O is produced by microbial processes in soil and water, including those reactions that occur in
fertilizers that contain nitrogen, fossil fuel combustion, and other chemical processes. Use of these
fertilizers has increased over the last century. Agricultural soil management and mobile source
fossil fuel combustion are the major sources of N2O emissions. The GWP of nitrous oxide is
approximately 310 times that of CO2.
Fluorinated Gases (HFCS, PFCS and SF6). Fluorinated gases, such as hydrofluorocarbons
(HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfurhexafluoride (SF6), are powerful GHGs that are
emitted from a variety of industrial processes. Fluorinated gases are used as substitutes for ozoneCity of Santa Paula
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depleting substances such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), and
halons, which have been regulated since the mid-1980s because of their ozone-destroying potential
and are phased out under the Montreal Protocol (1987) and Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
Electrical transmission and distribution systems account for most SF6 emissions, while PFC
emissions result from semiconductor manufacturing and as a by-product of primary aluminum
production. Fluorinated gases are typically emitted in smaller quantities than CO2, CH4, and N2O,
but these compounds have much higher GWPs. SF6 is the most potent GHG that the IPCC has
evaluated.
b. Greenhouse Gas Inventory. Worldwide anthropogenic emissions of GHGs were
approximately 40,000 million metric tons (MMT) CO2E in 2004, including ongoing emissions from
industrial and agricultural sources, but excluding emissions from land use changes (i.e.,
deforestation, biomass decay) (IPCC, 2007). CO2 emissions from fossil fuel use accounts for 56.6
percent of the total emissions of 49,000 MMT CO2E (includes land use changes) and CO2 emissions
from all sources account for 76.7 percent of the total. Methane emissions account for 14.3 percent of
GHGs and N2O emissions account for 7.9 percent (IPCC, 2007).
Total U.S. GHG emissions were 6,821.8 MMT CO2E in 2009 (U.S. EPA, April 2012). Total U.S.
emissions have increased by 10.5 percent since 1990; emissions rose by 3.2 percent from 2009 to
2010 (U.S. EPA, April 2012). This increase was primarily due to (1) an increase in economic output
resulting in an increase in energy consumption across all sectors; and (2) much warmer summer
conditions resulting in an increase in electricity demand for air conditioning. Since 1990, U.S.
emissions have increased at an average annual rate of 0.5 percent. In 2010, the transportation and
industrial end-use sectors accounted for 32 percent and 26 percent of CO2 emissions from fossil
fuel combustion, respectively. Meanwhile, the residential and commercial end-use sectors
accounted for 22 percent and 19 percent of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion, respectively
(U.S. EPA, April 2012).
Based upon the California Air Resources Board (ARB) California Greenhouse Gas Inventory for
2000-2009 (ARB, October 2011), California produced 453 MMT CO2E in 2009. The major source of
GHG in California is transportation, contributing 38 percent of the state’s total GHG emissions.
Electricity generation is the second largest source, contributing 23 percent of the state’s GHG
emissions (ARB, October 2012). California emissions are due in part to its large size and large
population compared to other states. However, a factor that reduces California’s per capita fuel use
and GHG emissions, as compared to other states, is its relatively mild climate. The ARB has
projected statewide unregulated GHG emissions for the year 2020 will be 507 MMT CO2E (ARB,
April 2012). These projections represent the emissions that would be expected to occur in the
absence of any GHG reduction actions.
c. Effects of Climate Change. Globally, climate change has the potential to affect
numerous environmental resources through potential impacts related to future air temperatures
and precipitation patterns. Scientific modeling predicts that continued GHG emissions at or
above current rates would induce more extreme climate changes during the 21st century than
were observed during the 20th century. Scientists have projected that the average global surface
temperature could rise by1.0-4.5°F (0.6-2.5°C) in the next 50 years, and the increase may be as
high as 2.2-10°F (1.4-5.8°C) in the next century. In addition to these projections, there are
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identifiable signs that global warming is currently taking place, including substantial ice loss in
the Arctic (IPCC, 2007).
According to the CalEPA’s 2010 Climate Action Team Biennial Report, potential impacts of
climate change in California may include loss in snow pack, sea level rise, more extreme heat
days per year, more high ozone days, more large forest fires, and more drought years (CalEPA,
April 2010). Below is a summary of some of the potential effects that could be experienced in
California as a result of climate change.
Sea Level Rise. According to The Impacts of Sea-Level Rise on the California Coast, prepared
by the California Climate Change Center (CCCC) (May 2009), climate change has the potential
to induce substantial sea level rise in the coming century. The rising sea level increases the
likelihood and risk of flooding. The study identifies a sea level rise on the California coast over
the past century of approximately eight inches. Based on the results of various global climate
change models, sea level rise is expected to continue. The California Climate Adaptation
Strategy (December 2009) estimates a sea level rise of up to 55 inches by the end of this century.
Air Quality. Higher temperatures, which are conducive to air pollution formation, could
worsen air quality in California. Climate change may increase the concentration of ground-level
ozone, but the magnitude of the effect, and therefore its indirect effects, are uncertain. If higher
temperatures are accompanied by drier conditions, the potential for large wildfires could
increase, which, in turn, would further worsen air quality. However, if higher temperatures are
accompanied by wetter, rather than drier conditions, the rains would tend to temporarily clear
the air of particulate pollution and reduce the incidence of large wildfires, thereby ameliorating
the pollution associated with wildfires. Additionally, severe heat accompanied by drier
conditions and poor air quality could increase the number of heat-related deaths, illnesses, and
asthma attacks throughout the state (CEC March, 2009).
Water Supply. Analysis of paleoclimatic data (such as tree-ring reconstructions of stream
flow and precipitation) indicates a history of naturally and widely varying hydrologic
conditions in California and the west, including a pattern of recurring and extended droughts.
Uncertainty remains with respect to the overall impact of climate change on future water
supplies in California. However, the average early spring snowpack in the Sierra Nevada
decreased by about 10 percent during the last century, a loss of 1.5 million acre-feet of
snowpack storage. During the same period, sea level rose eight inches along California’s coast.
California’s temperature has risen 1°F, mostly at night and during the winter, with higher
elevations experiencing the highest increase. Many Southern California cities have experienced
their lowest recorded annual precipitation twice within the past decade. In a span of two years,
Los Angeles experienced both its driest and wettest years on record (California Department of
Water Resources [DWR], 2008; CCCC, May 2009).
This uncertainty complicates the analysis of future water demand, especially where the
relationship between climate change and its potential effect on water demand is not well
understood. The Sierra snowpack provides the majority of California's water supply by
accumulating snow during our wet winters and releasing it slowly when we need it during our
dry springs and summers. Based upon historical data and modeling DWR projects that the
Sierra snowpack will experience a 25 to 40 percent reduction from its historic average by 2050.
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Climate change is also anticipated to bring warmer storms that result in less snowfall at lower
elevations, reducing the total snowpack (DWR, 2008).
Hydrology. As discussed above, climate change could potentially affect: the amount of
snowfall, rainfall, and snow pack; the intensity and frequency of storms; flood hydrographs
(flash floods, rain or snow events, coincidental high tide and high runoff events); sea level rise
and coastal flooding; coastal erosion; and the potential for salt water intrusion. Sea level rise
may be a product of climate change through two main processes: expansion of sea water as the
oceans warm and melting of ice over land. A rise in sea levels could result in coastal flooding
and erosion and could jeopardize California’s water supply due to salt water intrusion.
Increased storm intensity and frequency could affect the ability of flood-control facilities,
including levees, to handle storm events.
Agriculture. California has a $30 billion agricultural industry that produces half of the
country’s fruits and vegetables. Higher CO2 levels can stimulate plant production and increase
plant water-use efficiency. However, if temperatures rise and drier conditions prevail, water
demand could increase; crop-yield could be threatened by a less reliable water supply; and
greater air pollution could render plants more susceptible to pest and disease outbreaks. In
addition, temperature increases could change the time of year certain crops, such as wine
grapes, bloom or ripen, and thereby affect their quality (CCCC, 2006).
Ecosystems and Wildlife. Climate change and the potential resulting changes in weather
patterns could have ecological effects on a global and local scale. Increasing concentrations of
GHGs are likely to accelerate the rate of climate change. Scientists project that the average
global surface temperature could rise by 1.0-4.5°F (0.6-2.5°C) in the next 50 years, and 2.2-10°F
(1.4-5.8°C) in the next century, with substantial regional variation. Soil moisture is likely to
decline in many regions, and intense rainstorms are likely to become more frequent. Sea level
could rise as much as two feet along most of the U.S. coast. Rising temperatures could have four
major impacts on plants and animals: (1) timing of ecological events; (2) geographic range; (3)
species’ composition within communities; and (4) ecosystem processes, such as carbon cycling
and storage (Parmesan, 2004; Parmesan, C. and H. Galbraith, 2004).
While the above-mentioned potential impacts identify the possible effects of climate change at a
global and potentially statewide level, in general scientific modeling tools are currently unable
to predict what impacts would occur locally with a similar degree of accuracy. In general,
regional and local predictions are made based on downscaling statewide models (CEC, March
2009).
d. Regulatory Setting. The following regulations address both climate change and GHG
emissions.
International and Federal Regulations. The United States is, and has been, a participant
in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) since it was
produced by the United Nations in 1992. The objective of the treaty is “stabilization of
greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous
anthropogenic interference with the climate system.” This is generally understood to be
achieved by stabilizing global GHG concentrations between 350 and 400 ppm, in order to limit
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the global average temperature increases between 2 and 2.4°C above pre-industrial levels (IPCC
2007). The UNFCC itself does not set limits on greenhouse gas emissions for individual
countries or enforcement mechanisms. Instead, the treaty provides for updates, called
“protocols,” that would identify mandatory emissions limits.
Five years later, the UNFCC brought nations together again to draft the Kyoto Protocol (1997).
The Kyoto Protocol established commitments for industrialized nations to reduce their
collective emissions of six GHGs (CO2, CH4, N2O, SF6, HFCs, and PFCs) to 5.2 percent below
1990 levels by 2012. The United States is a signatory of the Kyoto Protocol, but Congress has not
ratified it and the United States has not bound itself to the Protocol’s commitments (UNFCCC,
2007). The first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol ended in 2012. Governments,
including 38 industrialized countries, agreed to a second commitment period of the Kyoto
Protocol, beginning January 1, 2013 and ending either on December 31, 2017 or December 31,
2020, to be decided by the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex I
Parties under the Kyoto Protocol at its seventeenth session (UNFCCC, November 2011).
In Durban (17th session of the Conference of the Parties in Durban, South Africa, December
2011), governments decided to adopt a universal legal agreement on climate change as soon as
possible, but not later than 2015. Work will begin on this immediately under a new group called
the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform for Enhanced Action. Progress was also
made regarding the creation of a Green Climate Fund (GCF) for which a management
framework was adopted (UNFCCC, December 2011;United Nations, September 2012).
Federal Regulations. The United States is currently using a voluntary and incentivebased approach toward emissions reductions in lieu of the Kyoto Protocol’s mandatory
framework. The Climate Change Technology Program (CCTP) is a multi-agency research and
development coordination effort (led by the Secretaries of Energy and Commerce) that is
charged with carrying out the President’s National Climate Change Technology Initiative (U.S.
EPA, December 2007). However, the voluntary approach to address climate change and
greenhouse gas emissions may be changing. The United States Supreme Court in Massachusetts
et al. v. Environmental Protection Agency et al. ([2007] 549 U.S. 05-1120) held that the U.S. EPA has
the authority to regulate motor-vehicle GHG emissions under the federal Clean Air Act.
The U.S. EPA issued a Final Rule for mandatory reporting of GHG emissions in October 2009.
This Final Rule applies to fossil fuel suppliers, industrial gas suppliers, direct GHG emitters,
and manufacturers of heavy-duty and off-road vehicles and vehicle engines, and requires
annual reporting of emissions. The first annual reports were due in March 2011.
On May 13, 2010, the U.S. EPA issued a Final Rule that took effect on January 2, 2011, setting a
threshold of 75,000 million tons (MT) CO2E per year for GHG emissions. New and existing
industrial facilities that meet or exceed that threshold will require a permit after that date. On
November 10, 2010, the U.S. EPA published the “PSD and Title V Permitting Guidance for
Greenhouse Gases.” The U.S. EPA’s guidance document is directed at state agencies responsible
for air pollution permits under the Federal Clean Air Act to help them understand how to
implement GHG reduction requirements while mitigating costs for industry. It is expected that
most states will use the U.S. EPA’s new guidelines when processing new air pollution permits
for power plants, oil refineries, cement manufacturing, and other big pollution point sources.
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On January 2, 2011, the U.S. EPA implemented the first phase of the Tailoring Rule for GHG
emissions Title V Permitting. Under the first phase of the Tailoring Rule, all new sources of
emissions are subject to GHG Title V permitting if they are otherwise subject to Title V for
another air pollutant and they emit at least 75,000 MT CO2E per year. Under Phase 1, no sources
were required to obtain a Title V permit solely due to GHG emissions. Phase 2 of the Tailoring
Rule went into effect July 1, 2011. At that time new sources were subject to GHG Title V
permitting if the source emits 100,000 MT CO2E per year, or they are otherwise subject to Title V
permitting for another pollutant and emit at least 75,000 MT CO2E per year.
California Regulations. Assembly Bill (AB) 1493 (2002), referred to as “Pavley,” requires
ARB to develop and adopt regulations to achieve “the maximum feasible and cost-effective
reduction of GHG emissions from motor vehicles.” On June 30, 2009, EPA granted the waiver of
Clean Air Act preemption to California for its greenhouse gas emission standards for motor
vehicles beginning with the 2009 model year. Pavley I took effect for model years starting in
2009 to 2016 and Pavley II, which is now referred to as “LEV (Low Emission Vehicle) III GHG”
will cover 2017 to 2025. Fleet average emission standards would reach 22 per cent reduction by
2012 and 30 per cent by 2016.
In 2005, former Governor Schwarzenegger issued Executive Order (EO) S-3-05, establishing
statewide GHG emissions reduction targets. EO S-3-05 provides that by 2010, emissions must be
reduced to 2000 levels; by 2020, emissions must be reduced to 1990 levels; and by 2050, emissions
must be reduced to 80 percent of 1990 levels (CalEPA, 2006). In response to EO S-3-05, CalEPA
created the Climate Action Team (CAT), which in March 2006 published the Climate Action
Team Report (the “2006 CAT Report”) (CalEPA, 2006). The 2006 CAT Report identified a
recommended list of strategies that the state could pursue to reduce GHG emissions. These are
strategies that could be implemented by various state agencies to ensure that the emission
reduction targets in EO S-3-05 are met and can be met with existing authority of the state
agencies. The strategies include the reduction of passenger and light duty truck emissions, the
reduction of idling times for diesel trucks, an overhaul of shipping technology/infrastructure,
increased use of alternative fuels, increased recycling, and landfill methane capture, etc.
California’s major initiative for reducing GHG emissions is outlined in Assembly Bill 32 (AB
32), the “California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006,” signed into law in 2006. AB 32 codifies
the Statewide goal of reducing GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 (essentially a 15%
reduction below 2005 emission levels; the same requirement as under S-3-05), and requires ARB to
prepare a Scoping Plan that outlines the main State strategies for reducing GHGs to meet the
2020 deadline. In addition, AB 32 requires ARB to adopt regulations to require reporting and
verification of statewide GHG emissions.
After completing a comprehensive review and update process, the ARB approved a 1990
statewide GHG level and 2020 limit of 427 MMT CO2E. The Scoping Plan was approved by ARB
on December 11, 2008, and includes measures to address GHG emission reduction strategies
related to energy efficiency, water use, and recycling and solid waste, among other measures.
The Scoping Plan includes a range of GHG reduction actions that may include direct
regulations, alternative compliance mechanisms, monetary and non-monetary incentives,
voluntary actions, and market-based mechanisms.
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Executive Order S-01-07 was enacted on January 18, 2007. The order mandates that a Low Carbon
Fuel Standard (“LCFS”) for transportation fuels be established for California to reduce the carbon
intensity of California’s transportation fuels by at least 10 percent by 2020.
Senate Bill (SB) 97, signed in August 2007, acknowledges that climate change is an environmental
issue that requires analysis in California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) documents. In
March 2010, the California Resources Agency (Resources Agency) adopted amendments to the
State CEQA Guidelines for the feasible mitigation of GHG emissions or the effects of GHG
emissions. The adopted guidelines give lead agencies the discretion to set quantitative or
qualitative thresholds for the assessment and mitigation of GHGs and climate change impacts.
Senate Bill (SB) 375, signed in August 2008, enhances the State’s ability to reach AB 32 goals by
directing ARB to develop regional greenhouse gas emission reduction targets to be achieved
from vehicles for 2020 and 2035. In addition, SB 375 directs each of the state’s 18 major
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO) to prepare a “sustainable communities strategy”
(SCS) that contains a growth strategy to meet these emission targets for inclusion in the
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). On September 23, 2010, ARB adopted final regional targets
for reducing greenhouse gas emissions from 2005 levels by 2020 and 2035. The Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) was assigned targets of an 8% reduction in GHGs from
transportation sources by 2020 and a 13% reduction in GHGs from transportation sources by 2035.
In the SCAG region, SB 375 also provides the option for the coordinated development of
subregional plans by the subregional councils of governments and the county transportation
commissions to meet SB 375 requirements.
ARB Resolution 07-54 establishes 25,000 metric tons of GHG emissions as the threshold for
identifying the largest stationary emission sources in California for purposes of requiring the
annual reporting of emissions. This threshold is just over 0.005 percent of California’s total
inventory of GHG emissions for 2004.
In April 2011, Governor Brown signed SB 2X requiring California to generate 33% of its
electricity from renewable energy by 2020.
For more information on the Senate and Assembly bills, Executive Orders, and reports
discussed above, and to view reports and research referenced above, please refer to the
following websites: www.climatechange.ca.gov and http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/cc.htm.
California Environmental Quality Act. Pursuant to the requirements of SB 97, the Resources
Agency has adopted amendments to the State CEQA Guidelines for the feasible mitigation of
GHG emissions or the effects of GHG emissions. As noted previously, the adopted CEQA
Guidelines provide general regulatory guidance on the analysis and mitigation of GHG emissions
in CEQA documents, but contain no suggested thresholds of significance for GHG emissions.
Instead, they give lead agencies the discretion to set quantitative or qualitative thresholds for
the assessment and mitigation of GHGs and climate change impacts. To date, the Bay Area Air
Quality Management District (BAAQMD), the South Coast Air Quality Management District
(SCAQMD), the San Luis Obispo Air Pollution Control District (SLOAPCD), and the San
Joaquin Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD) have adopted quantitative significance
thresholds for GHGs. The BAAQMD thresholds are under litigation.
City of Santa Paula
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Local Regulations. The SCAQMD threshold, which was adopted in December 2008,
considers emissions of over 10,000 metric tons CO2e /year to be significant. However, the
SCAQMD’s threshold applies only to stationary sources and is expressly intended to apply only
when the SCAQMD is the CEQA lead agency. Although not formally adopted, the SCAQMD
has a recommended quantitative threshold for all land use types of 3,000 metric tons CO2e/year
(SCAQMD, “Proposed Tier 3 Quantitative Thresholds – Option 1”, September 2010).

4.7.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Pursuant to the requirements of SB 97, the
Resources Agency adopted amendments to the State CEQA Guidelines for the feasible mitigation
of GHG emissions or the effects of GHG emissions in March 2010. These guidelines are used in
evaluating the cumulative significance of GHG emissions from the proposed Specific Plan.
According to the adopted CEQA Guidelines, impacts related to GHG emissions from the
Specific Plan would be significant if the Plan would:



Generate GHG emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment; and/or
Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing the emissions of GHGs.

The vast majority of individual projects do not generate sufficient GHG emissions to create a
project-specific impact through a direct influence to climate change. Therefore, the issue of
climate change typically involves an analysis of whether a project’s contribution towards an
impact is cumulatively considerable. “Cumulatively considerable” means that the incremental
effects of an individual project are significant when viewed in connection with the effects of past
projects, other current projects, and probable future projects (CEQA Guidelines § 15355).
For future projects, the significance of GHG emissions may be evaluated based on locally
adopted quantitative thresholds, or consistency with a regional GHG reduction plan (such as a
Climate Action Plan). However, neither the VCAPCD nor the City of Santa Paula has adopted
GHG emissions thresholds, and no GHG emissions reduction plan with established GHG
emissions reduction strategies has yet been adopted. The VCAPCD staff, though, has examined
options for GHG thresholds for CEQA documents. Among the approaches discussed, VCAPCD
prefers consistency with the South Coast AQMD. The South Coast AQMD is considering a
tiered approach with locally adopted GHG reduction plans followed by GHG threshold values
set to capture 90 percent of project GHG emissions by project type. As discussed above,
SCAQMD’s current recommended quantitative threshold is 3,000 metric tons CO2E/year.
Therefore, the project’s contribution to cumulative impacts to GHG emissions and climate
change would be cumulatively considerable if the project would produce in excess of 3,000
metric tons CO2E/year. The City does not recommend adoption of this threshold for any other
purpose at this time, but it is used for this analysis for the reasons noted above.
Study Methodology. Calculations of CO2, CH4, and N2O emissions are provided to
identify the magnitude of potential project emissions. The analysis focuses on CO2, CH4, and
N2O because these make up 98.9% of all GHG emissions by volume (IPCC, 2007) and are the
GHG emissions that development proposed under the project would emit in the largest
City of Santa Paula
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quantities. Fluorinated gases, such as HFCs, PFCs, and SF6, were also considered for the analysis.
However, the quantity of fluorinated gases would not be significant since fluorinated gases are
primarily associated with heavy industrial processes, which would not be permitted within the
zoning districts that would apply to the project site under the project. Emissions of all GHGs are
converted into their equivalent weight in CO2 (CO2E). Minimal amounts of other main GHGs
(such as chlorofluorocarbons [CFCs]) would be emitted, and these other GHG emissions would
not substantially add to the calculated CO2E amounts. Calculations are based on the
methodologies discussed in the California Air Pollution Control Officers Association
(CAPCOA) CEQA and Climate Change white paper (January 2008) and included the use of the
California Climate Action Registry (CCAR) General Reporting Protocol (January 2009).
On-Site Operational Emissions. Operational emissions from energy use (electricity and
natural gas use) for the project were estimated using the California Emissions Estimator Model
(CalEEMod) (see Appendix B for calculations). The default values on which CalEEMod is based
include the California Energy Commission (CEC) sponsored California Commercial End Use
Survey (CEUS) and Residential Appliance Saturation Survey (RASS) studies. CalEEMod provides
operational emissions of CO2, N2O and CH4. This methodology is considered reasonable and
reliable for use, as it has been subjected to peer review by numerous public and private
stakeholders, and in particular by the CEC. It is also recommended by CAPCOA (January 2008).
Emissions associated with area sources, including consumer products, landscape maintenance, and
architectural coating were calculated in CalEEMod and utilize standard emission rates from CARB,
USEPA, and district supplied emission factor values (CalEEMod User Guide, 2011).
Emissions from waste generation were also calculated in CalEEMod and are based on the IPCC’s
methods for quantifying GHG emissions from solid waste using the degradable organic content of
waste (CalEEMod User Guide, 2011). Waste disposal rates by land use and overall composition of
municipal solid waste in California was primarily based on data provided by the California
Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle).
Emissions from water and wastewater usage calculated in CalEEMod were based on the default
electricity intensity from the CEC’s 2006 Refining Estimates of Water-Related Energy Use in California
using the average values for Northern and Southern California.
Direct Emissions from Mobile Combustion. Emissions of CO2 and CH4 from transportation
sources for the proposed Specific Plan were quantified using CalEEMod. Because CalEEMod does
not calculate N2O emissions from mobile sources, N2O emissions were quantified using the
California Climate Action Registry General Reporting Protocol (January 2009) direct emissions
factors for mobile combustion (see Appendix C for calculations). The estimate of total daily trips
associated with full development of the project was based on the EIR traffic study (Appendix J)
and was calculated and extrapolated to derive total annual mileage in CalEEMod. Emission rates
for N2O emissions were based on the vehicle mix output generated by CalEEMod and the emission
factors found in the California Climate Action Registry General Reporting Protocol.
One of the limitations to a quantitative analysis is that emission models, such as CalEEMod,
evaluate aggregate emissions and do not demonstrate, with respect to a global impact, what
proportion of these emissions are “new” emissions, specifically attributable to the project in
City of Santa Paula
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question. For most projects, the main contribution of GHG emissions is from motor vehicles and
the total vehicle miles traveled (VMT), but the quantity of these emissions appropriately
characterized as “new” is uncertain. Traffic associated with a project may be relocated trips from
other locales, and consequently, may result in either higher or lower net VMT. For the proposed
project, it is likely that some of the GHG emissions associated with traffic and energy demand
would be truly “new” emissions. However, it is also likely that some of the emissions represent
diversion of emissions from other locations. Thus, it is not possible to discern how much diversion
is occurring or what fraction of emissions associated with project-generated traffic represents
global increases. In the absence of information regarding the different types of trips, the VMT
estimate derived from the EIR traffic study is used as a conservative, “worst-case” estimate.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact GHG-1

Development of the proposed project would generate
additional GHG emissions beyond existing conditions.
However, GHG emissions would not exceed significance
thresholds. Impacts would therefore be Class III, less than
significant.

As stated above, GHG emissions for buildout of the proposed project were calculated using
CalEEMod, based on the construction and operation of the uses proposed under the project, which
include 74 dwelling units as well as 4.92 acres of passive open space. The following summarizes
the project’s overall GHG emissions (see Appendix C for full CalEEMod worksheets contained in
the Air Quality Analysis).
Construction Emissions. Construction of project buildings will be spread out in phases
and occur over several years. Based on the CalEEMod results, construction activity facilitated
by the proposed project would generate an estimated 6,077 metric tons of CO2E (as shown in
Table 4.7-1). Amortized over a 30-year period (the assumed life of the project), construction
facilitated by the project would generate an estimated 203 metric tons of CO2E per year.
Operational Indirect and Stationary Direct Emissions.
Area Source Emissions. CalEEMod was used to calculate direct sources of air emissions
located at the project site. This includes hearths, consumer product use, architectural coatings,
and landscape maintenance equipment. Based on the CalEEMod results shown in Table 4.7-2,
these sources would generate an estimated 1 metric ton of CO2E per year.
Energy Use. Operation of the buildings proposed under the project would consume both
electricity and natural gas (see Appendix C for calculations). The generation of electricity
through combustion of fossil fuels typically yields CO2, and to a smaller extent, N2O and CH4.
As discussed above, annual electricity and natural gas emissions can be calculated using default
values from the CEC sponsored CEUS and RASS studies which are built into CalEEMod.
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Table 4.7-1
Estimated Construction Emissions of Greenhouse Gases1
Annual Emissions
CO2E (metric tons)

Year
2013

2,571.59

2014

2,674.73

2015

533.66

2016

296.92
Total

6,076.90 metric tons

Amortized over 30 years

202.56 metric tons per year

1

See Appendix C for calculations and for GHG emission factor assumptions from Air
Quality Analysis.

Table 4.7-2
Estimated Area Source Greenhouse Gas Emissions1
Annual Emissions
CO2E (metric tons)

Emission Source
Architectural Coating

0.00

Consumer Products

0.00

Hearth

0.00

Landscaping

0.99
Total

0.99 metric tons

1

See Appendix C for calculations and for GHG emission factor assumptions from Air Quality
Analysis.

As shown in Table 4.7-3, electricity consumption associated with the project would generate
approximately 149 metric tons CO2E per year. Natural gas use would generate approximately
179 metric tons CO2E per year. Thus, overall energy use at the project site would generate
approximately 329 metric tons CO2E per year.
Solid Waste Emissions. According to CalEEMod, the proposed project would generate
approximately 100 tons of solid waste per year. As shown in Table 4.7-4, based on this estimate,
this aspect of the project would generate approximately 45 metric tons of CO2E per year.
Water Use Emissions. Based on CalEEMod, the project would use approximately 18
million gallons of water per year. Based on the amount of electricity generated in order to
supply this amount of water, as shown in Table 4.7-5, this aspect of the project would generate
approximately 67 metric tons of CO2E per year.
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Table 4.7-3
Estimated Annual Energy-Related Greenhouse Gas
Emissions1
Emission Source

Annual Emissions
CO2E (metric tons)

Electricity

149.22

Natural Gas

179.35
Total

328.57 metric tons

1

See Appendix C for calculations and for GHG emission factor assumptions from Air
Quality Analysis

Table 4.7-4
Estimated Annual Solid Waste Greenhouse Gas Emissions1
Annual Emissions
CO2E (metric tons)

Emission Source
Solid Waste

45.46
Total

45.46 metric tons

1

See Appendix C for calculations and for GHG emission factor assumptions from Air Quality
Analysis.

Table 4.7-5
Estimated Annual Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Water Use1
Annual Emissions
CO2E (metric tons)

Emission Source
Water Use

66.54
Total

66.54 metric tons

1

See Appendix C for calculations and for GHG emission factor assumptions from Air Quality
Analysis.
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Transportation Emissions. Mobile source GHG emissions were estimated using the
project’s traffic study prepared by ATE (February 2008) and by the total vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) estimated in CalEEMod. Based on the CalEEMod model estimate, the potential increase
of up to 279 additional residents as a result of the proposed project would generate
approximately 2,107,791 annual VMT.
Table 4.7-6 shows the estimated mobile emissions of GHGs for the project based on the
estimated annual VMT. As noted above, the CalEEMod model does not calculate N2O emissions
related to mobile sources. As such, N2O emissions were calculated based on the project’s VMT
using calculation methods provided by the California Climate Action Registry General
Reporting Protocol (January 2009). The project would generate approximately 913 metric tons of
CO2E associated with mobile emissions.
Table 4.7-6
Estimated Annual Mobile Emissions of Greenhouse Gases
Annual Emissions
CO2E (metric tons)

Emission Source
CO2 and CH4
N2 O

1

867.16
46.02

2

Total

913.18 metric tons

1

See Appendix C for calculations in CalEEMod Model output from Air Quality Analysis
See Appendix C for calculations according to California Climate Action Registry General Reporting
Protocol, Reporting Entity-Wide Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Version 3.1,January 2009, page 30-35.
2

Combined Construction, Stationary and Mobile Source Emissions. Table 4.7-7 combines the
construction, operational and mobile GHG emissions associated with onsite development for
the proposed project. Construction emissions associated with construction activity are
amortized over 30 years (the anticipated life of the project). For the proposed project, the
combined annual emissions would total approximately 1,558 metric tons CO2E/year. These
emission projections indicate that the majority (71%) of the project’s GHG emissions are
associated with vehicular travel. However, as noted above, mobile emissions are in part a
redirection of existing travel to other locations, and so are already a part of the total California
GHG emissions.
As noted above, neither the VCAPCD nor the City of Santa Paula has adopted formal GHG
emissions thresholds that apply to land use projects and no GHG emissions reduction plan has
been adopted in Santa Paula. Therefore, the proposed project is evaluated based on the
SCAQMD’s recommended option threshold of 3,000 MT/year CO2E (SCAQMD, “Proposed Tier
3 Quantitative Thresholds – Option 1”, September 2010).
The project’s total GHG emissions of 1,558 MT CO2E per year would fall below the 3,000
MT/year significance threshold. For this reason, impacts related to GHG emissions would be
less than significant.
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Table 4.7-7
Combined Annual Emissions of Greenhouse Gases
Emission Source

Annual Emissions CO2E
203 metric tons

Construction
Operational
Area
Energy
Solid Waste
Water

1 metric ton
329 metric tons
45 metric tons
67 metric tons
913 metric tons

Mobile
Total

1,558 metric tons

Sources: See Appendix C for calculations and for GHG emission factor
assumptions from Air Quality Analysis

Mitigation Measures. As discussed above, the proposed project would result in less
than 3,000 metric tons CO2E per year; therefore, mitigation is not required to reduce this impact
to a less than significant level.
Significance after Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant without
mitigation.
Impact GHG-2

The proposed project would be consistent with the Climate
Action Team GHG reduction strategies, the 2008 Attorney
General Greenhouse Gas Reduction Measures and the
Regional Council of the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) adopted 2012-2035 Regional
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
(RTP/SCS). Impacts related to consistency with applicable
plans, policies, and regulations would therefore be Class III,
less than significant.

The proposed project would be generally consistent with applicable regulations or plans
addressing GHG reductions. As indicated above, the CAT published the Climate Action Team
Report to Governor Schwarzenegger and the Legislature (the “2006 CAT Report”) in March
2006. The CAT Report identifies a recommended list of strategies that the State could pursue to
reduce GHG emissions. The CAT strategies are recommended to reduce GHG emissions at a
statewide level to meet the goals of the Executive Order S-3-05. These are strategies that could
be implemented by various State agencies to ensure that the State’s targets are met and can be
met with existing authority of State agencies. In addition, in 2008 the California Attorney
General published The California Environmental Quality Act Addressing Global Warming Impacts at
the Local Agency Level (Office of the California Attorney General, Global Warming Measures
Updated May 21, 2008). This document provides information that may be helpful to local
agencies in carrying out their duties under CEQA as they relate to global warming. Included in
this document are various measures that may reduce the global warming related impacts of a
project. Tables 4.7-8 and 4.7-9 illustrate that the proposed project would be consistent with the
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GHG reduction strategies set forth by the 2006 CAT Report and the 2008 Attorney General’s
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Measures.
Table 4.7-8
Project Consistency with Applicable Climate Action Team
Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies
Strategy

Project Consistency

California Air Resources Board
Vehicle Climate Change Standards

Consistent

AB 1493 (Pavley) required the state to develop and
adopt regulations that achieve the maximum feasible
and cost-effective reduction of climate change
emissions emitted by passenger vehicles and light duty
trucks. Regulations were adopted by the ARB in
September 2004.

The vehicles that travel to and from the project site on public
roadways would be in compliance with ARB vehicle
standards that are in effect at the time of vehicle purchase.

Diesel Anti-Idling

Consistent

The ARB adopted a measure to limit diesel-fueled
commercial motor vehicle idling in July 2004.

Current State law restricts diesel truck idling to five minutes
or less. Diesel trucks operating from and making deliveries to
the project site are subject to this state-wide law.
Construction vehicles are also subject to this regulation.

Hydrofluorocarbon Reduction

Consistent

1) Ban retail sale of HFC in small cans.
2) Require that only low GWP refrigerants be used in
new vehicular systems.
3) Adopt specifications for new commercial
refrigeration.
4) Add refrigerant leak-tightness to the pass criteria for
vehicular inspection and maintenance programs.
5) Enforce federal ban on releasing HFCs.

This strategy applies to consumer products. All applicable
products would be required to comply with the regulations
that are in effect at the time of manufacture.

Alternative Fuels: Biodiesel Blends

Consistent

ARB would develop regulations to require the use of 1
to 4% biodiesel displacement of California diesel fuel.

Diesel vehicles such as construction vehicles that travel to
and from the project site on public roadways could utilize this
fuel because it is commercially available in the region. The
closest station selling biodiesel (B20 and above) is located
approximately 13 miles southwest of the project site in
Ventura (U.S. Department of Energy, September 2012).

Alternative Fuels: Ethanol

Consistent

Increased use of E-85 fuel.

Diesel vehicles such as construction vehicles that travel to
and from the project site on public roadways could utilize this
fuel because it is commercially available in the region. The
closest station selling ethanol (E85) is located approximately
13 miles southwest of the project site in Ventura (U.S.
Department of Energy, September 2012).

Heavy-Duty Vehicle Emission Reduction Measures

Consistent

Increased efficiency in the design of heavy duty
vehicles and an education program for the heavy duty
vehicle sector.

The heavy-duty vehicles used for construction activities
would be subject to all applicable ARB efficiency standards
that are in effect at the time of vehicle manufacture.
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Table 4.7-8
Project Consistency with Applicable Climate Action Team
Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies
Strategy

Project Consistency

Achieve 50% Statewide Recycling Goal

Consistent

Achieving the State’s 50% waste diversion mandate as
established by the Integrated Waste Management Act
of 1989, (AB 939, Sher, Chapter 1095, Statutes of
1989), will reduce climate change emissions associated
with energy intensive material extraction and production
as well as methane emission from landfills. A diversion
rate of 48% has been achieved on a statewide basis.
Therefore, a 2% additional reduction is needed.

The project site is located within the City of Santa Paula,
which is required to achieve a 50% solid waste diversion rate.
Like all jurisdictions across the state, Santa Paula is required
to achieve this diversion rate city-wide, and any solid waste
generated by the project would be sorted along with all other
City solid waste, and it is therefore anticipated that the project
would similarly divert at least 55% percent of its solid waste
after the recyclable content is diverted.

Zero Waste – High Recycling

Consistent

Efforts to exceed the 50% goal would allow for
additional reductions in climate change emissions.

The project site is located within the City of Santa Paula,
which is required to achieve a 50% solid waste diversion rate.
Like all jurisdictions across the state, Santa Paula is required
to achieve this diversion rate city-wide, and any solid waste
generated by the project would be sorted along with all other
City solid waste, and it is therefore anticipated that the project
would similarly divert at least 55% percent of its solid waste
after the recyclable content is diverted.

Department of Forestry
Urban Forestry

Consistent

A new statewide goal of planting 5 million trees in urban
areas by 2020 would be achieved through the
expansion of local urban forestry programs.

Policy 1.3 of the Specific Plan that would govern
development of the proposed project states that “Street trees
must be provided throughout the plan area to beautify the
streetscape and provide shade.”

Department of Water Resources
Water Use Efficiency

Consistent

Approximately 19% of all electricity, 30% of all natural
gas, and 88 million gallons of diesel are used to
convey, treat, distribute and use water and wastewater.
Increasing the efficiency of water transport and
reducing water use would reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

The new proposed structures would be required to be
consistent with CalGreen standards. As such, the proposed
project would be equipped with low-flow plumbing fixtures,
reducing water use.

Energy Commission (CEC)
Building Energy Efficiency Standards in Place and
in Progress
Public Resources Code 25402 authorizes the CEC to
adopt and periodically update its building energy
efficiency standards (that apply to newly constructed
buildings and additions to and alterations to existing
buildings).

Consistent
The proposed project would be required to comply with the
standards of Title 24 that are in effect at the time of
development.
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Table 4.7-8
Project Consistency with Applicable Climate Action Team
Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies
Strategy
Appliance Energy Efficiency Standards in Place
and in Progress
Public Resources Code 25402 authorizes the Energy
Commission to adopt and periodically update its
appliance energy efficiency standards (that apply to
devices and equipment using energy that are sold or
offered for sale in California).
Fuel-Efficient Replacement Tires & Inflation
Programs
State legislation established a statewide program to
encourage the production and use of more efficient
tires.
Municipal Utility Energy Efficiency
Programs/Demand Response
Includes energy efficiency programs, renewable
portfolio standard, combined heat and power, and
transitioning away from carbon-intensive generation.

Project Consistency
Consistent
Under State law, appliances that are purchased for the
project - both pre- and post-development – would be
consistent with energy efficiency standards that are in effect
at the time of manufacture.

Consistent
Residents of and visitors to the project site could purchase
tires for their vehicles that comply with state programs for
increased fuel efficiency.

Not applicable, but project development would not preclude
the implementation of this strategy by municipal utility
providers.

Municipal Utility Renewable Portfolio Standard
California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS),
established in 2002, requires that all load serving
entities achieve a goal of 20% of retail electricity sales
from renewable energy sources by 2017, within certain
cost constraints.

Not applicable, but the project would not preclude the
implementation of this strategy by Southern California
Edison.

Municipal Utility Combined Heat and Power
Cost effective reduction from fossil fuel consumption in
the commercial and industrial sector through the
application of on-site power production to meet both
heat and electricity loads.

Not applicable since this strategy addresses incentives that
could be provided by utility providers such as Southern
California Edison and The Gas Company.

Alternative Fuels: Non-Petroleum Fuels

Consistent

Increasing the use of non-petroleum fuels in California’s
transportation sector, as recommended as
recommended in the CEC’s 2003 and 2005 Integrated
Energy Policy Reports.

Residents of and visitors to the project site could purchase
alternative fuel vehicles and utilize these fuels because they
are commercially available regionally and locally, as
discussed above.

Green Buildings Initiative

Consistent

Green Building Executive Order, S-20-04 (CA 2004),
sets a goal of reducing energy use in public and private
buildings by 20% by the year 2015, as compared with
2003 levels. The Executive Order and related action
plan spell out specific actions state agencies are to take
with state-owned and -leased buildings. The order and
plan also discuss various strategies and incentives to
encourage private building owners and operators to
achieve the 20% target.

As discussed previously, the project would be required to be
constructed in compliance with the standards of Title 24 that
are in effect at the time of development. The 2008 Title 24
standards are approximately 15% more efficient than those of
the 2005 standards.
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Table 4.7-8
Project Consistency with Applicable Climate Action Team
Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Strategies
Strategy

Project Consistency

Business, Transportation and Housing
Smart Land Use and Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS)
Smart land use strategies encourage jobs/housing
proximity, promote transit-oriented development, and
encourage high-density residential/commercial
development along transit corridors.
ITS is the application of advanced technology systems
and management strategies to improve operational
efficiency of transportation systems and movement of
people, goods and services.
Under Governor Schwarzenegger, California adopted a
comprehensive 10-year strategic growth plan with the
intent of developing ways to promote, through state
investments, incentives and technical assistance, land
use, and technology strategies that provide for a
prosperous economy, social equity and a quality
environment. Smart land use, demand management,
ITS, and value pricing are critical elements in this plan
for improving mobility and transportation efficiency.
Specific strategies include: promoting jobs/housing
proximity and transit-oriented development;
encouraging high density residential/commercial
development along transit/rail corridor; valuing and
congestion pricing; implementing intelligent
transportation systems, traveler information/traffic
control, incident management; accelerating the
development of broadband infrastructure; and
comprehensive, integrated, multimodal/intermodal
transportation planning.

Consistent
The proposed project would be designed to be walkable, and
accommodate and encourage pedestrian and bicycle
circulation while providing for separation between these
modes and automobile circulation. The circulation pattern
within the proposed development would be a modified grid
pattern, with connectivity throughout and without dead-end
cul-de-sacs. Four-foot wide sidewalks, separated from the
street by three-foot wide parkways, would be provided
throughout the development. Under the project, the Foothill
Road frontage would be widened and improved, and a Class
II bike lane would be provided on the north side of the road.
Live/work units would be allowed subject to administrative
City approval, allowing opportunities for small,
entrepreneurial business owners to operate out of their
homes, or in facilities on the same lot as their homes, within
the context of a neighborhood geared toward the special
needs of home-based business owners. The project site is
adjacent to the already-developed portion of Santa Paula,
within a mile of shopping and job opportunities on the west
end of Santa Paula, and within two miles of shopping and job
opportunities in downtown Santa Paula.

Public Utilities Commission (PUC)
Accelerated Renewable Portfolio Standard
The Governor has set a goal of achieving 33%
renewable in the State’s resource mix by 2020. The
joint PUC/Energy Commission September 2005 Energy
Action Plan II (EAP II) adopts the 33% goal.

Not applicable, but project development would not preclude
the implementation of this strategy by energy providers.

California Solar Initiative

Consistent

The solar initiative includes installation of 1 million solar
roofs or an equivalent 3,000 MW by 2017 on homes
and businesses, increased use of solar thermal
systems to offset the increasing demand for natural
gas, use of advanced metering in solar applications,
and creation of a funding source that can provide
rebates over 10 years through a declining incentive
schedule.

Although achievement of these goals is not within the power
or purview of the applicant or the City of Santa Paula, the
project would not preclude the installation of solar panels or
solar thermal systems on any home within the development.
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Table 4.7-9
Project Consistency with Applicable Attorney General
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Measures
Strategy

Project Consistency

Attorney General Global Warming Reduction Measures
Water Use Efficiency
 Require measures that reduce the amount of
water sent to the sewer system – see
examples in CAT standard above. Reduction
in water volume sent to the sewer system
means less water has to be treated and
pumped to the end user, thereby saving
energy.
Transportation and Motor Vehicles
 Limit idling time for commercial vehicles,
including delivery and construction vehicles.



Use low or zero-emission vehicles, including
construction vehicles.

Consistent –The residences proposed under the project
would be equipped with low-flow plumbing fixtures required
by CalGreen Building Standards, reducing water use at the
project site.

Consistent - Currently, the California ARB Airborne Toxic
Control Measure (ATCM) to Limit Diesel-Fueled
Commercial Motor Vehicle Idling restricts diesel truck idling
to five minutes or less. Diesel trucks operating from or
making deliveries to the project site are subject to this statewide law. Construction vehicles are also subject to this
regulation.
Consistent – Construction contractors would be required to
use construction vehicles that are compliant with the
VCAPCD requirements for emissions. During project
operation, residents of and visitors to the project site would
have the opportunity to purchase new low-emission vehicles
should old equipment need to be retired.

OPR Greenhouse Gas Reduction Measures
Land Use and Transportation
 Limit idling time for commercial vehicles,
including delivery and construction vehicles.

Water Use Efficiency
 Require measures that reduce the amount of
water sent to the sewer system – see
examples in CAT standard above. Reduction
in water volume sent to the sewer system
means less water has to be treated and
pumped to the end user, thereby saving
energy.

Consistent - Currently, the California ARB) Airborne Toxic
Control Measure (ATCM) to Limit Diesel-Fueled
Commercial Motor Vehicle Idling restricts diesel truck idling
to five minutes or less. Diesel trucks operating from or
making deliveries to the project site are subject to this statewide law. Construction vehicles are also subject to this
regulation.
Consistent – The residences proposed under the project
would be equipped with low-flow plumbing fixtures required
by CalGreen Building Standards, reducing water use at the
project site.

As indicated in Tables 4.7-8 and 4.7-9, the proposed project would be consistent with CAT
strategies and the 2008 Attorney General Greenhouse Gas Reduction Measures. Therefore, the
project would be consistent with the objectives of AB 32, SB 97, and SB 375, and their
contribution to cumulative GHG emissions and climate change would not be significant.
Mitigation Measures. As specified above, the proposed project would result in less than
3,000 metric tons CO2E per year and would be consistent with the 2006 CAT Report and the
2008 Attorney General’s Greenhouse Gas Reduction Measures, and with the objectives of AB
32, SB 97, and SB 375. Therefore, no mitigation measures would be required.
Significance after Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant without
mitigation.
City of Santa Paula
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c. Cumulative Impacts. As discussed in Section 3.0, Environmental Setting, cumulative
development in Santa Paula and surrounding areas, including development facilitated by the
proposed project, would create dwelling units and non-residential development that would
generate GHGs from vehicle trips and other sources. Analyses of GHG impacts are cumulative
in nature, as GHG affect the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Projects
falling below the impact thresholds discussed above would therefore have a less than
significant impact, both individually and cumulatively. As discussed above, GHG emissions
associated with the proposed project would be less than significant, and the project’s impacts
are therefore also cumulatively less than significant.
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4.8 HYDROLOGY and WATER QUALITY
This section assesses potential impacts to hydrological conditions onsite and in the site vicinity,
as well as impacts to water quality. The hydrological analysis is based on a Preliminary
Drainage Study for the tributary area and on-site hydrology (Jensen Design, August 30, 2012 –
see Appendix H) that was performed for the applicant.

4.8.1 Setting
a. Hydrology and Storm Drain Facilities. The project site (development site, off-site
slope grading, and off-site fill sites) consists of roughly 54 acres of watershed immediately west
of the the incorporated boundary of Santa Paula. The study area is divided into two watersheds.
As shown on Figure 4.8-1, these watersheds are defined by the on-site tributary areas and the
off-site tributary areas based on topographic features in the study area. The natural slopes
within the sub-basin areas are relatively steep with an overal slope of nearly 20 percent. The
maximum elevation differential of the watershed area is approximately 450 feet, ranging from
an elevation of approximately 300 feet above sea level on the southeast corner to approximately
750 feet above sea level on the northwest end.
Currently storm water runoff generated on-site generally drains in a southeasterly direction as
overland flow. The overland flow from the watershed sheetflows down to the low point of the
development site along the southern property boundary adjacent to Foothill Road. At Foothill
Road, the storm water enters an earthen drainage ditch and is then conveyed into an 18-inch
corrugated metal pipe (CMP) pipe located at the southeast corner of the property. Storm water
is then conveyed south, under Foothill Road where it is released into another open drainage
ditch flowing south. The study area is currently undeveloped with brush and orchard trees. The
site is nearly 100 percent permeable surface.
The study area is mostly undeveloped, with the majority of the land in open fields and orchard
use. When an undeveloped or partially developed watershed is changed to support urban land
uses with impervious surfaces, the hydrology of the watershed changes. Urbanization changes
the hydrology of a watershed typically by reducing infiltration during storm events through the
over-covering and compaction of soil surfaces and by reducing the overall surface roughness of
the flow paths, thereby allowing storm water runoff to pass through the area more quickly and
before infiltration.
The project development would be required to detain water on-site to ensure that post-project
discharge rates do not exceed pre-project discharge rates. Infiltration is not an option to
attenuate flow due to the presence of the remaining landslide debris that extends off-site;
therefore, detention is required to reduce the potential for downstream flooding by releasing
flows slowly as the peak water runoff subsides elsewhere in the project site vicinity.
As indicated in Tables 4.8-1 and 4.8-2, hydrological discharges from the development site would
increase from 100 cfs to 137 cubic feet per second (cfs) at buildout under 10-year peak storm
conditions. Under 100-year peak storm conditions, hydrological discharges from the
development site would increase from 168 cfs to 201 cfs.
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Table 4.8-1
Pre-Development Hydrology
Watershed Sub-Area
Pre-Developed
Watershed
Total

Acreage

1

Q10 (cfs)

Q100 (cfs)

52.5

100

168

52.5

100

168

Source: Jensen Design, Preliminary Drainage Study, Tentative Tract 5475,
dated 8-30-2012.
1
Acreage estimates vary according to methodology of calculation and slight
differences in delineation of the Plan Area boundary.

Table 4.8-2
Post-Development Hydrology
Watershed Sub-Area

Acreage

1

Q10 (cfs)

Q100 (cfs)

Undeveloped Area

22.4

43

72

Developed Area

26.9

94

129

49.3

137

201

Total

Source: Jensen Design, Preliminary Drainage Study, Tentative Tract 5475,
dated 8-30-2012.
1
Acreage estimates vary according to methodology of calculation and slight
differences in delineation of the Plan Area boundary.

The earthen drainage ditch located along the western side of Peck Road is the main drainage
facility for the properties and streets at the upper end of Peck Road. Based on a field
investigation by RJR Engineering, this drain currently receives runoff from the projet area,
Adams Canyon, and the existing properties located along Peck Road from Skyline Drive, south
to Fillmore Street. The open earthen draiange channel enters an under ground pipe at Fillmore
Street where it is conveyed south to the Santa Clara River.
There are currently no substantial flooding or drainage problems on the project site. However,
localized, occasional seasonal flooding occurs adjacent to and south of the development site.
This affects Foothill Road and Peck Road, which are the main surface streets within the study
area.
b. Water Quality. The protection of water quality in the watercourses of Ventura County
is under the jurisdiction of the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB).
The RWQCB establishes requirements prescribing discharge limits and establishes water quality
objectives through the Ventura County Municipal Storm Water National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) Permit. The Storm Water Quality Urban Impact Mitigation Plan
(SQUIMP), which is part of the NPDES Permit, addresses specific stormwater pollution
requirements for new developments. As co-permittee, the City of Santa Paula is responsible for
assuring that new developments are in compliance with the SQUIMP. As a result, the City
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Figure 4.8-1
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requires all new construction to mitigate onsite runoff to a storm event equal to ¾ of an inch of
rainfall within a consecutive 24-hour period.
The SQUIMP requires that all development projects implement various control techniques
(termed best management practices, or BMPs) to minimize the amount of pollutants entering
surface waters. The following requirements apply to all new development:









Control post-development peak stormwater runoff discharge rates to maintain or
reduce pre-development downstream erosion and to protect stream habitat
Conserve natural areas
Minimize stormwater pollutants of concern
Protect slopes and channels
Provide storm drain system stenciling and signage
Properly design outdoor material and trash storage areas
Provide proof of on-going best management practice (BMP) maintenance
Implement structural or treatment BMPs that meet design standards.

The City of Santa Paula deemed the project application complete in 2009, before recent changes
and upgrades in the County Stormwater Management MS4 requirements that went into affect
October 2011 (California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Regiona, Order
R4-2010-0108). Therefore, this project would only be required to meet the threshold
requirements in affect at the time the project was deemed complete. However, the project
would be subject to all “construction related” requirements under the California Construction
General Permit in affect at the time the permit is requested for site grading.

4.8.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Impacts related to hydrology and water
quality were assessed as part of an analysis based on the County of Ventura’s Public Works
Hydrology Manual and Stormwater requirements for residential tract development.
Hydrology and water quality impacts would be significant if the project would:







Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in
substantial erosion or siltation on or offsite;
Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or
amount of surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on- or off-site
(>1.0 cfs/acre including adjacent streets per VCWPD standards);
Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff;
Substantially degrade water quality;
Be inundated by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow;
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b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact HYD-1 Project-related construction activity would subject the soil
surface to erosion and temporary sedimentation. It could also
discharge various pollutants into the down gradient
watershed and the Santa Clara River. However, with required
implementation of appropriate best management practices
(BMPs) on all project development, this impact would be
Class II, less than significant with mitigation incorporated.
The earth materials underlying the site consist predominately of sand and gravels that, based
on the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) are prone to water and wind erosion
(Section 4.5, Geology and Soils), given the site slopes and overall gradient. If grading occurs
during periods of rain, high rates of erosion and excessive and potentially damaging sediment
load generation could adversely affect the downstream properties and water bodies.
The grading associated with the proposed project includes large removals of 60 to 90 feet deep
landslide debris. As the upper soil horizon layers are removed during grading operations, the
C-horizons and and rock would become exposed. These deeper layers of soils, also called
regolith, and rock are less pervious, resulting in greater runoff than predicted in the standard
hydrology studies, and as a result more prone to erosion.
Surface grading activities associated with excavation and recompaction to construct building
foundations and roadways would increase the erosion hazard from the site. Construction
grading is expected to occur primarily during the spring and other periods of low rainfall.
However, if large amounts of bare soil are exposed during the rainy season or runoff is
concentrated to smaller areas, erosion of site soils could occur. Given the complexity of the site
grading associated with deep landslide removals, grading during inclimate weather poses an
elevated hazard to erosion and water quality. Therefore, the potential for temporary erosion
and sedimentation during site grading is considered a potentially significant impact.
Mitigation Measures. Regulations under the federal Clean Water Act and the Water
Code require projects disturbing greater than one acre during construction to comply with the
State General Construction NPDES Permit. The construction phase would involve disturbance
of approximately 54 acres and would be subject NPDES Permit requirements. The NPDES
Permit requires the preparation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) that
contains specific actions, termed Best Management Practices (BMPs), to control the discharge of
pollutants, including sediment, into local surface water drainages. A Notice of Intent (NOI) to
perform work under the Permit must be filed with the State.
The preparation of a SWPPP requires the developer to implement BMPs that are designed to
specifically address the potential pollution risks that would be incurred during project
construction. BMPs are selected from an approved list of documents (i.e., the California Storm
Water BMP Handbook, the Caltrans Storm Water Handbook, Ventura County Stormwater
Quality Standard Sheet, the EPA database, and the ASCE database), which describe practices
that have a proven track record of effectively preventing stormwater pollution from
construction sites. BMPs appropriate for construction activities are organized into four major
categories:
City of Santa Paula
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1. Erosion Control: Measures that prevent erosion and keep soil particles from entering
stormwater, lessening the eroded sediment that must be trapped, both during and at
completion of construction.
2. Sediment Control: Feasible methods of trapping eroded sediments so as to prevent a
net increase in sediment load in stormwater discharges from the site.
3. Site Management: Methods to manage the construction site and construction
activities in a manner that prevents pollutants from entering stormwater, drainage
systems or receiving waters.
4. Materials and Waste Management: Methods to manage construction materials and
wastes that prevent their entry into stormwater, drainage systems or receiving
waters.
The BMPs to be implemented within the project area would be developed as part of each
SWPPP required for individual components of construction. Implementation of the SWPPP is
the responsibility of the construction site contractor, with oversight and inspection by the City
of Santa Paula and the Regional Water Qualtiy Control Board (RWQCB). Full realization of the
specific measures in the SWPPP would comply with the General Construction Permit
requirements and therefore would not violate applicable waste discharge requirements.
The following mitigation measure is required for the construction phase of the project to reduce
temporary construction-related water quality impacts and comply with the State General
Construction Permit.
HYD-1 Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. Before the City issues a
grading permit, the site developer must prepare a Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan for the site for review and approval by the Public
Works Director, or designee. The SWPPP must fully comply with
RWQCB requirements and contain specific BMPs to be implemented
during project construction to reduce erosion and sedimentation to the
maximum extent practicable. At a minimum, the following BMPs must
be included within the Plan:
Pollutant Escape: Deterrence


Cover all storage areas, including soil piles, fuel and chemical depots.
Protect from rain and wind with plastic sheets and temporary roofs.

Pollutant Containment Areas





Locate all construction-related equipment and related processes that
contain or generate pollutants (i.e., fuel, lubricant and solvents, cement
dust and slurry) in isolated areas with proper protection from escape.
Locate construction-related equipment and processes that contain or
generate pollutants in secure areas, away from storm drains and gutters.
Place construction-related equipment and processes that contain or
generate pollutants in bermed, plastic-lined depressions to contain all
materials within that site in the event of accidental release or spill.
Park, fuel and clean all vehicles and equipment in one designated,
contained area.
City of Santa Paula
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Pollutant Detainment Methods


Protect downstream drainages from escaping pollutants by capturing
materials carried in runoff and preventing transport from the site.
Examples of detainment methods that retard movement of water and
separate sediment and other contaminants are silt fences, hay bales, sand
bags, berms, silt and debris basins.

Erosion Control






Schedule project grading into phases that allow for erosion control of
smaller areas rather than a single, large exposed site. Vegetation should
only be removed when necessary and immediately before grading.
Conduct major excavation during dry months. These activities may be
significantly limited during wet weather.
Utilize slope stabilizer, including natural fiber erosion control blankets of
varying densities according to specific slope/site conditions.
Expedite the restoration of natural vegetative erosion control and reduce
risk of slope failure by immediately re-vegetating and irrigating until first
one inch of rain.
Reduce fugitive dust by wetting graded areas with adequate, yet
conservative amount of water. Cease grading operations in high winds.

Recycling/Disposal



Develop a protocol for maintaining a clean site. This includes proper
recycling of construction-related materials and equipment fluids (i.e.,
concrete dust, cutting slurry, motor oil and lubricants).
Provide disposal facilities. Develop a protocol for cleanup and disposal of
small construction wastes (i.e., dry concrete).

Hazardous Materials Identification and Response




Develop a protocol for identifying risk operations and materials. Include
protocol for identifying spilled-materials source, distribution; fate and
transport of spilled materials.
Provide a protocol for proper clean-up of equipment and construction
materials, and disposal of spilled substances and associated cleanup
materials.
Provide an emergency response plan that includes contingencies for
assembling response team and immediately notifying appropriate agencies.

Scheduling


Grading activities associated with landslide removal, and rear slope
grading may occur only during dry months (between April and October),
or during winter months with provisions specified by the City Engineer.

Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of a SWPPP and required BMPs during
construction has significantly reduced water quality impacts at numerous construction sites
throughout California. In Ventura County, the Stormwater Quality Management Program for
City of Santa Paula
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Construction Sites has been effective due to countywide utilization of education, inspection,
and enforcement tools. The BMPs listed represent the minimum that would be required as part
of the SWPPP for the proposed project. With implementation of these BMPs, no substantial
erosion would result, no substantial addition of pollutants to downstream waters would occur,
and no violation of waste discharge requirements would be anticipated. Thus, temporary water
quality impacts during project construction would be reduced to a less than significant level.
Impact HYD-2 The proposed residential development would increase peak
storm water flow from the study area during storm events by
approximately 35 cubic feet per second (cfs) compared to the
current condition, potentially worsening flooding conditions
along Peck Road and Foothill Road. However, the proposed
detention basins have capacity to store runoff such that
flooding would be reduced compared to existing conditions.
This is a Class IV, beneficial, effect.
Figures 4.8-1, 4.8-2, and 4.8-3 illustrate the Pre-Development Hydrology, Post-Development
Hydrology, and Drainage Patterns. The Pre-Development Hydrology flows from the northern
slopes discharge to through the development site. The proposed grading design impliments a
series of mid-slope drains and down drains which capture the sheet flow from the off-site area
and conveys it to the drainage sytem to be constructed on the development site. The PostDevelopment Hydrology, based on the Jensen drainage plan (2012) illustrates that storm water
runoff from off-site is diverted to catch basins, as well as, curb and gutters, which in turn directs
these flows to the proposed storm drain lines. Runoff from both off-site and on-site areas would
then diverted to one of two site detention basins, which would be utilized to mitigate the
increased flow rates resulting from proposed development and associated grading.
Preliminary calculations for the sizing of the basin substantiate that the basins have adequate
capacity (160%of required capacity) to intercept and detain the runoff in accordance with
Ventura County requirements. The detention basins sides and bottoms would have concretelined slopes that are 3:1 (horizontal to vertical) or less, or alternatively located in a sealed
underground vault.
Mitigation Measures. Implementation of the following measures would mitigate
potential impacts relating to increased peak surface water runoff from the project area.
HYD-2(a)

Final Drainage Plans. Before the City issues a grading permit, the
developer must prepare a final drainage plan that includes detailed
design and hydraulic analysis of the drainage facilities that capture
and convey off-site runoff. These drainage facilities must meet
applicable design requirements and capacities as determined by the
Public Works Director, or designee. The final plans must be subject
to review and approval by the Public Works Director, or designee.

HYD-2(b)

Onsite Storm Water Detention Facility. Before the City issues a
grading permit, the site developer must prepare a final hydrology
and hydraulic study for the site as well as a design for an onsite
detention system to atenuate the peak flow to the pre-existing
City of Santa Paula
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condition. At a minimum, the detention basin must include the
following within the design.
Attenuation of the Peak Flow to Pre-Existing Conditions: Detention

HYD-2(c)



Adequately size the detention basin to attenuate the peak flow equal to
or less than the pre-existing condition.



Provide a low flow outlet to prevent standing water. Water must be
required to drain within 48 hours of the last wet weather event.



An emergency overflow outlet must be provided should an unexpected
storm event occur or the restricted outlet becomes clogged.



Vehicle access to the basins must be provided to allow for routine
maintenance.



The basins must be designed in accordance with the County of Ventura
requirements.

Discharge. Discharge of peak surface water runoff from the project
area must be directed in a manner that is non-erosive and in
conformance with applicable regulatory agencies such as the
Ventura County Watershed Protection District and the City of Santa
Paula. The proposed outlet should consist of an engineered rip rap
outlet or other equivalent dissipation method to ensure that outlet
flows do not erode and damage the downstream properties.

Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of an onsite detention system would
mitigate impacts due to the increase in runoff from increased impervious surface area.
Incorporation of the propsoed detention basins and restricted outlet for the developed project
would reduce the storm water impacts associated with development of an undeveloped site less
than significant level. Incoporation of the proposed detention basins would also reduce
potential flooding on Peck Road and Foothill Road, which is a beneficial effect compared to
existing conditions.
Impact HYD-3 The proposed development could adversely affect the quality
of surface runoff because of increased pollutant loading
associated with urban land uses, including such pollutants as
oil, pesticides, and herbicides. This impact would be Class II,
less than significant with mitigation incorporated.
Development of the 79-unit residential project would add impermeable surfaces such as
rooftops, patios, and sidewalks, as well as other surfaces such as roads, parking areas, and
driveways. These surfaces accumulate deposits of oil, grease, and other vehicle fluids and
hydrocarbons. Traces of heavy metals deposited on streets and parking areas from auto
operation and/or fall out of airborne contaminants are also common urban surface water
pollutants. During storms, these deposits could be washed from the surfaces into and through
the local drainage systems and ultimately into the Santa Clara River.
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The proposed development would also introduce additional landscaping and associated
maintenance chemicals such as fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides. Irrigation and storms
could wash some of these landscape chemicals into and through local drainage systems and
into the Santa Clara River. Urban runoff can have a variety of deleterious effects. Oil and grease
contain a number of hydrocarbon compounds, some of which are toxic to aquatic organisms at
low concentrations. Heavy metals such as lead, cadmium, and copper are the most common
metals found in urban storm water runoff. These metals can be toxic to aquatic organisms, and
have the potential to contaminate drinking water supplies. Nutrients from fertilizers, including
nitrogen and phosphorous, can result in excessive or accelerated growth of vegetation or algae,
resulting in oxygen depletion and additional impaired uses of water. Annual constituent loads
of various pollutants are quantified under Impact HYD-4. The introduction of urban pollutants
to runoff would have potentially significant impacts to surface water quality.
The entire study area is within the region covered by the Ventura County Municipal Storm
Water NPDES Permit No. CAS004002 issued by the RWQCB. The purpose of this permit is to
govern the non-point discharges associated with storm water drainage. The permit is a joint
permit, with the City of Santa Paula as one of the co-permittees. The permit requires
implementation of a Ventura County Stormwater Quality Urban Impact Mitigation Plan
(SQUIMP), which sets forth the basis for planning and design requirements for new
development in the future. The requirements are intended to reduce impacts of urban runoff
and construction on local waterways and the Pacific Ocean. The SQUIMP contains design
standards for treatment control BMPs for stormwater runoff for most new construction and
redevelopment projects. Various Best Management Practices (BMPs) that use Best Available
Control Technology (BACT) are to be implemented to: (1) collect or filter runoff from the first ¾inch of rainfall within a 24-hour period; (2) conserve natural areas; (3) protect slopes and
channels; (4) provide storm drainage system stenciling and signage; (5) properly design outdoor
material storage areas; and (6) properly design trash storage areas (if applicable). Among other
measures, permittees may use greenbelts, source reduction methods, active treatment (filtration
or other approved method), catch basins, screening devices, or other technology to achieve the
desired results. The purpose of these measures is to control the pollutants associated with “first
flush” events that occur when the first substantial rainfall of the rainy season washes the
pollutants accumulated during the dry season from the developed watershed.
Mitigation Measures. The proposed residential development would be subject to the
Ventura County Municipal Storm Water NPDES Permit and the specific requirements of the
SQUIMP. Multiple measures can be used to reduce the amount of pollutants in surface runoff
from the plan area and thus reduce impacts to surface water. Implementation of the following
mitigation measures would meet applicable requirements of the SQUIMP.
HYD-3

Stormwater Management Plan. Before the City issues a grading permit,
each developer must demonstrate that a Stormwater Management Plan
satisfying the requirements of the SQUIMP has been developed and
approved by the Public Works Director, or designee. At a minimum, the
plan must include provisions for addressing the following areas of
concern, as outlined in the SQUIMP.
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Minimization of Storm Water Pollutants of Concern
Source-control and treatment BMPs are needed to ensure that
pollutants are removed to the maximum extent practicable. At a
minimum each Stormwater Management Plan must include:


A program for the routine cleaning and maintenance of streets, parking
lots, catch basins and storm drains, especially before the rainy season, to
help reduce the level of gross pollutants being discharged from the plan
area



Other BMPs incorporated in project design so as to minimize, to the
maximum extent practicable, the introduction of pollutants of concern to
receiving waters. In general, the use of infiltration-based BMPs are
discouraged due to the presense of the remaining portions of the landslide
that extend offsite. Therefore, BMPs may include, but are not limited to:
o
o
o

Directing rooftop runoff to bioswlaes and other landscpae based BMP;
Use of biofilters, including vegetated swales and strips; and
Storm water treatment wetlands

Informational Materials, including Storm Drain System Stenciling and
Signage
The following informational materials must be provided:





Educational flyers for each new building unit regarding toxic chemicals
and alternatives for fertilizers, pesticides, cleaning solutions and
automotive and paint products (the flyers should also explain the proper
disposal of household hazardous waste);
Stenciling of all storm drains inlets and post signs along channels to
discourage dumping by informing the public that water flows to the Santa
Clara River; and
Maintenance of the legibility of stencils and signs.

Ongoing BMP Maintenance
All permanent BMPs must be on City property or easements and
maintained by a maintenance assessment district.
Proper Design and Treatment of Runoff from Streets and Parking Areas
Streets and parking areas may accumulate oil, grease, and water
insoluble hydrocarbons from vehicle drippings and engine system
leaks. To minimize the potential impacts of parking lots, the following
are required:


Oil and petroleum hydrocarbons produced at plan area parking lot must be
removed from runoff before entering the Santa Clara River. If a regional
treatment facility is developed, then the runoff needs to enter the drain
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The developer must ensure adequate operation and maintenance of
treatment systems, particularly sludge and oil removal, and system
fouling/plugging prevention contro;

Per the SQUIMP, structural or treatment control BMPs must meet the
following design standards:


Volume based post-construction structural or treatment control BMPs
must be designed to mitigate (infiltrate or treat) storm water runoff from
one of the following design standards:
a. The volume of annual runoff to achieve 80 percent volume capture
(Ventura County Land Development Guidelines);
b. The 85th percentile 24-hour runoff event;
c. The volume of runoff produced from a 0.75-inch storm event; or
d. The volume of runoff produced by a rainfall criterion that achieves the
same reduction in pollutant loads as b.
e. Based on the current EPA NURP (1983) studies, studies must be
performed to achieve an 80 percent capture of potential pollutants (e.g.,
lead, copper, TSS, TKN, etc).



Flow-based post-construction structural or treatment control BMPs must
be sized to handle the flow generated from either:
a. 10% of the 50-year design flow rate;
b. A flow that would result in treatment of the same portion of runoff as
treated using volumetric standards above;
c. A rain event equal to at least 0.2 inches per hour intensity; or
d. A rain event equal to at least two times the 85th percentile hourly
rainfall intensity for Ventura County.

Significance After Mitigation. Monitoring of individual BMP effectiveness in other
similar situations has indicated significant pollutant removal efficiencies. Because the proposed
residential development would be required to meet the SQUIMP requirements outlined above,
operational impacts to water quality would be reduced to a less than significant level.
Impact HYD-4

Development of the proposed project would not adversely
affect groundwater recharge or groundwater quality with
implementation of applicable water quality control
requirements. Impacts related to groundwater would
therefore be Class II, less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.

The potential increase in post development constituent loading, would increase the potential
pollutants associated with residential loading as identified by the EPA (National Urban Runoff
Program). Therefore, there is a potential significant impact from contaminants infiltrating into
the ground and polluting the groundwater from the residential development stormwater runoff
and irrigation.
City of Santa Paula
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Mitigation Measures. With incorporation of mitigation measure HYD-3, which ensures
that stormwater management plans are developed to comply with SQUIMP, constituent loads
would be reduced.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts to groundwater resources would be less than
significant with implementation of Measure HYD-3.
c. Cumulative Impacts. The proposed development, in combination with other long
term cumulative development in the Santa Clara River watershed, would generally increase
impermeable surface area throughout the watershed. Increased irrigation as the watershed
builds out would further increase the overall volume of surface runoff as well as the low flow
rate during the dry season. However, implementation of applicable City requirements,
including the standards of the Ventura County SQUIMP, on all new development within the
watershed would reduce cumulative impacts to area hydrology to a less than significant level.
With recommended mitigation measures, the drainage system for the development site would
function to release increased stormwater flows in a non-erosive manner ahead of upper
watershed peak flows, thereby minimizing effects to downstream areas. Thus, development
buildout would not contribute to increased cumulative flooding potential.
With respect to surface water quality, construction activity associated with cumulative
development would increase sedimentation relating to grading and construction. In addition,
new development would increase the generation of urban pollutants that may adversely affect
water quality in the long term. However, similar to the proposed project, future developments
elsewhere within the watershed would be subject to the requirements of the NPDES permit and
SQUIMP requirements. The NPDES Permit and the SQUIMP are specifically designed to
develop, achieve, and implement a timely, comprehensive, and cost-effective stormwater
pollution control program. The ultimate goal is to reduce pollutants in Ventura County
stormwater discharges to the Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP). Implementation of applicable
requirements on all development in the area would reduce cumulative impacts to a less than
significant level. With implementation of the BMPs recommended in Measures HYD-3(a) and
(b), the contribution of the project to increased pollutant loads in area surface water would not
be cumulatively considerable.
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4.9 NOISE
This section addresses the proposed project’s noise impacts. Both temporary construction
impacts and long-term impacts related to project operation are analyzed.

4.9.1 Setting
a. Overview of Sound Measurement. Noise level (or volume) is generally measured in
decibels (dB) using the A-weighted sound pressure level (dBA). The A-weighting scale is an
adjustment to the actual sound power levels to be consistent with that of human hearing
response, which is most sensitive to frequencies around 4,000 Hertz (about the highest note on a
piano) and less sensitive to low frequencies (below 100 Hertz).
The sound pressure level is measured on a logarithmic scale with the 0 dBA level based on the
lowest detectable sound pressure level that people can perceive (an audible sound that is not
zero sound pressure level). Based on the logarithmic scale, a doubling of sound energy is
equivalent to an increase of 3 dBA, and a sound that is 10 dBA less than the ambient sound level
has no effect on ambient noise. Because of the nature of the human ear, a sound must be about
10 dBA greater than the reference sound to be judged as twice as loud. In general, a 3 dBA
change in community noise levels is noticeable, while 1-2 dBA changes generally are not
perceived. Quiet suburban areas typically have noise levels in the range of 40-50 dBA, while
those along arterial streets are in the 50-60+ dBA range. Normal conversational levels are in the
60-65 dBA range and ambient noise levels greater than 65 dBA can interrupt conversations.
Noise levels typically attenuate (or drop off) at a rate of 6 dBA per doubling of distance from
point sources such as industrial machinery. Noise from lightly traveled roads typically
attenuates at a rate of about 4.5 dBA per doubling of distance. Noise from heavily traveled
roads typically attenuates at about 3 dBA per doubling of distance.
In addition to the instantaneous measurement of sound levels, the duration of sound is
important since sounds that occur over a long period of time are more likely to be an annoyance
or cause direct physical damage or environmental stress. One of the most frequently used noise
metrics that considers both duration and sound power level is the equivalent noise level (Leq).
The Leq is defined as the single steady A-weighted level that is equivalent to the same amount
of energy as that contained in the actual fluctuating levels over a period of time (essentially, the
average noise level). Typically, Leq is summed over a one-hour period.
The time period in which noise occurs is also important since noise that occurs at night tends to
be more disturbing than that which occurs during the daytime. Two commonly used noise
metrics – the Day-Night average level (Ldn) and the Community Noise Equivalent Level
(CNEL) - recognize this fact by weighting hourly Leqs over a 24-hour period. The Ldn is a 24hour average noise level that adds 10 dB to actual nighttime (10 P.M. to 7 A.M.) noise levels to
account for the greater sensitivity to noise during that time period. The CNEL is identical to the
Ldn, except it also adds a 5 dB penalty for noise occurring during the evening (7 P.M. to 10
P.M.).
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b. Sensitive Receptors. Noise exposure goals for different land uses reflect the varying
noise sensitivities associated with those uses. Residences, hospitals, schools, guest lodging, and
libraries are most sensitive to noise intrusion and therefore have more stringent noise exposure
targets than manufacturing or industrial uses that are not subject to effects such as sleep
disturbance. Noise-sensitive receptors located in the vicinity of the project site include the
residential neighborhood adjacent to the eastern boundary of the development site, along Peck
Road.
c. Regulatory Setting. The City of Santa Paula adopted a General Plan Noise Element in
1998. The Noise Element provides a description of existing and projected future noise levels,
and to incorporate comprehensive goals, policies, and implementing actions. The Noise
Element also includes a Land Use/Noise Compatibility Matrix, shown on Figure 4.9-1, which
identifies the compatibility of different land uses, depending upon the sensitivity of the land
use, with a range of noise levels, from 60 dBA CNEL to over 75 dBA CNEL. For example, with
mitigation, residential uses are considered compatible with noise environments of up to 70 dBA
CNEL, while schools and libraries are considered compatible with noise environments of up to
65 dBA.
SPMC Chapter 93 sets noise standards for land uses within the City. SPMC § 93.21 establishes
the acceptable exterior noise standard for residential uses of 65 dB(A) from 7:00 A.M. through
10:00 P.M. and 60 dB(A) from 10:00 P.M. through 7:00 A.M. The exterior noise level standard for
other noise-sensitive uses, including schools, libraries, hospitals, community care facilities and
assembly halls is 65 dB(A) at all times. According to the SPMC, commercial and office uses
cannot exceed an outdoor noise level of 70 dB(A) and neighborhood commercial uses cannot
experience an external noise level of more than 65 dB(A). Industrial uses cannot to exceed an
external noise level of more than 75 dB(A). The SPMC does not set acceptable interior noise
level standards.
SPMC § 93.23 states that construction activities between 8:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. Monday
through Friday are exempt from the noise standards set in SPMC § 93.21. A notice listing the
times between which construction activities can take place, titled in letters at least one inch in
height and placed at least five feet above ground level, must be posted at all entrances to a
construction site.
Table 4.9-1 shows the allowable noise levels and corresponding times of day for each of the five
identified zoning districts. The development site and the surrounding area are within the
Residential zone.
d. Existing Noise Conditions and Sources. The most common sources of noise in the
project site vicinity are transportation-related, such as automobiles, trucks, and motorcycles.
Additionally, noise related to agriculture is common within proximity to the project site. Motor
vehicle noise is of concern because it is characterized by a high number of individual events,
which often create a sustained noise level, and because of its proximity to areas sensitive to
noise exposure. The primary sources of roadway noise near the project site are Foothill Road
and at the intersection of North Peck Road, and Foothill Road along the southeast corner of the
development site.
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COMMUNITY NOISE EXPOSURE
Ldn or CNEL, dBA

LAND USE CATEGORY
55

60

65

70

75

80

85

RESIDENTIAL - LOW DENSITY
SINGLE FAMILY, DUPLEX,
MOBILE HOMES
RESIDENTIAL - MULTI-FAMILY

TRANSIENT LODGING - MOTELS,
HOTELS
SCHOOLS, LIBRARIES,
CHURCHES, HOSPITALS,
NURSING HOMES
AUDITORIUMS, CONCERT
HALLS, AMPHITHEATRES
SPORTS ARENA, OUTDOOR
SPECTATOR SPORTS
PLAYGROUNDS,
NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
GOLF COURSES, RIDING
STABLES, WATER RECREATION,
CEMETERIES
OFFICE BUILDINGS, BUSINESS
COMMERCIAL AND
PROFESSIONAL
INDUSTRIAL, MANUFACTURING,
UTILITIES, AGRICULTURE

NORMALLY ACCEPTABLE
Specified land use is satisfactory, based
upon the assumption that any buildings
involved are of normal conventional
construction, without any special noise
insulation requirements.

NORMALLY UNACCEPTABLE
New construction or development should
generally be discouraged. If new construction
or development does proceed, a detailed analysis
of the noise reduction requirements must be
made and needed noise insulation features
included in the design

CONDITIONALLY ACCEPTABLE
New construction or development should
be undertaken only after a detailed analysis
of the noise reduction requirements is made
and needed noise insulation features included
in the design. Conventional construction, but
with closed windows and fresh air supply
systems or air conditioning will normally
suffice.

CLEARLY UNACCEPTABLE
New construction or development should
generally not be undertaken.

Source: Guidelines for the Preparation and Content of Noise Elements of the General Plan,
California Office of Planning and Research, 1998.

Land Use/Noise Compatibility Matrix

Figure 4.9-1
City of Santa Paula
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Table 4.9-1
Exterior Noise Standards
Land Use

Time Period

Residential

Nighttime
(10:00 P.M. - 7:00 A.M.)
Daytime
(7:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M.)

Level
60 dBA
65 dBA

Neighborhood Commercial

Anytime

65 dBA

Commercial & Office

Anytime

70 dBA

Industrial

Anytime

75 dBA

Schools, Libraries, Hospitals,
Community Care facility, and
Assembly Halls

Anytime

65 dBA

Source: City of Santa Paula Municipal Code §93.21.

Weekday morning 20-minute noise measurement was taken using an ANSI Type II integrating
sound level meter. Results of noise monitoring are shown in Table 4.9-2. Measurement location
is shown on Figure 4.9-2, and complete noise monitoring data can be found in Appendix I of
this document. While taking the noise measurements on the north side of Foothill Road a tractor
was started and operated at a range of approximately 125 to 300 feet from the measurement
location. The noise associated with the starting and operation of a tractor may have resulted in a
higher noise level than could be expected elsewhere on the same street segment.
Table 4.9-2
Noise Monitoring Results
Measurement Location
North side of Foothill
Road

Primary Noise
Source

Approximate Distance to
Primary Noise Source

Leq
(dBA)

Nearest
Sensitive
Receptor

Foothill Road

30 feet from center line

61.7

Single-family
residences

Source: Field visit on January 15, 2008 using ANSI Type II Integrating sound level meter.
See Appendix I for noise monitoring data sheets.

4.9.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The analysis of noise impacts focuses
upon both the project’s impacts to surrounding noise-sensitive land uses and the impact of
existing and future noise sources upon the residential uses proposed for the plan area.
Noise associated with construction activity was evaluated using construction equipment noise
level estimates contained in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency document “Noise from
Construction Equipment and Operations, Building Equipment, and Home Appliances.”
Existing and future traffic noise levels were modeled using a spreadsheet version of the Federal
Highway Administration's Traffic Noise Model (TNM), which was calibrated using the noise
City of Santa Paula
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A

Source: Rincon Consultants, Inc., and CIRGIS, 2004 (aerial).
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Figure 4.9-2
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measurement data collected in and around the plan area, and based on traffic data from Section
4.10, Transportation and Circulation. The analysis of traffic noise impacts associated with the
proposed project assumes that all 79 hillside residential houses would be built and occupied.
Noise impacts would be significant if the project would result in:




Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards established
in the Santa Paula General Plan or SPMC (as discussed in subsection c of the
Setting)
Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels
A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project site vicinity
above levels existing without the projects

Noise levels associated with existing and future traffic along area roadways were calculated
using the Traffic Noise Model Version 2.5 Look-Up Tables (U.S. Department of Transportation,
Federal Highway Administration [FHWA], April 2004). The level of significance changes with
increasing noise exposure, such that smaller changes in ambient noise levels result in significant
impacts at higher existing noise levels. Table 4.9-3 shows the significance thresholds for
increases in operational noise levels caused either by the project alone or by cumulative
development. If residential development or other sensitive receptors would be exposed to
traffic noise increases exceeding these criteria, impacts would be considered significant.
Table 4.9-3
Significance of Changes in
Operational Roadway Noise Exposure
Ambient Noise Level Without
Project (Ldn or CNEL)

Significant Impact

< 60 dB

+ 5.0 dB or more

60 – 65 dB

+ 3.0 dB or more

> 65 dB

+ 1.5 dB or more

Construction-related noise would be considered significant if it would occur between the hours
of 6:00 P.M. and 8:00 A.M., which would be in violation of the SPMC. It should be noted that the
City’s standards are slightly different than the County of Ventura’s which limit constructionrelated noise between the hours of 7:00 P.M. and 7:00 A.M.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact N-1

Construction activity associated with development of the
proposed project would temporarily increase noise levels in and
adjacent to the plan area. Assuming that construction activity is
limited to between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M., no
violation of the SPMC would occur. Therefore, construction
impacts would be Class III, less than significant, for the
proposed project.
City of Santa Paula
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Construction activity generates temporary noise levels increases due to the use of heavy
construction equipment. Construction typically occurs in several distinct phases, each of which
has its own unique noise characteristics. Typical noise levels at a distance of 50 feet from the
noise source for each of the major phases of construction are shown in Table 4.9-4.
Table 4.9-4
Typical Noise Level Ranges at Construction Sites
Average Noise Level at 25 Feet
Construction Phase

Minimum Required
Equipment On-Site

All Pertinent
Equipment On-Site

Clearing

87 dBA

87 dBA

Excavation

81 dBA

91 dBA

Foundation/Conditioning

91 dBA

91 dBA

Laying Subbase, Paving

81 dBA

82 dBA

Finishing and Cleanup

87 dBA

87 dBA

Source: Bolt, Beranek and Newman, “Noise from Construction Equipment and
Operations, Building Equipment, and Home Appliances,” prepared for the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1971.

The noisiest activities associated with construction typically occur during the site preparation
(excavation and foundation development) stage. This phase of project construction tends to
create the highest construction noise levels because of the use of heavy-duty construction
equipment, including trucks, bulldozers, graders, and scrapers. A discussion of impacts
associated with the proposed project follows.
Development of the proposed project would involve grading and the construction of up to 79
hillside residential building lots. The noise-sensitive uses nearest the project site are the
residential structures located southwest of the development site on the north side of Foothill
Road, and the residential neighborhood to the east along Peck Road.
The nearest residential structure is about 25 feet from the closest construction within the project
site. At that distance, maximum noise levels during construction would range from about 81 to
91 dBA. Such levels exceed daytime ambient levels in the vicinity of the residences (measured at
61.7 dBA - see Table 4.9-2) and noise associated with construction activity would be audible
during grading and construction adjacent to these areas. However, such noise would occur only
sporadically and maximum noise levels would occur during only a fraction of the grading
period. In addition, it is presumed that construction activity would be limited to between the
hours of 8:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. and that compliance with the conditions of the SPMC. No
other standards or requirements within the City apply to construction noise. Therefore, no
violation of the SPMC would occur and the temporary increase in noise during project
construction would not be significant.
Mitigation Measures. All construction associated with the proposed project, would be
subject to the conditions of the City Noise Ordinance, which limits noise-generating
construction activity to between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. and requires the persons
responsible for such construction to post notice of the City Noise Ordinance at all entrances to
City of Santa Paula
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the construction site. In addition to compliance with the SPMC, the following measures are
recommended to further reduce the impact of construction-related noise on nearby sensitive
receptors.
N-1(a)

Closed Engine Doors and Mufflers. Construction contractors must
operate all diesel equipment with closed engine doors and be equipped
with factory-recommended mufflers.

N-1(b)

Electrical Power. Whenever feasible, construction contractors must use
electrical power to run air compressors and similar power tools.

N-1(c)

Sound Blankets. When feasible, construction contractors must use
sound blankets on noise-generating equipment.

Significance After Mitigation. Compliance with the conditions of the SPMC would
ensure that violations of the SPMC do not occur the proposed project. This would reduce noise
impacts to a less than significant level. Implementation of the recommended mitigation
measures for all construction activity would further reduce construction-related noise.
Impact N-2

Project-generated traffic would incrementally increase noise
levels on roads in the project vicinity. However, the increase
in noise due to project traffic would not exceed the
significance threshold for the three roadways segments that
are most sensitive to this project. Project traffic noise impacts
would be Class III, less than significant.

The traffic study for the project analyzed seven study intersections (see Appendix J). Of these,
the following roadway segments were determined to have some potential for noise impacts due
to their proximity to existing uses and estimated change in the roadway volume to capacity
ratio:
1. Foothill Road (West of the intersection of Foothill Road and Peck Road)
2. Peck Road between Foothill Road and Main Street
3. Peck Road between Santa Paula and Main Street
Table 4.9-5 compares pre- and post-project noise levels along roadways that would
receive a relatively high proportion of project traffic and that could expose noisesensitive residences to traffic noise.
The increase in noise due to project traffic would range from 0.8 dBA along Foothill Road to 2.2
dBA along Peck Road between Foothill Road and Santa Paula Street. As Table 4.9-5 indicates,
such increases would be less than the significance thresholds that apply along these segments.
Therefore, project-related traffic noise impacts would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. None Required.
Significance After Mitigation. Project-specific impacts to roadway noise levels would
be less than significant without mitigation.
City of Santa Paula
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Table 4.9-5
Comparison of Pre-Project and Post-Project Traffic Noise
On Study Area Roadways
Projected Noise Level
(dBA CNEL)
Roadway

a

Change In Noise Level
(dBA CNEL)

Existing

Existing +
Project

Future w/
Ambient,
Cumulative,
and Project

Due to
Project
Traffic

Due to
Cumulative
Traffic
Growth

Threshold

Foothill Road

3 dBA

58.6

59.4

61.6

0.8

2.2

Peck Road between
Foothill Road and
Santa Paula Street

5 dBA

58.2

60.4

63.4

2.2

3.0

Peck Road between
Main Street and Santa
Paula Street

3 dBA

61.1

62.4

66.0

1.3

3.6

a

Estimate of noise generated by traffic from roadway centerline at the closest property boundary. Refer to Appendix I for model
results. Noise levels presented do not account for attenuation provided by existing barriers or future barriers; therefore, actual noise
levels at sensitive receptor locations influenced by study area roadways may in some cases be lower than presented herein.

c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative traffic growth in the area would incrementally
increase noise levels in the vicinity of the project site. As shown in Table 4.9-5, cumulative and
project noise impacts along Peck Road, between Santa Paula Street and Main Street, would
contribute to an increase of 5.9 dBA CNEL and would exceed the 3 dBA FHWA threshold for
areas where ambient noise exceeds 60 dBA(see Table 4.9-3). However, the exceedance of the
FHWA threshold would be due to cumulative traffic growth. Traffic associated with the
proposed project would increase existing noise levels 1.3 dBA along Peck Road, between Santa
Paula Street and Main Street. This increase does not exceed noise level thresholds set by FHWA
or the City of Santa Paula. Therefore, the project's contribution to the cumulative impact along
Peck Road, between Santa Paula Street and Main Street, is not considered cumulatively
significant. Because increases in noise levels due to cumulative growth exceed the 3 dBA
threshold, a cumulative noise impact would occur. However, the project’s contribution to the
cumulative impact would not be cumulatively considerable.
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4.10 TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION
This section evaluates the project’s impact to the local transportation and circulation network.
The analysis is based upon a traffic study prepared for the project by Associated Transportation
Engineers (ATE). That study, dated July 19, 2012, is included in its entirety in Appendix J.

4.10.1 Setting
a. Existing Conditions.
Existing Street Network. The project site is served by a circulation system comprised of
major arterials, collector and local streets. The existing street network and project location are
shown on Figure 4.10-1. The major roadways serving the site are discussed in the following text.
State Route 126 (Santa Paula Freeway) is a 4-lane east-west arterial that bisects the City south of
Harvard Boulevard. This facility provides regional access to Santa Paula, connecting the City of
Ventura and U.S. Highway 101 on the west, and the City of Fillmore and Interstate 5 to the east.
The State Route 126/Peck Road interchange provides regional access to the project site.
Peck Road, located east of the site, is a 2-lane arterial roadway that extends south from Foothill
Road to just south of State Route 126. Peck Road serves agricultural, industrial and commercial
land uses in the western portion of Santa Paula. The State Route 126/Peck Road interchange
ramps are STOP-sign controlled.
Foothill Road, adjacent to the project site, is a 2-lane collector roadway that extends west from
Peck Road. Foothill Road serves primarily agricultural land uses west of Santa Paula. The Peck
Road/Foothill Road intersection is STOP-sign controlled.
Santa Paula Street is a 2-lane collector roadway that extends west from Grant Line Street to
Cummings Road west of Santa Paula. The Peck Road/Santa Paula Street intersection is STOPsign controlled.
Main Street is a 2- to 4-lane arterial roadway that extends east from Peck Road serving adjacent
industrial and commercial land uses in the City of Santa Paula. The Peck Road/Main Street
intersection is signalized.
Telegraph Road/Harvard Boulevard is a 2- to 4-lane arterial roadway that extends east from the
City of Ventura through to Santa Paula serving the adjacent agricultural, industrial and
commercial land uses in the area. The Peck Road/Telegraph Road-Harvard Boulevard
intersection is signalized.
Faulkner Road is a 2- to 4-lane arterial roadway that extends west from Peck Road through the
adjacent industrial/commercial and agricultural area past Briggs Road. There are gaps in link
between Peck Road and Briggs Road. The unsignalized State Route 126 westbound
ramps/Faulkner Road intersection provides regional access to the project site.
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DEVELOPMENT SITE

/
NOT TO SCALE

Existing Street Network and Development Site Location

Source: Associated Transportation Engineers, July 2012.

Figure 4.10-1
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b. Existing Volumes and Levels of Service.
Roadway Operations. This section reviews average daily traffic (ADT) volumes and
roadway operations in the study area. The operational characteristics of the study area
roadways are analyzed based on a set of standard roadway design capacities, which are
summarized in detail in the Technical Appendix of the traffic study in Appendix J. In rating a
roadway's operating condition, "Levels of Service" (LOS) “A” through “F” are used. LOS “A”
and LOS “B” represent primarily free-flow operations, LOS “C” represents stable conditions,
LOS “D” nears unstable operations with restrictions on maneuverability within traffic streams,
LOS “E” represents unstable operations with maneuverability very limited, and LOS “F”
represents breakdown or forced flow conditions. LOS “D” is considered acceptable for County
roadways.
Table 4.10-1
Existing Roadway Operations
Roadway
State Route 126
- east of Peck Road
- west of Peck Road

Roadway Type

AADT

LOS

4-Lane Freeway
4-Lane Freeway

40,500
47,000

LOS B
LOS B

Existing ADT volumes for the street segments in the vicinity of the project site were obtained
from data collected by Caltrans1 and by ATE. Table 4.10-1 lists the existing ADT for study area
roadways and summarizes their operations. Figure 4.10-2 illustrates the existing ADT volumes.
The data presented in Table 4.10-1 indicate that the study-area freeway and local roadway
segments currently operate in the LOS “B” range based on Ventura County roadway design
capacities.
Intersection Operations. Existing levels of service for the study-area intersection were
calculated using the Intersection Capacity Utilization (ICU) and Highway Capacity Manual
unsignalized methodologies as required by the City of Santa Paula. Worksheets illustrating the
level of service calculations are contained in the Technical Appendix of the study found in
Appendix J for reference. Table 4.10-2 lists the existing intersection level of service for the study
area intersections. Figure 4.10-2 illustrates the existing A.M. and P.M. peak hour traffic volumes.
Generally, the study area intersections currently operate at “C” or better during the A.M. and
P.M. peak hour period as indicated in Table 4.10-2. The State Route 126 East Bound
Ramps/Peck Road intersection exceeds the City’s LOS “C” standard during the P.M. peak hour
period.

1

2006 Traffic Volumes on California State Highways, California Department of Transportation, June 2007.
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Table 4.10-2
Existing Intersection Operations
Existing Conditions
Intersection

Control

A.M. Peak Hour

P.M. Peak Hour

Delay-ICU/LOS

Delay-ICU/LOS

State Route 126 WB Ramps/Peck Road

STOP-Sign

9.0 sec./LOS B

40.8 sec./ LOS E

State Route 126 EB Ramps/Faulkner Road

STOP-Sign

16.8 sec./LOS C

10.3 sec./LOS B

Peck Road/Faulkner Road

Signal

0.36 sec./LOS A

0.48 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Telegraph Road

Signal

0.57 sec./LOS A

0.59 sec./LOS B

Peck Road/Santa Paula Street

STOP-Sign

8.9 sec./LOS A

8.4 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Foothill Road

STOP-Sign

8.5 sec./LOS A

8.5 sec./LOS A

4.10.2 Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds.
Project Trip Generation. Average daily, A.M. and P.M. peak hour trip generation for the
proposed project are presented in Table 4.10-3. Rates published in the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE), Trip Generation, 7th Edition were used to develop the trip
generation for the project.
Table 4.10-3
Project Trip Generation
A.M. Peak Hour
Land Use
Single Family Residential

Size
79 units

P.M. Peak Hour

ADT

Enter

Exit

Total

Enter

Exit

Total

756

15

44

59

50

30

80

Project Trip Distribution and Assignment. Trips generated by the proposed project were
distributed and assigned to the study area street network, as illustrated on Figure 4.10-3. The
distribution pattern was based on the existing traffic volumes collected in the study area,
knowledge of the traffic and land use pattern in the Santa Paula area and the characteristics of
the project land uses. As is shown in Figure 4.10-3 only one project-generated trip would travel
west on Foothill Road, potentially utilizing the Ventura County roadway network. The
remainder of the project-generated trips would travel south on Peck Road to Highway 126, or
would travel east into Santa Paula. As such, no further analysis was conducted for potential
project impacts to the Ventura County roadway network. However, the proposed project would
still be subject to the Ventura County Traffic Impact Mitigation Fee program.
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The project is expected to generate a total of 756 average daily trips, including 59 A.M. and 80
P.M. peak hour trips.
Site Access. Site access would be provided via a driveway connection to Foothill Road
that may be gated. The project would provide two secondary gated emergency access points.
The eastern area of the project would be served by an emergency access connection to North
Peck Road. A gated emergency access connection would be provided in the northwestern
corner of the development site. The project driveway connections will be designed to City of
Santa Paula design standards.
Impact Threshold Criteria. The City of Santa Paula considers LOS “C” as the minimum
service level for roadway and intersection operations. Consequently, mitigation measures are
required for operations at LOS “D” or worse. The City has adopted a Traffic Improvement Fee
Program to offset the capital improvement cost required to implement traffic mitigation
measures to accommodate cumulative developments within the City.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact T-1 The proposed project would increase traffic levels on the local
roadways, but traffic increases would not exceed Ventura County
impact criteria. The impact at study area roadway segments would
therefore be Class III, less than significant.
Based on the roadway volumes and level of service for the existing + project conditions, projectgenerated traffic would not cause a reduction in the LOS below level “B” for roadway segments
within the study area. Roadway volumes and level of service for existing + project conditions
are listed in Table 4.10-4. The existing + project roadway volumes are illustrated on Figure 4.104.
Table 4.10-4
Existing + Project Daily Roadway Operations
ADT
Roadway Segment

State Route 126
- east of Peck Road
- west of Peck Road

Roadway Type

4-Lane Freeway
4-Lane Freeway

Existing

Existing+
Project

LOS

Significant
Impact?

40,500
47,000

40,642
47,389

LOS B
LOS B

No
No

Source: ATE, Traffic Study, July 19, 2012
Note: The Traffic Study was based on the development of 74 units and the proposed project now includes 79 units. However,
per the ATE memo dated January 14, 2012, and included in Appendix J, the addition of 5 units would create no new impacts
beyond those identified herein. Impacts would remain less than significant.

The data in Table 4.10-4 show that the addition of project traffic to the State Route 126 and the
adjacent roadways would not significantly impact the study area roadway segments based on
Ventura County impact criteria.
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Mitigation Measures. None required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts to local roadway segments would be less than
significant without mitigation.
Impact T-2

The proposed project would increase traffic levels at local
intersections and would significantly impact the delayed
movements at the State Route 126 eastbound ramps/Peck Road
intersection. The impact at study area intersections would
therefore be Class II, less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.

The proposed project would increase traffic levels at each of the six study area
intersections. Intersection operations of the existing and existing + project conditions
during the A.M and P.M peak hours are shown in tables 4.10-5 and 4.10-6.
The data in tables 4.10-5 and 4.10-6 shows that the addition of project traffic would not
significantly impact any of the study area intersections during the A.M. peak hour period and
would not significantly impact five of the six study area intersections during the P.M. peak hour
period. Based on City standards, the proposed project would have a significant impact the State
Route 126 Eastbound Ramp/Peck Road intersection, which currently operates below the City’s
LOS “C” standard during the P.M. peak hour period. Improvements identified for the State
Route 126 Eastbound Ramps/Peck Road intersection would be required.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measure would reduce the potential
impacts of the proposed project on the State Route 126/Eastbound Ramps/Peck Road
intersection to a less than significant level.
T-2

Traffic Signals. Install traffic signals at the State Route 126/Eastbound
Ramps/Peck Road intersection. The City of Santa Paula has enacted a
Traffic Impact Mitigation Ordinance to address the cumulative traffic and
circulation needs. Pursuant to the requirements of this Ordinance, the
project would be required to pay the prescribed fees to mitigate its’
incremental cumulative impact.

Significance After Mitigation. The impact to intersections would be lowered to a less
than significant level with implementation of recommended mitigation.
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Table 4.10-5
Existing + Project A.M. Peak Hour Intersection Operation
A.M. Peak Hour
Existing

Existing + Project

Control

Delay-ICU/LOS

Delay-ICU/LOS

State Route 126 EB Ramps/Peck Road

STOP-Sign

9.0 sec./LOS A

9.1 sec./LOS A

State Route 126 WB Ramps/Faulkner Road

STOP-Sign

16.8 sec./LOS C

18.5 sec./LOS C

Peck Road/Faulkner Road

Signal

0.36 sec./LOS A

0.38 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Telegraph Road/Main Street

Signal

0.57 sec./LOS A

0.59 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Santa Paula Street

STOP-Sign

8.9 sec./LOS A

9.2 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Foothill Road

STOP-Sign

8.5 sec./LOS A

8.6 sec./LOS A

Intersection

Source: ATE, Traffic Study, July 19, 2012
Note: The Traffic Study was based on the development of 74 units and the proposed project now includes 79 units. However,
per the ATE memo dated January 14, 2012, and included in Appendix J, the addition of 5 units would create no new impacts
beyond those identified herein. Impacts would remain less than significant.

Table 4.10-6
Existing + Project P.M. Peak Hour Intersection Operations
P.M. Peak Hour
Intersection

Control

Existing

Existing + Project

Delay-ICU/LOS

Delay-ICU/LOS

State Route 126 EB Ramps/Peck Road

STOP-Sign

40.8 sec./LOS E

49.7 sec./ LOS E

State Route 126 WB Ramps/Faulkner Road

STOP-Sign

10.3 sec./LOS B

10.5 sec./LOS B

Peck Road/Faulkner Road

Signal

0.48 sec./LOS A

0.50 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Telegraph Road/Main Street

Signal

0.59 sec./LOS A

0.59 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Santa Paula Street

STOP-Sign

8.4 sec./LOS A

8.8 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Foothill Road

STOP-Sign

8.5 sec./LOS A

8.5 sec./LOS A

Bold type face indicates a significant impact.
Source: ATE, Traffic Study, July 19, 2012
Note: The Traffic Study was based on the development of 74 units and the proposed project now includes 79 units. However,
per the ATE memo dated January 14, 2012, and included in Appendix J, the addition of 5 units would create no new impact
beyond those identified herein.
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c. Cumulative Impacts. The following section discusses the cumulative (existing +
approved/ pending projects) scenario which includes the traffic generated by the project. Table
3-1 previously presented in Section 3.0, Environmental Setting, provides a list of approved/
pending projects in the vicinity of the project site was used to generate the cumulative traffic
volumes for the following cumulative analysis. The cumulative traffic analysis assumes that
State Route 126 is 2 lanes in each direction (4-lane facility). The cumulative traffic volumes are
illustrated on Figure 4.10-5.
Roadway volumes and LOS for the cumulative and cumulative + project conditions are listed in
Table 4.10-7 and illustrated on Figure 4.10-6.
Table 4.10-7
Cumulative + Project Daily Roadway Operations
ADT
Roadway Segment

State Route 126
- east of Peck Road
- west of Peck Road

Roadway Type

4-Lane Freeway
4-Lane Freeway

Cumulative

Cumulative +
Project

LOS

Significant
Impact?

44,500
51,500

44,642
51,889

LOS B
LOS C

No
No

Source: ATE, Traffic Study, July 19, 2012
Note: The Traffic Study was based on the development of 74 units and the proposed project now includes 79 units. However, per
the ATE memo dated January 14, 2012, and included in Appendix J, the addition of 5 units would create no new impact beyond
those identified herein. Impacts would remain less than significant.

The data in Table 4.10-7 show that the addition of project traffic to the State Route 126 and the
adjacent roadways under the cumulative baseline condition would not significantly impact the
study area roadway segments based on Ventura County impact criteria.
Intersection operations of the cumulative and cumulative + project conditions during the A.M.
and P.M. peak hours are listed in tables 4.10-8 and 4.10-9. Figure 4.10-7 illustrates the A.M. and
P.M. peak hour cumulative + project traffic volumes.
The data in Tables 4.10-8 and 4.10-9 show that the addition of project traffic to the future
cumulative baseline condition would not significantly impact any study area intersections
during the A.M. peak hour period and would not significantly impact five of the six study area
intersections during the P.M. peak hour period. However, based on City standards the project
would contribute to a significant cumulative impact at the State Route 126 Eastbound
Ramps/Peck Road intersection. Improvements for the State Route 126 Eastbound Ramps/Peck
Road intersection would be required.
General Plan Buildout Impacts. Since the proposed project would involve annexation
into the City of Santa Paula, the following section discusses the General Plan Buildout (Year
2020) scenario which includes the traffic generated by the project. The General Plan Buildout
traffic volumes used in the Fagan Canyon traffic study prepared by Crain & Associates and the
City of Santa Paula General Plan Circulation Element were used for this analysis. The General
Plan Buildout traffic analysis assumes that State Route 126 is widened to 3 lanes in each
direction as planned by the Ventura County Transportation Commission in addition to
circulation improvements identified in the General Plan Circulation Element. The existing Peck
City of Santa Paula
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Figure 4.10-6
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Table 4.10-8
Cumulative + Project A.M. Peak Hour Intersection Operations
A.M. Peak Hour
Intersection

Control

Cumulative

Cumulative + Project

Delay-ICU/LOS

Delay-ICU/LOS

State Route 126 EB Ramps/Peck Road

STOP-Sign

9.1 sec./LOS A

9.1 sec./LOS A

State Route 126 WB Ramps/Faulkner Road

STOP-Sign

19.0 sec./LOS C

19.0 sec./LOS C

Peck Road/Faulkner Road

Signal

0.33 sec./LOS A

0.33 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Telegraph Road/Main Street

Signal

0.60 sec./LOS A

0.60 sec./LOS a

Peck Road/Santa Paula Street

STOP-Sign

9.0 sec./LOS B

9.0 sec./LOS B

Peck Road/Foothill Road

STOP-Sign

8.7 sec./LOS A

8.7 sec./LOS A

Source: ATE, Traffic Study, July 19, 2012
Note: The Traffic Study was based on the development of 74 units and the proposed project now includes 79 units. However,
per the ATE memo dated January 14, 2012, and included in Appendix J, the addition of 5 units would create no new impacts
beyond those identified herein. Impacts would remain less than significant.

Table 4.10-9
Cumulative + Project P.M. Peak Hour Intersection Operations
A.M. Peak Hour
Intersection

Control

Cumulative

Cumulative + Project

Delay-ICU/LOS

Delay-ICU/LOS

State Route 126 EB Ramps/Peck Road

STOP-Sign

>50.0 sec./LOS F

>50.0 sec./LOS F

State Route 126 WB Ramps/Faulkner Road

STOP-Sign

10.7 sec./LOS B

10.7 sec./LOS B

Peck Road/Faulkner Road

Signal

0.51 sec./LOS C

0.51 sec./LOS C

Peck Road/Telegraph Road/Main Street

Signal

0.52 sec./LOS A

0.52 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Santa Paula Street

STOP-Sign

8.5 sec./LOS A

8.5 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Foothill Road

STOP-Sign

8.7 sec./LOS A

8.7 sec./LOS A

Source: ATE, Traffic Study, July 19, 2012
Note: The Traffic Study was based on the development of 74 units and the proposed project now includes 79 units. However,
per the ATE memo dated January 14, 2012, and included in Appendix J, the addition of 5 units would create no new impact
beyond those identified herein.
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Road/Foothill Road intersection would be eliminated. Peck Road would be realigned to the
west in order to provide a sweeping curve from Foothill Road to Peck Road as part of the
General Plan Buildout circulation improvements. The General Plan Buildout traffic volumes are
illustrated on Figure 4.10-7. Levels of service were calculated for the study area roadway and
intersection and discussed in the following text. Intersection LOS worksheets are contained in
the Technical Appendix of the traffic study found in Appendix J.
Roadway volumes and LOS for the General Plan Buildout and General Plan Buildout + project
conditions are shown in Table 4.10-10 and illustrated on Figure 4.10-8.
Table 4.10-10
General Plan Buildout + Project Daily Roadway Operations
ADT
Roadway Segment

State Route 126
- east of Peck Road
- west of Peck Road

Roadway Type

6-Lane Freeway
6-Lane Freeway

General Plan

General Plan + Project

LOS

Impact

62,600
68,900

62,742
69,289

LOS B
LOS B

No
No

Source: ATE, Traffic Study, July 19, 2012
Note: The Traffic Study was based on the development of 74 units and the proposed project now includes 79 units. However, per
the ATE memo dated January 14, 2012, and included in Appendix J, the addition of 5 units would create no new impact beyond
those identified herein. Impacts would remain less than significant.

The data in Table 4.10-10 show that the addition of project traffic to the State Route 126 and the
adjacent roadways would not significantly impact the study area roadway segments based on
Ventura County impact criteria.
Intersection operations for the General Plan Buildout and General Plan Buildout + Project
conditions during the A.M. and P.M. peak hours are listed in Tables 4.10-11 and 4.10-12. Figure
4.10-8 illustrates the A.M. and P.M. peak hour General Plan Buildout + project traffic volumes.
The data in Tables 4.10-11 and 4.10-12 show that the addition of project traffic to the General
Plan buildout baseline scenario would not significantly impact any of the study area
intersections during the A.M. or P.M. peak hour periods.
Mitigation Measures. Previously identified mitigation measure T-1 would address not
only project specific impacts, but also impacts associated with cumulative development. No
other mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. With the implementation of this mitigation measure,
impacts to intersections would be lowered to a less than significant level since the improvement
at the identified study area intersection would provide for LOS “C” or better under cumulative
and cumulative + project conditions.
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Table 4.10-11
General Plan Buildout + Project A.M. Peak Hour Intersection Operations
A.M. Peak Hour
Intersection

Control

General Plan

General Plan + Project

Delay-ICU/LOS

Delay-ICU/LOS

State Route 126 EB Ramps/Peck Road

Signal

0.16 sec./LOS A

0.16 sec./LOS A

State Route 126 WB Ramps/Faulkner Road

Signal

0.50 sec./LOS A

0.52 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Faulkner Road

Signal

0.58 sec./LOS A

0.59 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Telegraph Road/Main Street

Signal

0.70 sec./LOS B

0.71 sec./LOS B

Peck Road/Santa Paula Street

Signal

0.52 sec./LOS A

0.53 sec./LOS A

Source: ATE, Traffic Study, July 19, 2012
Note: The Traffic Study was based on the development of 74 units and the proposed project now includes 79 units. However,
per the ATE memo dated January 14, 2012, and included in Appendix J, the addition of 5 units would create no new impact
beyond those identified herein. Impacts would remain less than significant.

Table 4.10-12
General Plan Buildout + Project P.M. Peak Hour Intersection Operations
P.M. Peak Hour
Intersection

Control

General Plan

General Plan + Project

Delay-ICU/LOS

Delay-ICU/LOS

State Route 126 EB Ramps/Peck Road

Signal

0.39 sec./LOS A

0.39 sec./LOS A

State Route 126 WB Ramps/Faulkner Road

Signal

0.35 sec./LOS A

0.35 sec./LOS A

Peck Road/Faulkner Road

Signal

0.74 sec./LOS C

0.74 sec./LOS C

Peck Road/Telegraph Road/Main Street

Signal

0.63 sec./LOS B

0.63 sec./LOS B

Peck Road/Santa Paula Street

Signal

0.43 sec./LOS A

0.43 sec./LOS A

Source: ATE, Traffic Study, July 19, 2012
Note: The Traffic Study was based on the development of 74 units and the proposed project now includes 79 units. However,
per the ATE memo dated January 14, 2012, and included in Appendix J, the addition of 5 units would create no new impact
beyond those identified herein. Impacts would remain less than significant.
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5.0 OTHER CEQA-REQUIRED SECTIONS
This section discusses other issues for which CEQA requires analysis in addition to the specific
issue areas discussed in Section 4.0, Environmental Impact Analysis. These additional issues
include: (1) the potential to induce growth; and (2) significant and irreversible impacts on the
environment.

5.1

GROWTH INDUCING IMPACTS

CEQA Guidelines § 15126(d) requires a discussion of a proposed project's potential to foster
economic or population growth, including ways in which a project could remove an obstacle to
growth. Growth does not necessarily create significant physical changes to the environment.
However, depending upon the type, magnitude, and location of growth, it can result in
significant adverse environmental effects. The proposed project's growth inducing potential is
therefore considered significant if it could result in significant physical effects in one or more
environmental issue areas. The most commonly cited example of how an economic effect might
create a physical change is where economic growth in one area could create blight conditions
elsewhere by causing existing competitors to go out of business and the buildings to be left
vacant.

5.1.1 Economic and Population Growth
Implementing the tentative map would result in construction of a fully graded hillside
residential neighborhood on a 32.5-acre site. The project would generate temporary
employment opportunities during construction, which would be expected to draw workers
primarily from the existing regional work force. Therefore, the proposed project would not be
considered growth inducing from a temporary employment standpoint.
The proposed project would not result in a decrease of permanent jobs. The site’s current use as
agriculture would be replaced with residential use. However, the site has not been actively
cultivated for years and development would not result in displaced workers. In addition, the
residential development would not create a substantial amount of long term new jobs.
Therefore, proposed uses within the project would not have an adverse affect on other
employers in the region or attract workers from outside the region.
Based on a conservative estimated City average of 3.524 people per household (California
Department of Finance, 2012 and observations of household trends in the City), the 79 unit
residential development would generate a net increase of approximately 279 residents. Based
on California Department of Finance (2012) the estimated citywide population of 29,882
residents, the addition of 279 residents would increase Santa Paula’s population by about 0.9%.
The net addition of 79 housing units would increase the current (2012) number of households in
the City of 8,848 by about the same percentage of 0.9%.
The 279 new residents associated with project buildout would make up approximately 5% of
the projected citywide population growth through 2015 and 3% of projected citywide
population growth through 2020. The increases in housing and population as a result of the
proposed project are within SCAG projections for the City of Santa Paula.
City of Santa Paula
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5.1.2 Removal of Obstacles to Growth
The proposed project is located within the City’s Urban Restriction Boundary (CURB), in an
area designated for future urban development. Infrastructure would be extended throughout
this site which would place urban development further west of existing development within the
City, but would not develop or facilitate additional development outside of the CURB.
No new roadways are proposed other than those that would serve the site directly or those that
would improve or reconfigure existing connections as mitigation for the impacts of the project,
such as the eastbound SR 126 offramp. In accordance with Mitigation Measure GI-1,
infrastructure would be sized to serve the development and would not serve additional
development outside of already urbanized areas. Infrastructure improvements would generally
be sized to accommodate the project, and would not facilitate substantial increase in land use
intensity or density nor make possible growth outside of already developed areas.
Mitigation Measure. The following mitigation measure would reduce the potentially
significant physical effects associated with growth that the proposed project could indirectly
induce by limiting the availability of sewer and water infrastructure necessary for urban
development:
GI-1

Infrastructure Extensions. Water and sewer infrastructure extensions
that would serve the proposed project must be sized to meet only the
demands of the project itself, not further development in the Adams
Canyon Expansion Area. The proposed water and sewer line extensions
must be reviewed by the Public Works Director, or designee and the
Planning Director, or designee, as part of the proposed project review.

Significance After Mitigation. The recommended mitigation measure would reduce the
potential growth inducing impacts of infrastructure extensions to a less than significant level.

5.2

IRREVERSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

CEQA Guidelines § 15126(d) requires the EIR to evaluate the project’s significant irreversible
environmental changes. CEQA also requires decisionmakers to balance the benefits of a
proposed project against its unavoidable environmental risks in determining whether to
approve a project. This section addresses non-renewable resources, the commitment of future
generations to the proposed uses, and irreversible impacts associated with the proposed
development.
Construction activity required in the development contemplated in the proposed project would
involve the use of building materials and energy, some of which are non-renewable resources.
Consumption of these resources would occur with any development in the region and is not
unique to the City of Santa Paula or the development under the City’s General Plan. The
addition of new residential and non-residential development in the City through 2020 would
irreversibly increase local demand for non-renewable energy resources such as petroleum and
natural gas. Increasingly energy- and water-efficient building fixtures and automobiles,
pertinent mitigation measures in Section 4.2, Air Quality, as well as implementation of policies
City of Santa Paula
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included in the Santa Paula General Plan, are expected to offset the demand to some degree. It
is not anticipated that growth accommodated under the proposed Specific Plan would
significantly affect local or regional energy supplies.
The additional vehicle trips associated with implementation of the proposed hillside
development would incrementally increase local traffic, noise levels, and regional air pollutant
emissions. As discussed in Section 4.8, Noise, incorporation of proposed mitigation would
reduce noise impacts to a less than significant level. As discussed in Section 4.9, Transportation
and Circulation, traffic impacts would be less than significant with implementation of
recommended circulation improvements. The collection of fees for implementation of regional
air pollution programs would further reduce the air pollutant emissions associated with
buildout of the site to below significance thresholds.
Finally, as discussed in Section 4.4 Cultural Resources, the proposed demolition of onsite structures
would constitute a significant impact to historic resources and would result in the irretrevable loss
of those resources.

5.3

EFFECTS NOT FOUND TO BE SIGNIFICANT

Based on an Initial Study for the proposed project, the City of Santa Paula determined that there
was no substantial evidence that the project would cause or otherwise result in significant
environmental effects in the resource areas summmarized below. As indicated in the State
CEQA Guidelines, no further environmental review of these issues is necessary for the reasons
summarized in the following discussion. The substantiation for determining that these issues
would result in no impact, or a less-than-significant impact is described in further detail in
Appendix A, Initial Study, pursuant to § 15128 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
A.

Aesthetics (Light and Glare)
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The project would not create a new source of substantial light or glare which would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area.
2. Reasons Why Effect Was Not Found Significant
The proposed site development would include standard residential lighting,
including street lights. Such lighting is anticipated to be similar to that associated
with adjacent residential developments. All lighting would be required to comply
with requirements of SPMC § 16.42.050.

B.

Agriculture
2. Potential Environmental Effects
The project would not convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of
Statewide Importance (Farmland) to non-agricultural use, conflict with existing
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zoning for agricultural use or a Williamson Act contract, or involve other changes
which could result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use.
2. Reasons Why Effect Was Not Found Significant
The Department of Conservation has not designated the site as Prime, or Statewide
Importance farmland, and although designated as Unique farmland, the land has not
been in active cultivation for several years (California Department of Conservation,
2002). The project site is not under a Williamson Act contract. The site is currently
zoned Agriculture Exclusive-40 Acre (AE-40) by the County of Ventura. The
proposed project would involve annexation of the site to the City of Santa Paula and
pre-zoning to the proposed Specific Plan. Upon approval of annexation by the
Ventura County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) and pre-zoning as
proposed, no conflict with zoning would remain.
C.

Air Quality
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The proposed project would not conflict with or obstruct an applicable air quality
plan, violate an air quality standard or contribute to a projected violation. The
project would not result in a cumulatively considerable increase in net increase of
any criteria pollutant, expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollution
concentrations or create objectionable odors.
2. Reasons Why Effects Were Not Found Significant
This population increase associated with the project is within the projected growth
forecast by the Ventura Council of Governements (VCOG) and is therefore in
compliance with the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) of the Ventura County
Air Pollution Control District (APCD). Since this proposed project plans to develop
only 79 units, the project is within the Guidelines established by APCD (134 or more
dwelling units would violate the 25 pound threshold for ozone precursors). By their
nature, residential uses typically do not generate objectionable odors nor are there
any unusual features of this development that might result in any objectionable
odors.

D.

Biology
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The project would not conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan.
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2. Reasons Why Effects Were Not Found Significant
The project site is not within an area that is subject to an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved
conservation plan.
E.

Cultural Resources (Historical Resources)
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The proposed project would not cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource as defined in §15064.5. Nor would the project
directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature.
2. Reasons Why Effects Were Not Found Significant
There are no structures or any known historical resources on the site. No impact to
historical resources would occur. No paleontological resources are known to be
present onsite and none are expected as the site is not in an area of paleontological
sensitivity. The site is occupied by landslide deposits, but these are not considered a
unique geologic feature.

F.

Geology and Soils
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The proposed project would not expose people or structures to potential substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving seismic-related
ground failure, including liquefaction. The project site would not involve the use of
septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems.
2.

Reasons Why Effect Was Not Found Significant

There is no historical occurrence of liquefaction, nor other local geological,
geotechnical and ground water conditions that indicate a potential for permanent
ground water displacements (State of California Seismic Hazard Zones, 2002). Onsite
development would be served by the local wastewater sewer system. Project build
out would not involve the use of septic tanks.
G.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The project would not create a significant hazard to the public or the environment
through: the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials; or,
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of
hazardous materials into the environment. The project would not emit hazardous
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emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste.
The project would not conflict with an airport land use plan or result in a safety
hazard as a result of being located in the vicinity of an airstrip. The project would
not impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation plan. And the project would not expose
people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences
are intermixed with wildlands.
2. Reasons Why Effects Were Not Found Significant
The proposed residential development with 79 units and passive open space area
would not involve the transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials. There
would be no risk of accidental release of hazardous materials. There would be no
hazardous emissions and no handling of hazardous or acutely hazardous materials
on site. The project site is not located within an airport land use plan. Santa Paula
Airport is approximately 2.3 miles from the project site, but would not result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area.
The project would not impair or interfere with an adopted emergency response plan
or emergency evacuation plan. The project site’s setting and location among the
hillsides of Santa Paula make the project susceptible to fire hazard. Implementation
of the project would result in a reduction of onsite flammable vegetation through
clearing and grading during project development. Brush clearance would be
required around all structure in accordance with applicable fire protection codes.
Compliance with applicable fire code requirements would reduce impacts to a less
than significant level
H.

Hydrology and Water Quality
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The project would not violate any water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements. The project would not substantially deplete groundwater supplies or
interfere substantially with groundwater recharge such that there would be a net
deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering or the local groundwater table level. Nor
would the project place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a
federal Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard
delineation map or place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures which
would impede or redirect flood flows. The project would not expose people or
structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding, including
flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam.
2. Reasons Why Effects Were Not Found Significant
The proposed project would not directly discharge pollutants into surface or ground
water sources, nor would it deplete groundwater as existing municipal water
sources are available to serve the project. The project site is within a hillside area that
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is not within the 100-year flood zone or subject to potential flooding as a result of
levee or dam failure (City of Santa Paula, Safety Element of the General Plan, 1998).
Site development would not expose people or structures to significant risk in this
regard.
I.

Land Use and Planning
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The proposed project would not physically divide an established community,
conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project, or conflict with an applicable habitat conservation plan
or natural community conservation plan.
2. Reasons Why Effects Were Not Found Significant
To the east of the southern portion of the site is an established residential
neighborhood, but the proposed project is consistent with the pattern of
development in the area and would not divide the community. The project site is
currently outside of Santa Paula city limits, but within the City’s Urban Restriction
Boundary (CURB). The applicant is requesting annexation to the City of Santa Paula
and pre-zoning to Specific Plan-1 (SP-1). This is consistent with the current City of
Santa Paula General Plan designation for the Adams Canyon Expansion Area, which
allows 495 Single Family Residences and would leave 415 units still available for
development. The Specific Plan is consistent with framework in the Santa Paula
General Plan. The proposed project would not conflict with an applicable habitat
conservation plan or natural community conservation plan. No such plans are in
place for the project site.

J.

Mineral Resources
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The project would not result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource
that would be a value to the region and the residents of the state, or result in the loss
or availability of a locally-important mineral resource recovery site delineated on a
local general plan, specific plan or other land use plan.
2. Reasons Why Effects Were Not Found Significant
The project site is within an established residential and agriculture area that is not
used for mineral resource extraction.
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K.

Noise (airport noise)
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The project would not be subject to noise from airport operations from the Santa
Paula Airport, or private airstrips.
2. Reasons Why Effects Were Not Found Significant
The Specific Plan area is not located within an Airport Land Use Plan area. The
project would not be subject to noise from airport operations, since it is not within
two miles of the Santa Paula Airport or any private airstrip.

L.

Population and Housing
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The project would not induce substantial population growth in an area, displace
substantial numbers of existing housing or people, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere.
2. Reasons Why Effects Were Not Found Significant
The proposed project would add 79 residences onsite. Based on the current average
household size in Santa Paula of 3.524 persons/unit (California Dept. of Finance,
2012), this would generate a net population increase of about 279 people. When
added to the 2012 citywide population of 29,882 (California Department of Finance,
2007), this would bring the population to 30,161. As discussed previously, this is
within regional population forecasts for the City.
There are no residences currently on the site. No housing or people would be
displaced as a result of the project.

M.

Public Facilities
1.

Potential Environmental Effects
The project would not result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with
the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service rations,
response times or other performance objectives for any of the public services: fire
protection, police protection, parks, and other public facilities.

2. Reasons Why Effects Were Not Found Significant
The provision of any needed police services, park services, or any other public
services that would result from the proposed project would not be significant. The
City of Santa Paula
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need for any additional police, park, or other public services that arise as a result of
the proposed project would be handled through payment of AB1600 development
fees.
N.

Recreation
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The proposed project would not increase the use of existing neighborhood and
regional parks or other recreational facilities such that substantial physical
deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated. The project would not
include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion of recreational
facilities which might have an adverse physical effect on the environment.
2. Reasons Why Effect Was Not Found Significant
The proposed project would add an estimated 279 new residents to the City. This
would incrementally increase the use of existing parks. However, such an increase in
use is not expected to cause any substantial deterioration of existing parks. The
project does include the construction of two recreation facilities on the 32.5 acre site.
However, development of the passive open space area would not have an adverse
physical effect on the environment. The passive open space area would actually
upgrade the environmental conditions as the current state of the site is dominated by
abandoned avocado trees, invasive weeds, and abandoned farm equipment. The
proposed plan with incorporation of the passive open space area would benefit the
Santa Paula community aesthetically, biologically and recreationally through use of
open space area.

O.

Transportation and Circulation
1. Potential Environmental Effects (air traffic, hazards, parking, alternative
transportation)
The project would not result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an
increase in traffic levels or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks.
The project would not increase hazards due to a design feature, result in inadequate
emergency access or parking capacity, or conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs supporting alternative transportation.
2. Reasons Why Effect Was Not Found Significant
The project site is not located within the Airport Land Use Plan area. All new interior
streets and driveways would conform to applicable requirements of the Santa Paula
Municipal Code and must be approved by the Public Works Director, or designee.
Site access would be adequate and plans have been reviewed by the Fire Department
and the Public Works Department. On- and off-street parking for the development
would comply with the requirements of SPMC § 16.46.100 that necessitate design
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standards for on- and off-street parking. The General Plan designates the portion of
Foothill Road along the site as a Class II Bike Lane (Santa Paula General Plan,
Circulation Element, 1998). A striped bike lane to accommodate the Class II
designation is included in project plans and therefore the project would not conflict
with alternative transportation.
P.

Utilities and Service Systems
1. Potential Environmental Effects
The project would not generate wastewater exceeding wastewater treatment
requirements of the applicable Regional Water Quality Control Board, and must
result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or may
serve the project that it has adequate capacity to serve project’s projected demand.
The project would not require the construction of new water or wastewater
treatment facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental effects. The site has sufficient water supplies
available to serve the project. The project would be served by a landfill with
sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the project’s solid waste disposal
needs, but would not conflict with federal, state, or local statutes and regulations
related to solid waste.
2. Reasons Why Effect Was Not Found Significant
The development would be served by the City of Santa Paula Public Works
Department, which operates over 96 miles of sewer lines and oversees the City’s new
water recycling facility that went on-line May of 2010. The project would not
generate effluent that exceeds the wastewater treatment requirements of the
Regional Water Quality Control Board. The Santa Paula Wastewater Treatment Plant
has treatment capacity of 4.2 million gallons per day (MGD). The plant currently
treats 1.9 MGD (Santa Paula Public Works Department). Wastewater treatment
capacity is adequate to serve the proposed project.
The City’s drinking water supply is provided by groundwater pumped from the
Santa Paula Basin. The City of Santa Paula is allocated 5,488 acre feet of water
annually and the 7-year usage average is 4,911.8 acre feet, 2007-2013. With the five
City owned deep wells, the water system can produce up to 10.6 million gallons per
day (City of Santa Paula Water Master Plan, 2005).
Santa Paula residents average 132 gallons of water per day (Santa Paula Public
Works Department). The level of demand generated by the proposed project (36,828
gallons per day for 279 people) would impact existing and planned water supplies.
However, the City requires all new development to pay required fees related to
water and provide sufficient water rights and water resource in-lieu fees for the
entire development, per § 52.021 of Title V, Public Works, of the Santa Paula
Municipal Code. Standard City conditions of approval include a stipulation that
building permits will not be issued until the applicant has demonstrated that
sufficient water rights to serve the proposed development have been secured.
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The proposed project would generate an estimated 279 new residents (79 new
residences at 3.524 people/residence, California Dept. of Finance, 2012). This
number of people would produce an estimated 558 pounds of solid waste per day.
This increase would represent less than 1% of the available daily capacity at either
Toland or Chiquita Canyon landfill.
(For further discussion of effects found not to be significant, please refer to the Initial Study
in Appendix A.)
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6.0 ALTERNATIVES
As required by Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines, this section of the EIR examines
alternatives to the proposed project that could feasibly achieve some of the project objectives
while reducing or eliminating one or more of the proposed project’s environmental effects. Five
project alternatives are analyzed: 1) the CEQA-required “no project” alternative; 2) an increase
in the total number of proposed homes; 3) a decrease in the total number of proposed homes; 4)
a townhome development; and 5) alternative location(s) for disposal of excess earth material.
Each of these alternatives are described and analyzed below. As required by CEQA, this section
also includes a discussion of the “environmentally superior alternative” among the alternatives
studied.

6.1

NO PROJECT ALTERNATIVE

6.1.1 Description
This alternative assumes that the proposed project is not constructed and that the 32.5-acre
development site remains undeveloped. In addition, the grading activities on the property to
the north of the development site and placement of earth material in the fill sites in the canyons
to the north of the development site would not occur.

6.1.2 Impact Analysis
No change in environmental conditions would occur under this alternative because no
development would occur. This alternative would avoid the proposed project’s significant but
mitigable impacts in the areas of aesthetics, biological and cultural resources, geology and soils,
hydrology, noise, and traffic, but would also avoid the proposed project’s beneficial effects
reltaing to landslides and flooding. No significant impacts would occur under this alternative
and none of the mitigation measures recommended for the proposed project would apply.
Overall, this alternative’s impacts would be less than those of the proposed project. Selection of
the no project alternative would not, however, preclude the future development of the site. The
site’s inclusion in the City of Santa Paula’s CURB line indicates that future development of the
development site would be expected. Furthermore, this alternative would not fulfill the
applicant’s stated objectives for the project.

6.2

ADDITIONAL LOTS

6.2.1 Description
This alternative assumes that 8 additional lots would be constructed in addition to the proposed
79 lots, bringing the total to 87. This alternative follows a plan that was presented to the Santa
Paula Planning Commission and the public in a presentation prior to the CURB vote (June,
2003). In response to the commission’s comments and subsequent staff comments the applicant
revised the plan to reduce lot total to 79 and passive open space area. This alternative assumes
the original plan of 87 lots without the active use park and passive recreation areas.
City of Santa Paula
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6.2.2 Impact Analysis
a. Aesthetics. Aesthetic impacts would be similar to, but slightly more than what would
occur under the proposed project. Due to the increase in number of dwelling units from 79 units
to 87 units that could be developed, the appearance of the development site would be that of
slightly higher density than under the proposed project. This would result in incrementally
more dwelling units being visible from Foothill Road and North Peck Road. As with the
proposed project, imapcts would be significant, but mitigable. The mitigation measures
recommended for the propsoed project would apply and would reduce potential impacts to less
than significant.
b. Air Quality. The Additional Lots alternative would allow the development of up to
87 residential units on the 32.5-acre site. This represents a 10% increase in residential
development. Temporary impacts to air quality resulting from grading and construction for this
alternative would be similar to those of the proposed project due to the need to mitigate the
existing landslide conditions on the development site. However, new development would
result in a 10% increase in localized air pollutant emissions compared to the proposed project.
Impacts would remain Class II, significant but mitigable, similar to the proposed project, and
mitigation measures recommended for the proposed project would apply. The 10% increase in
development would commensurately increase project-generated traffic and, as a result, impacts
related to carbon monoxide concentrations would be slightly increased. However, impacts
would similarly remain Class III, less than significant, and mitigation would not be required,
similar to the proposed project.
c. Biological Resources. Although slighty more overall development would be
facilitated under the Additional Lots alternative when compared to the proposed project, the
entire 32.5-acre development site would continue to be developed. In addition, placement of
earth material in the fill sites would continue to occur. As a result, biological resources impacts
would be similar to those resulting from the proposed project. Mitigation outlined in Section
4.3, Biological Resources, would continue to apply and impacts would remain Class II, significant
but mitigable.
d. Cultural Resources. This alternative would result in the same level of development
and site disturbance as the proposed project. As a result, impacts related to unknown historic or
archaeological resources would be similar and mitigation would continue to apply. Impacts
would remain Class II, significant but mitigable.
e. Geology and Soils. This alternative would accommodate 8 more residential units
when compared to the proposed project. Therefore, development under this alternative would
expose slightly more structures and residents to geologic hazards, including groundshaking,
settlement, landsliding, erosion, and expansion. The Additional Lots alternative would still
allow the development of new residences in an area exposed geologic hazards. Therefore,
impacts related to groundshaking, settlement, erosion, and expansion would be Class II,
significant but mitigable, similar to the proposed project. Mitigation identified in Section 4.5,
Geology and Soils, would apply. The beneficial effect with respect to landslide hazards would
remain with this alternative.
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f. Hazards and Hazardous Materials. The Additional Lots alternative would require the
same earth work as the proposed project. Impacts related to hazards and hazardous materials
would be similarly Class III, less than significant.
g. Greenhouse Gases. The Additional Lots alternative would allow the development of
up to 87 dwelling units on the 32.5-acre site. This represents a 10% increase in residential
buildout; therefore, operational greenhouse gas emissions would therefore be commensurately
increased when compared to the proposed project. Impacts related to greenhouse gas emissions
would still be Class III, less than significant, and mitigation would not be required.
h. Hydrology and Water Quality. The Additional Lots alternative would result in
slightly more overall development than the proposed project. However, earthwork-related
erosion and sedimentation, and pollutant discharges would be similar to those of the proposed
project. Since the amount of paved areas would be about the same as under the proposed
project, increases in peak stormwater runoff would also be similar to those of the proposed
project. Compliance with NPDES Permit requirements and City ordinances would ensure that
temporary construction related water quality impacts would ensure that impacts remain Class
II, significant but mitigable, similar to the proposed project.
As with the proposed project, this alternative would increase impervious surfaces as compared
to existing conditions and would result in increased stormwater runoff and potentially impact
water quality. This alternative would similarly include a stormwater drainage plan that would
address these potential issues. Therefore, impacts under this alternative would be Class II,
significant but mitigable, similar the proposed project.
i. Noise. The Additional Lots alternative would result in a similar type of residential
development as the proposed project, but would increase the number of units by 10%. Since the
required earthwork and construction activity for this alternative would be similar to the
proposed project, temporary construction-related noise and ground borne vibrations would
therefore be about the same. Similar to the proposed project, impacts would be Class III, less
than significant, and no mitigation would be required. Impacts related to operational noise
conflicts would be slightly increased compared to the proposed project due to the increase in
residential units, but would still be Class III, less than significant.
j. Transportation. The Additional Lots alternative would result in a similar type of
residential development as the proposed project, but would involve development of 8 more
residential units than the proposed project. Similar to the proposed project, this alternative
would incrementally increase traffic levels on local roadways and but would not generate traffic
impacts exceeding Santa Paula impact criteria. As with the proposed project, impacts at the
State Route 126 Eastbound Ramp/Peck Road intersection would be Class II, significant but
mitigable, and would be addressed through paying a fair portion for the installation of a traffic
signal at that location.
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6.3

REDUCED LOTS

6.3.1 Description
This alternative involves a reduction in the number of lots across the 32.5-acre site and an
increase in each lot size. A smaller number of homes, 50, will limit some impacts because of the
smaller scale of the residential development.

6.3.2 Impact Analysis
a. Aesthetics. Although less development would be facilitated under the Reduced Lots
alternative when compared to the proposed project, the entire 32.5-acre site would continue to
be developed. This alternative would therefore continue to be visible from viewpoints along
Foothill Road and North Peck Road. The lower density may slightly reduce the effects to scenic
views, but impacts would remain Class II, significant but mitigable. Mitigation recommended
for the proposed project would apply.
b. Air Quality. The Reduced Lots alternative would allow the development of up to 50
residential units on the 32.5-acre site. This represents a 37% reduction in residential
development. Temporary impacts to air quality resulting from construction of this alternative
would be about the same as those of the proposed project due to the need to mitigate the
existing landslide conditions on the development site. Impacts would be Class II, significant but
mitigable, similar to the proposed project, and mitigation measures would continue to be
required. However, new development would generate about 37% less localized air pollutant
emissions. As a result, impacts related to carbon monoxide concentrations would also be
reduced operational impacts would be Class III, less than significant. No mitigation would be
required, similar to the proposed project.
c. Biological Resources. Although less overall development would be facilitated under
the Reduced Lots alternative when compared to the proposed project, the entire 32.5-acre
development site would continue to be developed and placement of earth material in the fill
sites would continue to occur. As a result, biological resources impacts would be similar to
those associated with the proposed project. Mitigation outlined in Section 4.3, Biological
Resources, would apply and impacts would be Class II, significant but mitigable, similar to the
proposed project.
d. Cultural Resources. This alternative would result in the same level of site disturbance
as the proposed project. As a result, impacts related to unknown historic or archaeological
resources would be similar and mitigation recommended for the proposed project would apply.
As with the project, impacts would be Class II, significant but mitigable.
e. Geology and Soils. This alternative would involve 37% fewer residential units when
compared to the proposed project. Therefore, development under this alternative would expose
fewer structures and residents to geologic hazards, including groundshaking, settlement,
landsliding, erosion, and expansion. The Reduced Lot Alternative would still allow the
development of new residences in an area exposed geologic hazards. Therefore, impacts related
to groundshaking, settlement, landsliding, erosion, and expansion would remain Class II,
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significant but mitigable, similar to the proposed project. Mitigation identified in Section 4.5,
Geology and Soils, would apply.
f. Hazards and Hazardous Materials. The Reduced Lots alternative would require the
same earth work as the proposed project. Impacts related to hazards and hazardous materials
would be similarly Class III, less than significant.
g. Greenhouse Gas Emissions/Climate Change. The Reduced Lots alternative would
allow the development of up to 50 dwelling units on the 32.5-acre site. This represents a 37%
reduction in residential buildout, and greenhouse gas emissions would therefore be
commensurately reduced when compared to the proposed project. Impacts related to
greenhouse gas emissions would be Class III, less than significant.
h. Hydrology and Water Quality. The Reduced Lots alternative would result in less
overall development than the proposed project. However, earthwork-related erosion and
sedimentation, and pollutant discharges would be similar to the proposed project under this
alternative. Because the amount of paved areas would be reduced under this alternative,
increases in peak stormwater runoff and would be reduced compared to the proposed project.
Compliance with NPDES Permit requirements and City ordinances would ensure that
temporary construction related water quality impacts would ensure that impacts remain Class
II, significant but mitigable, similar to the proposed project.
As with the proposed project, this alternative would increase impervious surfaces as compared
to existing conditions and would result in increased stormwater runoff and potentially impact
water quality. The overall increase in runoff would be incrementally less because of the lower
development intensity. Nevertheless, this alternative would include a stormwater drainage plan
that would address these potential issues. Therefore, impacts under this alternative would be
Class II, significant but mitigable, similar the proposed project.
i. Noise. The Reduced Lots alternative would result in similar residential development
as the proposed project, but would reduce the number of units by 37%. Since the required
earthwork for this alternative would be similar to that of the proposed project, temporary
construction-related noise and ground borne vibrations would be about the same. Similar to the
proposed project, impacts would be Class III, less than significant, and no mitigation would be
required. Impacts related to operational noise conflicts would be slightly reduced and, as with
the proposed project, would be Class III, less than significant.
j. Transportation. The Reduced Lots alternative would result in similar type of
residential development as the proposed project, but would involve development of only 50
residential units. Similar to the proposed project, this alternative would increase traffic levels on
the local roadways, but would not exceed Santa Paulaimpact criteria. Overall impacts at study
intersections would be incrementally lower than under the proposed project. Nevertheless, as
with the proposed project, impacts at the State Route 126 Eastbound Ramp/ Peck Road
intersection would be Class II, significant but mitigable, and would be addressed through
paying a fair share portion for the installation of a traffic signal at that location..
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6.4

TOWNHOME DEVELOPMENT

6.4.1 Description
This alternative would involve grading the eastern portion of the development site for
construction of 80 townhomes. This alternative would provide for the clustering of housing on
the eastern porting of the site with the goal of reducing the amount of grading since a majority
of the remedial grading would be required for the western portion of the development site. This
alternative would involve the relocation of approximately 450,000 cubic yards of earth material
to the fill sites, compared to the 750,000 cubic yard of material that would be relocated under
the proposed project. This alternative would also result in a reduction in the number and/or
size of the fill sites. The undeveloped western portion of the development site would be
improved with a parking area along Foothill Road, and a perimeter hiking trail leading to a
viewing/kiosk area near the northern boundary of the development site.

6.4.2 Impact Analysis
a. Aesthetics. The Townhome Development alternative would involve 80 townhome
units on the eastern portion of the development site. Aesthetic impacts would be similar to what
would occur under the proposed project, though the eastern half of the site would have higher
density development and the western half of the site would remain vacant. The clustering of
higher density development on the eastern portion of the development site may appear less
visually compatible with the single family uses to the east and would not provide as gradual a
transition to the open and agricultural lands to the west. Overall impacts would be similar to
those of the proposed project (Class II, significant but mitigable) and similar mitigation
measureswould apply.
b. Air Quality. The Townhome Development alternative would allow the development
of up to 80 townhome units on the eastern portion of the development site. This represents a 1%
increase in residential development. Temporary impacts to air quality resulting from
construction of this alternative would be somewhat less than the proposed project since grading
activities would be limited to the eastern portion of the development site. Nevertheless, impacts
would be Class II, significant but mitigable, similar to the proposed project, and mitigation
measures would continue to be required. The townhome development would be expected to
generate slightly less traffic than the single family development associated with the proposed
project. Therefore, long term regional impacts and impacts related to carbon monoxide
concentrations would be slightly lower and would be Class III, less than significant. No
mitigation would be required for long-term impacts, similar to the proposed project.
c. Biological Resources. Although one more residence would be facilitated under the
Townhome Development alternative when compared to the proposed project, only the eastern
portion of the development site would continue to be developed and it is anticipated that less
excavated material would need to be placed in the fill sites. As a result, biological resources
impacts at the development site and the fill sites would be less than those resulting from the
proposed project. Nevertheless, mitigation outlined in Section 4.3, Biological Resources, would
continue to apply and impacts would be Class II, significant but mitigable.
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d. Cultural Resources. This alternative would result in a slight increase in overall
residences; however, the total amount of site disturbance would be less than would occur under
the proposed proposed since only the eastern half of the site would be developed and the
number and/or size of the fill sites would be reduced. As a result, impacts related to unknown
historic or archaeological resources would be less, although mitigation would continue to
apply. As with the proposed project, impacts would be Class II, significant but mitigable.
e. Geology and Soils. This alternative would accommodate one more residential unit
when compared to the proposed project. Therefore, although the Townhome Development
alternative would involve less earthwork than the proposed project, development under this
alternative would expose incrementally more structures and residents to geologic hazards,
including groundshaking, settlement, erosion, and expansion. Therefore, impacts related to
groundshaking, settlement, erosion, and expansion would be Class II, significant but mitigable,
similar to the proposed project. Mitigation identified in Section 4.5, Geology and Soils, would
apply.
f. Hazards and Hazardous Materials. Although the Townhome Development alternative
would require less earthwork than the proposed project, impacts related to hazards and
hazardous materials would be similarly Class III, less than significant.
g. Greenhouse Gases. The Townhome Development alternative would allow the
development of up to 80 townhome dwelling units on the eastern portion of the development
site. This represents a 1% increase in residences. However, this alternative would require less
overall grading and construction-related emissions. In addition, because trip generation
associated with condominiums is lower than for single family residences, greenhouse gas
emissions associated with project operation would also be lower. As with the proposed project,
impacts related to greenhouse gas emissions would be Class III, less than significant.
h. Hydrology and Water Quality. The Townhome Development alternative would
result in slightly more overall development than the proposed project. However, earthworkrelated erosion and sedimentation, and pollutant discharges would be less than under the
proposed project since only the eastern portion of the development site would be graded. This
alternative would also be subject to NPDES Permit requirements and City ordinances, which
would ensure that temporary construction related water quality impacts would be Class II,
significant but mitigable, similar to the proposed project.
As with the proposed project, this alternative would increase impervious surfaces from existing
conditions and would result in increased stormwater runoff and potentially impact water
quality. However, this alternative would similarly include a stormwater drainage plan that
would address these potential issues. Therefore, impacts under this alternative would be Class
IV, beneficial, similar the proposed project.
i. Noise. The Townhome Development alternative would result in different type of
residential development than the proposed project, and would increase the number of units by
one. Since the required earthwork for this alternative would be less than the proposed project,
temporary construction-related noise and ground borne vibrations would be slightly reduced.
Similar to the proposed project, impacts would be Class III, less than significant, and no
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mitigation would be required. Impacts related to operational noise conflicts would also be
slightly reduced compared to the proposed project due to the incremental reduction in overall
vehicle trips and, similar to the project, would be Class III, less than significant.
j. Transportation. The Townhome Development alternative would result in a different
type of residential development than the proposed project, and would involve development of
6 more residential units. Based on trip generation of a townhome versus a single family
residence, this alternative would generate fewer trips per day. However, similar to the
proposed project, this alternative would increase traffic levels on the local roadways and but
would not exceed Santa Paula impact criteria. Nevertheless, as with the proposed project,
impacts at the State Route 126 Eastbound Ramp/ Peck Road intersection would be Class II,
significant but mitigable, and would be addressed through paying a fair share portion for the
installation of a traffic signal at that location.

6.5

ALTERNATIVE OFF-SITE FILL LOCATION

6.5.1 Description
This alternative assumes development of the proposed 79-unit project with excess fill material
to be exported to construction site(s) located within or outside the City of Santa Paula rather
than to the unincorporated Ventura County fill sites. The use of one or more fill sites within the
City would be determined by the amount of fill material needed. The use of construction sites
within the City would eliminate the need to place fill in the three undeveloped canyons (fill
sites) located north of the development site. This alternative assumes the transportation of
750,000 CY of fill material to fill site(s) within the City, and would involve approximately 57,700
truck trips (approximately 13 CY per truck). It is anticipated that these truck trips would utilize
Peck Road to access SR 126, then travel east or west to the construction site(s).

6.5.2 Impact Analysis
a. Aesthetics. Aesthetic impacts would be similar to what would occur under the
proposed project. Transport of the excess material to an off-site location within the City would
not result in any changes to visual impacts from those identified for the proposed development.
It would eliminate the change in visual conditions on the fill sites, but none of those sites are
visible from public view areas. As with the proposed project, aesthetic impacts would be Class
II, significant but mitigable. Mitigation measures recommended for the proposed project would
apply.
b. Air Quality. Like the proposed project, this alternative would involve the
construction of up to 79 residential units on the 32.5-acre development site. There would be no
change in operational-related impacts of this alternative as compared to the proposed project.
Temporary impacts associated with the transport of fill material to off-site location(s) would be
somewhat higher under this alternative since fill material would be transported a longer
distance. The proposed project would involve transport of the fill materials to the three sites
located north of the development site whereas this alternative would require an estimated
57,700 haul trips to more distant construction sites in Santa Paula. Temporary construction
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impacts would remain Class II, significant but mitigable, similar to the proposed project, and
mitigation measures recommended for the proposed project would apply.
c. Biological Resources. Similar to the proposed project, the entire 32.5-acre
development site would be developed with 79 residences under this alternative. As a result,
onsite biological resources impacts would be similar to those resulting from the proposed
project. However, impacts to biological resources in the three proposed fill sites in the canyons
north of the development site would not occur. Impacts to wetlands, waters of the United
States, native oak trees, and wildlife corridors would not occur as a result of the project
alternative. It is assumed that the alternative fill location(s) in the City would be subject to
alteration regardless of whether fill materials that are used come for the proposed project or
from other sources. Therefore, placement of fill from the proposed project would not be
expected to create any additional biological resource impacts beyond those associated with the
proposed residential development itself. Mitigation measures recommended for development
site biological resource impacts would apply to this alternative, though the measures needed to
address impacts associated with the fill sites would not apply. As with the proposed project,
impacts would be Class II, significant but mitigable, though overall impacts would be lower
than those of the proposed project.
d. Cultural Resources. This alternative would result in the same level of development
and disturbance on the development site as the proposed project. However, impacts to potential
resources that may be located in the fill sites in the canyons north of the development site
would not occur. It is assumed that the alternative fill location(s) in the City would be subject to
alteration regardless of whether fill materials that are used come for the proposed project or
from other sources. Therefore, potential impacts to any potential cultural resources would not
change due to placement of fill from the proposed project. As a result, the potential for impacts
related to unknown historic or archaeological resources would be lower than under the
proposed project. Nevertheless, mitigation recommended for the proposed project would apply
and impacts would be Class II, significant but mitigable.
e. Geology and Soils. Onsite development would be the same as under the proposed
project. Therefore, as with the proposed project, impacts related to groundshaking, landsliding,
and erosion would be Class II, significant but mitigable. Mitigation identified in Section 4.5,
Geology and Soils, would apply, though overall changes to geologic landforms would be
somewhat lower since this alternative would not involve filling of canyon areas with fill
material from the development site.
f. Hazards and Hazardous Materials. This alternative would require the same earth work
as the proposed project. Therefore, similar to the proposed project, impacts related to hazards and
hazardous materials would be Class III, less than significant.
g. Greenhouse Gases. Similar to the proposed project, this alternative would involve the
development of up to 79 dwelling units on the 32.5-acre site. Greenhouse gas emissions
associated with temporary construction activity would be somewhat higher than under the
proposed project due to the increased length of fill material haul trips and associated increase in
emissions. Nevertheless, as with the proposed project, impacts related to greenhouse gas
emissions would be Class III, less than significant.
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h. Hydrology and Water Quality. Onsite development under this alternative would be
identical to the proposed project. Consequently, hydrological and water quality impacts
associated with site development would be the same as under the proposed project and would
be Class II, significant but mitigable. Mitigation measures recommended for onsite
development under the proposed project would apply. However, since the proposed fill sites
north of the proejct site would remain in their current condition, no changes to their hydrology
would occur. Although filling of these sites under the proposed project would not be expected
to significantly affect hydrological conditions, overall impacts to water quality would be
somewhat lower under this alternative.
i. Noise. Onsite development associated with this alternative would be identical to that
of the proposed project (79 residential units). Long-term noise impacts and impacts associated
with temporary construction activity would therefore be the same as under the proposed
project and would be less than significant. However, this alternative would involve an
estimated 57,700 additional heavy truck trips on the City and regional roadway network to haul
excess earth material to construction haul sites. Assuming a haul period of six months and 22
work days per month, this would involve about 437 truck trips per work day over the sixmonth period. It is anticipated that these trucks would use Peck Road to access SR 126 so uses
along Peck Road would be exposed to noise from these trucks over a six-month period. This
number of daily trip trips would increase noise along Peck Road.
j. Transportation. Because development associated with this alternative would be
identical to the proposed project, long-term impacts to the local and regional transportation
network would be the same as those of the project. The impact to the State Route 126 Eastbound
Ramp/Peck Road interchange would be Class II, significant but mitigable, and the mitigation
recommended for the proposed project would apply. This alternative would add an estimated
57,700 haul truck trips, or about 437 trips per day over an approximately six-month period, to
the local and regional transportation network. Most affected would be Peck Road, which is
anticipated to be the primary haul route. Because the increase in truck traffic would be
temporary, it would not have a long-term significant impact upon traffic conditions. However,
the addition of 437 daily truck trips (more than 50 per hour over an 8-hour work day) would
cause substantial disruption to traffic along Peck Road and at the SR 126/Peck Road
interchange during the grading/material hauling period. The effect on operation of the SR
126/Peck Road interchange could be minimized by installing the recommended traffic signal at
that location prior to material hauling.

6.6

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE

As required by CEQA, this section identifies the environmentally superior alternative. The No
Project alternative would involve no change to the environment and is therefore considered
environmentally superior overall. However, this alternative would not preclude future
development of the site with another project. Additionally, this alternative would not have the
proposed project’s benefits relative to landslide and flooding issues and it fails to achieve the
stated project objectives. Table 6-1 summarizes impacts for each of the alternatives.
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Table 6-1
Impact Comparison of Alternatives
No Project

Additional
Lots

Reduced Lots

Townhome
Development

Alternative
Off-Site Fill
Location

Aesthetics

+

=

=

=

=

Air Quality

+

-

+

+

=/-

Biology

+

=

=

+

+

Cultural Resources

+

=

=

+

+

Geology & Soils

+

-

+

=/-

=/+

Hazardous Materials

+

=

=

=

=

Greenhouse Gases

+

=/-

+

+

=/-

Hydrology

+

=

=

=/+

+

Noise

+

=/-

+

=/-

=/-

Transportation

+

=/-

+

+

=/-

Issue

+ Superior to the proposed project (reduced level of impact)
- Inferior to the proposed project (increased level of impact)
+/- Characteristics both better and worse than the proposed project
= Similar level of impact to the proposed project

Among the development alternatives, the Alternative Off-Site Fill Location alternative would be
superior with respect to biological resources, cultural resources, hydrology and water quality,
but would be inferior with respect temporary air quality, noise and transportation impacts
associated with the transport of fill material to sites located in the City. The Alternative Off-Site
Fill Location alternative would be superior primarily due to reduced permanent impacts to
biological resources, cultural resources, and hydrology and water quality resulting from
deposition of fill material to fill sites. Therefore, the Alternative Off-Site Fill Location alternative
would be environmentally superior to the proposed project. In addition, this alternative would
meet the applicant’s objectives of developing 79 single-family residential lots.
The Reduced Lots and Townhome Development alternatives would also be environmentally
superior to the proposed project because of reduced impacts in such issue areas as air quality,
transportation, noise, and biological resources. However, neither of these alternatives would
meet the applicant’s objective of developing single-family residences.
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8.0 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIR
This section includes the comment letters on the Draft EIR for Tentative Map 5475 and the City
of Santa Paula’s responses to the comments. The City received 15 comment letters on the Draft
EIR. Commenters and the page on which each comment letter can be found are listed below.
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of Ventura Resource Management Agency
4. Jim Myers, Engineering Manager II, County of Ventura
Public Works Agency
5. Behnam Emami, Engineering Manager II, Ventura County
Public Works Agency Transportation Department
6. Alicia Stratton, Ventura County Air Pollution Control
District
7. Rosemary Rowan, Long-Range Planning Manager, County
of Ventura Resource Management Agency
8. Tom Wolfington, P.E., Permit Manager, Ventura County
Watershed Protection District
9. Jim O’Tousa, CEG, Engineering Manager II, Ventura
County Public Works Agency
10. Marty Melvin, Executive Officer, Ventura County Resource
Conservation District
1.

Page Number
8-1
8-11
8-22
8-24
8-26
8-32
8-36
8-65
8-68
8-71

11. Richard Main, J.D.

8-73

12. Michael Dalo

8-79

13. Scott Morgan, Director, State Clearinghouse

8-85

14. Dave Singleton, Program Analyst, Native American
Heritage Commission
15. Dianna Watson, IGR/CEQA Branch Chief, California
Department of Transportation, District 7

8-88
8-91

The response to each comment letter immediately follows the individual letter. Where a letter
includes more than one comment, the comments have been addressed individually and are
numbered sequentially (e.g., 1.1, 1.2).
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Letter 1
Commenter:

Betty Courtney, Environmental Program Manager, South Coast Region,
California Department of Fish and Wildlife

Date:

March 27, 2013

Response 1.1
The commenter correctly describes the project and area habitats, and notes that the Department
of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) is both a trustee agency and a responsible agency for aspects of the
project. The DEIR identifies the CDFW as a trustee agency. In response to this comment, the
following will be added at the end of subsection 1.2 of the DEIR to clarify the CDFW’s role as a
responsible agency.
The CDFW is also a responsible agency as it may need to issue a Streambed Alteration
Agreement for placement of fill material within riparian areas within CDFW jurisdiction.
Response 1.2
The commenter notes that the proposed project would increase identified stressors to wildlife
and contribute to cumulative regional losses of wildlife habitat. Impacts to biological resources
are discussed in DEIR Section 4.3, Biological Resources. Specific concerns about the biological
resource analysis are address in responses 1.3 through 1.12.
Response 1.3
The commenter notes that CDFW recommended thorough biological surveys in an NOP
response and states an opinion that the survey methodology used for the DEIR analysis is
inadequate. Two days of surveys were conducted when the environmental review of the project
was initiated in 2008. In addition, a delineation of jurisdictional waters and wetlands was
conducted for the three fill site locations and, in response to CDFW’s request in response to the
Notice of Preparation, a habitat assessment for the San Fernando Valley spineflower was
conducted in 2012. Finally, a follow-up survey was conducted in January 2014 to confirm that
project area conditions have not changed substantively since the earlier surveys. These surveys
were conducted by qualified biologists following industry-accepted survey methods.
Response 1.4
The commenter recommends development of mitigation for potential impacts to the loggerhead
shrike and coast horned lizard. As noted in Draft EIR Table 4.3-3 (page 4.3-19), a loggerhead
shrike was observed during previous site visit as a winter transient, but this species is no
longer considered to be nesting on the coast of southern California and would be limited to
foraging onsite. Per Table 4.3-3 (page 4.3-21), coast horned lizard was observed during previous
studies in 2006 and is expected in small numbers in alluvial scrub areas in area drainages as
well as in open areas along ridges with friable soils. Suitable habitat for this species is
ubiquitous in the open hills that surround the project site to the north. As such, the project is
not expected to cause the species’ population to drop below self-sustaining levels. Therefore,
impacts to coast horned lizard were determined to be less than significant. The species would,
however, benefit from the habitat restoration and avoidance/minimization actions required by
City of Santa Paula
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Mitigation Measures BIO-2(b), BIO-3(a), BIO-3(b), BIO-3(c), BIO-4(a), BIO-4(b), and BIO-5. Also,
please see Response 7.11 to the County of Ventura Resource Management Agency, which
includes additional analysis of biological resource issues.
Response 1.5
The commenter states that placement of excess dirt in the fill sites may adversely affect wildlife
habitat and movement in these areas. This impact is addressed under Impact BIO-3, on DEIR
page 4.3-26. Direct and indirect impacts on native habitat and wildlife movement due to
vegetation removal and disturbance are identified as significant and mitigation measures
(limiting construction to daytime hours, revegetation of fill sites with native plant species that
would facilitate wildlife movement after construction, and limitations on lighting) are provided
for these impacts. It should also be noted that the Final EIR project description includes a
refined fill site plan that excludes Fill Site 2 and utilizes only portions of the original fill sites 1
and 3.
Response 1.6
The commenter recommends additional biological survey work, stating that the site surveys are
more than five years old and noting that the June 2012 survey was focused on the San Fernando
Valley spineflower. The surveys actually are not more than five years old as they were
conducted in the spring of 2008. The 2012 survey was conducted based on the request in the
commenter’s response to the Notice of Preparation. As discussed in Response 1.3, biological
surveys were conducted by qualified biologists following industry-accepted survey methods.
These surveys are considered adequate for purposes of identifying potential impacts under
CEQA, though it is understood that the CDFW may require additional surveys or other
analyses in support of any Lake and Streambed Alteration Agreement that the applicant may
seek for the offsite fill sites.
Response 1.7
The commenter states that evidence in the DEIR illustrates the high quality of some vegetation
communities and suggests that the DEIR fails to identify some of these sensitive communities.
The communities mentioned in this comment are all identified in DEIR Section 4.3, Biological
Resources, beginning on page 4.3-3. Table 4.3-1 on page 4.3-4 also provides a summary of these
vegetation communities. The project site itself consists primarily of an abandoned orchard that
is highly disturbed and largely lacks native plant communities. However, the areas north and
west of the site contain more native vegetation communities that are more sensitive in nature.
This is why the focus of much of the biological resource impact analysis is on the fill sites rather
than on the proposed development itself.
Response 1.8
The commenter suggests that mitigation measures to offset the loss of upland and stream
channel habitats, and recommends a compensatory replacement ratio of at least 3:1. Impacts to
riparian habitats are discussed under Impact BIO-2, on page 4.3-25. The DEIR acknowledges
that off-site fill areas would result in the loss of up to 2.05 acres of jurisdictional waters of the
state and waters of the U.S. The DEIR then includes mitigation providing a minimum
replacement ratio of 2:1 and specifically requiring the applicant to provide signed copies of an
LSA (and other permits) to the County prior to the receipt of a grading permit for the fill sites.
City of Santa Paula
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Although the City’s minimum replacement ratio of 2:1 is less than suggested by the commenter,
such a replacement ratio would mitigate impacts in accordance with CEQA requirements. It is
acknowledged that CDFW may require a higher ratio as part of a Lake and Streambed
Alteration (LSA) Agreement.
Response 1.9
The commenter recommends protocol surveys for the Coastal California gnatcatcher, a Federal
listed threatened species. As discussed on DEIR page 4.3-19 (Table 4.3-3), the former historic
egg record in Adam’s Canyon for the Coastal California gnatcatcher dates from 1924. Protocol
surveys conducted in adjacent Fagan Canyon in 2003 to east resulted in no observations. Given
the lack of sitings in the area, the DEIR concluded that the presence of this species in the area is
unlikely. Moreover, the disturbance within the area of potential habitat for this species would
be limited to temporary activity associated with placement of fill material as development
associated with the proposed project would be limited to the 32.5-acre project site, which is a
highly disturbed former orchard that lacks suitable habitat. Mitigation Measure BIO-3(b) on
DEIR page 4.3-26 requires revegetation of fill areas with native plant species that would
facilitate wildlife movement, thus allowing for continued use of this area by wildlife species,
including any California gnatcatchers that may be present in the area (though, again, it is
considered unlikely that this species inhabits the area).
Response 1.10
The commenter suggests selection of the most environmentally sensitive alternative, such as
clustering of development, reduction of the amount of cut and fill, and balancing of fill on-site.
Substantially reducing cut and fill and balancing of fill on-site are not feasible alternatives since
the project site requires substantial remedial grading in order to address existing slope stability
issues. Section 6.0 of the DEIR does consider alternatives involving a reducing number of single
family lots, a townhome development in the eastern portion of the site (this alternative would
reduce export of dirt to some degree), and hauling of dirt to nearby construction sites instead of
the fill sites north of the project site.
Response 1.11
The commenter states concerns about “edge effects” such as invasion by non-native plants and
animals, chemical drift, introduction of lighting and noise, water from irrigation, traffic, and
domestic pets. The commenter also states concerns about the effect of County-required fuel
modifications, the introduction of irrigated landscaping, ground disturbance, and the
introduction of impervious surfaces on-site. Finally, the commenter suggests that dryland
buffers of at least 300 feet should be provided between development and natural habitats.
Impacts related to the introduction of invasive species are addressed under Impact BIO-5 on
DEIR page 4.3-28. Mitigation requiring final a landscape design plan that does not introduce
invasive non-native plant species is included. The project also includes a buffer area between
onsite development and the agricultural property to the west. As discussed in DEIR Section
4.3,d the project site itself is a highly disturbed former orchard that largely lacks native
biological habitats, while immediately adjacent properties are primarily agricultural or
residential in character. The introduction of onsite development and associated ground
disturbance, impervious surfaces, and landscaping would not directly affect sensitive species.
City of Santa Paula
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Response 1.12
The commenter notes that the CDFW opposes elimination of watercourses and has regulatory
authority with regard to activities occurring in streams and/or lakes that could adversely affect
fish or wildlife. The commenter also notes that written notification to the CDFW will be
required and suggests that the failure to include analysis of impacts to watercourses may
preclude the CDFW from relying on the lead agency’s environmental document when
considering issuance of an LSA Agreement.
It is understood that the CDFW has jurisdiction over the watercourses present in fill sites 1 and
2. As discussed on page 4.3-9 in DEIR Section 4.3, Biological Resources, and in DEIR Appendix D,
a jurisdictional delineation of drainages within the project site was conducted in conjunction
with the DEIR preparation to determine the extent, where applicable, of Corps, RWQCB,
CDFW, and County jurisdiction. As discussed on page 4.3-25, under Impact BIO-2, Fill Site 1
contains approximately 0.27 acre classified as non-wetland waters and waters of the State, and
approximately 0.60 acre of streambed/ riparian habitat. Fill Site 2 contains approximately 0.11
acre of non-wetland waters/waters of the state and approximately 1.07 acres of streambed/
riparian habitat. As discussed in Response 1.8, the DEIR then acknowledges that placement of
fill materials in these areas would require a CDFW Streambed Alteration Agreement and
includes mitigation providing minimum replacement standards for any loss of riparian habitats
and requiring, among other permits, an LSA.

City of Santa Paula
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Letter 2

March 27, 2013
Mr. Stratis Perros, Deputy Planning Director
City of Santa Paula
970 Ventura Street
Santa Paula, CA 93060

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Report for Tentative Tract 5475 (Peck/Foothill)
Dear Mr. Perros:
Thank you for providing the Ventura Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo) with the
opportunity to review the draft environmental impact report (DEIR) for the above-referenced
project. As a CEQA responsible agency, we are charged with ensuring that environmental
documents prepared by lead agencies address the issues that relate to our scope of
authority. Please note that these comments are solely those of the LAFCo staff; the
document has not been reviewed by the Commission.
Project Description
The project description includes the annexation of an approximately 32.5-acre parcel to
allow for the subdivision and development of 79 hillside residential lots. The DEIR routinely
refers to the 32.5-acre parcel as the “project site”. However, the boundaries of the
proposed project substantially exceed the 32.5 acres and include a significant amount of
open space land that will be impacted. Pursuant to Govt. Code Section 56301, among the
purposes of LAFCo are to ensure the provision of efficient governmental services, while
discouraging urban sprawl and preserving open-space and prime agricultural lands.
The amount of grading proposed as part of the project is significant and is estimated to take
up to one and a half years to complete. The project proposes to cut 2.7 million cubic yards
of earth on the 32.5-acre parcel and on another approximately 14 acres to the north on
property that is to remain in unincorporated area. Additional off-site grading to the west is
also included. Approximately 2 million cubic yards of earth will be used as fill for the project.
The remaining approximately 700,000 cubic yards is to be transported to an adjacent
property to the north where it is to be deposited into three canyons that are to remain in
unincorporated area (in other sections of the DEIR this amount is cited as 750,000 cubic
yards). The area within the canyons that are to be filled exceeds 43 acres and includes
natural drainages with riparian habitat and several acres of oak woodland. Roads are to be
graded to provide access to the three canyons that are to be filled. Thus, the “project site”
includes over 90 acres of land, approximately 60 acres of which is to remain in the
unincorporated area and subject to County jurisdiction.
In a review of the proposed grading performed by RJR Engineering, several concerns were
raised about how the grading would be accomplished. For example, RJR Engineering
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Stratis Perros
March 27, 2013
Page 2
noted that given the amount of grading that is proposed, the topography of the site, and
other site restrictions, it is unclear how the graded material can be stockpiled on the site.
Thus, it appears that the stockpiling location(s) will likely be off-site. In response to these
concerns, project proponents indicate that how the grading is to be accomplished (and
where the stockpile(s) will be located) will be identified at a later date after a grading
contractor has been retained. Thus, the location of where the graded material that will be
temporarily stockpiled is not identified in the DEIR. Given the significant amount of material
involved, the area needed for stockpiling will likely be extensive. Will this area impact
agricultural or open space lands? Will hauling and the grading of roads to access it be
necessary? Is it under County jurisdiction? Will it be subject to erosion or landslide? The
stockpiling area is an integral component of the project and should be identified in the DEIR
and included in the evaluation for potential impacts.

2.1
cont'd

The project description indicates that off site grading is to occur on property located to the
north and on property located to the west, both of which are to remain in the unincorporated
area. The DEIR indicates that the property owner to the north has granted a grading
easement to allow for the grading. However, there is no mention of whether the property
owner to the west has agreed to allow grading to occur. The Off-Site Grading plan (Figure
2-4) does not identify the extent of grading and improvements that would occur on the
property to the west. The project description should better describe the extent of
grading/improvements necessary on this property.
The DEIR should identify LAFCo as a responsible agency whose approval is required in
conjunction with the development of the proposed project. Indeed, to annex the proposal
area to the City, LAFCo must first take action to approve an application for several changes
of organization, collectively referred to as a reorganization. More specifically, the necessary
reorganization action would need to include:
Annexation of the proposal area to the City.
Detachment of the same area from the Ventura County Resource Conservation
District, the Ventura County Fire Protection District, and County Service Area Nos.
32 and 33.

2.2

Please note, if the project description is not amended to identify the aforementioned actions
that must be taken by LAFCo, LAFCo may be unable to utilize the document in making a
determination on the proposal.
Annexation Area Boundary
The boundary of the annexation area surrounds most of an abutting 2-acre residential
parcel, and would result in this parcel becoming a “peninsula” of unincorporated area
substantially surrounded by the City. In addition, Section 3.2.1 of the Ventura LAFCo
Commissioner’s Handbook (Handbook) requires that city annexation proposals include all
abutting road rights of way, such a Foothill Road, in which case the 2-acre parcel would be
surrounded by City boundaries. Handbook Section 3.3.1.2(a) discourages proposals that
would result in a distortion of existing boundaries. This residential lot should be included
within the area that is proposed for annexation, however it is not clear if this is the intent.
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In addition, according to the DEIR, extensive landscaping is proposed on exposed graded
slopes, including the 14 acres that are to remain in the unincorporated area. The DEIR
notes that such landscaping is necessary to mitigate aesthetic impacts. Landscaping may
also be required to provide slope stability and/or minimize erosion. Presumably, this
landscaping will require irrigation. If City water service is needed to irrigate the landscaping
on the 14 acres of graded slopes located north of the 32.5-acre parcel (as well as the
graded slopes on the property to the west), this area must be annexed to the City and
should, therefore, be included within the annexation proposal area. In addition, Ventura
Commissioner’s Handbook Section 3.1.4.2 generally provides that LAFCo will not support
annexation proposals that do not conform to lines of assessment or ownership. Therefore,
in order to ensure consistency with this policy, this 14-acre area should be subdivided from
the larger parcel if it is to be annexed to the City.

2.4

The DEIR should contain a map depicting the boundaries of the annexation area. In
addition, the project description may need to be revised should the aforementioned
subdivision be required.

2.5

Land Use and Planning
On December 8, 2011, LAFCo staff provided comments in response to the Notice of
Preparation (NOP) and the Initial Study (DEIR Appendix A) prepared for the DEIR. Among
the comments were several relating to Land Use and Planning, and the need to include an
analysis of consistency with City and County General Plans and LAFCo policies. Table 1-1
of the DEIR includes a summary of responses to the NOP and indicates the DEIR section in
which the responses are addressed. The table notes that comments regarding consistency
with the City General Plan and LAFCo policies (we assume the “Ventura Local” noted in the
table is meant to read “Ventura Local Agency Formation Commission”) are addressed in the
Initial Study, which is attached as an Appendix to the DEIR (the table makes no mention of
where consistency with County General Plan policies are addressed). However, as our
comments to the NOP stated, we believe that the analysis in the Initial Study does not
sufficiently address potential impacts regarding land use and planning as discussed below.

2.6

Pursuant to the initial study prepared for the project, Section X.b. provides that a potentially
significant impact may occur if the project would “conflict with any applicable land use plan,
policy, or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited
to the general plan, specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for
the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.” The initial study concluded
that no such conflicts exist and, consequently, no analysis is included in the DEIR.
However, there is little or analysis to support the conclusions of the initial study.

2.7

As noted, the majority of the project site is located within area that is to remain
unincorporated and subject to County jurisdiction. The applicable land use plan, policies,
and regulations for this area are those of the County. Based on discussions with County
staff, that portion of the project that would be subject to County jurisdiction will require
discretionary review and approval by the County. Thus, the County is an agency with
jurisdiction over the project. As such, the DEIR should discuss any conflicts between the
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project and any County land use plan, policies, and regulations that have been adopted to
avoid or mitigate potential impacts to the environment. The Initial Study and the DEIR
contain no such analysis. The DEIR should be revised to specify the extent to which the
project is subject to County jurisdiction, the necessary permits/entitlements that are
required, the applicable County policies and regulations, and an evaluation of the project’s
consistency with those policies and regulations. Please note that pursuant to Handbook
Section 3.1.6, unless exceptional circumstances exist, no application for a reorganization
will be accepted by LAFCo until all discretionary approvals for any pending land use
entitlements are granted.

2.8
cont'd

It should be noted that the implementation of a hillside development criteria ordinance is
identified in the EIR prepared for the City General Plan as a mitigation measure against
identified geologic hazards. The City’s Hillside Grading Practices ordinance (Chapter 16.98
of the City Municipal Code) appears to contain these criteria. According to this Chapter,
one of the primary objectives regarding hillside development is to “preserve the natural
terrain.” It continues that it is the intent and policy of the City to, among other things,
“encourage only minimal grading which relates to the natural contour of the land…” The
following General Plan policy was also identified by the EIR as a mitigation measure to
mitigate aesthetic impacts specific to development in Adams Canyon, “Locate building pads
and develop the sites and roadways with minimized grading and reduced amounts of cut
and fill slopes.” The DEIR should discuss the project’s consistency with all applicable City
plans, policies, and regulations that have been adopted to mitigate or avoid impacts to the
environment.

2.9

It remains unclear how the project can be considered to be consistent with the City General
Plan when the City General Plan does not include a land use map, circulation plan, public
facilities plan, or open space plan for the Adams Canyon Expansion Area. Therefore, it is
unknown whether the subject site is the most appropriate for the type of development that is
proposed or whether there are alternative sites that do not necessitate such extensive
grading.

2.10

Drainage
The depth of grading below the current surface elevation (which appears to be up to at least
80 feet in places) will exceed the depth of groundwater on the western side of the project
site. The geotechnical study indicates that dewatering may need to occur during grading
and permanent subdrains may need to be constructed. The DEIR does not discuss the
potential impacts of such drainage. What is the anticipated volume? Where will the
drainage flow? Will it impact groundwater supplies? Are off-site improvements to direct the
flow required?

2.11

Sewer Service
According to the City’s 2005 Wastewater System Master Plan, a section of the sewer
mainline that appears to serve the site is identified as currently being above capacity. As
noted in our previous comments on the NOP, this capacity issue should be identified and
evaluated in the DEIR.
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Fire Protection Services
As noted in our NOP comments, given the steepness of the site and its proximity to a high
fire hazard area, the DEIR should evaluate whether adequate emergency access will be
provided. For instance, the DEIR should evaluate whether the slope of the streets would
hinder a fire apparatus. The adequacy/feasibility of the secondary emergency access,
which appears to be narrow and to rely on the use of private property to the east of the site,
should also be evaluated. For instance, if permission from the property owner is not
obtained, will a secondary emergency access be provided?
Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DEIR. Please feel free to contact
me should you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Kai Luoma, AICP
Deputy Executive Officer
c:

LAFCo Commissioners
Chris Stephens, County RMA
Jeff Pratt, County Public Works Agency
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Letter 2
Commenter:

Kai Luoma, Deputy Executive Officer, Ventura County Local Agency Formation
Commission

Date:

March 27, 2013

Response 2.1
The commenter correctly summarizes the project, states concerns about stockpiling of graded
material, and wonders whether the property owner west of the project site has granted a
grading easement. All stockpiling of graded material will be onsite. The first sentence of the
second paragraph under subsection 2.4.3, Site Grading, has been revised to read as follows in
order to clarify this point:
Excess fill would be stockpiled on the development site and/or the excavation area to the
north, then hauled to and deposited within one or more of three canyons north of the
development site (refer to Figure 2-5).
The adjacent two-acre property owner to the southwest has granted the applicant a grading
easement. Grading would not be required on the other property west of the site. The next to last
sentence of the first paragraph of subsection 2.4.3 has been revised as follows to clarify this
point:
A small portion of off-site grading is also required adjacent to the southwest corner of the
lot and the applicant also has an easement for grading within this area.
Response 2.2
The commenter notes that the DEIR should identify the Ventura County LAFCo as a
responsible agency. LAFCo is identified as a responsible agency in DEIR Section 1.0 (on page 12). In addition, Section 2.0, Project Description, notes that the LAFCo must approve the proposed
reorganization on page 2-15. In response to this comment, Comment 2.3, and comments from
the County of Ventura Resource Management Agency (Letter 7), the last paragraph of
subsection 2.6, Required Approvals and Permits, on page 2-15, has been revised to read as follows:
The applicant is requesting annexation of the project site, the adjacent two-acre
residential property southwest of the development site, and the adjacent segment of
Foothill Road to the City of Santa Paula. This reorganization (annexation) action must
be approved by LAFCO, which would need to simultaneously approve detachment of the
same area from the Ventura County Resource Conservation District and County Service
Areas Nos. 32 and 33. Ventura County would also need to issue a grading permit and
potentially a tree removal permit in order to approve the proposed grading activities
within areas to remain in unincorporated Ventura County (including both the areas to be
graded to facilitate the proposed residential development and the proposed fill sites).
Depending upon which of the fill sites are actually used, grading associated with the fill
sites may also require the approval of a Section 404 ACOE permit, Section 401 RWQCB
certification and a CDFW Streambed Alteration Agreement.

City of Santa Paula
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Response 2.3
The commenter suggests that an abutting 2-acre residential parcel should be included within
the area proposed for annexation. Both this parcel and adjacent segment of Foothill Road would
be annexed as part of the proposed project. In response to this comment and Comment 2.8, the
second paragraph under subsection 1.2, Lead, Responsible, and Trustee Agencies, has been revised
to read as follows in order to clarify this point:
A responsible agency refers to a public agency other than the lead agency that has
discretionary approval over the project. The Ventura County Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFCO) is a responsible agency because it has the authority to approve or
deny the proposed reorganization actions required for annexation of the project site, the
adjoining residential property, and the adjacent segment of Foothill Road to the City of
Santa Paula. Ventura County would also be a responsible agency for the issuance of a
grading permit for the proposed off-site placement of approximately 0.7 million cubic
yards of material and potentially for the issuance of a tree removal permit for that same
component of the proposed project.
Also, please see Response 2.2.
The clarifications made in responses 2.2 and 2.3 would not alter the physical environmental
effects of the proposed project as no change in land use or other physical changes are proposed
for the 2-acre parcel in question.
Response 2.4
The commenter suggests that 14 acres north of the project site that are to be graded and
landscaped may need to be annexed to the City of Santa Paula if the City is to provide water
service to that area. The commenter also notes that the property that includes this 14-acre area
would need to be subdivided from the larger parcel of which it is part if it is to be annexed to
the City. This area is not proposed for annexation. The project applicant may consider a variety
of options for irrigation of landscaping within the unincorporated County area, including an
agreement with Farmers Mutual, which serves unincorporated areas, or trucking in of water. A
final determination of how needed irrigation would be achieved has not been made, but
irrigation is anticipated to be temporary until such time as plants are established.
Response 2.5
The commenter states that the EIR should include a map depicting the annexation area and that
the project description may need to be revised. Please see responses 2.3 and 2.4.
Response 2.6
The commenter states an opinion that the analysis of land use and planning issues in the Initial
Study does not sufficiently address potential impacts. The commenter’s specific concerns about
the land use and planning analysis are addressed in responses 2.7 through 2.10. Table 1-1 will
be corrected to clarify that the reference in question is to the Ventura Local Agency Formation
Commission.
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Response 2.7
The commenter states an opinion that there is little analysis to support the conclusions of the
Initial Study that the project would not conflict with an applicable land use plan, policy, or
regulation of any agency with jurisdiction over the project. In response to this comment, the
first paragraph under Item X.b of the Initial Study has been revised to read as follows:
b. The development site is currently outside of Santa Paula city limits, but within the
City’s Urban Boundary Line (CURB). The applicant is requesting annexation of the
development site into the City of Santa Paula and pre-zoning to Specific Plan-1 (SP-1).
This is consistent with the current City of Santa Paula General Plan designation for the
Adams Canyon Expansion Area, which allows 495 Single Family Residences, and would
leave approximately 415 units still available for development. The residential
development facilitated by the proposed Specific Plan would be consistent with the Santa
Paula General Plan vision for the Adams Canyon Expansion Area. It should also be
noted that although the project site currently has an Agricultural land use designation
under the County of Ventura General Plan, the site is also within an Urban Reserve
overlay under the County General Plan. The Urban Reserve overlay is consistent with
the expectation that future urbanization of the project site would occur under the City of
Santa Paula’s authority. No change in land use is proposed for the offsite fill sites that
would remain within unincorporated Ventura County.
In addition, the following has been added to the discussion under Item X.b:
The Ventura County LAFCo holds approval authority over the proposed changes of
governmental organization, including annexation of the project site, an adjacent
residential parcel, and the adjacent segment of Foothill Road. Applicable LAFCO policies
related to the required changes of organization are discussed below.
Consistency with General and Specific Plans. Unless exceptional circumstances
are shown, LAFCo will not approve a proposal unless it is consistent with the applicable
general plan and any applicable specific plan. As noted above, the proposed project is
consistent with the City of Santa Paula General Plan’s vision for the Adams Canyon
Expansion Area in which the project site is located.
Consistency with Ordinances Requiring Voter Approval. For cities that have
enacted ordinances that require voter approval for the extension of services or for
changing general plan designations, LAFCo will not approve a proposal unless it is
consistent with such ordinances and voter approval has first been granted, or unless
exceptional circumstances are shown to exist. The project site is within Santa Paula’s
CURB; therefore, the proposed project is not subject to voter approval and this policy
does not apply.
Guidelines for Orderly Development. LAFCo encourages proposals that involve
urban development or that result in urban development to include annexation to a city
wherever possible. The proposed project involves annexation of the project site to the City
of Santa Paula. As discussed above, both the Santa Paula General Plan and the County of
Ventura Urban Reserve overlay that applies to the site anticipate annexation of the
project site to the City of Santa Paula.
City of Santa Paula
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Greenbelts. The County of Ventura and various cities in the County have
adopted Greenbelt Agreements for the purposes of preserving agriculture and/or open
space, providing separation between cities, and/or limiting the extension of urban
services. The Ventura LAFCo is not a direct party to these Greenbelt Agreements, but
has endorsed them as statements of local policy. As such, LAFCo will not approve a
proposal from a city that is in conflict with any Greenbelt Agreement unless exceptional
circumstances are shown to exist. The project site is not subject to an adopted Greenbelt
Agreement; therefore, this policy does not apply.
Agricultural and Open Space Preservation. LAFCo will approve a proposal for a
change of organization that is likely to result in the conversion of Prime agricultural land
or open space land only if it finds that the proposal will lead to planned, orderly, and
efficient development. As discussed above, the proposed project is consistent with the
Santa Paula General Plan and the County of Ventura Urban Reserve overlay. The
project site is not designated Prime agricultural land, nor is it designated as open space
by either the City of Santa Paula or the County of Ventura. The site is immediately
adjacent to Santa Paula’s corporate boundary; therefore, the proposed project would not
involve “leapfrog” development. The proposed project, including the specific plan to
which the site would be subject, is intended to provide for the orderly development of the
project site.
Response 2.8
The commenter notes that the County of Ventura has discretionary review and approval
authority over the project and asserts that the DEIR should analyze consistency with County
land use plans, policies, and regulations. The County of Ventura is specifically listed as a
responsible agency for the proposed project on page 1-2 of Section 1.0, Introduction. In addition,
page 2-15 of Section 2.0, Project Description, notes that the proposed project requires a grading
permit from the County. However, contrary to what the commenter suggests, the project does
not involve a land use change. The only activity proposed for areas within unincorporated
Ventura County involves grading and deposit of fill material. Such actions do not require land
use permits from the County of Ventura and no change in land use or County General Plan
land use designation is being requested; therefore, there would be no conflict with County land
use plans, policies, or regulations. Also, please see responses 2.2, 2.3, and 2.7.
Response 2.9
The commenter states that the DEIR should discuss the project’s consistency with applicable
City plans, policies, and regulations, in particular the hillside grading practices ordinance. The
hillside grading practices ordinance (Chapter 16.98 of the Municipal Code) is discussed on page
4.1-2 of DEIR Section 4.1, Aesthetics. The project would involve grading of the entire project site,
which is not consistent with the general intent of the hillside grading practices ordinance.
However, this grading is required to address existing onsite slope stability issues, as discussed
in Section 2.0, Project Description (page 2-6 under subsection 2.4.3, Site Grading) and in Section
4.5, Geology and Soils (see Impact GEO-4 on page 4.5-23). Consequently, although grading would
be substantial, such grading would be required in order to allow the development of the site. As
discussed under Impact GEO-4, the proposed remedial program would reduce landslide
hazards onsite as well as on adjacent properties and along the adjacent segment of Foothill
Road. City decisionmakers will need to weigh this benefit against the visual impact associated
City of Santa Paula
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with the proposed grading program. In response to this comment, the following has been added
to the end of discussion of Impact AES-2 on page 4.1-9:
The grading associated with the proposed project could be seen as in conflict with the
City’s hillside grading practices ordinance insofar as it would involve mass grading of
the site and surrounding areas. However, as discussed above, the abandoned orchard that
currently occupies the site is of relatively low visual quality. In addition, the proposed
mass grading of the site would address existing slope stability issues that create a hazard
for both the project site and adjacent properties. Finally, the graded site would simulate
the natural contour of the property and the site would be landscaped in such a manner as
to stabilize slopes and conceal bare soil from view.
Response 2.10
The commenter states that it is unclear how the proposed project is consistent with the Santa
Paula General Plan and that it is unknown whether the project site is the most appropriate
location for the proposed development. As discussed on page 2-4 of DEIR Section 2.0, Project
Description, the City of Santa Paula General Plan (1998) currently designates the site as part of
the Adams Canyon Specific Plan Zone (SP-1), which allows development of up to 495 dwelling
units throughout the Adams Canyon Expansion Area. Because the use of the site is consistent
with, and within, the development parameters for the Adams Canyon Expansion Area, it is
considered consistent with the City’s General Plan. City decision makers will, however, make
the final determination of consistency.
As noted in Section 2.0, although the proposed development is considered consistent with the
development parameters of the Adams Canyon Expansion Area, the City’s General Plan would
be amended to reflect the new Specific Plan land use designation for the project site.
Additionally, the City intends to amend Land Use Element Figure LU-5 to reflect this Specific
Plan designation. The nature of the General Plan amendments has been clarified in Section 2.0
of the Final EIR. These clean-up items would not affect the DEIR environmental analysis.
Whether the site is the “most appropriate” for the proposed development is not a subject for the
EIR. The EIR’s intent is to analyze the project that is proposed and feasible alternatives to the
proposed project. There may be other sites that could accommodate residential development
similar to the proposed project, but those sites are not owned by the project applicant.
Consequently, development of the current proposal at an alternative site would not be feasible.
Response 2.11
The commenter asks about drainage flow and wonders whether the project would affect
groundwater supplies. As discussed on page 4.5-17 of DEIR Section 4.5, Geology and Soils, under
“Groundwater,” groundwater may be encountered during remedial grading, but is not
anticipated to impact the proposed development. As discussed under Impact HYD-2 on page
4.8-13 of Section 4.8, Hydrology and Water Quality, the proposed onsite detention system would
reduce peak surface runoff volumes from the site. This may incrementally aid in local
groundwater recharge.
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Response 2.12
The commenter states that capacity issues for a section of the sewer mainline that appears to
serve the site should be addressed. As a condition of approval, the project applicant would be
required to improve a section of sewer line generally located east of Blanchard School from the
current 6-inch diameter 10 inches or pay a pro-rated fee toward this improvement. A sentence
describing this needed improvement has been added to subsection 2.4.5 of DEIR Section 2.0,
Project Description. This improvement would be made in the location of the existing line and
would not create any significant environmental impacts.
Response 2.13
The commenter suggests that the EIR should address the adequacy of emergency access and
whether secondary emergency access can be provided. The purpose of the EIR is to address the
project’s environmental impacts. Per Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, the pertinent
question with respect to public services such as fire protection is whether the project would
“result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new or
physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objectives…” As
discussed in the Initial Study in EIR Appendix A, the project would not require the provision of
new or physically altered fire protection facilities. Therefore, environmental impacts related to
fire protection service were found to be less than significant. No evidence suggesting that this
conclusion is incorrect has been provided.
The proposed project would be required to comply with all Fire Code requirements as well as
access requirements of the Santa Paula Fire Department. Compliance with Fire Code and Fire
Department requirements would be verified as part of the normal plan check process as
development proceeds (if the project is approved).
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RESOURGE MANAGEMENT AGENCY

Planning Division
Kimberly L, Prillhart

county of ventura

Director

March 28,2013
Letter 3
City of Santa Paula
Community Development Building
Attn.: Stratis Perros, Deputy Planning Director
200 S. Tenth Street
Santa Paula, CA 93060

E-mail: sperros@spcity.org
Subject: Comments on the DEIR for Tentative Tract Map 5475
Dear Mr. Perros;

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the subject document.
Attached are the comments that we have received resulting from intra-county review of
the subject document. Additional comments may have been sent directly to you by other
County agencies.
Your proposed responses to these comments should be sent directly to the commenter,

with a copy to Laura Hocking, Ventura County Planning Division, L#1740, 800
Victoria Avenue, Ventura, CA 93009.

S.

lf you have any questions regarding any of the comments, please contact the

appropriate respondent. Overall questions may be directed
(805) 654-2443.

to Laura

Hocking at

Sincerely,

Maier,
r
Planning Programs Section

Attachments
County RMA Reference Number 11-035-1

800 South Victoria Avenue, L# 1740, Ventura, CA 93009 (805) 654-2481 Fax (805) 654-2509

@

Printed on 8-22
Recycled Paper
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Letter 3
Commenter:

Tricia Maier, Manager, Planning Programs Section, County of Ventura Resource
Management Agency

Date:

March 28, 2013

The commenter attaches letters from various County of Ventura agencies. Please see the
responses to Letters 4 through 9.
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Gounty of Ventura
Public Works Agency
Engineering Services Department
MEMORANDUM

Date

March 25,2013

To:

Laura Hocking RMA-Planning

Letter 4

Reference: EIR Review
The subject project will create 79 hillside lots by grading about 2.7 million cubic yards of cut
and 2 million cubic yards of fill with 700,000 cubic yards of export to sites outside the City,
Some of the cut and the proposed disposal sites are in unincorporated areas of the County.
The grading in Unincorporated Ventura County will require a discretionary Grading Permit
from the Ventura County Public Works Agency.
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Letter 4
Commenter:

Jim Myers, Engineering Manager II, County of Ventura Public Works Agency

Date:

March 25, 2013

The commenter notes the grading parameters of the project and that the grading in
unincorporated Ventura County would require a grading permit from the Ventura County
Public Works Agency. The need for a County grading permit is identified on page 2-15 of DEIR
Section 2.0, Project Description.
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PUBLIC WORKS AGENCY
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
Traffic, Advance Planning & Permits Division

Letter 5

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

February 28,2013

TO

Resource Management Agency, Planning Division
Attention: Laura Hocking

FROM:

Transportation Department

SUBJECT:

REVIEW OF DOCUMENT 1 1-035-l (formerly 07-050) Notice of Availability
of Draft Environmental lmpact Report (NOA/DEIR)
TENTATIVE TRACT 5475 - PECK / FOOTHILL ROAD DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT
79-unit residential development at the northwest corner of Foothill Road and
Peck Road just west of the City of Santa Paula jurisdictional boundary (city).
Lead Agency: Gity of Santa Paula

F* 'z

Pursuant to your request, the Public Works Agency
reviewed the NOA/DEIR for Tentative Tract 5475.

-

Transportation Department has

This "project" involves a 32.5-acre subdivision and development with extensive hillside
grading. Tentative Tract 5475 is a 79-unit residential development at the northwest corner
of Foothill Road and Peck Road just west of the City of Santa Paula jurisdictional
boundary. This development is part of the recently approved Adams Canyon Expansion
Area and is part of the City Urban Restriction Boundary (CURB) with a proposed maximum
built-out of 495 dwelling units. The proposed lot sizes are from 6,499 to 16,599 SF
(average 9,685 SF). The new dwellings units will be one- or two-story detached singlefamily homes with some homes custom built. Assuming a trip generation rate of 9.57
average daily trips (ADT) per dwelling, this development at full build-out will generate
approximately 756 ADT.

The 12-18 month grading operation will include 2.7 million CY of cut and 2.0 million CY of
fill with the excess 0.7 million CY of fill to be deposited at three receiver sites (21.2 acres,
11 .92 acres, and 10.04 acres) with a capacity of up to 1 .8 million CY located about lqmile
northwest of the project parcel. According to the discussion on Page 2-6, the haul route will
be located on existing private dirt roads or easements. Primary access to the development
will be approximately 500 to 640 feet west of the intersection of Foothill Road and Peck
Road. Secondary access will be provided approximately 800 feet west of the primary
access.
Drainage improvements are planned to control storm water flows from the hillside above
the development and within the development. Two detention basins are proposed to
capture high intensity, short duration rainfall. The drainage system ín the development will
be directed to the southeast corner, then to the North Peck Road Drain on the west side of
1
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5.1

Peck Road. Utility improvements include water, sewer, gas, electricity, telephone, and
television. Two public parks are planned in the development, a 2.76-acre park in the
northwest corner and a 4.2-acre linear park along the west and south sides.
Our comments dated November 23,2011, were revised based on the information in the
DEIR. We offer the following comments:

1.

The DEIR on Page 2-13 states that Foothill Road would be widened to 70 feet at the
primary access. No other project-specific impacts on County roadways were indentified
in the DEIR. According to the trip generation estimates in the Traffic Study on Page 8,
only 5% of the project traffic will use Foothill Road west of the development.

5.2

2. The DEIR on Page 4.10-14 that the Santa Paula General Plan Circulation

Element
shows a major realignment of Foothill Road at Peck Road to provide a sweeping curve.
The DEIR should address the impact that this realignment would have on the primary
and secondary access to the development.

3. The Traffic and Circulation impacts and mitigation

5.3

measures on Page ES-22 are

reiterated here below with our comment.

lmpact T-1 - The proposed project would increase traffic levels on the local
roadways, but traffic increases would not exceed Ventura County impact criteria.
The impact at study area roadway segments would therefore be Class lll, less than
significant.

5.4

Mitigation Measure

- None Required

Comment-W¡th regard to lmpact T-1, the cumulative traffic impact of the project is
potentially significant. As explained in #4 below, the DEIR should include a
mitigation measure for paying the Traffic lmpact Mitigation Fee (TIMF) to the
County.
mpact T-2- The proposed projectwould increase traffic levels at local intersections
and would significantly impact the delayed movements at the State Route 126
eastbound ramps/Peck Road intersection. The impact at study area intersections
would therefore be Class ll, significant but mitigable.
f

Mitigation Measure T-2 - lnstall traffic signals at the State Route 126lEastbound
Ramps/Peck Road intersection. The City of Santa Paula has enacted a Traffic
lmpact Mitigation Ordinance to address the cumulative traffic and circulation needs.
Pursuant to the requirements of this Ordinance, the project would be required to pay
the prescribed fees to mitigate its' incremental cumulative impact.
Comment

- No Comment.

2
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4.

The cumulative impacts of the development of this project, when considered with the
cumulative impact of all other approved (or anticipated) development projects in the
County, will be potentially significant. To address the cumulative adverse impacts of
traffic on the County Regional Road Network, the appropriate Traffic lmpact Mitigation
Fee (TIMF) should be paid to the County. Based on the information provided in the
DEIR, and the reciprocal agreement between the City of Santa Paula and the County of
Ventura, the fee due to the County would be:
5.6

756 ADT** x $51.20*** / ADT = $38,707.20

** Trip Generation per Page 4.10-7 of the DEIR dated February 2013
*** County TIMF Rate for Santa Paula Traffic District #2

The above estimated fee may be subject to adjustment at the time of deposit, due to
provisions in the TIMF Ordinance allowing the fee to be adjusted for inflation based on
the Engineering News Record Construction Cost lndex. The above is an estimate only
based on information provided in the DEIR.

5. The DEIR did not address the annexation of Foothill

6.

7.

Road from Peck Road to the
primary and/or secondary access to the development. Section 3.2.1 of the Ventura
LocalAgency Formation Commission (LAFCO) Commissioner's Handbook states that
cities shall annex entire roadway sections adjacent to the territory proposed to be
annexed and shall include complete intersections. The DEIR should require conditions
for annexing County roadways adjacent to this project, in particular, the portion of
Foothill Road adjacent to the development.

5.7

Should the City of Santa Paula choose not to annex Foothill Road adjacent to the
development, then the Transportation Department would request that the City of Santa
Paula require the developer to dedicate right-of-way and improve Foothill Road along
the development frontage in accordance with County Road Standard Plate B-7 [A]. A
left-turn and right-turn lane at the primary access should be included.

5.8

The Traffic Study for the DEIR should address any additional site-specific impacts the
project may have on Foothill Road at the primary access, for example an acceleration
or deceleration lane in either direction on Foothill Road.

5.9

8. The DEIR should address the impacts this project will have on the Regional

Road

Network and local public roads during construction.

a. An Encroachment

Permit is required from the Transportation Department for
any work in or traffic impacts to County roads, if any.

b.

The DEIR should indentify the truck routes, number of trucks, and
construction duration for the construction phase of the project.

c.

The Mitigation Measures for the construction phase of this project should
include a Traffic Management Plan (TMP) and a Traffic Control Plan (TCP)
The Mitigation Measures should be such that they can be reasonably
enforced and guaranteed.
3
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5.10

9.

d.

Before start of construction, the TMP and TCP should be reviewed and
approved by the city of santa Paula, the Transportation Department, and
Caltrans.

e.

The Mitigation Measures for this project should also include a provision for
repairing or replacing asphalt concrete roadway and appurtenant structures
damaged during construction.

Please send us the final EIR when it becomes available for our review and comment.

Our review is limited to the impacts this project may have on the County's Regional Road
Network.

ec:

Kai Luoma, LAFCO

F:\transpor\LanDev\Non_County\1 1-035-1 SP (07-050).doc
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Letter 5
Commenter:

Behnam Emami, Engineering Manager II, Ventura County Public Works Agency
Transportation Department

Date:

February 28, 2013

Response 5.1
The commenter summarizes the project characteristics. This summary is consistent with Section
2.0, Project Description, of the DEIR.
Response 5.2
The commenter notes that Foothill Road would be widened at the primary access and that only
about 5% of project traffic is anticipated to use Foothill Road west of the project site. These
statements are correct. As shown on Figure 4.10-3 in DEIR Section 4.10, Transportation and
Circulation, the majority of project-generated traffic is forecast to use Peck Road to access State
Route 126.
Response 5.3
The comment indicates that the DEIR should address the effect of a future realignment of the
Foothill Road/Peck Road intersection on site access. The future realignment, as outlined in the
Santa Paula Circulation Element, would involve creation of a sweeping curve in contrast to the
existing approximate 80 degree angle intersection. There is no guarantee that this road
realignment will ever be built. However, if the intersection were to be realigned, it would have a
generally positive benefit to the development. Currently, the site line distance from the
proposed subdivision road entrance located midway on the south property line is about 600 feet
looking toward the existing Foothill/Peck intersection. The sweeping curve would lengthen the
visibility such that drivers exiting the subdivision could see other vehicles approaching from
either direction to a distance of greater than 800 feet. Also, the secondary emergency entrance
would not be affected.
Response 5.4
The commenter notes that the applicant would need to pay the County’s Traffic Impact
Mitigation Fee. On page 4.10-5 of DEIR Section 4.10, the DEIR notes that the proposed project
would be subject to the Ventura County Traffic Impact Mitigation Fee program. Nevertheless,
the discussion of mitigation measures under the “Cumulative Impacts” discussion in Section
4.10 (page 4.10-18) will be revised to read as follows:
Mitigation Measures. Previously identified mitigation measure T-1 would address not
only project specific impacts, but also impacts associated with cumulative development.
In addition, the applicant would be required to pay the applicable Traffic Impact
Mitigation Fee (TIMF) to address cumulative impacts to the County Regional Road
Network in accordance with the reciprocal fee agreement between the City of Santa Paula
and the County of Ventura. No other mitigation is required.

City of Santa Paula
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Response 5.5
The commenter has no comment regarding Impact T-2 or the associated mitigation measure. It
is presumed that this means that the commenter agrees with the DEIR conclusion and
recommended mitigation.
Response 5.6
The commenter notes that the project would contribute to cumulative impacts to the County
Regional Road Network and that the applicant would need to pay the County’s Traffic Impact
Mitigation Fee. Please see Response 5.4.
Response 5.7
The commenter suggests that the DEIR should require annexation of Foothill Road adjacent to
the project site. The proposed project includes annexation of all of the segment of Foothill Road
adjacent to the project site. This point has been clarified in the Final EIR. Please see responses
2.2 and 2.3.
Response 5.8
The commenter states that the City should require the developer to improve Foothill Road
adjacent to the project site to County standards if it does not intend to annex that segment of the
road. All of Foothill Road adjacent to the project site would be annexed as part of the proposed
project. Please see Response 5.7.
Response 5.9
The commenter states that the DEIR should address additional site-specific impacts on Foothill
Road adjacent at the primary access point. Both acceleration and deceleration lanes are
proposed, but these are not expected to create any traffic impacts. To the contrary, they would
be expected to facilitate traffic flow into and out of the project site.
Response 5.10
The commenter states that the DEIR should address construction-related impacts on County
roads and provide a traffic management and control plan. It is anticipated that constructionrelated traffic would almost exclusively access the site State Route 126 and Peck Road. Few, if
any, construction-related trips would be expected to use Foothill Road west of the project site or
any other County roads. The applicant would be subject to standard City requirements
pertaining to management of construction-related traffic and repair of road damage. 2. The
City would coordinate with County, though Caltrans would not be involved since the project
site is not located adjacent to a Caltrans facility.
Response 5.11
The commenter requests that the DEIR is sent to the Transportation Department when it
becomes available. As required by CEQA, responses to public agency comments will be
provided to the agencies a minimum of 10 days in advance of any hearing where EIR
certification will be considered.
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VENTURA COUNTY
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT
Memorandum
Letter 6
TO:

Laura Hocking, Planning

DATE:

March 26, 2013

FROM:

Alicia Stratton

SUBJECT:

Request for Review of a Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for
Tentative Tract 5475, Del Financial, Del Investment Fund No. 9, Ltd., City
of Santa Paula (Reference No. 11-035-1, Previously 07-050)

Air Pollution Control District staff has reviewed the subject DEIR, which is a proposal
for development of a 32.5-acre site for a fully graded hillside subdivision to create 74
residential building lots averaging 9,685 sq. ft. Extensive grading is proposed (1.2
million cubic yards of soil as well as 370,000 cu. yds. of surface grading for the roads and
home pads), with the offsite grading plan including provisions for removal and hauling of
the project’s 750,000 cu. yds. of cut as well as grading to stabilize onsite and surrounding
slopes. Two parks are proposed for use by local residents as well as the public. The
project location is the northwest corner of Peck Road and Foothill Road in the City of
Santa Paula.
District staff previously reviewed the project notice of preparation and requested that the
air quality assessment consider reactive organic compound and nitrogen oxide emissions
from all project-related motor vehicles and construction equipment, analysis of project
consistency with the Ventura County Air Quality Management Plan, a carbon monoxide
screening analysis and a health risk assessment for the project. Section 4.2 of the DEIR
contains these requested studies and evaluations. We concur with the methodologies and
findings of these studies.
Short-term, construction emissions are presented in Table 4.2-3, Estimated Maximum
Daily Construction Emissions. Although these emissions exceed APCD’s 25 lbs/day
threshold for ROG and NOx emissions significance (127.37 lbs/day and 97.47 lbs/day,
respectively), these emissions are not included in calculations of project impacts because
they are temporary. These excess temporary emissions will be mitigated, as discussed in
Section AQ-1, Construction Emission Reduction Measures. We concur with these
mitigation measures. We wish to add the following requirements to this section:
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6.1

6.2

6.3

1. Signs displaying the APCD Complaint Line Telephone number for public
complaints shall be posted in a prominent location visible off the site:
(805) 645-1400 during business hours and (805) 654-2797 after hours.
2. Signs shall be posted onsite limiting traffic to 15 miles per hour or less.
3. All clearing, grading, earth moving, or excavation activities shall cease
during periods of high winds (i.e., wind speed sufficient to cause fugitive
dust to impact adjacent properties). During periods of high winds all
clearing, grading, earth moving, and excavation operations shall be
curtailed to the degree necessary to prevent fugitive dust created by onsite
activities and operations from being a nuisance or hazard, either offsite or
onsite.

6.3
cont'd

Potential health risks from the project grading were evaluated in the DEIR, discussed on
Page 4.2-13 and presented in Table 4.2-4, Worst Case Health Risk Computations. This
discussion concludes that both excess and chronic risks from the project are less than the
APCD thresholds. No air quality mitigation is needed for health risks.

6.4

Long-term, operational emissions were evaluated in Section Impact AQ-3 and presented
in Table 4.2-5, Estimated Maximum Daily Operational Emissions. This discussion
indicates that long-term air emissions from the project would be less than the APCD 25
lbs/day threshold for ROG and NOx (8.32 lbs/day and 6.95 lbs/day respectively).
Therefore, the proposed project will not generate significant long-term air quality
impacts. Mitigation measures are not needed for long-term project activities.

6.5

Project traffic impacts and carbon monoxide concentrations were evaluated in Section
AQ-4. This discussion indicates that project impacts associated with carbon monoxide
concentrations would be less than significant. Air quality mitigation is not necessary for
intersections, traffic and circulation.

6.6

Project consistency with the Ventura County Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) was
evaluated as well. This discussion concludes that the project’s impact to implementation
of the AQMP is less than significant. The project’s contribution to cumulative air quality
impacts is not cumulatively considerable and mitigation is not needed.

6.7

If you have any questions, please call me at 645-1426.
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Letter 6
Commenter:

Alicia Stratton, Ventura County Air Pollution Control District

Date:

March 26, 2013

Response 6.1
The commenter accurately summarizes the project characteristics. No response is warranted.
Response 6.2
The commenter notes that the APCD previously reviewed the notice of preparation and concurs
with the findings and methodologies of the carbon monoxide analysis and health risk
assessment. This concurrence is noted.
Response 6.3
The commenter concurs with the recommended construction mitigation and recommends three
additional measures. In response to this and other comments, Mitigation Measure AQ-1 in
Section 4.2, Air Quality, has been revised to read as shown below. The replacement measure
includes the same actions indicated in the DEIR, augmented with the commenter’s suggestions
and re-formatted to specify compliance with applicable VCAPCD rules.
AQ-1

Construction Emission Reduction Measures. All contractors must
implement fugitive dust control measures consistent with Ventura County Air
Pollution Control District Rule 55 throughout all phases of construction.
Developers must include in construction contracts the control measures
required and recommended by the VCAPCD at the time of development.
Examples of the types of measures currently required and recommended include
the following:








Minimize the area disturbed on a daily basis by clearing, grading,
earthmoving, and/or excavation operations.
Pre-grading/excavation activities include water the area to be graded or
excavated before the commencement of grading or excavation operations.
Application of water should penetrate sufficiently to minimize fugitive dust
during these activities.
All graded and excavated material, exposed soil areas, and active portions of
the construction site, including unpaved on-site roadways, must be treated
to prevent fugitive dust. Treatments must include, without limitation,
periodic watering, application of environmentally-safe soil stabilization
materials, and/or roll-compaction as appropriate. Water must be done as
often as necessary.
Material stockpiles must be enclosed, covered, stabilized, or otherwise
treated, to prevent blowing fugitive dust offsite.
Graded and/or excavated inactive aeas of the construction site must be
monitored by a City-designated monitor at least weekly for dust
stabilization. Soil stabilization methods, such as water and roll-compaction,
must be periodically applied to portions of the construction site that are
City of Santa Paula
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inactive for over four days. If no further grading or excavation operations
are planned for the area, the area should be seeded and water until grass
growth is evident, or periodically treated with environmentally-safe dust
suppressants, to prevent excessive fugitive dust.
Signs must be posted on-site limiting on-site traffic to 15 miles per hour or
less.
During periods of high winds (i.e., wind speed sufficient to cause fugitive
dust to impact adjacent properties), all clearing, grading, earth moving, and
excavation operations must be stopped to the degree necessary to prevent
fugitive dust created by on-site activities and operations from being a
nuisance or hazard, either off-site or on-site. The site
superintendent/supervisor must use his/her discretion in conjunction with
the VCAPCD in determining when winds are excessive.
Adjacent streets and roads must be swept at least once per day, preferably at
the end of the day, if visible soil material is carried over to adjacent streets
and roads.
Personnel involved in grading operations, including contractors and
subcontractors, should be advised to wear respiratory protection I
accordance with California Division of Occupational Safety and Health
regulations.
Signs displaying the APCD Complaint Line telephone number for public
complaints must be posted in a prominent location visible off-site.

Response 6.4
The commenter notes that health risks associated with grading were found to be less than
APCD thresholds. No response is warranted.
Response 6.5
The commenter notes that long-term emissions would be less than APCD thresholds. No
response is warranted.
Response 6.6
The commenter notes that impacts associated with carbon monoxide concentrations would be
less than significant. No response is warranted.
Response 6.7
The commenter notes that the project’s impact with respect to the AQMP would be less than
significant. No response is warranted.

City of Santa Paula
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Letter 7

Date:

March 28, 2013

To:

Laura Hocking, RMA Planning Technician

From:

Rosemary Rowan, Long-Range Planning Manager

Subject:

RMA Ref. # 11-035-1: Environmental Document Review for Tentative Tract Map
5475 – Adams Canyon Expansion Area, Peck/Foothill Property

We’d like to express our appreciation for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) for the City of Santa Paula’s Tentative Tract Map 5475. The Ventura
County Planning Division submits the following comments:
Summary Comments
As described within this memo, County staff found the DEIR Project Description for Tentative
Tract Map (TM 5475) to be inadequate because it fails to adequately describe proposed
development within unincorporated Ventura County, including off-site excavation and the
disposition of 750,000 cubic yards 1 of exported fill. It appears that two-thirds of the proposed
development, or approximately 60 of the 90 acres of land affected by the project, would take
place within the unincorporated County. However, County staff found neither a detailed
description of that development nor its associated environmental impacts within the DEIR, in
particular within the following areas: (1) grading/geological, (2) agriculture, (3) biology, (4) air
quality, and (5) land use. Until additional information is provided in the DEIR, staff cannot
evaluate the adequacy of proposed mitigation measures or evaluate project feasibility, as the
DEIR does not identify what types of County permits will be required nor does it evaluate
whether the proposed development is consistent with County regulations.
Planning Division staff recommends that the City of Santa Paula address the issues described
in this memo in two ways:
•

Revise the DEIR to include an expanded Project Description, a full evaluation of off-site
environmental impacts using the County’s thresholds of significance, additional mitigation
measures that bring impacts within the County below thresholds of significance, an
acknowledgement that Ventura County is a responsible agency, and an evaluation of project
feasibility with respect to Ventura County’s permitting authority and regulatory requirements.

•

Prepare and evaluate a project-level alternative that substantially reduces or eliminates offsite grading and fill within unincorporated Ventura County. For example, a combination of
Alternative 4, Alternative 5, and if necessary a reduced lot/dwelling unit count could achieve
that objective.

One reason why the DEIR fails to evaluate all potential project impacts is because the Project
Description is incomplete. This memo therefore describes a number of recommended
modifications to the Project Description. Staff also recommends that the DEIR address the
1

Within the DEIR, the amount of exported fill varies from 700,000 to 750,000 cubic yards.
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project’s regulatory challenges, as articulated by LAFCO in a letter dated December 8, 2011, in
particular the lack of land use framework for development in the Adams Canyon Expansion
Area.
Project Description
The project site is defined as 32.5 acres near the intersection of Peck Road and Foothill Road.
The proposed project would develop 79 residential lots/dwellings at a density of 2.4 dwelling
units per acre. The project site contains steep topography, with an average slope that exceeds
20 percent. Development of the proposed subdivision will require extensive grading that
includes 2.7 million cubic yards of cut and 2 million cubic yards of fill. Excavation would take
place on-site as well off-site on 14 acres located on land that would remain within
unincorporated Ventura County. Approximately 750,000 cubic yards of excess fill material would
be deposited at three “fill sites” located elsewhere within the Adams Canyon Expansion Area.
The project site is currently located within unincorporated Ventura County. Its current General
Plan land use designation is Agriculture – Urban Reserve and its zoning is “AgricultureExclusive – 40” (AE-40). The project site is part of the much larger “Adams Canyon Expansion
Area,” an approximately 6,500 acre area within Santa Paula’s City Urban Restriction Boundary
(CURB) and its Sphere of Influence. When combined with the adjacent Fagan Canyon
Expansion Area, the Adams Canyon Expansion Area would increase the size of the City of
Santa Paula by 219%. The County’s Urban Reserve overlay is consistent with the expectation
that future urbanization would occur under Santa Paula’s authority. The DEIR states that the
City of Santa Paul General Plan (1998) currently designates the site as part of the Adams
Canyon Specific Plan, which allows development of 495 dwelling units within the entire
expansion area boundary.

7.2

Project Description Deficiencies
A detailed description of all development proposed within the unincorporated County should be
added to the Project Description in the DEIR, along with other recommended additions as
identified within this memo. For example, the project would impact approximately 60 acres of
land within the unincorporated County. Although the DEIR generally describes proposed off-site
excavation (Figure 2-4) on 14 acres within the unincorporated County, and it generally
describes that 750,000 cubic yards of material will be transported within and deposited at three
fill sites within the County, the document does not provide a detailed description of the proposed
off-site development or state that the off-site excavation, the transport of fill, or the deposition of
750,000 cubic yards of fill material is part of the Project Description as defined by the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 15378(a) of CEQA states that the Project includes
the:
“…whole of the action, which has a potential for resulting in either a direct physical
change in the environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the
environment….”
The proposed excavation and movement/deposition of 750,000 cubic yards of fill clearly meet
this threshold. As a result of this omission, many potential impacts associated with the project
are not analyzed. For example, the DEIR does not adequately address potential impacts to
biological resources and agricultural resources present at the fill site locations. These issues will
be discussed in greater detail below.
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Responsible Agencies and Impact Assessment
Section 1.2 of the DEIR states that the County of Ventura would be a responsible agency for the
issuance of a grading permit for the proposed excavation on 14 acres to the north of the project
site and the placement of 750,000 cubic yards of fill material to the northwest of the project site.
In addition to a discretionary grading permit (which would be issued by the Public Works
Agency), the project would likely require a discretionary tree permit from the Ventura County
Planning Division. The Ventura County Tree Protection Ordinance (Sec. 8107- 25.7.1) requires
discretionary approval for the removal of four or more oak trees. According to the DEIR, the
proposed project would impact approximately seven acres of coast live oak woodland, which
likely contains at least four oak trees.
Because the excavation area for the proposed project and the proposed fill sites are located
within unincorporated Ventura County, potential project impacts must be evaluated in
accordance with the County’s thresholds of significance, which are found in the Ventura County
Initial Study Assessment Guidelines (ISAGs), and the project must be evaluated for consistency
with the County’s General Plan policies and ordinances.

7.4

The DEIR does not address the County’s policies, ordinances and guidelines. For example,
Section 4.3.2 (Biological Resources) states that potential impacts within the proposed
excavation area and fill sites are “evaluated and mitigated in accordance with the County of
Ventura regulations, guidelines, and ordinances.” However, the potential project impacts are
actually evaluated in the DEIR using the thresholds of significance listed in Appendix G of the
State CEQA Guidelines rather than Ventura County’s thresholds of significance. In addition, no
section of the DEIR provides a written evaluation that describes how those portions of the
proposed project (excavation, fill) are consistent with the Ventura County General Plan policies
for Open Space areas (see Land Use section below).
Grading / Geological Analysis:
County staff provides the following comments on the grading and geological analysis
information provided in the DEIR for TM 5475:
•

•

2

Off-Site Grading: The cut slope area is proposed to be primarily located in the County
unincorporated area outside of the City limits and Specific Plan area. This cut slope is
integral to the TM 5475 development and should be included within the Specific Plan and
City jurisdiction in order to ensure the future maintenance of graded slopes that are part of a
subdivision. As currently designed, this cut slope extends across the City/County boundary
and is partially within the Specific Plan area. Future grading and maintenance of the graded
slopes would be facilitated by including the cut slope area within City limits.
Project Description: The project description included in the DEIR is inadequate for
environmental review as it does not provide a detailed description of the off-site excavation
or the three, very large fills that would be used to dispose of 750,000 cubic yards of excess
material 2 generated by the over-excavation and removal of landslide deposits. The DEIR
states on page 2-6 that the "excess fill will be hauled to and deposited within one or more of
three canyons north of the project site...". Plans and text must be included in a revised
DEIR that disclose the design and precise location of these large fill(s). Basic engineering
details must be disclosed such as the volume of each fill, the areal limits of each fill, final

The 750,000 cubic yards is similar to a football field filled 450 feet high (a 40-story building) with material.
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topography of the each disposal area, surface and subsurface drainage improvements,
compaction and placement methods.
•

•

Slope stability / geologic hazards: There is no geologic or geotechnical analysis included in
the DEIR or DEIR Appendices of the current and proposed future condition of the fill site(s)
where the 750,000 cubic yards of excess material will be dumped. As acknowledged in
Figure 4.5-3 of the DEIR, the three canyons identified as fill sites are located in potential
Earthquake-Induced Landslide areas. Once a detailed engineering description of the
proposed fills is prepared, the fills should be analyzed for slope stability and other geologic
hazards similar to the analysis of the cut slope area and adjacent Specific Plan area located
to the east.
SMARA Provisions: By letter dated November 15, 2011, the State Department of
Conservation informed the City of Santa Paula that the export of excavated landslide
material from one offsite location to another as part of a sale or other commercial use could
trigger the provisions of the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act. The project description
should be clarified to indicate whether any of the excess material will be sold.

7.7

7.8

Agriculture Impacts
The DEIR fails to analyze the potential impacts to agriculture posed by the deposition of fill
material at fill sites where Important Farmlands are present. The DEIR states that the project
would not convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance to
non-agricultural use (DEIR pg. 5-4), and therefore the impacts to agriculture are not significant.
While that appears to be the case for the 32.5 acres evaluated as the “project site”, the analysis
does not include information about Important Farmlands that might be impacted at the off-site
excavation or fill sites. Based on Ventura County GIS information, it appears that Prime,
Statewide Important, Unique, and Locally Important soils are present in the vicinity of one of the
fill sites. Pursuant to the Ventura County ISAGs, (pg. 47) a loss of 10 acres of Prime and
Statewide soils or 15 acres of Unique soils within the Open Space land use designation is
considered a significant impact.

7.9

Biological Impacts
Off-site grading and fill areas should be included in the Project Description, and the DEIR
should be revised to include an evaluation of project impacts on sensitive plant and animal
communities within the unincorporated County. The evaluation of impacts must use the Ventura
County’s thresholds of significance, as Ventura County will be the responsible agency for future
permitting decisions on those portions of the project located within the unincorporated County.
Comments on potential biological impacts are as follows:
•

Sensitive Plant Communities and Oak Woodlands: The DEIR should be revised to include
an evaluation of project impacts on sensitive plant communities within the unincorporated
County, using Ventura County’s thresholds of significance. The biological impact analysis
(Section 4.3.2) does not evaluate the impacts from the proposed project on sensitive plant
communities. Table 4.3-1 lists the acreages of each plant community within the proposed
tract, the excavation area, and the three fill sites. According to this table, the following
acreages of sensitive plant communities are located within the footprint of the proposed
project and therefore would be directly impacted:
a. 22 acres of bush sunflower scrub (Encelia californica Alliance), which is ranked as S3
(vulnerable to extirpation in the State)
b. 6.5 acres of coast prickly pear scrub (Opuntia littoralis Alliance), which is ranked as S3
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c. 7 acres of coast live oak woodland (Quercus agrifolia Alliance), which is considered a
sensitive plant community, pursuant to Section 21083.4 of the California Public
Resources Code.
The majority of these impacts on sensitive plant communities would be located in
unincorporated Ventura County. In accordance with the Ventura County ISAGs, impacts
that would temporarily or permanently remove sensitive plant communities are considered
significant, requiring mitigation to less than significant levels or a statement of overriding
considerations. In addition, pursuant to Section 21083.4 of the California Public Resources
Code, Ventura County must evaluate the significance of potential impacts on oak
woodlands within its jurisdiction and require mitigation measures to offset those impacts.
Planting of trees cannot fulfill more than one half of the mitigation requirement for
significant impacts on oak woodlands, and therefore conservation of existing oak woodland
must also be required as mitigation.
•

California gnatcatcher: Protocol surveys should be conducted within suitable habitat in the
areas proposed to be impacted by the project (including the fill sites) in order to adequately
evaluate the potential impacts of the project on coastal California gnatcatcher. The Venturan
coastal sage scrub that would be impacted by the project is suitable habitat for coastal
California gnatcatcher, a federally listed threatened bird. In recent years, coastal California
gnatcatcher has been observed in coastal sage scrub habitats in Ventura County that were
previously thought to be unoccupied. 3 Many of these occurrences, which are in the vicinity
of Thousand Oaks, Camarillo, and Moorpark, are located in habitats dominated by coast
prickly pear, California sagebrush, and bush sunflower, similar to the habitats on the project
site.

7.11
cont'd

7.12

Table 4.3-3 of the DEIR describes the potential for coastal California gnatcatcher to occur
on the project site as “unlikely” based on the negative results of a protocol survey,
conducted in 2003, within an adjacent canyon. This evidence is inadequate because the
survey data is stale and because the project site was never surveyed for coastal California
gnatcatcher. It is clear that suitable habitat exists on the project site, and since 2003 several
new occurrences of coastal California gnatcatcher were identified in the region.
•

Special Status Animal Species: The DEIR must include an evaluation of the project impacts
on special status animals in accordance with Ventura County’s thresholds of significance.
The impact analysis (Section 4.3.2) does not evaluate the impacts from the proposed project
on habitats that support special status animal species. According to Table 4.3-3, the
following special status animals potentially occur on the site:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Arboreal salamander, Ventura County Locally Important Species;
Silvery legless lizard, California Species of Special Concern;
Southern California rufous-crowned sparrow, California Species of Special Concern;
Bell’s sage sparrow, California Species of Special Concern;
White-tailed kite, California Fully Protected Species;
Pallid bat, California Species of Special Concern;
Western mastiff bat, California Species of Special Concern;
San Diego desert woodrat, California Species of Special Concern;
American badger, California Species of Special Concern;
California glossy snake, Ventura County Locally Important Species;

3

United States Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office. June 20, 2012.
Letter to Kim L. Prillhart, Planning Director, County of Ventura. Recent Observations of the Coastal California
Gnatcatcher in Ventura County
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k.
l.
m.
n.

Coastal western whiptail, S2S3 Rank (vulnerable to extirpation in the State);
Coast horned lizard, California Species of Special Concern;
Coast patch nosed snake, California Species of Special Concern; and
Two-striped garter snake, California Species of Special Concern.

7.13
cont'd

Although the DEIR lists these animals as observed or with a potential to occur on the project
site, the potential impacts from the project on these animals are not evaluated.
•

•

Watercourse Impacts: The DEIR should evaluate the potential downstream effects of filling
tributaries to the Adams Canyon Barranca and the Santa Clara River, including potential
erosion and sedimentation. The proposed fill of the three sites in unincorporated Ventura
County could potentially impact watercourses downstream of the sites. The DEIR evaluates
the direct loss of watercourses within the canyons proposed to be filled, but does not
evaluate downstream impacts.

7.14

Impacts of Road Widening: The DEIR should evaluate the potential impacts to biological
resources from the whole project, including the creation or widening of roads to be used as
haul roads for exported fill material. The Project Description generally indicates that the
project will require widening of roads that would be used to haul material to the fill sites.
However, the impact analysis for biological resources (Section 4.3.2) does not evaluate the
potential impacts of the road widening, and the road widening is not shown on the Habitat
Map (Figure 4.3-1).

7.15

Housing Development and Air Quality Impacts
Cumulative planned population growth for Santa Paula, along with is associated air quality
impacts, should be clarified within the DEIR to account for actual planned population growth
within the Adams Canyon and Fagan Canyon expansion areas. As stated in the DEIR, the
addition of 79 dwelling units would add 279 residents to the City’s current population of 29,882,
for an anticipated total of 30,161. This was determined not to be significant because it was
within the projected 2020 growth forecast by the Southern California Association of
Governments, (i.e., 35,4000 people) and thus in compliance with the Air Quality Management
Plan of the Ventura County Air Pollution Control District.
However, a cumulative analysis should be included in the DEIR to address how the additional
population associated with the “Planned and Pending Residential Projects”, identified in Table
3-1, is accounted for in the cumulative population forecast and air quality impact analysis. For
example, using the DEIR’s average household size of 3.524, the planned and pending
residential projects add approximately 5,766 people to the City’s population for an anticipated
total of 35,927 residents. This exceeds SCAG’s 2020 projected growth forecast of 35,400, and
hence would not be in compliance with APCD’s AQMP. Moreover, this population projection
does not appear to include any development that the City identified in its General Plan for
Fagan Canyon (450 homes/1,585 people) or the remainder of Adams Canyon (416
homes/1,465 people). This issue should be clarified, and if necessary the air quality impact
analysis should be revised to account for the cumulative planned population growth.

7.16

Land Use and Planning
This section includes an evaluation of three issues: (a) the project’s consistency with the site’s
Agricultural land use designation, (b) the project’s off-site impacts and their consistency with
that area’s Open Space land use designation, and (c) general planning issues, including growth
inducement.
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As noted above, the 32.5 acre project site currently has an Agricultural land use designation and
is zoned AE-40. On its face, the development of 79 hillside homes is not consistent with the
agricultural goals and policies outlined in the County’s General Plan, which strongly support the
preservation of agricultural land and restrict uses to those related to farming. However, as
described in the DEIR, there is no active agriculture at the site and the avocado orchard once
present is abandoned. Moreover, the development site, which is planned for annexation as part
of the project, is adjacent to an established small hillside residential development within the
Santa Paula city limits that is somewhat similar in character to the proposed development.
Finally, the State’s Important Farmland Inventory (IFI) designation for the land is “Grazing” and,
according to the County’s ISAGs, the loss of such land does not constitute a significant project
impact (ISAGs pg. 47).

7.17
cont'd

The fill sites, the excavation area to the north of the development site, and the areas where
roads will be modified to allow for the transport of 750,000 cubic yards of fill material are all
designated Open Space by the County’s General Plan. However, the DEIR does not evaluate
whether the biological, geological, agricultural and other impacts associated with those activities
are consistent with the County’s goals and policies for the Open Space land use designation.
The applicant would need to demonstrate consistency with County regulations, including the
following General Plan goals and policies, in order to obtain discretionary grading permits from
Ventura County:
Sec. 3.2.1 -5 Open Space Goals:
(1) Preserve for the benefit of all the County's residents the continued wise use of the
County's renewable and nonrenewable resources by limiting the encroachment into such
areas of uses which would unduly and prematurely hamper or preclude the use or
appreciation of such resources.
(2) Acknowledge the presence of certain hazardous features which urban development
should avoid for public health and safety reasons, as well as for the possible loss of public
improvements in these areas and the attendant financial costs to the public.
(3) Retain open space lands in a relatively undeveloped state so as to preserve the
maximum number of future land use options.
(4) Retain open space lands for outdoor recreational activities, parks, trails and for scenic
lands.
(5) Define urban areas by providing contrasting but complementary areas which should be
left generally undeveloped.
(6) Recognize the intrinsic value of open space lands and not regard such lands as "areas
waiting for urbanization."
Sec. 3.2.2-5 Open Space Policies
(1) Open Space should include areas of land or water which are set aside for the
preservation of natural resources, including, but not limited to, areas required for the
preservation of plant and animal life, including habitat for fish and wildlife species; areas
required for ecologic and other scientific study purposes; rivers, streams, bays, and
estuaries; and coastal beaches, lakeshores, banks of rivers and streams, and important
watershed lands.
(2) Open Space should also include areas set aside for managed production of resources,
including, but not limited to, forest lands, rangeland, agricultural lands not otherwise
designated Agricultural; areas required for the recharge of groundwater basins; bays,
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estuaries, marshes, rivers, and streams which are important for the management of
commercial fisheries; and areas containing major mineral deposits, including those in short
supply.
(3) Open Space should also include areas within which recreational activities can be
pursued, including, but not limited to, areas of outstanding scenic, historic, and cultural
value; areas particularly suited for park and recreation purposes, including access to
lakeshores, beaches, and rivers and streams; and areas which serve as links between
major recreation and open space reservations, including utility easements, banks of rivers
and streams, trails, and scenic highway corridors.
(4) Open Space should also include areas of land or water which are set aside for public
health and safety, thereby safeguarding humans and property from certain natural hazards,
including, but not limited to, areas which require special management or regulation because
of hazardous or special conditions such as earthquake fault zones, unstable soil areas, flood
plains, watersheds, areas presenting high fire risks, areas required for the protection of
water quality and water reservoirs, and areas required for the protection and enhancement
of air quality.

7.18
cont'd

(5) Open Space should also include undeveloped natural areas surrounding urbandesignated areas which have been set aside to define the boundaries of the urbandesignated areas, to prevent urban sprawl, and to promote efficient municipal services and
facilities by confining the areas of urban development.
Since County policies for Open Space lands generally support the protection of resources on
undeveloped land, it is unlikely that proposed actions to fill canyons and negatively impact
sensitive biological resources would be consistent with County regulations. Moreover, the
minimum lot area assigned to this land, (i.e., 160 acre minimum lot size) is typically assigned to
lands constrained by slope instability, limited access, lack of infrastructure, and sensitive
biological resources. These development constraints are present at the proposed excavation
and fill locations.
The DEIR also should address the following three issues, which are related to the City’s
regulatory structure for the project area:
•

•

•

4

General Plan Amendment: The Specific Plan for TM5475 4 states that a General Plan
Amendment (GPA) is required for the project, but the DEIR does not include the GPA in
its project description nor its analysis of project impacts.

7.19

Planning Framework: Although the City of Santa Paula’s future plans generally include
development of the Adams Canyon Expansion Area, the City’s General Plan currently
contains no land use plan, circulation plan, open space plan or infrastructure plan for this
area. The proposed project, which would impact the 32.5 acre project site, the adjacent
14-acre cut slope area, and three fill sites, would thus occur absent a regulatory
framework for development.

7.20

Growth Inducement: Once filled, the three canyons proposed as fill areas would become
potential locations for future residential growth. Also, TM 5475 constitutes the first step
towards developing the 6500-acre Adams Canyon Expansion Area. Given these two
factors, growth inducement impacts associated with the project should be evaluated in
the DEIR.

7.21

The DEIR does not reference the Foothill/Peck Tract (TM 5475) Draft Specific Plan.
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Consideration of Alternatives
Project impacts within unincorporated Ventura County are primarily associated with off-site
grading and fill operations. For example, most significant biological resources on the proposed
project site are located in three areas: the western portion of the project site, the landslide areas
that would be excavated north of the project site, and the proposed fill sites in Adams Canyon.
A project-level alternative (Alternative 6) should be developed that substantially reduces or
eliminates off-site grading and fill within the unincorporated County. For example, a combination
of Alternative 4 (townhome development) and Alternative 5 (alternative off-site fill location)
would reduce environmental impacts within the unincorporated County as follows:
•
•
•

Alternative 4 would cluster development within the least sensitive portion of the project site
and also reduce the amount of excavation and excess fill.
Alternative 5 would export the fill to construction sites rather than to natural areas in Adams
Canyon.
A smaller scale residential development may also be necessary to avoid environmental
impacts within the unincorporated County.

We recommend that a project-level alternative be added to the DEIR that would avoid or
minimize geological, biological, agricultural, and other impacts within Ventura County.
Once again, we’d like to express our appreciation for the opportunity to comment on the Draft
EIR for TM 5475. The County looks forward to reviewing the Final EIR. Please contact me at
654-2461 or rosemary.rowan@ventura.org if you have any questions.

cc:

Supervisor Kathy Long, District 3
Chris Stephens, Director, Resource Management Agency
Kim Prillhart, Planning Director
Jeff Pratt, County Public Works Agency
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Letter 7
Commenter:

Rosemary Rowan, Long-Range Planning Manager, County of Ventura Resource
Management Agency

Date:

March 28, 2013

Response 7.1
The commenter suggests that the DEIR does not include analysis of such issues as geology,
agriculture, biology, air quality, and land use. The commenter also states that the DEIR does not
identify the types of County permits that would be required for the project. Finally, the
commenter suggests revising the DEIR to include an expanded project description and
discussion of County thresholds as well as evaluation of an alternative that reduces or
eliminates off-site grading within unincorporated Ventura County.
The suggestion that the DEIR does not address geology, agriculture, biology, air quality, and
land use is inaccurate. Geologic impacts are discussed in DEIR Section 4.5, biological resource
impacts are discussed in Section 4.3, and air quality impacts are discussed in Section 4.2.
Impacts related to agriculture and land use are discussed in the Initial Study contained in DEIR
Appendix A, but are not further discussed in the DEIR because the Initial Study did not identify
significant impacts in those issue areas. The biological resources section, in particular, focuses
primarily on impacts associated with the fill sites in unincorporated Ventura County because
most of the project’s biological resource impacts would be associated with the fill sites.
Nevertheless, as discussed in subsequent responses, the project description has been refined to
include more detail as requested by County staff and to include additional analysis of various
environmental issues about which County staff have expressed concern.
The statement that the DEIR fails to acknowledge the County as a responsible agency is also
inaccurate. The County is specifically identified as a responsible agency on page 1-2 of DEIR
Section 1.0, Introduction, while the need for a County grading permit for placement of dirt in the
fill sites is specifically identified on page 2-15 of Section 2.0, Project Description. This text has
been revised slightly to clarify that both off-site grading needed to facilitate the proposed
residential development and the placement of dirt within the fill sites would require County
grading permits. Also, please see responses 2.2 and 2.3 to the Ventura County LAFCO letter.
An alternative that substantially reduces grading within the unincorporated County by
exporting dirt to construction sites within the region rather than placing fill material within the
three fill sites has been identified and studied. The discussion of this alternative begins on page
6-8 of Section 6.0, Alternatives. For clarity, the name of this alternative has been changed from
“Off-Site Fill Location” to “Export Excess Fill to Construction Sites.” As discussed in Section 6.0,
this alternative would of course reduce biological and other impacts in the vicinity of the fill
sites, but would increase temporary construction-related traffic, noise, and air pollution on the
local roadway system. An alternative that would completely eliminate the off-site grading
adjacent the proposed development site is not feasible since such grading is necessary to
eliminate slope stability hazards present in the area.
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The commenter’s specific suggestions with respect to the DEIR project description are
addressed in Response 7.3.
Response 7.2
The commenter accurately describes the proposed project. No response is warranted.
Response 7.3
The commenter acknowledges that the DEIR describes the proposed offsite grading placement
of excess dirt in the fill sites located in unincorporated Ventura County, but suggests that the
DEIR does not state that these activities are part of the project description. The commenter then
states that the DEIR does not adequately address impacts related to biological resources and
agriculture.
Specific concerns about agriculture and biological resources are addressed in responses 7.9
through 7.15. As the commenter acknowledges, the DEIR identifies offsite grading and fill
activities in Section 2.0, Project Description, of the DEIR. These activities are part of the proposed
project and this is clearly stated in Section 2.0, while the impact analysis contained in Section 4.0
of the DEIR specifically addresses impacts associated with the offsite grading and fill activities.
In addition, Section 6.0, Alternatives, includes a specific alternative (the “Export Excess Fill to
Construction Sites” alternative) specifically designed to avoid impacts associated with
placement of excess dirt in the three fill sites.
In order to clarify any confusion on about what constitutes the project site, the FEIR has been
revised to refer to the 32-acre site where the residential project is proposed as the “development
site.”
In response to this comment and concerns expressed by County staff in subsequent meetings
with City staff, the EIR project description has been revised to include a refined fill site plan that
excludes Fill Site 2, utilizes only portions of the original fill sites 1 and 3, and provides more
detail with respect to the placement of fill material (see the new Figure 2-6 in Section 2.0, Project
Description). The FEIR has also been revised to include additional analysis of biological
resources impacts, as discussed in detail in responses 7.11 through 7.15. The refined fill site
plan, if implemented, would reduce biological and other impacts as compared to the original fill
site plan since it would reduce the number of potential fill sites from three to two.
Response 7.4
The commenter acknowledges that DEIR Section 1.2 identifies the County as a responsible
agency, notes that tree removals may require discretionary County approval, and states that the
DEIR should consider County thresholds of significance and policies. Please see responses 2.2
and 2.3. County land use regulations are discussed in DEIR Section 2.0, Project Description, and
the DEIR identifies the need for a County grading permit and possible a tree removal permit for
the proposed fill areas, which are not within the proposed annexation area. However, because
the development site is to be annexed to Santa Paula, the focus of the analysis is on applicable
City policies. Nevertheless, County policies are addressed further in responses 7.17 and 7.18
and additional discussion of County policies has been added to the Initial Study and FEIR.
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Response 7.5
The commenter suggests that the cut slope area in unincorporated Ventura County should be
included in the Specific Plan area and incorporated by the City of Santa Paula. This area is not
being proposed for annexation and no development is proposed for this area. Please see
Response 2.4.
Response 7.6
The commenter states an opinion that the DEIR project description is inadequate because it
lacks engineering details of the three fill sites located in unincorporated Ventura County. The
extent of the three potential fill sites is described in Section 2.0, Project Description, and
illustrated on Figure 2-5. In addition, as requested by County staff and discussed in Response
7.3, a refined fill site plan that involves only two of the three potential sites has been developed
and included in the FEIR project description.
The primary impacts associated with the fill sites are biological (as the commenter notes later in
the County’s comment letter) and such impacts are discussed in detail throughout DEIR Section
4.3, Biological Resources. The analysis considers the entire footprint of all three fill sites when, in
fact, it is anticipated that only a portion of these areas would actually be used (the refined fill
site plan, which restricts fill to sites 1 and 3 is currently considered the most likely plan). As
such, the DEIR provides a conservative estimate of project impacts.
The engineering level details of the fill placement would be relevant to the environmental
review only insofar as they may create significant environmental effects that cannot be
identified with the information currently available. As the DEIR notes, placement of excess dirt
within the fill sites would require a County grading permit. Presumably, this permit would not
be issued unless the applicant can demonstrate that placement of the fill material would not
create significant geologic hazards or hydrological impacts. The Grading Ordinance includes 25
standard conditions for issuance of a permit, including:









Grading shall be in accordance with Ventura County Building Code, which adopts
by reference Uniform Building Code Chapter 33, Excavation and Grading, and the
Ventura County Standard Land Development Specifications and the Land
Development Manual.
All recommendations made by the soils engineer (and engineering geologist, where
employed) contained in the reports referenced hereon as approved or conditioned by
the County shall be a part of this grading plan.
All graded surfaces subject to erosion shall be protected as approved by the building
official. Protection shall be provided and fully functional prior to final approval of
grading as completed, issuance of a certificate of occupancy, or utility clearance for
any building on the site, whichever occurs first.
All areas to receive compacted fill shall be inspected and approved by the soils
engineer (and engineering geologist, where employed) after removal of suitable
material and excavation of keyways and benches, and prior to placement of
subsurface drainage systems for any fill.
All soils or rock materials deemed unsuitable for placement in compacted fill shall be
removed from the site. Any material such as concrete or imported materials shall be
approved by the soils engineer prior to use in compacted fill. Where excavated
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material is blocky it will be broken into suitable particle sizes, none larger than 12
inches in largest dimension, before being used as fill in conformance with Sec. 3313
of the UBC.
Storm damage prevention measures or preventative devices required by the building
official shall be installed by November 1 or as grading progresses and maintained
until April 15 of the succeeding year or unless early removal is agreed to by the
building official.
The soils engineer shall submit recommendations for corrective work to insure slope
stability where unstable material is exposed at the top of cuts.
Materials for interceptor drains, terrace drains and downdrains shall meet standard
land development specifications, subsection 201-1 and 400 except that the concrete
lined swales, V-ditches, paved terrace drains, downdrains, berms, velocity reducers
and other erosion protection devices shall be of Class 470-C-2000 unless otherwise
specified.

Implementation of standard County conditions would be expected to address any geologic or
hydrologic impact with the fill sites. Nevertheless, in response to this comment and subsequent
requests from County staff, Earth Systems Southern California (ESSC) has performed an
engineering geologic and geotechnical engineering feasibility study of all three fill placement
sites (although it is anticipated that only two of the sites will be used). The ESSC feasibility
study included reviewing regional geology maps, reviewing historical stereographic aerial
photographs, and performing geologic field reconnaissance. The ESSC study is attached.
According to ESSC, placement of agricultural fill in the sites is feasible from an engineering
geologic and geotechnical engineering perspective. The proposed fill to be placed within the
canyon should be placed to 90% relative compaction to minimize erosion and should be
keyed/benched into firm native materials. Subdrains and backdrains should be placed as
determined necessary during fill placement. Fill placement adjacent to existing landslides
should provide additional support at the toe of the landslides and should not increase hazards
or create a nuisance or hazardous condition to the fill sites or to any off-site properties, nor
would it require constant maintenance.
Based on the above, placement of earth material in the fill sites would not create any significant
geologic hazards. Nevertheless, if the County determines that issuance of the grading permit
would involve additional significant environmental impacts not identified in this EIR,
additional environmental review under CEQA may be required.
Response 7.7
The commenter states that the proposed fill sites should be analyzed for slope stability and
other geologic hazards, similar to the site where development is proposed. No development is
proposed for the fill sites so these areas would not expose people or property to geologic
hazards. Nevertheless, as discussed in Response 7.6, an engineering geologic and geotechnical
engineering feasibility study conducted for all three fill sites concluded that placement of fill is
feasible from an engineering geologic and geotechnical engineering perspective. In addition,
placement of fill would be subject to County grading requirements, which would be expected to
fully address any issues related to geologic hazards. According to the ESSC engineering
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geologic and geotechnical engineering feasibility study, placement of agricultural fill in the sites
is feasible from an engineering geologic and geotechnical engineering perspective.
Response 7.8
The commenter states that the DEIR project description should indicate whether excess dirt
would be sold and, therefore, whether the provisions of the Surface Mining and Reclamation
Act would be triggered. The proposed project includes hauling of excess dirt to one or more of
three fill sites located north of the project site, as described in Section 2.0, Project Description. The
material would not be sold.
Response 7.9
The commenter suggests that placement of excess dirt within the three fill sites may convert
areas of Prime, Statewide Importance, Unique, and Locally Important farmlands to a nonagricultural use and suggests that this would be a significant impact. Review of the California
Department of Conservation California Important Farmland Finder
(http://maps.conservation.ca.gov/ciff/ciff.html) confirms that, although the proposed fill sites
would be in the vicinity of Prime, Statewide Importance, and Unique farmlands, all three fill
sites are in areas designated as Grazing Land. Moreover, no development is proposed for any of
the fill sites and placement of excess dirt within the fill sites would not convert the sites from
their current use or preclude future agricultural activity on the sites. Moreover, none of the
areas in question are being actively farmed. Consequently, available evidence confirms that
placement of dirt within the fill sites would not have significant agricultural resource impacts.
Response 7.10
The commenter states that offsite grading and fill areas should be included in the DEIR project
description and that impacts to sensitive plant and animal communities should be addressed.
The commenter also states that Ventura County thresholds of significance must be used for
impacts to portions of the project that fall in unincorporated County areas. Offsite grading and
fill activities are included in the DEIR project description (see page 2-6 of Section, 2.0, and
figures 2-4 and 2-5). Impacts to sensitive plant and animal communities are analyzed
throughout Section 4.3, Biological Resources. Also, please see responses 7.1 and 7.4. See responses
7.11 through 7.15 for discussion of biological impacts per Ventura County thresholds of
significance.
Response 7.11
The commenter suggests that, per County guidelines, temporary or permanent impacts to bush
sunflower scrub and coast prickly pear scrub habitats would be significant and require
mitigation, stating that the majority of these impacts would occur in unincorporated Ventura
County. The commenter also states that the County must require mitigation for impacts to oak
woodlands and that conservation of existing oak woodland must be required as mitigation.
The commenter is correct that most of the total sensitive plant community impacts would occur
within unincorporated Ventura County, which includes the excavation area and Fill Sites 1, 2,
and 3 only. All of the coast live oak habitat impacts and most of the bush sunflower scrub
habitat (all but 0.01 acre) occur within areas subject to Ventura County thresholds of
significance. However, the majority of the coast prickly pear series is on the proposed
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development site and is subject to City of Santa Paula thresholds of significance since this area
is proposed for annexation. An estimated 0.48 acre of that habitat type is within the proposed
excavation area immediately north of the project site.
In response to the County’s concerns and as discussed in Response 7.3, the project description
has been augmented to include a refined plan for the fill sites that limits fill to portions of the
original fill sites 1 and 3 (as shown on Figure 2-6 in Section 2.0, Project Description, of the FEIR).
Although all three sites could still be used, this refined plan would be the applicant’s first
priority if the project moves forward.
The following revisions beginning on page 4.3-29 reflect a reduction in impacts to sensitive
plant communities if the refined fill site plan is implemented:
Impact BIO-3

Adams Canyon and its associated tributaries may serve as
important wildlife movement corridors and use of the proposed
fill sites may affect this function. Development may have both
direct and indirect impacts on native habitats, including
sensitive plant communities, and wildlife movement due to
vegetation removal and disturbance. This would be a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.

Implementation of the proposed project through excavation of the hillside adjacent to the
project site and deposition of fill material into fill sites 1, 2, and 3 in unincorporated
Ventura County would remove approximately 50 acres of habitat, including 13.44 acres
of California encelia series, that could be potentially used as corridors leading to and from
Adams Canyon. The fill sites are located within canyons that drain into Adams Canyon
Barranca. The fill sites are surrounded by a complex of native vegetation and altered
vegetation (senescent avocado orchards, active orchards) and sparse anthropogenic
development (a residence, farm equipment storage piles, etc.). The native vegetation is of
good quality and the altered vegetation ranges in quality from good to marginal. The fill
sites occur in areas that may serve as wildlife movement corridors. Both direct and
indirect impacts to wildlife movement may occur through vegetation disturbance.
Additionally, many species are nocturnally active and construction activities performed
after sunset may disrupt normal activities of wildlife. Such impacts would be significant.
The project applicant would use existing haul roads to transport material between the
excavation areas and the fill sites. However, the existing haul roads may need to be
widened to accommodate construction traffic. The area and location of widening activities
is unknown at this time and cannot be quantitatively evaluated. It is expected that the
habitat adjacent to the existing haul roads is affected by the presence of non-native plant
species, and therefore is of diminished quality compared to more distant patches of native
habitat. Despite this, the loss of sensitive plant communities due to widening, in
conjunction with the loss of same plant communities due to deposition of fill, would be a
significant impact.
To address Ventura County concerns about impacts to sensitive plant communities, the
applicant developed a refined fill site plan to be implemented if feasible (Figure 4.3-4).
This refined fill site plan would reduce the acreage of impacted California encelia series in
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the fill sites to approximately 8.92 acres by altering the configuration of Fill Site 1 and
eliminating Fill Site 2. Despite this reduction of impact area, California encelia series
habitat would still be lost, and this loss would be significant.
The excavation area in unincorporated Ventura County contains predominately native
vegetation of good quality, including 8.55 acres of sensitive California encelia series and
0.48 acre of sensitive coast prickly pear scrub. The development site is dominated by
altered vegetation of marginal quality, but also contains 6.06 acres of sensitive coast
prickly pear scrub within the area anticipated to be annexed to the City of Santa Paula.
The excavation area and development site are bordered to the south and the east by paved
roads, residential developments, and active agriculture, and to the north and west by
open space. Development of these areas outside of Adams Canyon would not directly
impact wildlife movement, but may indirectly impact wildlife movement across the area
through increased noise and the introduction of night lighting. Lighting can result in
disruptions of normal activities of wildlife, including a reduction in foraging
opportunities for nocturnal species and a decline in reproductive rates and dispersal
patterns of wildlife in general. Development would also result in permanent impacts to
sensitive plant communities. These impacts would also be significant.
In addition, Mitigation Measure BIO-3(b) has been revised as follows to clarify the mitigation
requirements for impacts native habitats:
BIO-3(b) Upon completion of construction activities, disturbed soils must be
landscaped using native plant species. A qualified landscape architect must
develop a landscaping plan that includes plant species native to the Adams
Canyon vicinity. Disturbed areas must be landscaped with the goal of
facilitating wildlife movement.
All acreage mapped as coast prickly-pear series and California encelia series
that is lost as a result of project implementation must be replaced in-kind
through habitat creation at a minimum ratio of 1:1 (habitat created to habitat
lost). The final calculation of mitigation acreage shall be determined based on
a comparison of pre-construction condition of the site and as-built
conditions of the fill sites and haul roads following completion of deposition
of fill. Mitigation must occur on-site or at an approved off-site location
within an area containing similar physical, edaphic, and topographic
conditions as those within the impact area. A habitat mitigation and
monitoring plan must be approved by the Planning Director, or designee,
and include, at a minimum: a description of the habitat impacted, the
location where habitat will be created, a description of site preparation and
maintenance activities (such as weed control, irrigation, and herbivory
control), a schedule of planting and maintenance activities, a description and
schedule of monitoring activities, a description of reporting requirements,
and a definition of success criteria. Mitigation at off-site locations must
occur concurrent with ground disturbance activities. Mitigation on-site
must commence immediately upon completion of ground disturbance
activities. The plan must be implemented for a period of at least five years or
until the success criteria are met. All mitigation areas must have a deed
restriction, conservation easement or some other means, in a form approved
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by the City Attorney, for protection in perpetuity, documentation of which
must be filed with the lead agency prior to implementation of mitigation.
Oak tree removals are discussed under Impact BIO-4. The oak trees present within the study
area are located within the oak woodland areas identified in fill sites 1 and 2. The refined fill site
plan developed by the applicant would eliminate impacts to oak trees by revising the boundary
of Fill Site 1 and eliminating Fill Site 2 to avoid oak trees and coast live oak series habitat.
However, the applicant wishes to retain the original fill site plan as part of the project
description in the event that the refined fill site plan becomes infeasible. Therefore, mitigation
for impacts to oak trees and oak woodland habitat may still be necessary. The impact discussion
of Impact BIO-4 beginning on page 4.3-31 has been revised to read as follows in order to clarify
that potential oak tree impacts in fill sites 1 and 2 would also potentially disturb associated oak
woodland habitat.
Impact BIO-4

The placement of earth materials in the off-site fill areas may
involve the removal of native oak trees and disturbance of coast
live oak series habitat. This would be a Class II, significant but
mitigable impact.

In response to Ventura County concerns, the applicant has developed a refined fill site
plan to be implemented if feasible (as shown on figures 2-6 and 4.3-4). Under this refined
fill site plan, the impact area of Fill Site 1 would be reduced and Fill Site 2 would be
eliminated, thereby avoiding all oak trees and oak woodland habitat. However, the
original fill site plan has been retained as part of the project description in the event that
the refined fill site plan is determined to be infeasible. Therefore, oak trees and oak
woodland habitat could potentially be affected by project implementation.
The majority of oak trees that could be impacted by the proposed project are located
within proposed fill sites 1 and 2 and occur in patches of coast live oak
woodland/southern coast live oak forest habitats. As indicated in Table 4.3-1, Fill Site 1
contains 5.66 acres of coast live oak series habitat and Fill Site 2 contains 1.4 acres of
coast live oak series habitat. A few scattered oak trees are present in proposed Fill Site 3,
and none were observed on the project development site or associated excavation area.
The County protects oak trees under Ordinance No. 3993 Section 8107-25 (adopted
1992) of the Ventura County Non-Coastal Zoning Ordinance (12-06-05 edition). Under
this ordinance, native oak, sycamore and heritage/historic trees on public and private
property are protected. Table 4.3-4 summarizes the County’s standards for determining
the eligibility of trees for protection under Ordinance No. 3993.
Oak woodlands are further protected under Section 2083.4 of the California Public
Resources Code, requiring an evaluation of significance of potential impacts to oak
woodlands and requiring mitigation to reduce these impacts to a less than significant
level. The California Public Resources Code definition for oak woodland includes “an oak
stand with greater than 10 percent canopy cover or that may have historically supported
greater than 10 percent canopy cover.”
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Table 4.3-4
Trees Eligible for Protection
Type of Tree

Size of Tree (circumference)

Oak tree

> 9.5” (single trunk) > 6.5” (multi-trunk*)

Sycamore species

> 9.5”

Historical Tree

Any

Heritage Tree

90”

* The size of multi-trunk trees is determined by the sum of the two largest trunks

It is expected that several of the oak trees in proposed fill sites 1, 2, and 3 meet the
County’s size requirements for protection. Placement of dirt within these fill sites would
result in the removal of protected native oak trees and oak woodland habitat. This would
be a significant impact.
In addition, Mitigation Measure BIO-4(a) has been revised to read as follows:
BIO-4(a)

Redesign the off-site fill areas and associated access roads to avoid areas
containing oak trees and oak woodlands to the greatest extent feasible. If
avoidance is not feasible, mitigation for impacts shall be required.
Mitigation for oak woodland habitat must occur at a ratio of 2 acres of oak
woodland habitat preserved/planted for every acre of oak woodland habitat
impacted. At least 50% of mitigation acreage for oak woodland habitat
must consist of preservation of existing habitat at an approved off-site
location. The off-site location should be proximal to the project site to
reduce the overall loss of oak woodland habitat within the project vicinity.
The remaining mitigation acreage may consist of planting new trees onsite or at an approved off-site location. Planting mitigation oak trees in the
vicinity of existing oak woodland is encouraged. An oak woodland
mitigation plan must be prepared by a certified arborist and include the
same components as outlined in BIO-3(b) for the habitat mitigation and
monitoring plan. The plan must be approved by the County before
implementation. The oak woodland mitigation plan must be designed to
replicate to the greatest extent feasible the overall habitat characteristics
and species composition as the oak woodland impacted by the project site.
This includes planting appropriate understory and co-dominant plant
species, and selecting sites with similar physical, edaphic, and topographic
features as observed at the impact sites. The oak woodland mitigation plan
must be implemented for a period of at least seven years, or until the
success criteria are met. A deed restriction or restrictive covenant, in a
form approved by the City Attorney, must be applied to all mitigation
areas to protect the mitigation in perpetuity.
Mitigation for individual oak trees not part of oak woodland habitat as
defined in the California Public Resources Code shall occur at a ratio of 2:1
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(trees planted to trees impacted). Individual mitigation oak trees shall be
planted on-site or at an approved off-site location in such a manner as to
provide similar habitat functions and values as the impacted tree currently
provides. Individual mitigation oak tree plantings may be installed in
conjunction with mitigation of oak woodland habitat. Mitigation
requirements for individual oak trees shall be included in the oak woodland
mitigation plan described above. Individual mitigation oak trees shall be
subject to the same success criteria, mitigation timing, and protective
restrictions as oak woodland mitigation acreage.
Response 7.12
The commenter states an opinion that protocol surveys should be conducted for the California
gnatcatcher within suitable coastal sage scrub habitat on-site. The commenter notes that the
California gnatcatcher has been observed in coastal sage scrub habitats previously thought to be
unoccupied. As discussed on DEIR page 4.3-16 (Table 4.3-3), the former historic egg record in
Adam’s Canyon for the coastal California gnatcatcher dates from 1924. Protocol surveys
conducted in adjacent Fagan Canyon in 2003 to east resulted in no observations. Given the lack
of observations in the area, the DEIR concluded that the presence of this species in the area is
unlikely. Based on these facts, significant impacts to the California gnatcatcher are not
anticipated. Nevertheless, per the County’s request, Impact BIO-1 beginning on page 4.3-24 has
been revised to require protocol surveys for California gnatcatcher as a condition of approval
per the discussion below.
Suitable habitat may also be present for federally threatened coastal California
gnatcatcher within the project area, including the fill sites and excavation area. However,
the former historic egg record in Adam’s Canyon for the coastal California gnatcatcher
dates from 1924. In addition, protocol surveys conducted in adjacent Fagan Canyon in
2003 to the east resulted in no observations. Given the lack of observations in the area,
the presence of this species in the area is unlikely. Thus, significant impacts are not
anticipated. Nevertheless, in response to concerns raised by the County of Ventura,
protocol surveys of the fill site vicinity are recommended as a condition of project
approval. In addition, potential habitat loss is addressed through the habitat mitigation
requirements discussed under Impact BIO-3.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures would provide for
compliance with applicable Fish and Game Code requirements.
BIO-1(a)

Pre-Construction Survey. Not more than two weeks before
initiation of construction or fill activities during the nesting
season, the applicant must retain a qualified biologist to conduct a
nesting bird survey of the development site, fill site(s), and
surrounding area. Construction plans must be designed to avoid
impacts to mature trees and shrubs that may contain nests to the
greatest extent feasible.

BIO-1(b)

Buffers from Active Nests. If an active nest is located within the
vicinity of construction activities, all work must be conducted at
least 5 to 500 feet from the nest upon recommendation from
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CDFW until the young have fledged and the nest site is no longer
in use as determined by a qualified biologist.
BIO-1(c)

Tree and Shrub Removal Limitations. Tree and shrub removal
is limited to the non-breeding season (September 16 through
February 14). Trees may be removed outside of this period upon
the condition that, before removal, trees and shrubs must be
inspected by a qualified biologist not more than two weeks before
any scheduled tree trimming or removal.

Although significant impacts to the California gnatcatcher are not anticipated, the
following is recommended as a condition of approval.
BIO-1(d)

California Gnatcatcher Protocol Surveys. Before tree and
shrub removal within any of the three fill sites between February
15 and September 15, protocol surveys for coastal California
gnatcatcher must be completed by a qualified biologist, selected by
the City, in accordance with the Coastal California Gnatcatcher
(Polioptila californica californica) Present/Absence Survey
Guidelines (USFWS 1997). If no coastal California gnatcatcher
nests are located, no further mitigation is required. If an active
coastal California gnatcatcher nest is located, a minimum
avoidance buffer of 250 feet must be established around the nest.
The avoidance buffer must be demarcated with bright orange
construction fencing installed around the perimeter between the
nest and active construction activities. The avoidance buffer must
be in place until the qualified biologist has determined that the
adults and offspring are no longer reliant on the nest site. No
construction activities or personnel may enter the avoidance buffer
without specific permission from the qualified biologist. The
qualified biologist will monitor the avoidance buffers a minimum of
once per week to ensure avoidance is observed and the nest is not
affected by construction.

Response 7.13
The commenter lists several special status wildlife species that she believes the DEIR does not
adequately address. As noted in the comment, each of these species was evaluated for potential
occurrence on the project site (including fill sites and excavation area) in Table 4.4-3. Suitable
habitat for these species is ubiquitous in the open hills that surround the project site to the
north. As such, the project would not threaten the overall viability of suitable habitat or cause a
species’ population to drop below self-sustaining levels. Therefore, impacts to amphibian,
reptile, and mammal species of special concern were determined to be less than significant. The
following paragraph has been added under Impact BIO-1 on page 4.3-24, to clarify this point:
Each of the species listed in Table 4.3-3 was evaluated for potential occurrence on the
project site. Suitable habitat for many of these species was determined to be present onsite, including:
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Arboreal salamander
Slivery legless lizard
Glossy snake
Coastal western whiptail
Coast horned lizard
Coast patch nosed snake
Two-striped garter snake









Southern California rufouscrowned sparrow
Bell’s sage sparrow
White-tailed kite
Pallid bat
Western mastiff bat
San Diego desert woodrat
American badger

Direct impacts to amphibians, reptiles, and mammals would include loss of habitat and
injury or mortality to individuals. Indirect impacts could include the spread of nonnative invasive plant species into adjacent intact native habitat, thus degrading habitat
quality.
Native habitat for these species is ubiquitous in the open hills that surround the project
site to the north as well as in other areas throughout the region. As such, the project
would not threaten the overall viability of suitable habitat or cause a species’ population
to drop below self-sustaining levels. Furthermore, habitat impacts would be fully
mitigated under Impacts BIO-2, BIO-3, and BIO-4 through habitat restoration and
preservation. The spread of non-native invasive plants would also be restricted through
establishment of a landscaping plan as discussed under Impact BIO-5. Therefore, impacts
to amphibian, reptile, and mammal species of special concern would not be significant.
Impacts to sensitive avian species, including those referenced by the commenter, were
considered potentially significant, as described in Impact BIO-1 on page 4.3-24. Mitigation
Measures BIO-1(a), BIO-1(b), and BIO-1(c) shall be implemented to reduce potential impacts to
nesting birds to a less than significant level.
In addition, the special status wildlife species listed by the commenter would benefit from the
habitat restoration and avoidance/minimization actions required by Mitigation Measures BIO2(b), BIO-3(a), BIO-3(b), BIO-3(c), BIO-4(a), BIO-4(b), and BIO-5. The discussion of “Significance
After Mitigation” under Impact BIO-1 on page 4.3-26 has been revised to read as follows to
clarify this point:
Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the above measures would
reduce the impacts to nesting birds to a less than significant level. In addition, special
status wildlife species within the study area would benefit from the habitat restoration
and avoidance/minimization actions required by Mitigation Measures BIO-2(b), BIO3(a), BIO-3(b), BIO-3(c), BIO-4(a), BIO-4(b), and BIO-5.
Also, please see Response 7.11.
Response 7.14
The commenter states that the DEIR should address potential downstream effects associated
with placement of excess dirt in the three fill sites in unincorporated Ventura County.
In response to the County’s concerns, the project description has been revised to include a
refined fill site plan that excludes Fill Site 2 and shows the actual footprint expected to be
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needed in Fill Sites 1 and 3. This change would reduce impacts to jurisdictional areas. Figure
4.3-3 has been added to Section 4.3, Biological Resources to depict the jurisdictional areas as they
would be affected by both the original fill site plan and the refined fill site plan, shown as Fill
Site Alternative 1 and Fill Site Alternative 2, respectively. While elimination of Fill Site 2 would
substantially reduce impacts to jurisdictional areas, this fill site remains part of the project
description in the event that the refined fill site plan is determined infeasible or cannot
accommodate all excavated material.
The following revisions beginning on page 4.3-26 reflect a reduction in impacts to jurisdictional
waters of the state and waters of the U.S. if the revised fill site plan is implemented:
Impact BIO-2

Placement of earth materials in the proposed off-site fill areas
would result in the loss of 2.05 acres of jurisdictional waters of
the state and waters of the U.S. This is considered a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.

Fill Site 1 contains approximately 0.27 acre classified as non-wetland waters and waters
of the State, and approximately 0.60 acre of streambed/ riparian habitat. Fill Site 2
contains approximately 0.11 acre of non-wetland waters/waters of the state and
approximately 1.07 acres of streambed/ riparian habitat. Jurisdictional areas are shown
on Figure 4.3-3. Placement of fill materials in these areas would require a Section 404
Corps permit, Section 401 RWQCB certification, a CDFW Streambed Alteration
Agreement, and written approval from the County. Any loss of these habitats would be a
significant impact and would require mitigation.
As requested by Ventura County, the applicant has developed a refined plan for the fill
sites and haul roads that, if feasible, would result in the elimination of Fill Site 2 and a
reduction in the size of Fill Sites 1 and 3 9 (see Figure 4.3-4). This would reduce the
impact to jurisdictional waters of the state and waters of the U.S. to approximately 0.38
acre total.
The project has the potential to affect watercourses downstream, including potential
erosion and sedimentation. The fill site canyons drain storm water runoff into Adams
Canyon Barranca, and eventually into the Santa Clara River. The streams that flow
through the canyons are first order streams that carry shallow flows. These canyons
contribute only a small portion of the total water to the overall Santa Clara River
Watershed, which drains an approximately 1,600 square mile area. Deposition of material
in the fill sites would not restrict storm water flows, but would simply redirect flows.
Acoordingly, the amount of water flowing into the Adams Canyon Barranca should not
be affected. Erosion and sedimentation of the material deposited into the canyon into
Adams Canyon Barranca could occur, and this impact could be potentially significant.
Erosion control is addressed in Section 4.8, Hydrology and Water Quality.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures would address
impacts to waters of the state and waters of the U.S. The Section 404 ACOE permit
process and CDFW through its Streambed Alteration Agreement program may require
further compensatory mitigation for these impacts.
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BIO-2(a) Agency Permits. The applicant must obtain appropriate permits for
fill of waters of the U.S. and state for the fill sites from the regulatory
agencies before approval of the final grading plan by the County.
Specific permits needed may include:




Clean Water Act Section 404 permit from the ACOE;
Clean Water Act Section 401 certification from the Regional
Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region; and
Streambed Alteration Agreement with the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife.

The applicant must provide signed copies of such agreements and
permits to the County, or a signed letter that no permits are required
prior to the receipt of a grading permit.
BIO-2(b) Habitat Replacement. All acreage designated as waters of the
United States that is lost as a result of project implementation shall
be replaced at a ratio of habitat created at a minimum of a 2:1 ratio,
or as determined appropriate by CDFW. Mitigation shall occur onsite or in an approved off-site location within the same watershed if
feasible. The final mitigation acreage shall be determined based on
the as-built conditions of the fill sites following completion of all
necessary deposition of fill. A mitigation plan must be approved by
the Planning Director, or designee, in accordance with BIO-3(b). All
mitigation areas must have a deed restriction, conservation
easement, or some other method, in a form approved by the City
Attorney, of ensuring that the restoration site is preserved in
perpetuity.
Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the above mitigation
measure, as well as implementation of HYD-1, HYD-2(a), HYD-2(b), and HYD-2(c),
would reduce the net loss of waters of the U.S. and State to a less than significant level
through appropriate compensation.
Response 7.15
The commenter requests additional analysis of the impacts of the creation and widening of
roads used to haul material to the fill sites. As discussed on DEIR page 2-6, haul routes for the
transport of fill materials to the three fill sites located off-site to the north of the project site
would utilize existing access roads that serve farming/ranching activities in this area, and no
new roads would be created. During a site visit conducted on January 22, 2014, it was noted that
some of the existing roads are becoming overgrown with non-native plant species due to lack of
use. Minor improvements, primarily in the form of clearing non-native plant growth, may be
required to accommodate trucks and other equipment that would be required to haul and
stabilize fill materials. However, any changes to the existing access roads would be minimal.
Due to the uncertainty of the amount and location of widening activities, a quantitative analysis
of impacts due to widening is not feasible. Despite this, the impacts from such widening can be
mitigated to a less than significant level. The following paragraph has been added to the impact
discussion under Impact BIO-3 on page 4.3-29:
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The project applicant would utilize existing haul roads to transport material between the
excavation areas and the fill sites; however, the existing haul roads may need to be
widened to accommodate construction traffic. The area and location of widening activities
is unknown at this time and cannot be quantitatively evaluated. It is expected that the
habitat adjacent to the existing haul roads is affected by the presence of non-native plant
species, and therefore is of diminished quality compared to more distant patches of native
habitat. Despite this, the loss of sensitive plant communities due to widening, in
conjunction with the loss of same plant communities due to deposition of fill, would be
considered significant.
In addition, references to the haul roads have been added to mitigation BIO-3(b) (see Response
7.11). The roads are already referenced in the impact discussion and mitigation measures for
Impacts BIO-2 and BIO-4.
Response 7.16
The commenter requests additional analysis of cumulative air quality impacts, suggesting that
population growth associated with planned and pending projects may exceed AQMP forecasts
and requesting clarification of whether or not future development within the remainder of
Adams Canyon has been considered. Additional development in Adams Canyon has not been
considered in the cumulative analysis. Further development within this area is not considered
reasonably foreseeable given that the no development applications for this area are before the
City. Certainly, any future development within the remainder of Adams Canyon would not
occur within the timeframe of the proposed project. Based on this comment, the cumulative air
quality impact analysis contained in Section 4.2, Air Quality, has been revised as indicated
below. Although population growth associated with planning and pending development may
exceed the 2020 SCAG forecast, it is not anticipated that all forecast development will be built
within that timeframe. Population growth potential remains well within the 2035 SCAG forecast
for the City.
c. Cumulative Impacts. The Ventura County portion of the South Central
Coast Air Basin is a state and federal non-attainment area for ozone and a state nonattainment area for suspended particulates (PM10 and PM2.5). Exceedance of air quality
standards is the result of past and ongoing urban and rural development that has caused
emissions to exceed the air basin’s capacity for dispersal and removal of the air pollutants.
However, the Ventura County AQMP predicts attainment of state and federal standards
through imposition of various control mechanisms and, as discussed under Impact AQ-5,
the proposed project is consistent with the AQMP. Cumulative residential growth in
Santa Paula, based on the planned and pending projects listed in Table 3-1 in Section
3.0, Environmental Setting, would add an estimated 1,719 units (1,640 units from the
projects listed in Table 3-1 plus the 79 units associated with the proposed project). Based
on the current average household size for the City, this number of units would add 6,058
residents. When added to the current population, this would result in a population of
35,940. This exceeds the 2020 SCAG forecast for the City by 540. However, it is not
anticipated that all of the development listed in Table 3-1 will be completed by that time.
Notably, it is unlikely that the largest development in the community (the 1,500-unit
East Area One development) will be built out within that timeframe. Population growth
associated with planned and pending development would be well within the 2035
population forecast of 38,800.
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Based on the above, although the project and other planned and pending development
would generate increased emissions associated with its construction and operation, this
increase in emissions is not expected to delay attainment of air quality standards.
Cumulative impacts are therefore considered less than significant and the project’s
contribution to cumulative air quality impacts is not considered cumulatively
considerable. Discussion of the project’s cumulative effect with respect to Global Climate
Change and the emission of greenhouse gases is contained in Section 5.2 of this EIR.
Response 7.17
The commenter suggests that the proposed project is ”on its face” inconsistent with County
agricultural goals and policies, acknowledges that the site is not used for agriculture and is
adjacent to a residential area somewhat similar in character to the proposed project, and notes
that the conversion of the project site to residential uses would not be a significant agricultural
impact. The intent of this comment is not entirely clear, but it appears that the commenter
ultimately agrees with the DEIR conclusion that the proposed project’s impact to agricultural
resources would be less than significant. Although the commenter suggests that the project may
be inconsistent with County agricultural goals and policies, the commenter also acknowledges
(on page 2 of the County’s comment letter) that the County’s Urban Reserve overlay that
applies to the project site is “consistent with the expectation that future urbanization would
occur under Santa Paula’s authority.” Therefore, it appears that the commenter acknowledges
that development of the project site is generally consistent with the County General Plan.
Specific County General Plan farmland resources goals and policies are discussed below. The
same discussion has also been added to the “Land Use and Planning” section of the Initial
Study in FEIR Appendix A.
Farmland Resources Goals
1. Preserve and protect irrigated agricultural lands as a nonrenewable resource to assure the
continued availability of such lands for the production of food, fiber and ornamentals.
2. Encourage the continuation and development of facilities and programs that enhance the
marketing of County grown agricultural products
The proposed project would not involve any conversion or other impacts to irrigated
agricultural lands, nor would it hinder continuation of any facilities or programs that enhance
the marketing of County grown agricultural products. Consequently, neither of these goals
applies.
Farmland Resources Policies
1. Discretionary development located on land designated as Agricultural (see Land Use
Chapter) and identified as Prime Farmland or Farmland of Statewide Importance on the
State's Important Farmland Inventory, shall be planned and designed to remove as little land
as possible from potential agricultural production and to minimize impacts on topsoil.
2. Hillside agricultural grading shall be regulated by the Public Works Agency through the
Hillside Erosion Control Ordinance.
3. Land Conservation Act (LCA) Contracts shall be encouraged on irrigated farmlands.
4. The Public Works Agency shall plan transportation capital improvements so as to mitigate
impacts to important farmlands to the extent feasible.
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5. The County shall preserve agricultural land by retaining and expanding the existing
Greenbelt Agreements and encouraging the formation of additional Greenbelt Agreements.
6. Discretionary development adjacent to Agricultural-Designated lands shall not conflict with
agricultural use of those lands.
Policies 2 through 5 do not apply to the proposed project since the project would not involve
agricultural grading, LCA contracts, transportation capital improvements, or development of
Greenbelt Agreements. With respect to Policy 1, the proposed fill sites are within an area
designated for agricultural use, but are not designated as Prime or Statewide Importance
farmland; therefore, this policy does not apply. With respect to Policy 6, placement of soil in the
proposed fill sites would require discretionary County approvals, but would not conflict with
current or planned agricultural activity. Placement of fill material within one or more of the
sites could potentially enhance the ability to farm these areas by reducing slopes.
Response 7.18
The commenter lists County open space policies and suggests that filling canyons as proposed
would be inconsistent with County regulations. The commenter also suggests that constraints
such as slope stability, limited access, lack of infrastructure, and sensitive biological resources
are present in the vicinity of the fill sites.
Section 2.0, Project Description, of the DEIR acknowledges that the applicant would need a
grading permit from the County. Section 4.3, Biological Resources, (Impact BIO-4) acknowledges
that the applicant may also need County approval for removal of protected trees and, as noted
in Response 7.4, this requirement has been further acknowledged in Section 2.0 of the FEIR.
Placement of excess dirt on the fill sites is not “development” as the commenter suggests and
slope stability, access, and infrastructure issues would not be constraints to this temporary
activity. Moreover, placement of excess dirt within one or more of the fill sites would not hinder
agricultural or recreational activities, create health or safety hazards, or create urban sprawl.
DEIR Section 4.3, Biological Resources, acknowledges the project’s potential for significant
impacts to biological resources and includes mitigation for identified significant impacts.
Also, please see responses 7.6 and 7.11.
The proposed project’s consistency with County open space goals is discussed below. The same
discussion has also been added to the “Land Use and Planning” section of the Initial Study in
FEIR Appendix A.
Open Space Goals
1. Preserve for the benefit of all the County's residents the continued wise use of the County's
renewable and nonrenewable resources by limiting the encroachment into such areas of uses
which would unduly and prematurely hamper or preclude the use or appreciation of such
resources.
2. Acknowledge the presence of certain hazardous features which urban development should
avoid for public health and safety reasons, as well as for the possible loss of public
improvements in these areas and the attendant financial costs to the public.
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3. Retain open space lands in a relatively undeveloped state so as to preserve the maximum
number of future land use options.
4. Retain open space lands for outdoor recreational activities, parks, trails and for scenic lands.
5. Define urban areas by providing contrasting but complementary areas which should be left
generally undeveloped.
6. Recognize the intrinsic value of open space lands and not regard such lands as "areas waiting
for urbanization."
As discussed in Response 7.17, the site of the proposed residential development is within a
County Urban Reserve overlay, which is consistent with the expectation that future
urbanization would occur in this area under Santa Paula’s authority. Therefore, the proposed
residential development is consistent with the urban area defined by the County’s General Plan
and would not conflict with goals related to open space preservation. Geologic hazards present
on the development site are acknowledged in the DEIR, but would be addressed through
implementation of the proposed grading plan.
Placement of earth material within one or more of the fill sites that would remain in
unincorporated Ventura County would retain these areas as undeveloped land. Placement of
fill material would alter the visual character of the fill site(s), but re-vegetation of the fill sites
would retain a quasi-natural appearance. Moreover, placement of fill would not preclude use of
these areas for outdoor recreational opportunities or, as discussed in Response 7.6, create slope
stability hazards.
Based on the above, the proposed project does not appear to conflict with County of Ventura
open space goals. It should also be noted that the fill areas are all located within an area
designated for agricultural use, not open space.
Open Space Policies
1. Open Space should include areas of land or water which are set aside for the preservation of
natural resources, including, but not limited to, areas required for the preservation of plant
and animal life, including habitat for fish and wildlife species; areas required for ecologic and
other scientific study purposes; rivers, streams, bays, and estuaries; and coastal beaches,
lakeshores, banks of rivers and streams, and important watershed lands.
2. Open Space should also include areas set aside for managed production of resources,
including, but not limited to, forest lands, rangeland, agricultural lands not otherwise
designated Agricultural; areas required for the recharge of groundwater basins; bays,
estuaries, marshes, rivers, and streams which are important for the management of
commercial fisheries; and areas containing major mineral deposits, including those in short
supply.
3. Open Space should also include areas within which recreational activities can be pursued,
including, but not limited to, areas of outstanding scenic, historic, and cultural value; areas
particularly suited for park and recreation purposes, including access to lakeshores, beaches,
and rivers and streams; and areas which serve as links between major recreation and open
space reservations, including utility easements, banks of rivers and streams, trails, and scenic
highway corridors.
4. Open Space should also include areas of land or water which are set aside for public health
and safety, thereby safeguarding humans and property from certain natural hazards,
including, but not limited to, areas which require special management or regulation because
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of hazardous or special conditions such as earthquake fault zones, unstable soil areas, flood
plains, watersheds, areas presenting high fire risks, areas required for the protection of water
quality and water reservoirs, and areas required for the protection and enhancement of air
quality.
5. Open Space should also include undeveloped natural areas surrounding urban-designated
areas which have been set aside to define the boundaries of the urban-designated areas, to
prevent urban sprawl, and to promote efficient municipal services and facilities by confining
the areas of urban development.
The proposed development site has a County land use designation of Agriculture Exclusive-40Acre and is within a County urban reserve overlay. As such, it is not designated for
preservation as open space and the County General Plan anticipates its eventual urbanization
under Santa Paula’s authority.
Placement of earth material within the proposed fill sites, which are to remain in
unincorporated Ventura County, would have adverse effects to biological resources located
within these areas. However, as discussed in DEIR Section 4.3, Biological Resources, and
responses 7.11 through 7.15, biological resource impacts can be reduced to below a level of
significance with proposed mitigation measures. As discussed in Response 7.6, placement of
earth material within the fill sites would not create hazardous conditions or adversely affect
water quality since all fill activities would need to comply with County regulations. Finally,
placement of material in the fill sites would not preclude access to any identified agricultural or
other resources, nor would it restrict recreational use of the area, which is privately owned land
designated for agricultural use.
Based on the above, the proposed project would not conflict with County policies related to
open space. Moreover, it should again be noted that neither the proposed development site nor
any of the fill sites are located within areas that the County has designated as open space.
Response 7.19
The commenter notes that the draft Tentative Map 5475 Specific Plan indicates that the
proposed project would require a Santa Paula General Plan amendment. As discussed in DEIR
Section 2.0, Project Description, and in Response 2.10, although the proposed project is within
the development parameters of the Adams Canyon Expansion Area, the City intends to amend
the General Plan to redesignate the project site as “Tentative Map 5475 Specific Plan” for sake of
clarity.
Response 7.20
The commenter notes that the Santa Paula General Plan contains no land use, circulation, open
space, or infrastructure plans for the project site and suggests that the proposed development
would occur without a regulatory framework. It is true that the City’s General Plan does not
include a specific land use plan for the site. However, as discussed in DEIR Section 2.0 (pages 21 and 2-4), the project site is within the Adams Canyon Expansion Area, which is designated for
residential development similar in character to that proposed. In addition, as specifically
discussed in subsection 2.4 on page 2-5 of Section 2.0 and elsewhere throughout the DEIR, a
specific plan has been prepared for the proposed development site. This document provides the
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land use, circulation, infrastructure, and open space regulatory framework for the proposed
residential development.
Response 7.21
The commenter suggests that the three canyons proposed as fill areas would become potential
locations for future residential growth, suggests that the proposed project would be the first
step toward developing Adams Canyon, and states that growth inducing impacts should be
evaluated in the DEIR. Growth inducement is discussed in DEIR Section 5.0, Other CEQARequired Sections. The commenter is incorrect regarding the fill sites. Placement of fill within
these sites is not intended to facilitate future residential development. As for the remainder of
Adams Canyon, infrastructure improvements proposed as part of the project would extend
only onto the 32.5-acre development site and no specific actions that would facilitate
development of other areas within Adams Canyon are proposed. Therefore, although
development of other portions of Adams Canyon per the City of Santa Paula General Plan
remains a possibility, the currently proposed project would not facilitate such development.
Response 7.22
The commenter notes that the impacts in unincorporated Ventura County are primarily
associated with offsite grading and fill operations, notes that some of the alternatives
considered in the DEIR would reduce such impacts, and suggests the addition of a “projectlevel” alternative that would minimize impacts within Ventura County. As the commenter
points out, DEIR Section 6.0, Alternatives, considers a townhome alternative and an alternative
involving hauling of excess dirt to area construction sites rather than the three fill sites in
unincorporated Ventura County. Section 6.0 also considers an alternative that would involve
fewer residential lots. As discussed in Section 6.0, any of these alternatives would reduce
impacts in one or more issue areas. The “Export Excess Fill to Construction Sites” alternative
has the exact same physical characteristics as the proposed project except that excess dirt would
not be taken to the fill sites. Specific site plans have not been developed for the townhome or
reduced lots alternatives; however, if City decisionmakers select one of those alternatives site
plans would need to be developed and, if there would be the potential for additional significant
environmental impacts not identified in this EIR, an additional CEQA environmental review
document would need to be prepared.
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PLANNING AND REGULATORY DIVISION
800 South Victoria Avenue, Ventura, California 93009
Tom Wolfington, Permit Manager - (805) 654-2061

MEMORANDUM
Letter 8

DATE:

March 26,2013

TO

Laura Hocking, RMA/Planning Technician

FROM

Tom Wolfington, P.E., Permit

Manager"fl

SUBJECT: RMA 1 1-035-1 , DEIR & Revised lS, Tentative Tract 5475, Santa
Paula
APN 097-0-020-085 ,32.51Acres, Del lnvestment Fund #9 Ltd
79-Unit Residential Hillside Development
Peck Road Drain and Adams Barranca

Pursuant

to your request, this office has reviewed the subject Draft

Environmental lmpact Report and Revised lnitial Study for the Tentative Tract
Map 5475 pertaining to the 32.5-acre hillside development of 79 residential
building lots, a public park, and open space.
PROJECT OCATION

The proposed project is located at the northwest corner of Peck Road and
Foothill Road, just outside the incorporated limits of the City of Santa Paula.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposed project involves development of a 32.5 acre site for a fully graded
hillside subdivision. The project is proposed with 79 hillside residential building
lots averaging 9,685 square feet and ten other lots for roads, access ways,
drainage facilities, and open space areas. Public streets would be built to serve
the residential development according to city standards. Virtually all of the site
would be subject to excavation or fill with additional extensive grading occurring
off-site. Proposed grading would include approximately 2.7 million cubic yards of
cut and 2.0 million cubic yards of fill, with 0.7 million cubic yards of excess
material to be deposited at three fill receiver sites located on parcels to the
northwest of the project site. The majority of the grading would take place on the
north end of the project site and is proposed to stabilize and recontour the site
and on surrounding slopes. Each lot would have a graded pad of sufficient size
for construction of a conventional one or two story home. The majority of the
homes would be developer-built detached single family houses.
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March 26,2013
RMA 11-035-1, DEIR & Revised lS, Tentative Tract 5475, Santa paula
Page 2of2

WATERSHED

TECT¡ON D¡STRICT PROJE

COMMENTS:

The proposed project is situated immediately adjacent and upstream of Peck
Road Drain, a Ventura County Watershed Protection District (District)
jurisdictional red line channel. Peck Road Drain is known to have capacity
deficiencies. lt is suggested that the final EIR include studies performed to the
hydrologic and hydraulic analysis standards of the District to insure that potential
significant impacts are mitigated. These include:

1.

The development should be designed to store the difference between the
downstream capacity (approximately a 1O-year event) in Peck Road Drain
and the peak flow after development for all frequencies of events.

2.

Detention basins and debris basins may be necessary for the oroposed
development. This shoufd be discussed further in the final ElR.

8.2

For reference the Distríct has participated with the City of Santa Paula in the
preparation of a preliminary study for Peck Road Drain entitled "lnterim Report
Peck Road Drain / Todd Lane Drain Pre-Design Study" dated December 17,
2007, by Hawks & Associates and P&D Consultants. This study may be useful ín
the design of Tentative Tract 5475.
The District conducted a field survey of Peck Road Drain a couple of years ago
and noted that the existing earthen agricultural ditch located downstream of the
site had limited capacity, especially at road crossings. lt is suggested that this
project be involved in upgrading this facility to convey the 17o annual chance
(1OO-year) flow, or mitigating the peak flow as described above.
The proposed project is described as designed to require the export of 750,000
cubic yards of material. On Pages 3 and 4 of the Revised Initial Study, prepared
by Rincon Consultants, lnc, dated January 2013, two options are presented
regarding the deposition of the exported material. Option B shows the placement
of material in the Adams Barranca watershed northerly of the proposed project
site. Adams Barranca, a District jurisdictional red line channel, is known to have
capacity deficiencies. Regardless of the disposal option selected, the final EIR
should include studies performed to the hydrologic and hydraulic analysis
standards of the District to insure that potential significant impacts on any District
jurisdictional red line channels are mitigated.
END OF TEXT
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Letter 8
Commenter:

Tom Wolfington, P.E., Permit Manager, Ventura County Watershed Protection
District

Date:

March 26, 2013

Response 8.1
The commenter correctly describes the project site and proposed project. No response is
warranted.
Response 8.2
The commenter suggests that the project design should address the difference between the
downstream capacity in the Peck Road Drain and the peak flow after development. The
commenter also states that detention basins and debris basins may be necessary. As discussed
in DEIR Section 2.0, Project Description (page 2-13), the proposed project includes the
construction of two stormwater detention basins to capture high intensity, short-duration
rainfall. The proposed detention basins would be designed to prevent overloading of
downstream facilities and reduce downstream erosion caused by high flows. As discussed
under Impact HYD-2 in Section 4.8, Hydrology and Water Quality, the proposed onsite
drainage system would reduce runoff rates as compared to existing conditions, a beneficial
effect. Thus, further analysis of this issue is not warranted.
Response 8.3
The commenter suggests that hydrologic/hydraulic analysis of Adams Barranca is needed to
ensure that the proposed project would not adversely affect that channel. The exact locations for
placement of fill within the receiver (fill) sites have not been determined at this point. However,
the applicant would develop a specific grading plan in conjunction with the grading permit
application that the applicant would be required to file with the County. The grading plan
would be subject to County review and approval, and would therefore have to comply with
County requirements with respect to hydrology/hydraulics. Placement of fill would not affect
watershed limits and may actually reduce peak flows into Adams Barranca.
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Letter 9
For the Geologic and Seismic Hazards section.
1. On page 4.5-17, the text is misleading. Under the Existing landslide Complex: The overall landslide
complex must be demonstrated to have a factor of safety of 1.5 for static conditions, 1.1 for pseudostatic conditions and all proposed slopes must possess surficial factor of safety of 1.5. All stability
analysis must utilize appropriate modeling and shear strength parameters.

9.1

2. On page 4.5-7 the next heading is existing Slope Stability but the text refers to both proposed and
existing. This should be corrected. The last sentence is misleading in that static and pseudo-static
stability will need to be demonstrated greater than 6 feet in depth.

9.2

3. On page 4.5-21, the text indicates that a mitigation measure for potential soil settlement impacts is
Slope Stability. I suggest that slope stability be it own mitigation hazard as slope stability will also result
in debris, ground cracks, ground heaving, ground separations, etc.

9.3

4. On page 4.5-21, Geo 1-2 should also indicate that the entire site stability will meet the minimum
criteria as labeled in the text.

9.4

Also need to add the surficial stability requirement to this section (see page 4.5-17).
5. On page 4.5-25, Geo 4(b) should include language pertaining to evaluation of stability of offsite
property and the effect of the grading and post grading on offsite stability.

Jim O'Tousa CEG
Engineering Manager II
Ventura County Public Works Agency
Development and Inspection Services
PH 805 654-2034 Fax 805 477-7241
http://onestoppermit.ventura.org/
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Letter 9
Commenter:

Jim O’Tousa, CEG, Engineering Manager II, Ventura County Public Works
Agency

Date:

April 1, 2013

Response 9.1
The commenter suggests clarifications to the text of item 2 on DEIR page 4.5-17. In response to
this comment and Comment 9.2, the text of item 2 on page 4.5-17 of Section 4.5, Geology and
Soils, has been revised to read as follows:
2. Existing and Required Slope Stability. The existing and proposed site conditions are
composed of a series of slopes. The overall landslide complex must be demonstrated to have a
factor of safety of 1.5 for static conditions, 1.1 for pseudostatic conditions, and all proposed
slopes must possess a surficial factor of safety of 1.5.
A similar statement on page 4.5-24 has been similarly revised.
Response 9.2
The commenter suggests clarifications to the text of item 2 on DEIR page 4.5-17 (the comment
actually references page 4.5-7, but it appears that the commenter intends to refer to page 4.5-17).
Please see Response 9.1.
Response 9.3
The commenter suggests that slope stability should be addressed as a separate hazard. Slope
stability is specifically addressed under Impact GEO-4, beginning on DEIR page 4.5-23.
Although significant slope stability hazards are present, the proposed grading program is
expected to reduce the instability as compared to current conditions.
Response 9.4
The commenter suggested revising Mitigation Measure GEO 1-2 to reflect the minimum criteria
discussed in the DEIR text. In response to this comment, the following bullet point will be
added to Measure GEO 1-2 (re-numbered GEO-1(b) in the Final EIR):


Surficial Factor of Safety for all Proposed Slopes: 1.5

Response 9.5
The comment suggests that Measure GEO-4(b) should include language about stability of offsite
properties. In response to this comment, Measure GEO-4(b) has been revised to read as follows:
GEO-4(b)

Slope Stability Analysis Report. A Registered Civil Engineer and
Certified Engineering Geologist, experienced in geotechnical slope stability,
shall perform a detailed geotechnical evaluation of all areas of proposed
buildings, structures, and utilities adjacent to slopes to assess and verify
City of Santa Paula
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that the areas onsite and on adjacent offsite properties have a suitable factor
of safety. The report shall present the necessary geologic mapping, aerial
photography review, subsurface exploration, lab testing, geotechnical
analysis, and recommendations for all mitigation measures. This report
shall be submitted to the City of Santa Paula for review and approval and
shall be in conformance with County of Ventura geotechnical requirements
and custom and practice in the industry.
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Letter 10
Commenter:

Marty Melvin, Executive Officer, Ventura County Resource Conservation District

Date:

March 6, 2013

The commenter recommends that the applicant take precautions to minimize soil erosion and
increase infiltration. Impacts associated with erosion and infiltration are discussed in DEIR
Section 4.8, Hydrology and Water Quality. The project would comply with applicable
requirements of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and the Ventura
County SQUIMP. As discussed in Section 4.8, compliance with these requirements would
reduce erosion and associated water quality impacts to below a level of significance. Proposed
onsite detention, as discussed under Impact HYD-2 in Section 4.8, would also be expected to aid
in infiltration and groundwater recharge.
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Letter 11

When the city Planning Commission several years ago gave the "green light" regarding
development of this 32.5 acre parcel for residences, ranging upwards to 79 plus units, I believe
there is no doubt that the geologic challenges and grading issues were never disclosed or
seriously considered. Certainly, there was no knowledge or disclosure that over 1.5 million cubic
yards of earth would need to be excavated, transported off- site, and then (some of the soils)
returned to the site, graded and compacted. I am sure 57,700 truck trips, to and from, over the
period of a year or more, was never considered by the Planning Commission. I believe had the
Planning Commission known all the facts regarding this parcel, it would not have gotten an
approval at the number of units now under consideration.

11.1

Does the City have in place a specific hillside development policy? If one does exist, I have not
seen it referred to in the documents attached to this parcel. It appears that geologic and
topographic considerations are left to the owner, developer, their consultants and engineers for
review by the City through the CEQA/ E.I.R. process. Interested, effected parties, such as
myself as an adjoining land owner (across the street – Foothill Road – and situated in the
County as opposed to the city) are limited to registering their comments when the E.I.R. is
submitted for comment, as I am doing at this juncture.

11.2

Before spelling out my concerns and comments, I feel it necessary to offer my credentials that
in large part influence my comments and recommendations - based upon my knowledge and
experience in the development of “hilly” or mountainous parcels of land, including in California
(North San Diego County).
I have lived at my current home, 15888 Foothill Road, for the past 30 years. It is situated on
Foothill Road with a frontage of approximately 250 linear feet directly across on the south side
of Foothill Road from the proposed 79 single family detached home project known as Tentative
Tract 5475, Del Investment Fund No. 9, with an E.I.R. by Rincon Consultants.
I am quite familiar with the subject property, having walked it about 6 times in past years prior
to the "no trespassing" having been erected. While the "average" slope may be 20%, the
greatest slope, virtually a "cliff" midway up the N/S line, is considerably greater than that,
hence the extensive grading that is proposed. It is certainly not "prime development property",
due to the topography, any more than it is "prime" agricultural land. It is a severely geologic
and topographic challenged site. I cannot recall one like it, frankly.

11.3

I will add that on two occasions my family and I have owned and at least partially developed
similarly mountainous or "hilly" lands, at St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands (Seven Hills) and in North
San Diego County, North of Escondido, opposite the Lawrence Welk Resort and adjoining
Interstate 15, more specifically known as the Merriam Mountains. I mention this only to
indicate that I am intimately familiar with "steep", challenging lands and the development
issues attached thereto.
Because the E.I.R. is divided into sections, as opposed to sequential numbered pages, the page
number I refer to below are those that are shown on the screen when I run the Rincon
Consultants CD of 849 pages. The sections I seek to comment upon, below, are:
1/3
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11.4

Land Use & Planning – Air Quality –Geology & Soils – Greenhouses Gasses & Emissions – And
Noise.
Land Use & Planning:
The representation of the parcel’s slope profile as depicted at page 65 is somewhat misleading
in that the view shown is but a vertical slice of the parcel, and the steepest “cliff-like” portion
of the parcel, which is towards the center of the property, both on the N/S line and E/W line, is
substantially more steep than what is depicted, and the plateau at the top of the property
above “the cliff,” comprised of several acres, is not shown at all. I assume this depiction is a
computer-generated exhibit that shows “average” slope, as opposed to an on-site surveyed
analysis showing the steepest portion of the parcel and the flat area towards the top of the
parcel. It is the steepest part that requires much of the excavation and re-grading of the parcel.
I know this from personal knowledge of the property. That is why I say the depiction on page
65 of the CD is “misleading” to anyone who does not have personal knowledge of the property.
The amount of excavation and re-grading is in no way typical of most residential development;
it is an extreme example, requiring the re-grading of one or more adjoining parcels under other
ownership as well. That is highly unusual - most adjoining owners would not allow that.

11.5

The applicant is faced with a hard choice in developing this property, as is the City. On the basis
of Land Use & Planning, it appears to me that Alternative #3, "Fewer Units" – specifically 50 –
is the least "bad" choice, if development is to be approved.
Air Quality:
Air Quality, especially during the excavation and grading period of one year, or more, is very
substantial. Various mitigations have been included in the E.I.R. to reduce or control CO2, NO2,
and particulates. But if 57,700 "trips" were in fact routed over City streets, down Foothill Road
and Peck, the burden imposed on the city's streets and on neighboring parcels, and even on
residences up to ½ mile away would be intolerable. I do not believe the Planning Commission
in 2007 envisioned this kind of burden. That being the case, if this development is approved,
certainly the excavation, transport, storage and grading should all be limited to occur on the
parcel in question and the directly adjoining up-slope and western lying lands in Adams Canyon
and specifically prohibited from traversing Foothill, Peck and Briggs Roads.

11.6

Noise:
The noise issue is again very substantial considering the amount of dirt that has to be moved
over a period of 1 to 2 years. The trucks and excavating equipment from the high powered
diesel engines, the "clanking" associated with end loaders, bull dozers, and the like will be ongoing for more than one year. There is no way to mitigate the above, equipment working
makes noise, that's just the fact. If 57,700 truck trips travelling over city streets were allowed, it
would be an unsustainable process.
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11.7

11.9

11.12

11.10
11.11

Geology & Soils:
The applicant's studies all reveal the challenges of developing this parcel. There have
historically been land slides and the amount of clay underlying the present configuration of the
lands is unworkable for development without substantial excavation, grading and compaction in
order to fit more than 4-8 large lots. But obviously for financial considerations, the applicant
wants a return well in excess of what 4-8 large lots might bring, but in order to do this,
monumental land work must be done, increasing infrastructure costs, and thereby upping the
ante to more lots, higher costs, more impacts by way of Air Quality and Noise.
Financial feasibility, return on investment, risk are not part of the CEQA/E.I.R. process. That is
left to the developer, their bankers and market conditions, but based upon my experience, I
must say that land purchase, permitting, site preparation (excavation/grading) and site
infrastructure, city fees could easily exceed $350,000 for each of the 79 proposed residences,
prior to any home construction beginning. One has to wonder at what price the finished homes
will come on the market; $750,000 to $1,000,000 (?) and will there be a market for such homes
at these prices? Comstock Homes hit a brick wall trying to develop the parcel above the
hospital, which coincidently, I believe was planned for 79 homes, or thereabouts.

11.8

In summation:
1,) Build-out Alternative #3, no more than 50 units, is recommended if development is
approved.

11.9

2.) Excavation/transport/grading of soils: all to take place on-site, or on adjoining lands, no
street transport of soils whatsoever, regardless of what the County or LAFCo may stipulate
when they review this project. If excavation and grading cannot be limited to the parcel in
question or to adjoining up-slope parcels, then the development should be disallowed.

11.10

3.) Very strict monitoring for diesel emissions and associated construction noise during the one
to two year site preparation period and build-out.

11.11

4,) An indemnity bond posted by the developer and excavation/grading contractor(s) to make
whole the damages suffered by any nearby property owner from run-away trucks, equipment,
soils, rocks or water in an amount not less than $1 million.

11.12

Submitted By: Richard Main, J.D. 15888 Foothill Rd, Santa Paula, Ca, 93060 Tel: 525-2326
Email: rzmain@verizon.net
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Letter 11
Commenter:

Richard Main, J.D.

Date:

Undated

Response 11.1
The commenter suggests that the Planning Commission would not have given the “green light”
to development of the project site with residences had the Commission been aware of the
amount of grading and associated haul trips that would be necessary. This comment does not
pertain to the DEIR analysis. It should be noted, however, that the project has not been
approved by either the Planning Commission or City Council.
Response 11.2
The commenter asks if the City of Santa Paula has a hillside development policy. As discussed
on page 4.1-2 of DEIR Section 4.1, Aesthetics, the City’s hillside grading practices ordinance
(Chapter 16.98 of the Municipal Code) includes standards that apply to hillside development
projects. Although the project would involve substantial grading on the entire project site, this
grading is required to address slope stability issues. As discussed in Section 4.5, Geology and
Soils, the proposed remedial grading program would result in benefits with respect to slope
stability, both onsite and offsite. The commenter’s property would be one of the primary
beneficiaries of the proposed remedial grading program. City decisionmakers will need to
weigh this benefit against the visual impact associated with the proposed grading program.
Response 11.3
The commenter provides his credentials and describes his familiarity with the project site and
similarly steeply sloped areas. This comment does not pertain to the DEIR. No response is
warranted.
Response 11.4
The commenter notes how he is referencing the page numbers in the DEIR. No response is
warranted.
Response 11.5
The commenter suggests that an exhibit in the DEIR is misleading, suggests that the amount of
grading proposed is atypical, and states a preference for the “Reduced Lots” alternative. It is
presumed that the commenter is referring to Figure 4.1-4 in Section 4.1, Aesthetics. That figure
shows a cross-section comparing the actual pre- and post-project slope profile. It is true that the
amount of grading on the site exceeds what may be “typical” for hillside projects. This is due to
the need for remedial grading to address existing slope stability issues on the project site. The
preference for the “Reduced Lots” alternative is noted. As discussed in DEIR Section 6.0, this
alternative would reduce impacts in several issue areas, though it should be recognized that the
reduction in units would not substantially reduce the overall amount of grading required for
the site since the remedial grading would be required regardless of the number of units.
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Response 11.6
The commenter states concerns about air quality impacts associated with construction and
states an opinion that trucks transporting dirt should not be allowed on local roads. Air quality
impacts are addressed in DEIR Section 4.2, Air Quality, and are further addressed in the
response to Letter 6 from the Ventura County Air Pollution Control District (APCD).
Construction-related air quality impacts were found to be significant, but mitigable, and the
APCD has stated agreement with this conclusion. The project applicant is proposing to deposit
excess dirt in one or more of three canyons north of the development site. Thus, haul trucks
would not use city or county roads. Section 6.0 of the DEIR does, however, consider an
alternative that would entail export of dirt to construction sites in the region.
Response 11.7
The commenter states concerns about construction noise and again suggests that haul trucks
should not be allowed to use local roads. Construction noise is discussed in DEIR Section 4.9,
Noise, under Impact N-1. Compliance with City restrictions on construction timing would
reduce noise impacts to a level considered less than significant. Nevertheless, mitigation
measures have been included to reduce noise to the maximum degree feasible. As discussed in
Response 11.6, the applicant is proposing to deposit excess dirt in one or more of three canyons
north of the development site. As such, haul trucks would not use city or county roads under
the applicant’s proposal.
Response 11.8
The commenter notes that development of the project site is challenging, reiterates concerns
about air quality and noise impacts, and questions the prices and marketability of the proposed
homes. As discussed in Response 11.2, remedial grading would be required to develop the site
regardless of the number of units proposed. Issues regarding pricing and marketability of the
proposed homes are not relevant to the DEIR, which is focused on analyzing the project’s
environmental impacts. Air quality and noise concerns are addressed in responses 11.6 and
11.7.
Response 11.9
The commenter reiterates a preference for Alternative 3 (“Reduced Lots”). This preference is
noted and will be considered by City decisionmakers as they review the project.
Response 11.10
The commenter reiterates an opinion that dirt should not be transported on local roads and
suggests that if grading cannot be limited to the project site the project should not be approved.
This opinion is noted. Also, please refer to responses 11.6 and 11.7.
Response 11.11
The commenter asks for strict monitoring of diesel emissions and construction noise. If the
project is approved, the City will adopt a mitigation monitoring and reporting program, as
required by CEQA. This program will outline how it will ensure implementation of required
mitigation measures (including those included for air quality and noise) throughout the
construction period.
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Response 11.12
The commenter suggests requiring an indemnity bond for potential damages to nearby
property owners due to construction activity. This suggestion is noted, but does not pertain to
the DEIR analysis or conclusions.
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Stratis Perros
Deputy Planning Director
City of Santa Paula
200 S. 10th Street
Santa Paula, CA 93060

Letter 12

Mr. Perros,

I am writing, as I did in 2007 and 2011, to express concerns over the proposed
development on tentative tract 5475 at the corner of Peck Road and Foot Hill Road near
Santa Paula. I refer you to the aforementioned correspondence as my concerns are the
same. In this letter I wish to add more and to expand previous concerns.
I believe this development is too big for this property and this rural/agricultural area and
needs to be pared down significantly if it is to be approved. I still opine that it is best left
for someone to cultivate it as an agricultural property. If Santa Paula is intent on letting
this tract be developed, shouldn’t the development across north Peck Road serve as a
model? At this time that development is an interface with an agricultural property (tract
5475) so serves as a good model. Density is low and it is a dark sky (no street lights)
area. Both these complement the existing natural and rural area west of Peck Road. To
shoehorn in a large, well lit, urban project on that tract is to ignore everything to the
north, south, and west of it. I know the owner-developers want to make every dollar they
can from the property and that making this property ready for homes will require a lot of
earth moving so they will need many houses to make it pencil out. Their financial
concerns however should not trump good planning sense for the area.
I would call your attention to page 88 of the report that shows the landslide area in and
around tract 5475. In this exhibit, a piece of our property is included in the “excavation
area.” There are no extant or planned grading permits from us to the developers at this
time that would allow them to excavate the part of the landslide on our property. About
five years ago we entered into negotiations with Mr. Hagaman regarding the possible
conveyance of a grading permit to him and his partners contingent on a number of things,
compaction of a graded property being the most important. A short time after agreeing to
pay the costs for us to make an informed decision on whether or not to convey a grading
permit (soils experts, lawyers etc) Mr. Hagaman called to say he was no longer interested
and was having the plans redesigned to reflect construction with our property being
graded. At this time we have not taken any position on whether or not we would convey a
grading permit to the developers if they re-approached us on the subject. They have not
re-approached us on this subject. That said the landslide excavation area should not
include any of our property. You should be aware too that barring any changes to this,
their development would have to be done without our part being excavated/graded, in
case that has any bearing on things. If it does not no one is for the worse.
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12.1

12.2

I noticed too that in the report the property above us and contiguous with our property
and that of the developers is listed as Adams Canyon Ranch, LLC. It is some while now
that the ownership changed hands. This, the map showing our property in the excavation
area and other items in the report make me believe that much of the data used and cited
may be out of date. The traffic noise report is old too.

12.3

I did not see anything in the report about an agricultural buffer of fences and mature trees
between tract 5475 and our property per county guidelines. I saw it on a map but not in
the body of text. What do the developers or Santa Paula plan to do about the western and
northern boundaries where development would be face to face with farmland? How is
this to be addressed? If the city and the owners follow county guidelines regarding the
urban-ag buffer we would consider that a meaningful step toward mitigation of some
issues touched upon in my previous correspondence.

12.4

There are some large, old trees on our property that hug the property line with tract 5475.
What protections are offered that the proposed grading and excavating will not lead to
their destruction or demise?

12.5

Under the section on construction emissions and air quality, the report states that Ventura
County has no construction emission thresholds. While this may be the case, we and our
trees (we are a working avocado and lemon ranch) will be impacted significantly by the
pollutants from construction and from all the dust kicked up. What mitigation measures
are proposed to minimize what comes onto our orchards and to our home. While tarping
trucks, wetting roads and other measures are mentioned, what is to be done when, not if,
large amounts of dust settles upon our trees? Would the city or the developers pay to have
our trees hosed down on a reasonable basis be it weekly, bi-weekly or more or less? I
think this must be addressed. Scott Anderson had told us in the past that if he had to have
our windows washed once a week and some spraying done in the orchards to clear dust
he would do it as he had done it before and believed in working with those affected by
the development.

12.6

The report admits that there will be some contamination to the air adjoining the
development. Does the city or developers plan to test the air near our home for a period
now, previous to commencement of construction? If not how can we tell if levels have
increased significantly or not, barring physiological manifestations in me or my family?

12.7

Under the geological section of the report it is mentioned that there may be the need for
more non-expansive fill in the tract. If this turns out to be the case, it will increase the
number of trucks going in and out of the property and will increase noise pollution, air
pollution and traffic. What steps are planned in the event the tract needs large amounts of
non-expansive fill from the outside? One of the partners told me a few years ago they
had to dig down 80 feet to get out five inches of clay. With so much digging and grading
one cannot know how much non-expansive fill will be needed. This needs to be looked
into more and the possibility of more traffic planned for.

12.8
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The report admits the significant increase in traffic during and after construction and
assumes most will go to Peck Road and State Road 126. I believe that a large amount of
traffic will head west-bound on Foothill to get to Briggs Road or beyond. As your report
states, there is a significant amount of farm vehicle traffic on Foothill and Briggs.
Measures should be taken to force the majority of traffic onto Pack to minimize
interaction with slow-moving farm vehicles and haulers. City people often get impatient
and make unwise and dangerous passes on Foothill Road to get around tractors and other
farm equipment. This should be minimized.

12.9

As I have mentioned in previous letters, the massive excavating and grading proposed
would unleash a large-scale rodent displacement. Many will choose to relocate west to
our property. As the property to the north will be trod by bulldozers and dump trucks and
the property to the east is a residential development, it is likely that nearly all rodents
would move to our property. Nowhere in the EIR did I see anything addressing this
problem. As we are planning to plant more avocado trees up in that section of our ranch,
an influx of rodents would prove destructive to our trees and fruit and would hurt us
financially. What measure does the city or developers propose to mitigate this? This
needs to be addressed.

12.10

Thank you for your time. You may contact me with any questions.

Michael Dalo
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Letter 12
Commenter:

Michael Dalo

Date:

Undated

Response 12.1
The commenter states an opinion that the project site should be cultivated as an agricultural
property and suggests that existing development to the east is of a more appropriate density.
The opinions are noted. It should be recognized that, due the presence of slope stability issues
on the site, substantial grading of the site would be required regardless of the density of
residential development proposed. Section 6.0 of the DEIR considers a “Reduced Lots”
alternative that would allow for up to 50 homes on the project site.
Response 12.2
The commenter describes some past communications with the project applicant and indicates
that, barring any future agreements between the applicant and himself, the project would need
to move forward without grading or excavation on his property. No excavation on the
commenter’s property is proposed. The applicant has grading easements with the property
owner to the north and with the owner of the 2-acre property southwest of the project site.
Response 12.3
The commenter suggests that some of the studies and data upon which the DEIR relies are out
of date. It is correct that some of the technical analyses considered minor variations on the
current proposal, which has changed slightly since the original application was submitted.
However, these studies have been updated and augmented as necessary to reflect current
conditions. An addendum to the traffic study to reflect the current proposal was prepared in
January 2013 and the noise and other analyses that rely on that study were updated to reflect
the current proposal.
Response 12.4
The commenter asks how the project will address potential conflicts related to the agriculturalurban interface between the project site and his property west of the site. As described in the
Tentative Map 5475 Specific Plan and shown on Figure 2-3 in DEIR Section 2.0, Project
Description, the project includes a 150-foot wide agriculture buffer zone along the western edge
of the plan area with a vegetative screen and an eight foot chain link fence.
Response 12.5
The commenter states that there are some large old trees along the property line between his
property and the project site and wonders what impact the project would have on these trees.
As noted in Response 12.4, the proposed project includes a 150-foot buffer between onsite
development and the property to the west. As such, it would not affect the trees adjacent to the
western property boundary.
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Response 12.6
The commenter states concerns about air pollutants, in particular dust, that may be generated
during project grading and construction. Construction-related air quality impacts are discussed
in DEIR Section 4.2, Air Quality, under Impact AQ-1. Several mitigation measures to minimize
the impact of dust on neighboring properties have been proposed and the applicant would be
required to comply with Ventura County APCD Rule 55 pertaining to dust emissions. With
these measures and requirements, significant impacts are not anticipated. Nevertheless,
additional measures such as those suggested by the commenter could be considered and, if
determined appropriate, added as conditions of project approval.
Response 12.7
The commenter asks whether there would be air testing prior to construction. Air quality
impacts are addressed in DEIR Section 4.2, Air Quality. Impacts associated with project
construction were found to be significant, but mitigable, while long-term impacts were found to
be less than significant based on Ventura County Air Pollution Control District (APCD)
thresholds. The APCD reviewed the DEIR and stated its agreement with the DEIR conclusions
and mitigation measures (see Comment Letter 6). The APCD also recommended additional
mitigation, which has been incorporated into the Final EIR. Based on the DEIR conclusions,
there is no basis for requiring air testing or other additional mitigation beyond that already
identified.
Response 12.8
The commenter suggests that the possibility of needed more fill material and associated haul
trips needs to be planned for. The DEIR considers the cut and fill program proposed by the
applicant, as described on page 2-6 of DEIR Section 2.0, Project Description. Estimates of haul
trucks and associated impacts are based on the proposed cut and fill amounts. If there is a
substantial change in the proposed grading program that would require an increase in cut or fill
and a potentially substantial increase in impacts, this would be a change to the project that may
require additional environmental review under CEQA. The type document that would be
required would depend upon the magnitude of any change proposed.
Response 12.9
The commenter states that the DEIR acknowledges a significant increase in traffic and suggests
that a large amount of traffic will head west on Foothill Road, creating potential hazards due to
conflicts with farm vehicles. Traffic impacts are discussed in DEIR Section 4.10, Transportation
and Circulation. The traffic analysis identifies a significant long-term impact at the State Route
126/Eastbound Ramps/Peck Road intersection, which can be mitigated with installation of a
traffic signal at that location. The traffic study anticipates that only about 5% of project traffic
would travel west on Foothill Road as most vehicles would travel either along Peck Road to SR
126 or toward Santa Paula to the west. As proposed, project construction would not add haul
truck trips to the local road network as excess dirt is proposed to be placed in one or more of
three fill sites located north of the project site. The sites would be accessed via agricultural
access roads.
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Response 12.10
The commenter states concerns about possible rodent issue on his property as rodents are
chased from the project site during excavation and grading. This is a pest control issue that is
not typically a topic for discussion under CEQA. It is presumed that the applicant would
undertake appropriate pest control procedures to address this potential concern. Nevertheless,
City decisonmakers may wish to consider adding a condition of approval placing specific
requirements on the applicant to ensure that grading and excavation do not create rodent
infestation issues on neighboring properties.
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Letter 13
Commenter:

Scott Morgan, Director, State Clearinghouse

Date:

April 8, 2013

The commenter attaches a letter from the Native American Heritage Commission and
acknowledges that the City has complied with State Clearinghouse review requirements for
draft environmental documents. Please refer to Response 14 to the Native American Heritage
Commission letter.
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Letter 14
Commenter:

Dave Singleton, Program Analyst, Native American Heritage Commission

Date:

March 1, 2013

The commenter suggests several methods for investigating potential cultural resource impacts.
An archaeological survey of the study area was conducted in 2007. That survey found no
evidence of archaeological resources. Nevertheless, the DEIR includes mitigation measures
outlining procedures to be followed in the event that unanticipated cultural resource remains
are uncovered during project excavation and grading.
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Letter 15
Commenter:

Dianna Watson, IGR/CEQA Branch Chief, California Department of
Transportation, District 7

Date:

March 20, 2013

Response 15.1
The commenter notes that Mitigation Measure T-2 involving a traffic signal at the SR 126/Peck
Road interchange would require a Caltrans encroachment permit. An encroachment permit
would be obtained prior to any work within the Caltrans right-of-way, including signal
installation.
Response 15.2
The commenter suggests that a significant delay forecast at the SR 126/Faulkner Road
interchange would require a ramp analysis as traffic could back up onto the mainline freeway at
that location. The issue identified by the commenter is actually a transcribing error that carries
over to four separate tables in DEIR Section 4.9. As described in the text of the DEIR and shown
in several tables throughout the DEIR traffic study (DEIR Appendix J), the significant impact is
actually at the SR 126/Peck Road interchange. The names “Peck” and “Faulkner” were
transposed in the table noted by the commenter as well as three other tables, but have been
corrected in the FEIR. No significant impact is forecast at the SR 126/Faulkner Road interchange
and mitigation has been provided to address the significant impact at the SR 126/Peck Road
interchange. Thus, additional analysis is not warranted.
Response 15.3
The commenter notes where information about the encroachment permit process and Caltrans’
guide for preparation of traffic impact studies can be found, notes that transport of heavy
equipment requires a transportation permit, and recommends that heavy truck trips be limited
to off-peak hours. The City and applicant will obtain necessary Caltrans permits prior to
initiating work involving Caltrans facilities. The applicant would comply with the City’s
standard conditions pertaining to management of construction traffic.
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